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Preface to the Third Edition

It has now been over ten years since I began to assemble my
collected notes into A Guideto the I Ching. A numberof concepts
have occurred to me since, which I have found helpful to under-
standing the counsel given by the J Ching, consequently I have
thought it time to make these changes available to others.
The general format of the Guide remains the same, however, a

capsule has been inserted at the beginning of cach hexagram. Its
purposc is to focus on the message mostoften indicated by the hexa-
gram.
Also new to the Guide are appended essays on meditation, non-

action, and on consulting the / Ching.
Another changeis the new cover. I wish to express my thanks to

Leslie Anthony Iverson for this excellent cover.
Forthis edition I have also had the benefit of Pierre Seronde's

indispensable editorial help, for which I am mostgrateful.
Usersofthe first two editionswill have noticed my frequent use

of the sovereign “ourself.” It maybe helpful to explain that the word
“self” has often been inadequatein speaking of the pluralistic parts
of self defined by the J Ching. I have therefore used the sovereign
“ourself” to mean the Superior Man (our essential self), and
“ourselves” to mean the “inferiors,” (bodily or emotional self)
whether they are taken in combination with the “Inferior Man”
(ego-self-image), ornot. Seen in meditation the essential self listens
to and observes the other parts of self. Sometimesit sits like a
sovereign, listening toits ministers; sometimesit is like a Gandhi,
walking among its people.

Readersofthe previous editions of the Guide may have noticed
that upon occasion I have quoted from the commentaries on the
lines rather than from the lines themselves. I have done this only
when the commentaries seemed moreto the pointof what the lines
are trying to say. For example, in Enthusiasm (Hex. 16), the quote,
Boasting of aristocratic connections, is from the Duke of Chou's
commentary, rather than from King Wen's judgment, Enthusiasm
that expresses itself brings misfortune. Many people,it appears,
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Preface to the Third Edition

mistakenly think thatthe commentaries on the lines were written by
Richard Wilhelm, However, Wilhelm's /ntroduction makes itclear
that the judgmentson the lines were written by King Wen, and that
the commentarieson the lines were written by his son, the Duke of
Chou, prior to 1150 B.C.It seems valid to quote from citherone,if
doing so addsclarity.
Thave included in this edition the two main attitudes which seem

to becentral to the counsel given, ina variety of ways, in the various
hexagrams. Theyare: (1)atotal inner independencewhichhas, as
its basis, a dependence on the Higher Power,and (2) an unwaver-
ing suspension of disbelief. These twoattitudes seemto be in
perfect harmonywith the Cosmos, and therefore arealways produc-
tive of good.
The inner independence indicated is a rock-like steadiness of

purpose and disengagement in the face ofall challenges. The
steadiness of purposeis to be purposeless. We soon leam that by
maintaining this attitude we engage the power of the Creative; the
Creative either leadsusto a correct solution of our given problem,
by which wecarry out some action, or, as it more often occurs, to
a solution of the problem without ouractive interference, At the
heartof inner independence is our dependence on the help of the
Creative, or Higher Power,
The suspension ofdisbelief becomes a humble acceptance of

whatever is going on as part of the zig-zag workings of the Creative.
These twoattitudes combine in an unshakeable modesty which
exemplifies The Receptive. While they appear to be passive atti-
tudes, they are not. The secret is that they perfectly arouse the
powersofthe Creative to work out all things correctly.

The student of the / Ching develops these attitudes in the context
of his relationship with the Sage, who teaches through it. The
development of inner independenceis a lengthy process requiring
us to mastera number of lessons experientially. Itis as if a program
of experiences has been set up with the purpose of challenging
opinions, concepts, andbeliefs we have hitherto taken for granted.
Eachof these experiences unseitles us for a time,until we gain the
new insight intended. This challenging goes on,it seems, intermi-
nably. Sooneror later, however, we realize that true inner independ-
enceis based on acquiring the “Cosmicpoint of view” that we are
developing through our studies with the Sageof the J Ching. Soon,
wecannot imagine any other methodof learning,

In timewe gain the definite impression that to consult the / Ching
x
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is to have a conversation with the Higher Power. This marvellous

bookis not just an obscure oracle, in the ancient Greek or Roman
sense. The Higher Power speaks. throughit plainly and definitively

in reply to our inner questions of need. i ?

The/ Ching willrespondin thismanner, of course,only ifouratti-
tude is sincere. It speaks with apolite reserveto the merely curious,
and unintelligibly to the skeptical. To benefit from its great ability
to help, we are required only to suspend, at least momentarily, our

ve the newer concepts I have discussedin this edition are:

howto dealwith ‘crescendo of awfulness’ situations; envy in others
andin ourselves; our egosin the guise of the ‘white knightin shining
armor’; and the ‘king-of-the-heap game.’ Inall these situations our
inner independenceis challenged, and the question arises, “How

should we react?” The / Ching consultations makeit clear that the
traditional way in which we have reacted is incorrect. To progress

we musttake the risk of reacting in a new way. In doing 80, we

develop the self-understanding and strength that underlies HEE
independence and an open mind. Freed of barriers, pacts, and de-

fenses, we learn to serve the good and true withoutcoming to harm,
and without losing our dignity. We learn that by beinga best friend
to ourself we are able to be a truc friend to others.

Frequently the / Ching consultations teach us to correct what the
I Ching regards as decadent thinking. This often entails accepting

new limitations which, ironically, lead to a liberation of our true
self. For example, we may think itour duty to like people. Wefind,
however, that we are not obligated to like anyone. We should,

however, avoid actively disliking them, We learn how to keep
neutral. Ifa person has made mistakes, wetry to see his mistakes in
a justand moderate light. If he has violated our trust, we go on our

way, leaving him to findhisown way. We help him only ifand when

he becomes sensitive and receptive. Wedisperse alicnation and

work constantlyat suspending our disbelief.
:

Throughout the J Ching we findthe concept of working through

the powerof‘inner truth.’ Inner truth refers both to what we know,
onthe inner level about others, and to whatthey know, on this level,

about us. It also refers to the higher truth that exists in every
situation, whether wesee it or not. Once we perceive this higher

truth, it is automatically communicated to others with noeffort on
ourpart. :The

powerof inner truth revolves around our perception of the
xi



Preface to the Third Edition

events we observe. Often we note incorrect actions but dismiss
them because we cannot see anything constructive to do about
them, The problem with dismissing wrong actions is that we
communicatea tacit endorsement of them to the perpetrators. The
1 Ching would haveusbe strict and disciplined to recognize wrong
situations as wrong. However, we turn the matter over to the
Cosmos to be corrected, and we disengage fromit. Disengagement
empowers the Creative to correct the problem. If we allow our-
selves to become alicnated, or if we intervene to correct the
situation, ourdistrust isolates us from the help of the Creative.
When our ego prescribes the remedy, or enforces solutions, what
the J Ching calls ‘lawsuits,’ or ‘wars’ begin. These inner lawsuits
and wars may continue between individuals during their entire life-
times; they may continue between nations and peoples for genera-
tions.
The J Ching does not, as may be thought, lead us into a true

passivity, Weare, asit is put in Contemplation (Hex. 20) capable
of correcting every wrong wesee, simply byaligning our point of
view with the higher truth. This requires that in every situation we
correct and purify our inner attitude.

What, in short, is acorrect innerattitude? Itis to recognize our de-
pendenceon the Higher Power to grant us the correct perception,
and to serve the Higher Powerby keeping our thoughts humble and
good.

It is the way of the J Ching to correct the world through cor-
recting ourselves, Indeed, the more we experience the wayof the /
Ching, the more werealize that society cannot be regencrated
through any other means.

Another concept related to inner independenceis ‘going on,’ or
as theBritishputit, to “carry on.” Inthe 6th line ofAfter Completion
(Hex. 63), we are counselled notto look back with egotistical sat-
isfaction at hazards conquered,but to keep steady on our path. The
principle is also described in Approach (Hex. 19): we should not
stopto luxuriate in good times,or despair duringthe bad times, but
goon,
This does not meanthat we rigidly focus on the future, so that

within ourselves we look like the Leaning Tower ofPisa. Seen in
meditation we are erect and still, “Going on” means to keep
detaching and returning tothe path, because life is a going on. We
go with it, whether we make mistakes or succeed, greeting each
change with humble acceptance. Thegoal is to retain our humility
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and constancy throughout our lifetime; thus we go on “to the very
end” (see Modesty, Hex. 15), reactingto all constraints, accomo-
dations, and sudden liberations with equinimity. As it is put in

Shock (Hex. 51), although the shock and thunder reverberate a

hundred miles around, the developed person does not allow one
dropto spill from the sacrificial spoon. This is the high degree of
character weare capable of attaining through following the way of
the Sage. A humble, open-minded equinimity is the most power-
fully creative attitudeofall.

Carol K. Anthony
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Preface to the First Edition

Since my own study of the Ching has alwaysbeenof theWilhelm/
Baynes translation published by the Princeton University Press,
this guide is based on and meant to accompany thatedition.*
The advantage of the Wilhelm/Baynes translation arises from

Richard Wilhelm’s great knowledge of the J Ching, and Cary F.

Baynes’s excellent translation into English. The J Ching has sur-
vived thousands ofyears because itis vital and alive. TheWilhelm/
Baynes translation conveys thisvitality and usefulness.
Itis assumed that the readerwill have familiarized himself with

the manner in which the J Chingis to be used. This guidebook does
not attempt to paraphrase the J Ching, but to give insight intoits
hexagrams and lines, to makeit usable in self-development, and to
solve important life problems.
Ineveranticipated writing this book. In fact, it was not “written,”

but “collected.”Little by little the notes I keptover the years became.
a complete commentary on the J Ching’s 64 hexagrams and 384
lines, Because these notes were andare continuously helpful to me
and my friends, I have compiled them into a book to make them
available to others.
So many people have come forward to help make this book

possible that its completion has never been a task, butIparticularly
want to thank Jeanne Serondefor her cover drawing, and Gwen
Bell for invaluable advicerelating to the publishing process. These
and a number ofother people arepart ofthe creative thrust that has
brought this bookto you, the reader. That itmay nowhelp you mine
the gold of the J Ching andof your own beingis our greatest wish.

Carol K. Anthony

*The I Ching or Book of Changes. The RichardWilhelmtranslation
rendered into English by Cary F. Baynes. Bollingen Series XIX.
Copyright 1950, 1967 by Princeton University Press. Copyright
renewed 1977 by Princeton University Press.
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Introduction

The purposeofthis guidebook is to help the reader understand the
1 Ching. Very often we understand exactly whatit says and know
precisely to whatit refers, but atother times we seem to be ina fogaboutit. Later, the fog clears and we understand, Itis asif our gaze,at such times, is fixed in one direction and weare unableto turn it
elsewhere. This writer found that taking notesof the way the hexa-
grams applied during moments of clarity helped to interpret them
during momentsof obscurity. Eventually, a complete collection of
notes developed which broadened and deepened overthe years,While inevitably they will undergo further enlargement, they areoffered here as a basis for the reader to begin his own set. The
advantage ofthis practice, and of this guidebook, lies in helping usfree our inner gaze, enlarge our perspective, and always, return tothe underlying principles of the hexagrams. In doing this, the
hexagrams and situations to which they refer are brought into
alignment, the fog clears, and we understand,
Blockages in our point ofview occur for other reasons as well. At

times we “over-read” the / C, ‘hing. For example, “crossing the greatwater” maybe thought to mean weare actuall ly going tocross water,
or take a trip. While such an interpretation may occasionally be
warranted, mostofthe timeit refers to getting pasta situation that
is dangerous to our inner equilibrium, The guidebook helps usunderstand the analogous way in which the [ Ching tendsto speak.Itmustbe emphasized, at the outset, that this guidebook ismeanttoaccompany the J Ching, not replace it, Its Properuscis in readingthe J Ching, then the correspondingsectionsofthis guidebook. In
thefinal understanding, weshould nothavelost sight of the/ Ching
images,

The Student and the Sage

In the The Well (Hex. 48), the I Ching likens itself to an old, but
good well. It has an endless supply of clear, refreshing water,available to anyone and everyone who comes, whoputs his rope
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Introduction

downall the way, whose jug for holding the water is not broken by
doubtor cynicism, and whois willing to drink its wisdom.
In Contemplation (Hex. 20), the Sage who speaks through the [

Chingis likened to a guest who knows the secrets by which the
kingdom maybe made to work. If wetreat this guest hospitably, we
may avail ourself of his expertise.

;In Youthful Folly (Hex. 4), the J Ching is described as a Sage of
great wisdom, whosehelp in solving difficult life problems is
invokedby a childlike openness of mind.
These and other hexagrams reveal that the J Ching is a medium

between ourself and the hidden world that underlies our existence.
Wecannot ignore this hidden world. It is paired with our external
existence the way positive and negative electrical impulses are
paired in a completed electrical circuit. In going through life many
ofus lose contact with this hidden world. To renew ourselves we
must journey throughit to regain the innocence and purity of our
original nature. The J Ching is our lantern, the Sage our guide
through the hidden world. This guidance and helpis available to all.
Nooncis turned away. If we have difficulty in learning, we should
persevere. In time we will be helped to overcome the problems
which obstruct our progress.

:To obtain the helpof the Sageit is essential to throw the pennies
or yarrow stalks, Only by this means can the Sage reply. Merely
reading the J Ching will not developan interpersonal relationship.
Willingness to throw the pennies means that wehave the humility
and open mind necessary to establish this relationship.
Althoughthe Sage identifies himself in the / Ching as the teacher

in Youthful Folly (Hex.4), the helpful friend in The Well (Hex. 48),
the father in The Family(Hex, 37), the prince who secks able helpers
in Oppression(Hex. 47), and the guest in Contemplation(Hex. 20),
he has no real identity, When we assignan identity, whether this be
as human, male, female,as having acertain age, or whatever, we do
so only to suit our own prejudice and sense of comfort. If this idea
becomes an obstruction to our growth, in time the Sagewill correct
us. There is no harm in calling ithe”as long as we realize itis only
for purposes of convenience,

The I Ching

Unlike a conventional book, the / Ching is part of a method used
to consult our fate. Through throwing pennies or using yarrow

xviii
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stalks (see the J Ching for a description of the various methods),
number combinations are used to form six-lined figures called
hexagrams. Theseare then looked upin the / Ching. The hexagram
obtainedin this chance manner is the Sage’s message to us.
Each throwofthe pennies (or yarrow stalks) gives either a posi-

tive or negative line. The penniesare thrownsix timesto obtainall
six lines. The hexagrams range from allpositive, unbroken lines, to
all negative, broken lines, in 64 possible combinations. Each
hexagram we receive in this chance manner is capable ofacting as
a mirrorto our current life situation,
The hexagrams reflect the path we follow and whereit leads. If

our attitudes are out of harmony with the great harmonyoftheCosmos, the hexagrams reflect this. If we are in harmony, the
counsel given will help us keep our inner balance. If forthcoming
events may threaten our inner equilibrium, the hexagrams give us
warning so that wewill not lose the way. Every situation in which
we are being carried away from our true direction contains the
meansof return. Thus, every hexagram is capable of indicating the
wayback from a wrong decision or action,
The philosophy unveiled in the Ching is simple and consistent:

if we relate correctly, keeping ourself in tune with the Cosmos,all
things work out beneficially to all concerned. If we are out of
harmony, we are out of relationship. Even our good luck is
“snatched away.”

Through studying the changing lines and developing ourselves
accordingly, weare able to makeour lives complete. The J Ching,
therefore, is a lantern through the hidden world that underlies our
everyday lives. In counseling us it does not take over our self-
direction, it leaves us entirely on our own. It doesnot spell out right
and wrong as a religion does; instead, it draws on our inner
knowledge of whatis good and reinforces this.

The effect of using the/ Chingis nutritious, mentally, physically,
and spiritually. Because the user is helped to understand the
polarities of life and how things change,heis able to align himself
with his own inner axis. He does this through correcting his des-
tructive inner attitudes, This mental harmonizing, not surprisingly,
helps release him from degenerative physicaleffects. Because this
self-development brings him into accord with all that is regenera-
live, his everyday life is one of growth toward self-sufficiency and
inner harmony, Moralizing,anegative principle,is never part of the
process. Many times the / Chingwill counsel, “Do what is right,”
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or “Return to the path,” butin cach case the user mustsearch his
heart to determine what is right andfind the path of return. If self-
deception occurs, the J Ching will persist in indicating that he has
notyet found the right path, This process is sometimes frustrating,
butitisaprinciple of the/ Ching’steaching thatif the user is to make

progress, the work mustbe entirely his own, and undertaken athis
own initiative. The rewards also are truly his own.

The studentof the J Ching is held to it by no bonds other than his
own desireto learn. In this respect he is drawn to it by his initial
perception of how good it is to come into harmony with himself,
hence, the Cosmos. From this time forward, to be out of harmony
is to lack something important.

Useof the J Ching

Although there is no logic that supports throwing pennies or
manipulating yarrow stalks, the procedure is useful in taking the
choice of hexagrams outof the user’s hands. The use of chance
provides a meaningful sequence. Thatit works demonstrates that

great and profound meanings often lic in small and seemingly
insignificant things. This simplicity is in keeping with the virtue of
modesty, so highly prized in the J Ching. There is a playful but
mysterious aspectin consulting chance,yet one is aware in doing
so that a higher poweris involved. In this respect the J Ching is
metaphysical.

The attitude of the user is aided by engaging in the activity of
throwing coins, as it displaces excesses ofpride. All that the Sage
requires, to answer, is the humility ofan open mind, Responding to
this attitude, an open and free conversation maybe had between our
inner thoughts and its replics. However,a cross-examining, suspi-
cious, hostile, proud, or arrogant attitude will be ignored.
The J Ching may be approached bya direct question, or simply

be consulted with no questionat all. A specific question is usefulat
times, but the answer maybe unintelligible if we try to makeit fit
our question, for itmaybe focussing on some other, more important
inner question in our mind. Or, the answer may hinge on our
understanding something else first. Sometimes the J Ching will
ignore questions to prepareus for difficult or impending situations.
It is best, therefore, to consult it without specific questions, as its
answers are directed to what we need to know, anyway.

Thefirst hexagram weget ina study sessionis the subject to be
XX
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discussed for that session, All hexagrams that follow will be aboutthe same subject until the matteris fully understood, The / Chingrarely jumps from subject to subj
c

s yject. It teaches only one
lesson a

a time. Becauseof this, taeit is good to construct at 1

hexagrams, to allow space for the subject to be idoaehexagrams, together with their changing hexagrams, make upabasic conversation for the beginning student. Advanced students
morefamiliar with the textwill find that six hexagrams, with their
changes,are even more instructive,

i

The beginning student’s main problems are those related to
language. The Chinese language is pictorial and suggestive. There
are many possible waysof looking at the ideograms. In contrast, the
one-dimensional natureofwestern languages leaveslittle room for
Suggestion. In reading the I Ching, the original many-faceted
quality ofthe ideograms must be put back. Thecommentaries inthis
guidebook serve this purpose, enlarging the possible ways in whichthe images may be interpreted. As such, they are meant to aid, not
become the final interpretation. The final interpretation is some-
thing the Sage works out between himself and the student. The
student finds the meaning inside himself, wherebyit becomes the
source of enlightenment and growth.
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Chien / The Creative

(TheCreative is at work; change is in motion ina dynamic,
creative way. This hexagram is also about attaining the
Cosmic viewpoint.)

Chien represents the ctherial, heaven, initiating principle called
Yang, as the natural opposite of the material, earth, nurturin g prin-
ciple called yin. It represents the male principle in its cosmological
sense,as purely male attributes occur in nature.Itis identified with
the sun, the light-giving force, which acts on the dark, light-
absorbing carth force. The yang force expands, the yin force
recedes.Asin electrical energy, yangis positive,yin is negative. As
an initiator, the father of the family is identified with Chien, while
the mother is identified with K'un.
Ch’ien, as the heaven power,is identified with the Ruler, or Sage.

The Sagerules through the powerof insight, and whatthe [ Ching
refers to as “inner truth.” Becausehis point of view is cosmic in
proportion, beyond the narrow dualities of love/hate, like/dislike,
and comfort/discomfort, he hasno needto produce results through
leverage or force. As the Cosmic Fatherhe seeks the bestfor all,
Becauseof his dispassionateinterest in the development and com-
pletion ofour highest potential, we find him strictin his principles,
but also mild, kind, and devoted.
Inthe/ Ching cosmology the human being stands poised between

heaven andearth, with a foot in either, so to speak. Weoften draw
this hexagram when webegin to think that external affairs are the
only reality, We forget that everything in the external world is

1



1. The Creative, Heaven

activated by and dependent on the higher reality (the Heaven
Principle). The image of havingafoot in either world means that we
cannot disregard the Heaven Principle;it is present and central to

every question,
Every individual possesses both higher and lower natures. Itis

our destiny and personal Taoto cultivate and bring “to completion”
our heaven potential (called the “Superior Man” throughout the /
Ching). This heaven potential exists as a celestial image, or blue-

print, stored in the mindofthe Diety. Rejection of this destinyis not
only contrary to our fundamental drives; following the leadership
of our “Inferior Man” creates a hostile fate which can be reversed
only by returning to a humble acceptanceofour destiny to develop
ourselves.

Whenan individual develops his heavennature,he shines like the
sun. Such a person keeps conscious of, and clings to, what is good
andgreat within himself. Heis unwilling to sacrifice his sincerity,
his senseof truth, his kindness,or his sense of what is humane and

just, to other considerations. Althoughhe has achieved strength of
character, he remembers the difficulty he had in correcting himself;
therefore, he is able to remain tolerantof those who have notyet
developed themselves. Heis alert, ever searching to discover the
inner truth of each situation, and to act from this understanding. He
avoids losing his inner independence and detachment by resisting
the clamoring of his childish heart. He constantly secks to be
responsive to the quiet butinwardly audible will of heaven. Because
he is reticent, he creates a respect for reticence; because he is
tolerant, he creates tolerance; throughhis sincerity he activates

respect and love for truth in others. Like the sun, he shines on

everyone with equanimity, awakening a smallbitof the higherlife
within them.
Chienalso represents the creative idea (Cosmic image) beforeit

is transformed intoreality. Everything that now exists, first existed

asa Cosmic image. Accordingly, Ch’ien also represents the hidden,
creative potential inherent in any situation. By creative potentialis
meant the path which, if taken,will furthereveryone and everything
in that situation. This creative potential is the particularly appropri-
ate answer to the problem at hand. There is one particularly
appropriate answer, and that can be foundonly by being receptive
to it (we allow it to emerge through maintaining an open mind).
Other answers may come closeto serving all needs, but they require
adjustments on adjustments before the problem can securely, if

2
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ever, be resolved.
Oneofthe mostsignificant meanings of ‘T’ in “I Ching” means

“the easy.’ It also means thatthe easiest way to achieve success is
to invoke thehelp of the Creative, by which the particularly appro-
priate answer cmerges. (This answer often emergesas if it were the
surprise dénouement in the last act of a drama.) When, on the other
hand, we strive to achieve success throughour intellects (through
the brilliance of planning and wit), or when we strive to force
success (through leverage), just to satisfy an emotional demand to
create a more comfortable situation, we become forced endlessly to
correct the jumbled effects produced by our imperfect thinking. In
addition, we must endure the often poisonous fallout which results
from having interfered withthe correct resolution designed by the
Higher Power, a resolution that would have evolved had wenot
interfered. It is the wayof the Creative, however, to be able to use
our mistakes creatively once we recognize them, and return to a
correct attitude.
Furthering through perseverance. Furthering refersto the inher-

ently beneficial natureof the Creative which nourishes and protects
all beings. Because the furthering process involves completing
stages of development, time is the vehicle by which the powerof the
Creative works.Just as the seed sprouts and the plant emerges, the
Creative takes the Cosmic imageandgives itform. By such gradual
means the light of understanding dawns (the Cosmic image
emerges), permitting us to respond correctly to situations. Only inthis slow, organic way does everything becomeas it should be.
Because timeis the means, perseverance is necessary.

Forthe furthering potential to become actual, the Creative must
be activated by the Receptive. Just as male energyis activated by
the presence of female energy, Ch’ien is activated by K’un.
‘Through our perseverance in receptivity, we arouse the powerofthe
Creative and drawit into action,
Perseverance meansto wait in anattitude of docility and accep-

tance, free of hope and doubt, with an alert and open mind.It also
means that the ego, or childish heart, must be subdued,or kept at
bay. This meansthat weresist the demonic insistenceof fear, the
egotistical demands ofvanity, and the interjections of our great
pretender, the intellect, If need be, we ascetically deprive our body
of its powersof instinct and emotional thrust.
Itis the natureofthe Creative to be ironic, to make the unlikely

work, and to bring success ‘one day late.’ We may be required to
3
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wait passively until failure to act seems totally unreasonable (at
least to our ego). This seeming obstinacy by Fate (the Creative)
occurs because the Creative will not respond to the presumptions
and demands ofour Inferior Man (ego), or to a begrudging or
indolent surrender. So long as weholdto the timetables set by our
hopes andfears, we will be obstructed. So long as we listen to the
voice of doubt within, which urgesus to take matters in hand, and
causesusto try to force comfortable conclusionsto our problems,
we continue to compete with the Creative. If, however, we humbly
cling to the Creative for help, and accept non-action as an integral
part of the creative process, then our attitude will be harmonious
andsincere, and wewill achievethe correct result, The way of the
Creative is the way of the Master Playwright who keeps everything
in suspense, even in a state of misunderstanding, until the last
minute. When our acceptance becomes truly humble, when we
recognize that we needthe helpof the Higher Power, and when we
ask forthat help, the dénouement comes, and with it, enlightenment
and success from the highest source. The answer is so correct and
appropriate that in no way could wehave apprehended it merely by
intellect, nor could wehave achieved its sublime results through a
consciously designed solution.
When we understand the way the Creative and the Receptive

interact within ourselves, we understand the way the Cosmos
works, and why the judgment of this hexagram says, The Creative
works sublime success, furthering through perseverance.

FirstLine: Hidden dragon. Donotact. There are hidden elements
in our situation, which within the limits of our current understand-
ing, we are unable to perceive. To act now would belike walking
in the blackestnight pasta perilous place withouta light. We should
wait until the hidden element becomes visible, and until we reach
aclear understanding of the situation. By waiting ina state of non-
action, the perilous timewill be safely bypassed.

Second Line: Dragon appearingin thefield. It furthers one to see
the great man. The “great man” is one who surrenders to the will of
the Higher Power. He obeys the commandofthe Sage andtrusts his
counsel to prove itself; he resists his ego and encourages his
inferiors to follow the aspirations of the higherself.
We “‘see the great man” when weplace ourselves above the
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dualities of love and hate, hope and fear, In developing the Cosmic
view,we gain the strength neededto discipline our inferiors. In this
way we establish the right direction and influence others without
conscious effort. When we influence others through a correct
attitudeitis said, the “dragon appears in the field”; we are still in
training, however, and until this way of relating becomes thor-
oughly established, we will lose the correct attitude many times.

Third Line:All day long the superior manis creatively active. At
nightfall his mindis still beset with cares. Danger. No blame.
Creative action, in J Ching terms, is spontaneous action that
emanates from an unstructured attitude. Here plotting and planning
begin, so that spontaneity is lost. The ever-ambitious ego is quick
to propose how it may make speedier progress. We should be alert,
therefore, to moments when we suddenly see the role weareto play,
or when weenthusiastically think, “So this is the path of action!”
Such thoughts are Trojan Horses. We should remain unstructured
and assume norole, but allow events to proceed forward or
backwardas they will, without losing our composure.
The commentary says that “ambition destroys integrity.” Ambi-

tion is at work when wesay what another person wantsto hear, or
ifwe fail to say what comes tous asessential because weare afraid
we mightloseour influence. In such ways our integrity is sacrificed
toambition. Ifwe cater to people when we oughtto be reserved with
them, we sacrifice our principles. The wayof the Creative is to win
others’ hearts through following the truth within ourselves. We
respond simply and naturally to each situation, keeping a humble
and open mind. Then what we say or do penetrates to the essence
of the matter and draws everyone into agreement. Wecan safely
allow truth to showus the way to success,
On giving up ambition we achieve freedom of action; this does

not mean, however, that we acquire the freedom to display power,
or to say or do whatever we please. Freedom of action is never
meant to be an invitation to license.

Fourth Line: Wavering flight over the depths. No blame. There
are two meanings to this line. Thefirst is similar to having taken off
in flight over the ocean; halfway across we wonder whether we
should have started. Now is not the time to wonder or change
direction, Ourwill to go forward, despite any difficulties we might
anticipate, must hold firm. We must avoid dwelling on the difficul-
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ties, and keep our thoughts clear and alert.
The second meaning has to do with inner pacts we have made at

some past time. Thesepacts, by which we have predetermined what
wewill do, or not do, hinder our inner freedom to act spontaneously
and innocently as each moment requires. We are not meant to
memorizea path, then slavishly follow it. To follow the wayof the
Creative we need to be awareof the areas of inner burnout which
may suddenly cause us to reject whatis happening. In part, this line
maybe telling us to inspect our thoughts,and to de-program anyset
ideas we may haveof “how things should proceed,” or“what the
situation is.”
To keep our mindopen,we resist deciding whethera situation is

good or bad. Such decisions are based on hidden doubts about the
powerofthe Creative to correct wrongs; they prevent us from per-
ceiving the hidden doorways of opportunity which contain the
correct means to achieve change or make progress.

Fifth Line: Flying dragonin the heavens,It furthers oneto see the
great man. The influenceof the Creative is being felt: the correct
image comesto mind and weunderstand. Because weare ina state
of clarity and inner correctness, our influence spreads outward
without any conscious intention to everyone.

Sixth Line: Arrogant dragon will have cause to repent. Itis ar-
rogant to ignore warnings against taking action, and to press ahead.
It is arrogant to engage self-confidently in conflicts, or to dwell on
people’s behavior, orto tell them what they are doing wrong, and
otherwise interferein their affairs, The Creative is activated only by
persevering in humility, and by our devotion to discovering the
inner truth ofeachsituation, and to holding steadfastly to it. If we
fail to observe the limits that define creative action, we act in
contradiction to the correct interworkings of yang and yin, and so
energize hostile forces to defeat our purpose. Only mildness in
action, joinedto strength ofdecision, brings goodfortune, because
this is the wayofthe Creative.

Weneed to be awarethat the element in us we seeas the ‘white
knight in shining armor fighting the black knight,’ is only our
puritanical and obstinate Inferior Man (ego-self-image). In the
guiseof doing theright thing our Inferior Man metamorphoses into
yet another image by whichit usurps control of our personality.
This happens particularly after we have made progress and the
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pressures ofthe situation begin to ease, and wefail to keep our
Inferior Man undersurveillance.
The hostile forces we engage through arrogance are not evil.

Nature (the great Taoof yin and yang)acts ina balanced, harmo-
nious, complementary way. The moment weact in opposition tothe
way nature works, through becoming unbalanced within ourselves,
weactivate these forces to bringus back into balance. Indeed, evilis arrogantly to actin opposition to the wayof nature, thereby to be
thewillful cause of imbalance. The eventweoften see as hostileisnature’s way of restoring balance. Wrong moves which seem insig-
nificant to us might create trajectory of imbalance, and so become
an evil force that contradicts the way of nature; the forces of the
Creative and the Receptive become activated to stop this trajectory
by whatever means is necessary.
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K’un/ The Receptive

K’un =
Kun

(Bear with everything as the earth bears with all that lives
on it.)

In this hexagram the trigram K'un, being doubled, represents the
essence of the material, earth, nurturing principle, just as Ch'ien,
when doubled, represents the essence of the Creative principle.
K’un represents the female in its cosmological sense, as purely

female attributes occur in nature. As the receptive, absorbing,
resilient, dark, and nurturing earth power, it is the opposite of
Ch’ien as the radiant, outpouring light source, the sun. By allowing
itself to be acted on by the light powerof the sun, the receptive
powerofthe earth gives birth, nurtures, and “brings to completion”
the life principle generated when the two come to mect cach other
halfway. (See Coming to Meet, Hex. 44.)
Furthering through the perseverance of amare. A good mare lets

herself be guided. She endures the burdensput on her, and bears
with people and things. Shown the way to go she proceeds without
hesitation, alert and ready to be checked in accordance with her
master’s will. This image specifies a form of receptivity to the
Higher Power (the Sage, or one’s higher self) that is beyond
grudging compliance. It specifies a willing spirit to follow the good.
The superior man who hasbreadth of character carries the outer

world. This meansthat wedo notallow ourself to be perturbed by
what happens. When people are unfaithful, indifferent, or insen-
sitive, we keep detached from watching, wanting, and expecting;
welet the world go without being harsh, vindictive, activated by
fear, or collapsed in self-pity. We do not allow ourself to become
rigid through defensive pacts to act or react in a particular way. Nor.
do we, becauseof injured pride,or from allowing ourself to be worn
down, decide that other people are “impossible.” We neither fix
othersin our mindas adversaries, nor lock them in a mental prison,
nor mentally execute them. We keepour thoughts pure, our heads
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clear, our hearts open. Through keeping open-minded we give
others space and time to correct themselves. <

A part of our receptivity is to let things happen by allowing
ourself to be guided by the moment. Wekeep attuned to the
‘openings,’ times of light when people are receptive, and to the
‘closings,’ times of darkness when they begin tomisunderstand and
close themselves off. With the openings we advance, with the
closings we retreat. In retreating we are detached and free. We
proceed on our way, allowing others to depart. Indeed, receiving
this hexagram is a challenge to perfect one’s receptivity, humility,
and patience.

First Line: /oarfrost underfoot. Hoarfrost refers to doubting the
Way events are proceeding. When we doubt the life process we
begin to strive to divert the stream of events toward something more
toourliking. We should cease resisting the flow of events and return
to the path of humble acceptance and dependence on the Unknown.
Doubt is the hoarfrost that precedes the ice of giving up.

Hoarfrost also refers to falling back on traditional defenses such
as fear, doubt, anger, envy, desire, negation, hedging,or alienation,
Wecling to such defenses because westill harbor distrust that
following the true and the good will bring about harmony and
justice. We must aggressively rid ourself of the demonic inferiors
who clamor to rule through slandering the truth, and through the
self-flattery that “no oneis going to help us but ourselves, therefore
we must take forceful action!” Such thoughts may not be as con-
sciousas this, but exist merely in seed form as an unquict feeling,
as ifa bad mood might be coming on. Such moodsarethe hoarfrost
which precedes ice. (In Enthusiasm, Hex.16, Line 2, we are coun-
seled to “know the seeds” and withdraw in time.)
Through contemplation webegin tosee that our spoiled inferiors

arc interested only in promoting self-comfort. When we listen to, or
even consider their complaints and proposals, others mistrust us
because they intuitively sense that we are harboring selfish
thoughts. Whenweselflessly follow the goodforits own sake, their
distrust gradually melts away. If we wish to have a goodeffect on
others we should closely monitor and control our inmost thoughts.

Second Line: Straight, square, great. Without purpose, yet noth-
ing remains unfurthered, Just as in geometry straight lines can be
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joinedto form rectangles, and rectangular planes can be joined to
form cubes, so it is that in each situation there exists the raw
ingredients which can be used to give shape to the creative idea;
nothing need be added, nothing taken away. Through remaining
open, we perceive the appropriate responses, and what we do
fulfills the requirements of beingstraight (straightforward), square,
and great (perseveringly open-minded, never exceeding a just and
moderate view of people’s mistakes and misdeeds). Such is the
essence of the action we can take that is in harmony with the
Cosmos.Our actions need to be in harmony with the waynature
works—completely natural and within the context of the circum-
stances. Without forethought, and from innocence wesay or do
what justice and moderation require. Reticence and modesty pro-
tectus from going toofar, and from losing our detachment, whereby
our ego becomes involvedin striving.

Wecanrely on the beneficial action of the Creative to complete
whatwe initiate. Things go wrong only when weseckto do too
much, and to do everything by ourselves, advancing when we ought
to retreat, and vice versa. We mustallow others the space they need
to perceive and react to the truth. Only then can we make solid
progress in solving our problems and in correcting our relation-
ships.

Third Line: Hidden lines. One is able to remain persevering, Ifby
chanceyou arein the service of aking, seek not works, but bring to
completion, We should not be concerned with whether someone
will like or dislike what we say, or whether they will credit us for
ourachievements, but whether what wesay ordois sincere, modest,
and essential. Vanity—concern with howothers see us—interferes
with our following whatis essential and correct by forcing on us
selfish considerations. For example, in making a speech we may be
concerned with whatour audience wants to hear rather than with the
essentials of our topic. If we are modest and sincere, andif westick
to the essentials of the subject (what will most help people to
understand), what we saywill be ofuse. In serving a higher master
itis important to serveto the bestof our ability, without thought of
how itreflects on us, or whetheror not we receive recognition. We
attend only to our sincerity and humility.

This line also hasto do eitherpotentially or actually with losing
our reticence, Reticence is an essential ingredientof receptivity and
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modesty. We lose our reticence when weget caught up if the
egotistical enthusiasm of having an influence. We relish being
recognized as “having the truth” and forget to give others the space
they need toperceive thingsfor themselves. In making this mistake
wesoon find oursclves isolated, and our influence undermined.
Then our pride is injured from having put forth effort only to
achieve nothing. Weshould retreat from feelings such as wounded
vanity, which would haveus consign others and their problems to
the rubbish heap.

Inmaking these mistakes weneed to realize that they aremistakes
everyone makes. It serves no purpose to wallowin self-chastise-
ment. It is enough simply to return to the path of humility and
acceptance, This frees us from blame.
If we can be content to achieve our work from a background

position by holdingto the poweroftruth, then wewill give people
the space they needto discover the truth for themselves,

Thisline alsohas to do with times when aneclipse develops in our
influence with others (see Abundance, Hex. 55). When this happens
we should notbe offended or shaken, but accept it as part of the
learning (or teaching) process. Just as the Sageallowsthe student
to go out intolife to putwhat hehas learned tothe test of experience
(see Youthful Folly, Hex.4, Line 1), we must allow othersto err, and
evento jeopardize all they have learned; thisis essentialif they are
to developa true perspective. Misunderstandingis invariably tied
to understanding. Learning inevitably involves making mistakes
and retreating from them, therefore, we must trustothersto learn by
themselves, otherwise our distrust traps them in error. If we think
we mustpersonally intervene, then our vanity is involved. As the
line counsels, “seek not works”—to beseenas the prime mover,or
as infallibly possessing the truth.

Fourth line:A tied-up sack. No blame, no praise. Our actionshave
arousedthe dark force in another either through our mistakes (as in
the previous line),or through being misunderstood through no fault
of our own. Being isolated and misunderstoodis to be in a tied-up
sack. The false dragon (the unreasoning and compulsive clement
driven by fear) is engaged. We should avoid challenging this force
by a frontal assault on the problem, which would only cause hatred
and retaliation. We also need to avoid the appearance of capitula-
tion. We simply need to maintain reserve. Our inner attitude should
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beneutral, harboring neither negative nor positive emotions.

Fifth Line: A yellow lower garment brings supreme goodfortune.
The commentary tothis line mentions “inconspicuous decoration.”
This symbolizes virtue which does not show. (We follow and do
good without thought of whether others will notice.) The color
yellow symbolizes bothdiscretion and whatis reliable and genuine.
This means thatwe relate to people only when they are receptive to
us, and withdraw when they are not. Sometimes responding in this
way causes people to misunderstandus, and judge us as impossible
to understand. If ourvirtue is not put on to be seen, we will not
concern ourselves with their reactions. In time they will acquire a
respect (perhaps only grudgingly at first) for our wayof life. Our
steadfastness gradually makes them awareof the truth through what
the J Ching calls “gentle penetration.” To be willing to work in a
background position is to be a trueassistant to the Sage, who also
does his work invisibly, through the fermentofthe situation.

Sixth Line: Dragonsfight in the meadow.Their blood is black
and yellow. Whenwe listento inner fears and doubts, the stress of
inner conflict weakens our will to persevere in receptivity and
acceptance. When weno longer depend on the Unknown,we are
pressed to act. This is a dangerous and destructive path to follow.
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Chan | Difficulty at the Beginning

K’an =
Chén

(If we persevere, things will work out.)

This hexagram is composed ofK’an (rain) and Chén (thunder), two
of the mostactive trigrams, Their interaction describes the “teem-
ing chaotic profusion” which creates multiple possibilities at the
beginning of newsituations, so that we do not know which way to
go. We mustnot allow ourselves to be intimidated by the storm—
the flux and ambiguity of such times—so that we jump to the
conclusion thatFateis against us, and that weareleft to resolve the
situation without any help. Restless action interferes with the
creative process unfolding. If we can persevere in non-action and
disengagement, the Creative will resolve everything correctly.
Often wereceive this hexagram when we have allowed the stress

of the situation to prevent us from gaining a true perspective.
Feeling unable to wait for the perspective to become clear, we
virtually jump to anysolution which offers itself, or we fall back
into old waysof doing things and abandon theslow, step-by-step
wayof the Sage to ‘go with the flow’ and allow the correct way to
showitself. A true perspective is possible only when wedisperse
the pressures which urgeusto act, and whenwe relinquish seeing
the situation as a problem requiring intervention, Itis also important
to ask help of the Higher Power to gain the insight that makes
progress possible.

During the difficult times at the beginning weneed to realize that
everything that happens has good purposes whichwill be under-
stood later. We areat the dynamic moment in which an inner-world
change is beginning to precipitate into an outer-world change;
whether the changeis carried to completion depends on our not
interfering, and on our seeking guidance from the Sageofthe J
Ching, and following it.
First Line: Hesitation and hindrance. It furthers one to remain
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persevering. It furthers one to appoint helpers. When we are
confronted with difficulties at the beginning of situations, we
should resist giving up. We maybe onthe correct path, or only
slightly off it. Help comes through being careful not to force
matters. Frequently, help comesasa relieving insight.

Second Line: The maidenis chaste. Ten years—then shepledges
herself. The “turn of affairs” mentioned in the commentary refers
to an idea that presents itself as a solutionto the difficulty. This,
however, is the wrong solution. Although we look forward enthu-
siastically to relief from the situation, taking action based on this
idea would commit us to embarrassing obligations. We should
remain “chaste,” or uncommitted, and avoid trying to free the stuck
Wheelof Fate through contrived solutions.

Third Line: Whoever hunts deer without the forester [the Sage]
only loses his wayin theforest. The superior man...prefers to desist.
To go on brings humiliation. This line means that the difficulties of
oursituation are such that we cannot overcome them without the aid
of the Higher Power, whose help we mayobtain onlyifwe cultivate
a humbleand open mind.

We receive this line when we wish to be outof a situation to the
extent that we consider taking action. Weare advised to wait until
a “real influence” shows itself. This means wewait until we attain
the help of the Creative to understand what we must do.In the mean-
time weneedto remain in thesituation,free of resistance. Itis asif
weare participants in Act I (or even ActII)of the drama, andit is
notyet time for the dénouement ofAct III.

Fourth Line: Horse and wagon part.Strive for union. To go
brings good fortune. Everything actsto further. In our enthusiasm
to solve the matter, we thrust it aside; we cease trusting the
Unknown, and take comfort in comprehensive solutions, or we give
up altogether. It is our duty to pick the burden back up and carry on,
however humiliating this might be. This means we submit to being
guided, without knowing any answers in advance; we allow the
correct wayto show itself asif we were watching oncoming moving
picture frames. In trusting the Unknown to show the way, wereturn.
to the correct path.
This line may either refer to our relationship with another person,

orto ourrelationship with the Sage. If we have departed from the
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wayof the Sage through mistrust, then we needonly ask for help to
“hitch up” our wagon again. If we have given up onothers, then we
need to realize that thedifficulties which push us towardfeeling that
the task is hopelessare only part of the general difficulties thatoccur
during new beginnings.

When the “Wheelof Fate” gets stuck in the mud, to revolvein its
own vicious circle, a hopeless attitude holds it in that pattern. Only
when westop doubting the poweroftruth and the powerof the
Creative can the Wheelof Fate becomeunstuck and start rolling
forward in real progress. So long as our ego insists on visible
progress, so long as we condition oureffort at doing whatis right
by saying to God, in effect, “I will work only if I can see that you
are doing your part,” the Cosmos cannot come to our aid.

We cannot make demandson the Higher Power. Only when we
unconditionally follow the truth and do whatis correct can things
workout. Certainly, giving up insures failure. We must allow that
people can, andwill, find the wayif we will allow them to discover
it by themselves.

Fifth Line: Difficulties in blessing. A little perseverance brings
goodfortune. Great perseverance brings misfortune. Here, the dark
force prevails and everything one does meets with suspicion. We
must remain firmly centered within. This brings about the confi-
dence necessary to succeed. To regain objectivity, we should

persevere quietly, allowing ourself to be led outof the danger of
doubt.
Sometimes this lineis related to the fifth line of Peace (Hex. 11).

Both lines refer to the needto be patient with people who feel asense
of inferiority; envy and feelings of inferiority create tension. What
helps mostis to be steady, independent, and detached.

Sixth Line: Horse and wagon part. Bloodytears flow. Desire and
fear prevail. The child within usrules. Despairing that the Sagewill
ever come to ouraid,or that things can work out, we give up our
path, One should notpersistin this.
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Méng / Youthful Folly

Kén
K’an

(A new lesson; you are learning something you never
knew before.)

It is not I who seek the young fool; The young fool seeks me. This
hexagram explains the relationship between the Sage who speaks
through the J Ching, and the follower who consults it.
,

The Sagewill speak through theoracle and come to our aid only
if we havea correct attitude, that is, we have willingly suspended
our disbelief and distrustof the Unknown. Ifwe are skeptical, indif-
ferent, cynical, hostile, or cross-examining, the answers will be
unintelligible, as the Sage remains in retirement. To the extent we
hedge in suspending our disbelief, we block the Sage’s help, foritisagainsthis principlesto respond toanything less than the humility
of an open mind. Because heis firmly committed to whatis good,
he will not throw himself away by seeking our approval, nor will he
attempt, by persuasion, to overcome our predetermined views of
how the Cosmos works, of whatis good and bad,orof the nature of
God,or Fate, however erroneous those views mightbe.
In approaching the Sage we should take caretorid ourself of

predetermined ideas which prevent learning. We maybe afraid that
his reply might upset our defenses,or that we will be unable to face
the truth about some situation. In the folly of spiritual youth wefail
to realize that learning the truth always lightens our load by lifting
away the oppressive burdensof fear and doubt.
To studywith the Sageof the J Chingis to be permitted to see life

from the Cosmic viewpoint. At the conclusion of each lesson we
gain a Cosmic insight. Whether we consult the / Ching daily or
occasionally, its answers concern the next step in our understand-
ing. Each new lesson entailsanew beginning, with its characteristic
difficulties. The problem put before us for solving during each
lesson generally provides the circumstance by which the lesson
may be worked out. The lesson is concluded when we understand
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the problem from the Cosmic viewpoint. On gainingthis insight,
the problem eitheris resolved,or else progresses one more step to-
wardsits ultimate solution.
If we consult the J Ching daily, then each lesson may be con-

cluded in as shorta timeas a week; if we consult it once a year, each
lesson may require a much longer time to master. Such lessons, of
course,do not take place only through the/ Ching. The Sageis life’s
invisible teacher, and our daily life’s experiences are our class-
room. Such lessons maybelearnedwithout consulting the / Ching,
however, the J Ching provides a lantern by which we maysafely
cross the plain ofpitfalls that exists in the domain ofspiritual
progress.Withoutits help, the learning process may require that we
fall into them time and again.

Receiving Youthful Folly as a second hexagram is to say, “You
are not expected to know Cosmic lessons in advance. The matter at
handis simply youthful ignorance.” Folly, therefore, meanslack of
spiritual knowledge, and, “you are learning something new.”
Sometimes, the hexagram calls us to put thingsin perspective: toerr
is natural; if we have erred, then our error was a “deep place”
blocking the path; recognizing the error fills in the deep place. With
the danger past wecan forgetour errors and go on with our learning.

Another meaning of Youthful Folly has to do with others’ folly.
Just as it is necessary to have an open mindto bring the Sage out of
retirement, it is necessary to approach others with an open mindto
bring out the hidden “great man” within them. If they remain
unreceptive or unresponsive, then we adopt the Sage’s point of
view: we let them go; we do not contend with them,or try to
convince them. Welet them go, even to danger and difficulty, for
it is only when they are exposed to the hazards and consequences
of their folly that they will learn the Cosmic lessons. Wealso allow
them to return, forletting them go does not mean we give them up
as hopeless, which, in/ Ching terms is to “execute” them. In letting
go we do not indulge in anger; instead, we disperse our emotional
reactions and “cut our inner strings,” to become neutral in attitude.
Disengagement means that weno longer watch, with our innereye,
what others doorfail to do; disengagement is a form of trust that
empowers their superior nature. Giving people space is a form of
universal love that enables them to come back, in time, to their true
selves. This is how the Sage teachesus, and is the way we are meant
to teach others.

Sometimes this hexagram reminds usof our tendency, on facing
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dangerous obstacles (here pictured as a chasm into which the youth
stares), to think there is no way to overcome them. The hexagram
says that the correct way outof (or around) difficulties is found
through perseverance: we hold to what we already know to be
correct, and remain receptive to the Higher Powerso that further
insight may be received. The Sage does notgive us comprehensive
answers, butkeeps unfolding beforeus cach single stepto be taken;
it is only our ego that wants comprehensive answers and in-
stantancous results, becauseofits fears, and forits selfish purposes.

First Line: The fetters should be removed. To goon in this way
brings humiliation. Itis one thingto learn about life by being told,
but finally we must apply our learning. This often happens bydirect
and sometimes unpleasant experience, but what we leam makesus
stronger and the lesson becomes committed, not just to intellect, but
to the heartas inner truth,

Second Line: To bear with fools in kindliness brings good
fortune, The sonis capable of taking charge of the household. This
image refers to the son’s taking the father’s place only when he has
learned to govern from inner truth. Knowing the difficulty of
correcting his own weaknesses, he is capable of viewing others?
mistakes and weaknesses, especially those who have not developed
themselves, with chivalry. Itis important to be modest and kind, not
proud and vindictive. Until we have achieved such modesty and
kindness in the face of challenges, we are not capable of drawing
othersto the correct path by our example.
Bearing with fools in kindliness can also mean bearing with

things our inferiors hate; thus, bear with streaks of bad luck, “bad
situations,” and whatever comes, however inappropriateit may be.
It is true modesty not to be deterred by bad chance. Asin playing
tennis, we should immediately forget the bad shots, the mistakes,
and concentrate on readiness for the next shots through keeping
disengaged from inner dialogues. Even labeling the shots as bad or
good has a negative effect, upsetting our equilibrium. In the
elevated Cosmic view, everything, good and bad, is really as it
needsto be for our self-development.

Third Line: Take not a maiden who...loses possession ofherself.
Nothing furthers. This line refersto a servile approach to learning.
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If we tell people what ought to be done, then they will follow the
form rather than the content of things; they will concentrate their
attention on conforming to appearances rather than on whatis
correct and essential. We must let people go into error until they
have exhausted the enthusiasm that led them astray. Only when they
really need help will they seek instruction in a childlike and
unassuming manner. This is also true of the way we learn: the Sage
would not haveusbe servilely good, but learn the joy of following
whatis goodforits own sake. Similarly, we should not wantpeo-
ple to learn servilely, or require more of them than whatis correct,
because ofourpride, or because ofour desire to be vindicated.

Fourth Line: Entangled folly brings humiliation. This line often
refers to the egotistical assumption that we can guide our way
throughlife purely by the powerof intellect. This arrogant self-con-
fidenceisolates us from the help we need from the inner world, and
guarantees that we will not be open-minded enough to understand
such help, wereit offered. The Sagelets us go our way until we
acquire the humility needed to end thevicious circleofno progress.

Fifth Line: Childlike folly brings goodfortune, When weacquire
achildlike opennessof mindwewill certainly be helped to under-
stand the secrets of the inner world, through which the Sage alone
can guideus.
In teaching others we needonlycling to the powerof truth to

show itself. Instead of striving to make ourself understood, we
should innocently follow the truthof things, without worrying what
others will think.

Sixth Line: In punishing folly it does not further one to commit
transgressions. The only thing that furthersis to prevent transgres-
sions. Fate punishes us when we disregard Cosmic laws, yetit does
so dispassionately, and only as necessity requires, and to the degree
required to break down obstinacyin ourattitude.

Theline also implies that anyone who obstinately follows a dead-
end road meets with disappointment. Onlythat which is founded on
correct principles can ultimately succeed. Unpleasant events serve
to jar our minds, telling us weare on the wrong path.

We should keep these principles in mind when we deal with
obstinate indifference in others. We involuntarily and automati-
cally punish others when we recognize their faults and transgres-
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sions. This involuntary punishment registers in their psyches.
When we dwell on them as problemswe punish them excessively.
We cease punishing when we come toa just and moderate view of
their transgressions. Punishment does not mean ‘execution,’ by
which wegive up on people andcast them off as impossible; nor
does it mean that we commit them to more than a temporary
imprisonment in our mind, As The Image in The Wanderer (Hex.
56) says, “the superior man is clear-minded and cautious in impos-
ing penalties” and “protracts no lawsuits”(going too far incurs are-
bound); and, “penalties and lawsuits....should be quickly passing
matters, and must notbe draggedout indefinitely.” Correct punish-
mentis to seekthehelpofthe Sage (Creative), to whom wethen turn
overthe entire matter. It is “entangled folly” to thinkit is entirely
ourresponsibility to right matters by punishing. We must acquire
help by retreating and disengaging, and by leaving the work of
correction to the Sage, otherwise, we ourselves transgress.
f

Note, this line, as well as the fourth line, may refer to transgress-
ing by becoming laxin our toleranceofevil. We givean inch, so the
spoiled one takes a mile. To a certain extent, therefore, the trans-
gression is our fault; when we punish, we ought to remember that
part of the faultis ours.
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Hsii | Waiting (Nourishment)

K’an
Ch’ien

(Waitingin the correct attitude empowers the Creative.)

The image of this hexagram is that of steam—the breath of the
Creative—rising up to heaven to form clouds. Before rain can
come, clouds must form. Soit is with progress generated by the
Creative: progress results from accumulative stages of de-
velopment. Steam that accumulates into clouds symbolizes the
creative energy generated when weattain a correct ‘waiting atti-
tude.’ Progress results when we perseveringly maintain this crea-
tive attitude. In a correct waiting attitude we avoid the doubt and
impatience which dissipate energy; we also avoid indolence—
engaging in diversions and dissipations which cause us to lose sight
ofour work and contact with ourinner voice. We cultivate attributes
which accumulate energy, suchas modesty. We patiently cooperate
with time as the vehicle of change, realizing that when the time
comes to act,the Creative will indicate the correct way to respond.

A correct waiting attitude is modest, unassuming, and in-
dependent. By clinging to amodest viewpoint we avoid comparing
ourselves with others and thus are able to keep doubt dispersed; this
helpsus to remain free of the hopes anddesires which destroy inner
independence. The more we maintain inner independence and the
more wekeep attuned to the essential needs of the moment, the

stronger and more profound the powerofthe Creative becomes.
The superior maneats anddrinks, is joyous and of good cheer.

If weperseveringly maintainacheerful and detached attitude, while
holdingto our principles, the forceof inner truth (see Inner Truth,
Hex. 61) will be able to work on theentire situation. The force of
inner truth penetrates gradually, influencing everything that needs
to be influenced. Rushing another’s development, or trying impa-
tiently to force changes,only causes reversals. At best we achieve
surface reforms, but the changes do not endure,for they are not
based on inner assent. Steadfast waiting leads to slow but perma-
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nent changes in which we accomplish whatis correct for everyone
concerned,

Weoften receive this hexagram when our waiting attitude
becomes incorrect,so that progress halts. Perhaps we (our ego, or
inferiors) doubt that through waiting in non-action, or allowing
ourselves to be led bythe Sage, wewill achieve anything, Perhaps
we suspect that in the end we will only be cheated of happiness.
Such doubts arouse fears, causing our inferiors to become impa-
tient, demanding thatwespeed thingsalong,“orelse”get rid of the
problem,
All effort is fueled by subtle invasions of doubt put forward by

our Inferior Man (ego-self-image). Effort always indicates loss of
inner independence. Such doubts (and our loss of inner independ-
ence)are always perceived intuitively by those we wish to influ-
ence, and arouse their distrust. Effort implies that we doubt their
ability to find their own way; italso implies that we doubt the truths
we supposedly follow. It implies that we distrust the hidden power
of the Creative. Westill cling to the idea that making progress
depends on extemaleffort. The ego ever secks a straight line to
success and distrusts the slow progress achieved through following
nature’s zig-zag way. The creature of our fear, the Inferior Man
(ego) seeks to dominate and manage affairs; in so doing it en-
croaches on others’ space and interferes in their self-direction.
Each changing line of this hexagram indicates potential defects

of attitude we need to avoid while waiting. We are meant to search
outnegative influences and resolutely deal with them. For: example,
doubt influences us so long as we listento its arguments. Doubt is
not quiescent, but actively destructive. Even though we may seem
powerless against its negative pressure, and find that we are unable
to rid ourself of it, we can, through holding firm, overcome its
power. There exists what seemsto bea three-minute rule: if we can
withstand ego pressures for only three minutes, the assault of the
negative force will collapse. The force of doubt is impotent in the
face of true resoluteness and firmly clinging to what is good, Like
standing in a surf, the first wave is strong and powerful, but the
second followsat half its strength; the third isa mere hintof'a wave.
‘These wavesare renewedonly ifwe reconsiderthe thoughts which
originally caused them.

FirstLine: Waiting in the meadow. It furthers one to abide inwhat
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endures. No blame. This line warnsthata challenge is impending.
The correct responseis to prepare, not by anxious anticipation, but
by keeping still within. We refuse to listen to our clamoring
inferiors and their arguments. We need to be ready, yet not weaken
ourself with dread. Whether weare preparing fora battle, a speech,
a tennis match, or for meeting someone under adversative condi-
tions, we should not rigidly pre-structure what wewill door say, or
allow ourself to consider the good or bad which may result; to do
so feeds our inferiors’ fears. We need only hold firmly to whatis
good, essential, and correct, for this is what endures; beyond that,
we should keep our mindsopen andalert, ready for anything that
comes.

Second Line: Waiting on the sand....The end brings good for-
tune. Sand provides an uncertain place to wait, and waiting on sand
meanswewait in an attitude of doubt and uncertainty, afraid to rely
on the Unknown topull us through the impending challenge. Be-
cause we doubt,it is not time to act; we should retreat, keepstill
within, and allow events to take whatever course they will. We act
only as each thing presents itself, without predetermining what we
will do orsay. Inner doubt invites attack, therefore we should avoid
being drawn in by exchanges,or pressured into adopting courses of
action. Until we discover andrid ourself of whatit is we fear, we
should resolutely decidenot to listen to any inner arguments.

Third Line: Waiting in mud brings about the arrival of the enemy.
Mud represents a careless, self-indulgent attitude; careless pre-
sumption is an imbalance which invites a Cosmic correction in the
form of challenge and shock. Wenever havethe luxury to abandon
a firm, resolute, and correct attitude.Wemust ever remain careful,
alert, and persevering.
Waiting in mud symbolizes waiting in fear and doubt. We doubt

that even though wefollow our path perseveringly, anything will be
accomplished. “We won't succeed,” says the inner voice of despair;
“This will take forever!” says the nagging voiceoffrustrated desire.
If such fears are not resisted, the actions we take will damage the
overall situation. “Waiting in mud” symbolizes sincerityin listen-
ing to dangerous ideas offered by our Inferior Man in the form of
desire, envy, passion, self-comfort, self-assertion, anger, alien-
ation, pride, doubt, hate, and petty likes and dislikes. If we stead-
fastly refuseto listen to these elements, then we deny nourishment
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to the Inferior Man, In denying him nourishment, he withers upand
blows away, like the Wicked Witch of the West.
Mud also symbolizes timesof indecision when we are tempted to

give in to an unfavorable pattern of action.

Fourth Line: Waiting in blood. Get out of the pit. Here we
contemplate takinga stand to force results with the uncompromis-
ing hardness that comesofgiving up on people, and of mentally
killing them in our hearts. In/ Ching terms, this is to execute them,
hence the image of blood.

Blood also symbolizes having come to a negative assessmentof
people.

Wewaitin blood when we suspect, with inner bitterness, that Fate
hasset outto ruin us; thus, itrefers to a resistant orvindictive mood,
either toward others, toward Fate, or toward our job. We should
retreat from such moods andallow Fateto take its course. Other
forms ofblood involve harboring an “either they dothis or else”
attitude, or a “do anything to changethe situation” mood. On
discovering such sharksin our inner attitude, it is wise to return to
the path of humility, and to cease challenging Fate which, like the
tiger of the 10th hexagram, can bite.

Fifth Line: Waiting at meat and drink, Perseverance brings god
fortune. Although moments of respite occurin the midstof difficul-
ties, we should not assume that our problems are resolved: we
should be aware that we haveonly reached the eye of the hurricane,
and that we would do well to prepare for new challenges. By
keepingour attitude disciplined and correct we avoid spoiling the
progress gained, and remain preparedfor any new challengesto our
inner balance.

Sixth Line: One falls into the pit. Three uninvited guests arrive.
Honor them, and in the end there will be goodfortune. Although we
have waited correctly, itseems we have notaccomplished anything.
Progress, however, often involves retrograde movements. Before
we can makea new beginning we must bring old, decadent waysof
relating to an end. Waiting correctly is part of this necessarily slow,
regenerative process. If we keep an open mind, wewill sce that
“Even happy turns of fortune often come ina form thatat first seems
strangeto us.”
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Sung / Conflict

Chien
K’an

(Stop asking ““Why?”)

Wondering why things are the way they are, or what to do about
them, is in conflict with the Creative, for in trying to find compre-
hensive answers,orin seekingthe security of knowing, wedistrust
that the Creative will show the way, andwill unravel the ambiguity
ofthe situation at just the right time.
The heaven trigram, Ch’ ien, which represents peace, order, inner

balance, and independence, is being undermined by K’an, the
trigram of active, white water. This symbolizes conflict. The
hexagram concerns both self-conflict, as when weask,“Whyis life
this way?” and adversative situations in which we argue. However,
self-conflict is the ultimate causeofall other forms of conflict.

Self-conflict arises when we view God, the Sage, Fate (the
schemeof things), other people, or ourselves negatively, as an
adversary. Such conflicts form because we misunderstand the way
the Cosmos works, and ourpartin the schemeof things. Ideas which
are contrary to our true natures and to our inner sense of truth always
create inner conflict. While we may successfully suppress our inner
senseof truth, a subliminal inner argumentcontinues.
Receiving this hexagram confirms that weare inastate of self-

conflict, By its nature self-conflict is a vortex created by our ego in
which we seekto be released from the pressures created by doubt
and fear. In this pursuit we seek answers that will satisfy our
emotional cravings;all reasons serve that end. While such reasons
may seem reasonable, they are not the creations of an objective
mind; since they do notsolve problems, holes in our thinking keep
appearing, therefore we experience continuing rounds ofargument.
Caught in this vortex we would be unable to recognize or under-
stand the correct answer evenif itwere presented tous; therefore the
hexagram counsels us to withdraw from all questions, disengage
from lookingat what disturbs us, and leave everything unresolved.
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This is to“halthalfway.” We “go throughto the end”when we adopt
a solution just to end the ambiguity, or to be released from its
disagreeable pressure. Such actionis certain to bring misfortune.
Weneed to gain a true perspective. This is possible once we
emotionally disengage from the problem.

Weview others as adversaries when wegive up on them; we view
ourselves as an adversary when wemistakenly assume that we have
to accomplish everything all by ourselves. Sometimes we mistak-
enly think that we are meant to approveof others’ insensitivity or
wrong acts, a misunderstanding which gives rise to inner conflict.
While weare not meant to approve wrong situations, neither are we
meant to become alienated. Alienation is yet another emotional
involvement which cloudsall issues.

Caughtin the vortexof self-conflict, we are unable to see that the
Sage and Fate work together to bring things to completion. The
Sage leads and guides while Fate determines the way events twist
andturn, Fate presents us with adversity either when weare on the
wrong path, or when adversity provides the only contrast by which
we may be taught important lessons.
Other types ofconflict revolve around crossroads situations.

Deadlocked about which road to take, we continually mull the
question over. We need to cease inner conflict and disengage from
the problem; thenthe solution will comeof itself,at the right time.
If we havealready madea decision and passed through the cross-
roads, we should avoid looking back to see if we have made the
wrong move. Instead, we should go forward; if we have made a
mistake, oursincerityin trying torelate correctlywill either correct
the situation,or neutralize its bad effects.

Sometimes we receive this hexagram as preparation for a situ-
ation which might giverise to conflict. We should prepare,not by
pre-structuring our response, but by being alertto the clues pro-
vided by events which indicate the appropriate response. We should
respond only to the essentials of the situation and carefully avoid
being drawn into conflict. If we getoff course, we should retreat; if
we find ourselves participating in conflict, we should quickly
withdraw.
In all situations it is necessary to act only as truth and necessity

require, even though doing this sometimes entails being isolated
from others. Weare never required by Fate to be loyal to whatis
wrong sothat wecarry through acts which cause self-conflict. Even
if it seemsdifficult to do whatis right we should rememberthat
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heaven helps those who cling to the life raft of inner truth.
Halting halfwayalso refers to situations in which we have gone

too far. For example, after having withdrawn as necessity has
required, we condemn those who have erred. We avoid conflict
when we refrain from making sweeping judgments about the
situation, such as deciding that our withdrawalis “forever.”It is
importantto leave the future up to the Higher Power.

In allhis transactions the superior man carefully considers the
beginning. Conflict with others can generally be avoided at the
beginning if we carefully determine fair and just terms. In business
relationships the written contract serves this purpose, but contracts
arereliable only if they correspond with what everyone, in his heart,
would considerto be just.

As just contracts prove helpful in business relationships, thus do
they also in marriage.To put that relationship ona firm footing one
must take the timeto allow an understanding offair and just prin-
ciples to develop. However, before we can successfully marry
another, we must first marry ourself, for being true to ourself is the
only basis for loyalty to others. Marrying oneself docs not mean we
rigidly hold to dogmaorto belief systems; it means thatit is ourre-
sponsibility to be true to our inner feelings, and to our personal ex-
periencesof truth. Wedo notallow ourself to be impelled by logic,
persuasion, leverage, or seduction, but by insight which comes to
us on its own terms. The person who has married himself is
unwilling to do things which causea loss of his inner balance and
integrity. He cannot forswear to anyoneelse his relationship with
the Higher Power, or compromise his dignity or integrity merely to
respond toanother’s selfish demandsand expectations. Others need
to realize in advance that we are committed to such personal
integrity, in order to avoid misunderstandings. This is not some-
thing we may tell them, but is something they will understand if we
are firm and unwavering in following our values. Once we have
gained another’s respect because ofour love of the good, we will
have no reason to losehis loyalty.
If either noworin the past we have promisedto participate in an

act which is fundamentally wrong, or which is detrimental to our
spiritual growth, the contract or promise doesnot require honoring.
If we are inwardly firm in adhering to this principle, we will not
need to force the issue; some way outof the situation will show
itself. In dealing with the situation we must be firm, but not
personally offensive,as the fifth line of Modesty (Hex. 15) coun-
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sels.
If we are neither firm in our values norjust in our requirements,

all understandings, agreements, and contracts will eventually be
undermined, for people sense our laxity. Where weare lax we will
be tested; where wefail to uphold our principles, we will lose
others’ trust.
Itis a little like training a horse. Ifwe never let him eat along the

trail, the horse will not develop the annoying habit of suddenly
stopping athis favorite spot of grass. Allowing him to do so just
once creates the problem for the next several times we pass that
spot. If we seek to be free of conflict, we must be consistent in
maintaining a correct attitude.

First Line: [fone doesnot perpetuate the affair....In the end good
fortune comes. The easiest timeto retreat from conflict is at the
beginning, when we first allow ourselves to become involved in
trying to change the situation. If we cannot withdraw ordisengage,
then we need to examineour attitude for egotism.

Second Line: One cannot engage in conflict....The people of his
town, three hundred households, remainfreeofguilt. The ego looks
at externals, weighs, measures, calculates, estimates, and con-
cludes,in an effort to get around the way things workas if its major
business were to resist Fate. We should retreat from such conflict,
keeping inwardly still until verbal rationalizing ends and clarity can
be restored. The Superior Manseesin his situation the creative
ingredients neededto solve the problems he encounters, and he
works with these ingredients to producea beneficial effect forall.
Ifhe can see no way to havea beneficial effect, he retreats and waits
until the situation changes.

Third Line: To nourish oneself on ancientvirtue induces perse-
verance. Danger. Ifyouarein the service of aking, seek not works.
Ancient virtue calls for perseverance—accomplishing things from
abackground (often invisible) position, This is difficult because our
Inferior Man (ego-self-image) always secks acknowledgment for
whathas been achieved; lacking this recognition itresists, and in an
“or else” mood, pressures us to give up.

We seek prestige—to be known for our work—when weself-
confidently expostulate to establish ourselves as knowledgeable, or
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argue to prove weare right, as in “Didn’t] tell you so?” and when
weseckto be the center of influence, in the hopes of accomplishing
something dramatic. Such assertiveness comes from our ego—the
white knightin shining armorwhich strives aggressively to save the
situation. Ancient virtue would have us modestly take the low road
of patient perseverance and reticence, rather than the high road of
brilliance. We should not brandish the light but allow it to shine
throughus,as ifwe were not there. Dangeralso comes from the fear,
or conviction, that others are irrevocably committed to doing
wrong, or that they are incapable of perceiving the truth, and of
realizing their mistakes. This fear causesusto intervene. As this line
assures us, we need not fear; we cannot lose whatwe havealready
created through our good example. Meanwhile, we need to depose
the white knight—our masquerading Inferior Man.
Sometimes, on realizing that we must achieve results from an

entirely invisible position outside the scene, or from the side-line,
our ego interjects that we cannot possibly win from this position. It
is true, nevertheless, that great things are achieved in this way, just
asin the dark of the womball things are brought into being. When
we can trust the creative process, and wait in the appropriate
attitude, the growth process continues andbirth occurs.

Fourth Line: One cannot engage in conflict. One turns back and
submits tofate, changes one’ s attitude, andfinds peacein persever-
ance. Good fortune. Inner conflict motivates us to strive to influ-
ence, andto try to serve as a fulcrum for action; we do this because
our inner attitude is infected with ambition to make swift progress.
Wewouldskip the slow, step-by-step wayofthe Sageif doing so
would put us closer to our goal. Thus, desire motivates us to
sacrifice the correct way to make progress. Desire occurs when we
doubt the creative process. Doubting, wesay,“the creative process
doesnot serve my ends.” In doubting and desiring, we lose the inner
independence which empowerstruth. To avoid this kind of conflict,
we need to become path-oriented and patient, rather than goal-
oriented and impatient. In our desire we forget that the step at
hand—that of patientwaiting, is the only step which leads ourgoal.
Wailing patiently is the important work of the moment. Peace
comes from accepting that only slow progress endures.

Fifth Line: To contend before him brings supreme goodfortune.
Wemay safely turn the matter overto the Sage and to Fate. In this
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waythe conflict will be resolved in the correct way.

Sixth Line: Evenifby chance a leatherbelt is bestowed on one,
by the end ofa morningit will have been snatched awaythree times.
We insist on mulling the issue over and over, thus we become more
and more embroiled in self-conflict and doubt. The issueis not to
be resolved in this way. Wecan argueall we like with Fate, but
nothing will be changed.
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K’un

Kan =
(Prepare for a ‘war’—a test about to take place.)

The army needs perseverance anda strong man. We receive this
hexagram whenweare about to be challenged bya trying situation
or ‘war,’ whether the trial be an objective problem, self-conflict, or
a situation which threatens our emotional independence. Regard-
less of its nature, the challenge involves firmly subjugating our
childish heart (ego).
To achieve our goals by wayofthe Creative requires waiting in

the correct attitude. A correct attitudeis oneof inner independence
and alertness. We maintaina steady heart, regardless ofthe length
of time required toachieve changes, Such innersteadiness accumu-
lates great creative power; this power can be maintained only by
strict innerdiscipline, and by holding steadfastly to our principles.
‘The heart that wavers betraysus, as when we vacillate about having
taken the J Ching path, or when, in punishing others by withdraw-
ing, we do so withasenseof vindication. In such thoughts we abuse
power, we achieveno progress, and we create more obstacles. The
secretofall progress lies in controlling ourinner selves, symbolized
here by the imageof bringing order to the army.
The “Army” refers to achieving the correct relationship between

the superior and inferior elements ofour personality. Our person-
ality (the army) requires a leader (the Superior Man) who has a
strong and persevering attitude, for strength is required during
situations in which the undisciplined and spoiled child within us
attempts to enforce its will. When the spoiled childrules, it is as if
the sergeant has convinced the privates that he knows best how to
run the army. Because he lacks an overall perspective, he brings
defeat to the armyduring times of war. Having usurped the place of
the leader, the sergeant becomes the “Inferior Man”; the troops are
the “inferiors.” When the inferiors are led by the Superior Man
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(one’s highernature) the army advances and retreats as the situation
requires, Becausehe uses correct means, the good is served and the
personality remains strong and superior.
The Superior Man prepares the troops (inferiors) for upcoming

battles by explaining to them the need for discipline underfire; they
mustactonly if and when he commands. Heinforms them that the
battle will be lost if the emotions hold sway.

The inferiors seem to be a simple-minded body intelligence,
Body cells inform usoftheir needs; we are subliminally aware of
these nonverbal feelings, but they also emerge verbally as inner
voices; if we ignore them they become insistent and vocal, saying,
“Tam hungry,”or “I am tired.” They also respondto information
given them by the superior self, as when we reassure them that food
is comingshortly, and they agree to be patient. Doctors and dentists
frequently use such verbal techniques to acquire the willingness of
the inferiors to endure pain and discomfort—something they will
doif they are made aware that it is for their own good, and if they
are madeto realize that their discomfort is temporary and endur-
able.
War in this hexagram refers to long-time inner conflicts between

ourselves and others which originally beganas “lawsuits” (see The
Wanderer, Hex. 56). A lawsuit which has been resolved by force re-
sults ina war. Although we mayhave won the case, as when we have
taken our grievancesto courts of law and have had the judgments
resolved in our favor, the fact that we have resorted to such means
creates a war which goes on and on, perhaps for years.
War also refersto individual battles in which we are challenged

by people who doubtus, or whoare enviousof our independence.
They test to seeif our valuesare firm,or real. Some people have
actively prowling egos; wherever they sense areas of weakness and
uncertainty, they attack. It seems they want to disprove that trulyunselfish good exists so that they may be excused from following
the good in themselves.
Wars also occur between ourself and our Inferior Man, Our

marauding egoputs forth doubts; sometimes thesemust be combat-
ted; at other times we must retreat from them. In all war situations
victory comes when we successfully detach from the situation, This
is madepossible by returning totheinner stillness symbolized by
the serenityof the shining lake; in this state of mind clarity, inner
strength, and emotional independenceare restored.
In following the principles of the / Ching, all challenges must be
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won by modest means. Any overall wars are to be won through
incremental gains which are painstakingly established.
After each battle we consolidate and protect our gainsby retreat-

ing (recouping)to restore our inner independence and simplicity.
This requires that we sacrifice any sense of power gained from
victory. We never attempt wholesale changes, skip steps,or stop to
luxuriate in our gains; we keep ourself guided steadily forward,
aware of what has taken place, but not dwelling on it. We never
allow ouregoto seize anything from it.

First Line: An army mustset forth in proper order. If the orderis
not good, misfortune threatens. “Obedience and coordination of the
troops” meansbeing determined to remain modest,to cling firmly
to whatis just, and to resist any pressure from ourinferiors to plunge
ahead and take action. Modesty means being conscientious to do
whatis right.

Obedience ofthe troops (inferiors) is easier to achieve if we
remember thatour inferiors respond well if we explain to them the
need for discipline, much asa dentist explains the sensationof drill-
ing before he begins. The Inferior Man, onthe other hand, is always
a traitor within the ranks and must be directly resisted. To bring the
Inferior Man under control we needto search out and rid ourself of
any demands based on fear,or on selfish or vain considerations. If
this effort is unsuccessful, we should prepare to resist any new
attempts by the ego to take command. Preparedness gives us
strength to keep the ego under control.

Second Line: Jn the midst of the army. Good Fortune. This line
acknowledges the heavy burdens that have been placed on our
inferiors. It also counsels thatit is the job of our superior self, as the
leaderof the army andits center, to encourage the troops (inferiors)
to be patient and to endurethe difficulties. Onetells them, with
sympathy,“I know it’s difficult, but your obedience and loyalty are
necessary for everything to work out to the best interests ofall.”
This both reassures the inferiors and gains their willing assent to
follow the correct path. Our superior self, in turn, serves what is
high and good, and is obedient to the Sage. He adapts to the
demands of the time, and allowshimself to be led as the twists and
turnsofthe battle demand; through ‘goingwith the flow’ (wu wei),
by remaining opaque and unresisting, he finds guidance and is aided
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in his work, When we become rigid and fearful, the Inferior Man
leads; he doesnot serve whatis higher, he pursues only self-interest
and comfort.

Third Line: Perchance the army carries corpses in the wagon.
Misfortune. Wrong clements have usurped control, either in the
external situation, or within ourself. Sometimes this line is a
warning to be on guard against ego elements which try to force
thingstheir way,either by inner resistance, or by outright actions.
We shouldnottry to overcome the ego, butpreventit from usurping
leadership through asserting itself as “I”, as in “I can’t stand this
anymore!” By thesimple trickof asserting that it is ourself,it gains
mastery ofour personality. If we denyit this identity by saying to
it, “Youare not me,” itremains powerless. The self-image, with its
claimsof whoitis, alongwith its petty likes and dislikes, becomes
real onlyif we accept its demonic andparasitic assertion thatit is“us.” If this ego self-image takes control during a war, the war will
produce “corpses.” Whenever we strive, our egois involved, Our
true self does notneed to contendor strive.
If our actions have already led to defeat, we should modestly

accept the situation, not allowing hard clements such as anger or
pride, to take over. If we disperse all such negatives, the bad effect
ofour mistakes will be dispelled.
When wedothings incorrectly, a residue of remorse remains—

here called corpses—which must be puttorest (in their graves). We
need to forgive ourself and bury our mistakes, along with the
injured pride, anger, and impatience that accompany them, which
darken our inner light.

Fourth Line: The army retreats. No blame. On being confronted
by the inferior element in others, or withasituation which arouses
our emotions and pressuresus to act, we shouldretreat. Retreat is
a disciplined disengagement from all emotional response into
neutrality and acceptance ofthe situation asit is, Disengagement
must proceed step-by-step in a determined way, so that we do not
change direction or allow ourself to become further involved. Thus,
our army retreats,

Fifth Line: There is game in the field. It furthers one to catch it.
Without blame. The evil element has come out into the open to
attack (either in ourself or in others). We must punish this clement
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by firmly withdrawing and steadfastly going on our way. Once the
evil element has given way, we should let go of the matter and
punish no more. Totake up new issuesorgo further now would lead
(o defeat, Inanycase we should nothold to grievances for more than
a short time. To do so means that weput the person concemed into
a mental prison. As it is said in The Wanderer (Hex. 56),
“penalties...should be quickly passing matters,” and “prisons ought
to be places where people are lodged only temporarily, as guests
are. They must not become dwelling places.”

Sixth Line: The great prince issues commands, founds states,
vests families with fiefs. Inferior people should not be employed.
The war has been won.If, however, we have used any means other
than modesty to achieve success, we should avoid assuming such
means to be correct. By such an assumption we institutionalize
them. Thepath of reticence, wherein slow progress brings about
enduring change, is best.
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(We holdall things together by holding to whatis correct
within ourselves. Our inner attitude determines everything.)

In this hexagram, K’an, the trigram of water,is placed over K’ un,
the trigram ofearth; water and earth hold together becauseof their
natural affinity. This affinity is symbolized by thestrong, yang line
in the place of the ruler, which holdsall the weak lines together.
Translated into a principle of human behavior, the firm fifth line
represents inner independence. If oneputs his integrity foremost in
his hierarchy of values, so that he never sacrifices it to fear, or
compromises it to desire, then he is capable of drawing outothers’
higher natures, and of uniting with them inacommon moralaccord.
Holding together with others begins when we hold together

within ourselves morally and spiritually. By marrying our inner
sense of truth, we follow a wayof responding to situations which
is called one’s Tao—the way thatis in harmony with our essential
self and with the Cosmos.

At first we do notrecognize what accordswith inner truth and we
findit necessary to sincerely ask the Higher Powerfor help. The
phrase,“to see the greatman” often found in the/ Ching, means that
we must search for the answers within ourself, thereby awaken and
learn to follow the great man (or woman) within. The discipline of
discovering whatis true and of being truc to ourselfat all times is
our work.

Tohelpus find inner truth, the / Chingis given usasa guide. (The
1 Chingis nota religion, but a guide to discover the hidden, inner
truthsof life, and to helpus reflect these truths to others.) Oursearch
becomesa spiritual journey which leads to moral and spiritual
integration. Through the hard lessonsof experience, through mis-
understanding, and making mistakes, we discover the guidelines
that are to be applied in the field of action. Through ‘holding
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together’ with these guidelines, which constitute our inner sense of
truth, we influence others without effort. Lacking them weare in-
decisive and unclear, and we invariably reflect our uncertainty to
them.
This hexagramalso affirms thatitis a natural human driveto seck

harmonywith others. It confirms that anyone who develops his
potential for greatness, consistency, and strength, automatically
functions as a center for uniting people. Such a personisarallying
point; anyonecan trustand follow him withoutbetraying his higher
nature, losing his dignity, or coming to harm. Only one such well-
developed personis needed to hold together all those who surround
him,
The hexagram questions the reader: Do you possess sublimity,

constancy, and perseverance? This means, are weableto retain our
inner independence and hold to our principles in the face of
challenges and temptations? Are we able to remain firm when we
would rather be soft, constant when we would rather quit, and
steadfast in spite of pressures from the emotional baby within,
which demonically insists that we force matters to a conclusion?
Few people, on beginning their spiritual journeys, possess such
capabilities. Although we are born with them, welose them at an
early age through acculturation. Only by being challenged, time
and again, do we regain them.
This hexagram forewarns thatthe situation is here, or will soon

arrive, whichwill challenge us to holdto our principles. Ifwe allow
ourself to be led aside by considerations that spring from fear,
desire, pride, anger,orself-interest, we will be undermined. Weak-
nessis intuitively perceived by others, causing distrust, for no one
can rightly follow ourego, which is the source ofthese weaknesses.
If we become aware that fear and doubt, and their attendant
emotions, have their origin in our tendency to wonder, want, and
worry, then we will avoid the seemingly harmless tendency to look
aside (or ahead, or behind), which gives rise to wondering, wanting,
and worrying. Ourpath lies in proceeding straight ahead inno-
cently, holding to our inner independencein the face ofall chal-
lenges, keeping ourselvesalert, steady, and sereneasthe shining
lake.

FirstLine: Hold to him in truth and loyalty. This is without blame.
While friendliness may woo people,it does not hold them to us.
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Whatholds themis our first loyalty to the truth. Sometimes this
loyalty requires us to be reserved so that weare misunderstood as
aloof, or indifferent. Often we mustlet others go through bad
experiences, This may be the only way they will see that incorrect
attitudes lead away from their goals. So long as we play lifeguard
to those who swim near the sharks, they will feel safe. Letting them
go does not mean wecast them off; we cling to the help the Cosmos
can give. This help is always there for them too.All they need to do
is askforit.
Second Line: Hold to him inwardly. Perseverance brings good

fortune. Itis in keeping with our higher nature to preserve and guard
our personality. We avoid throwing ourself away by associating
with inferior elements, eitherin ourself, or in others. Everyone has
a superior and an inferior nature. When we become comfortable or
intimate with another person’s selfish, childish self, we not only
cultivate the tyrant in him, we diminish our self-esteem and under-
mine our dignity. If someone is determined to follow his inferior
nature, wecan only relate to him in areserved way, When hereturns
to sincerity and humility, we may relax our reserve a bit and share
our thoughts and feelings with him, but we mustnot allow ourself
to become easy and comfortable. We must maintain our dignity,
otherwise his respect will degenerate into insolence.
“Throwing ourself away’ alsorefers to compromising our prin-

ciplesin the heatof the moment through losing our sense of limits.
Instead of waiting to find the correct route past obstructions through
becoming detached, we vent our anger and frustration and further
complicate matters. Holdingtogether inwardly means soothing our
frustrated inferiors and encouraging them to be patient until the way
past the difficulty shows itself.
‘Hold to him inwardly’ also means that we should never give up

on others’ superiorpotential. In withdrawing, or letting them go, we
do notabandon them bydismissing them as hopeless. We hold open
the possibility that they will grow and understand, justas after years
of making mistakes, our higher nature has been awakened and we
arc learning and growing. Wemust notarrogantly decide the future,
or forget that the Sage has waysof teaching, andthat truth has a
power quitein itself to overturn what is wrong, and to defeat what
is decadent. Through such reminders we retreat from wrong uses of
power and return to simplicity and humility...the wayof the Sage.
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Third Line: You hold together with the wrong people. Receiving
this line means weareoff the path, or that we are approaching a
situation in which we will be tempted to revert to an incorrect
attitude,
“Wrongpeople” often refers to wrong elements in our attitude, as

when we abandon a firm attitude for one that is indulgent.
We also receive this hexagram when we dwell on what is wrong

with life (the scheme ofthings), with ourselves, or with others.
Holding to whatis wrong in others imprisons them in our negativ-
ism and “protracts lawsuits,” as itis putin The Wanderer (Hex. 56).
Wehold with our inferiors and allow them to lead when we harbor
incorrect ideas, participate in wrong relationships, or indulge
emotions such as pride, anger, or desire. When we allow our
inferiors to lead, welose the help of the Creative (Sage).

Fourth Line: Hold to him outwardly also. Perseverance brings
good fortune. Wehavebeen applying J Ching principles only to
close personal relationships. Weare meant, as students of the Sage,
toapply them toall situations. We needonly take the risk to see how
effectively they work.

Fifth Line: Manifestation of holding together....Good fortune.
The fenceor enclosure pictured in this line symbolizes the moral
limits that apply to relationships. The beaters whodrive the deer up
on three sides symbolize both the events provided by Fate, and our
efforts to establish moral limits. If someone who has become aware
of our limits chooses notto respect them, we must allow him to go
his way, because in every case he must adhereto them voluntarily,
throughhis insight. We draw people into a correct relationship only
by our inner strength and consistency. When they perceive that we
are firm in our values, they will cease testing, or trying to manipu-
late and dominateus; then they will become sincere. We cannot pre-
sume, however, that they will remain sincere; we must always
accept that they can only stay through free will.

The imageofthe hunter’s killing only the animals which volun-
tarily expose themselvesalso refers to the way people sometimes
confide their errors to us.We mustrelate only to the problem thus
exposed and not take itas an excuseto discuss other errors we may
have perceived. This accords with slow progress and kingly con-
duct. Wedonot “slaughterall.”
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Sixth Line: Hefinds no headfor holding together. Misfortune. If
we begin a move without firmness, caution, and resoluteness, our
Position will constantly be undermined. Almost every difficult
beginning in which we have cautiously felt our way, ends in
success.It is the too-easy, self-confident beginnings that generate
problems. Such situations can be resolved,but each tangled strand
mustbe painstakingly untangled.
Having“no head” refers to our not having established a relation-

ship on correct principles. If we carelessly dismiss someone’s
insensitive behavior just to get on with things, we pave the wayforfuture difficulties. That which holds things together is a firmly
established hierarchy of values, In the process of establishing
relationships we may not skip steps; we must wait until the
conditions for unity are made possible by others’ sensitivity and
openness, andby their choosing independently to follow the good.

Receiving this line indicates thateither we have already forged
ahead on our ownwithout waiting to be led, or we are tempted to
do so. The resulting danger can be surmounted if we correct our
attitude,
This line also refers to times when, after having gone through a

crossroads, we keep wondering whether we took the right road. Itis not important whether we have taken the right road, but whether
we have been sincere in seeking to do theright thing. Even the
wrong roadwill bring no misfortune if we remain sincere, for then
an opportunity to correct the mistakewill avail itself. Itis important
to go forward andleavethe crossroads behi ind, otherwise we have
“no head” (no eyes, or cognition) for going forward, being preoc-
cupied with looking backward,
Still another meaning lies in our not being able to sce the

possibility of the great man in another person. By deciding he is
hopeless, we also discount the ability of the Sage to awaken his
higher nature(as the Sage has awakened ours); we also discount the
powerof truth to accomplish its customary miracles, and we
deprive the person we deem hopeless of the space he needs to
discover himself—a space we grant him when we remain open-
minded. In all these ways we discount the all-important, all-
powerful “head”of the matter, and soinsurefailure,
Finally, there are limits to what we can accomplish at any given

timein striving for unity. Beyond these limits we must let people go
andturn to our own path. Tronically, to hold with others, we must
also remain detached from them. Sometimesitis necessary to leave
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them behind. Love externally expressed, is oftentimes not love at
all. True unity is achieved through loveas patience and tolerance,
andas determination on ourpartto relate to them correctly.Before
we can love another, we must become firmly devoted tothe sanctity
ofour inner being, for until we follow good within ourself, we
cannot draw it out in others. When each person’s will is independ-
ently directed toward good within himself, unity is the natural,
inevitable result. By drawingout these potentials in others through
our example, wecreate a movement toward the greatand the good
and thus bring about peace and justice.
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Hsiao Ch'u/ The Taming Power
of the Small

Sun
Ch’ien

(One more stepin the processof correcting the situation has
been completed.)

The central imageof this hexagram is thatof the strong element (all
the yanglines) being “temporarily held in leash” by the weak line
in the fourth place (the place of the minister). The minister, by
natureofhis position, lacks the authority (the complete confidence
of others) and the strength to subduethe strong elements once and
forall, yet he may,by “firm determination within, and gentleness
and adaptability,” continue to havea restraining influence.

In practical terms this hexagram indicates thatour influence is
limited by the circumstances. Other people are beginning to under-
stand our firmnessof character and respect ourwayoflife, but not
enough to permanently correct their wayof relating to us. We have
made progress only to the point that the other person’s insolence is
restrained; therefore, we should not presumeall problems are
resolved. Until relations are firmly and fundamentally corrected,
we need to remain reserved and cautious, retaining a sense of
careful responsibility to do whatis right. The temptation always
exists to abandon self-discipline. Particularly after small victories,
our inferiors ask, “Now may Irelax?” and “Must I still pay attention,
be circumspect, responsible?” and, “When amIgoing to be able to
enjoy myself?”

Weshould also avoid ambition to make progress. (Ambition, at
its beginning, exists only asan ill-defined, discontented mood.) Not
only is a final victory impossible now, but ambition would exert a
negative pressure. The presenceof ambition indicates that we do
notyet trust the path of non-action, or the powerof clinging to the
truth to change the situation. This doubt, which is subconsciously
perceived by others, inhibits our having a goodeffect. We need to
rest content with the small gains achieved. Modestly accepting the
slow wayin which nature worksgives others the space they need to
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discover wheretheir path lies, and their self-interest in following it.
First Line: Return to the way. Good fortune. We become

negatively involved in the problem when we adopt an either/or
attitude to force a changein our fate. This also happens when we
relapse into negation and alienation through impatience, because
thereis no visible progress. Impatience, which springs from desire
and doubt, indicates our ego’s attempt to dominate the situation, an
effort which is doomed to failure. We should conscientiously return
tothe path of humility and acceptance, and to dispersing alienation
and negation,

Second Line: He allows himself to be drawn into returning.
Good fortune. We may have begun to waver (doubt) about what we
inwardly know to be true, so that we are tempted to abandon the
correct way to make progress. Sometimes it is as if we threaten the
Sage, saying thatif weare not helped to achieve our goals, we will
discard his guidance. Sucha threatinevitably comesto nothing, and
in making it we merely jeopardize our personality and engage our
pride. In spite of feeling humiliated, we should allow ourself to be
drawn back from this thinking, and return to the path of persever-
ance. Weoften receive this line and the preceding line just prior to
the situation which will draw out such feelings in us; this prepara-
tion helps to give us the strength we need to keep from being
dominated by our emotions.

Third Line: The spokes burst out of the wagon wheel. Man and
wife roll their eyes. This image symbolizes thatour inner attitude
has collapsed into alienation and impatience, and therefore has lost
its integrity and usefulness. Our situation falls apart when we
abandonpatientwaiting, or when we bring controversial matters up
rather than allowing them to arise spontaneously. Werush things
when we become afraid that the right time may notoccur soon
enough. Under the influence offear, negation, and desire we are
unable to attain the objectivity we need to find the right solution.
Without the right solution, things turn out badly and we have
regrets.

Pressing forward forcibly means that wetry, under the influ-
ence of negative and alienated feelings, to force progress by
threatening to dropour task to rescue the others. This ploy by our
ego doesnot work. Wecannotsteal happiness by challenging Fate.
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Fate doesnot respond to threats.
Pressing forward forcibly also refers to times when wetry to

assert our‘inner worth’ by takinga stand based on our inner sense
of truth. In making this effort our ego has intercepted our sense of
truth in an attempt torule forcibly rather than to allow people to
perceive the truth for themselves. The Superior Man simply relies
on his senseof inner truth to convey inner messages.If the injustice
issuch that he knowsacorrectionis needed, herelies on the Cosmos
to provide the correction. Because heis free of doubt, he activates
the powerofTruthto rectify the problem.

Power lies with the weak. True power, in dealing with the
obstinate powerof theego,orfor that matter, with Fate, is in letting
go,notin trying to make points, or engaging in arguments,or in
striving to overcome the situation. True power lies in reticence,
tranquillity, and detachment.

Fourth Line: /f you are sincere, blood vanishes andfear gives
way. No blame, Three interpretations are given. First, although we
may notlike someofthe lines wegetin the J Ching, they are given
sincerely,in the spirit of helpfulness. Despite the danger that we
may despise him forit, the Sage offers this advice:

Second, wearein a responsible position, giving exampleofthe
wayofthe Sageto others. We mustdo whatis correct, disengaging
from the challenges laid down by other people’s egos, and letting
them go, even though ouractionswill be misunderstood. In the end,
becausewearetrue to our principles, we achieve the correct effect.
Tolive correctly is to “mediate” the message ofour leaderto others.

‘Third, if we are sincerein our path, wewill not resort to wrong
means.In retreating from wrong means, “blood vanishes.” This
means that the threat of disruption and long-lasting bitterness is
avoided. Blood refers to words and acts which emotionally wound,
as when we brandish the white lightof truth as a sword. We need
to realize that truth is never a harsh, cutting white light, but the
yellow light of moderation. When our understanding departs from
modesty and moderation, it departs from truth. Saying too muchin
a state of emotionalheat resembles the effect ofan atom blast—the
fallout is poisonous and contaminates the relationship for a long
time thereafter. Then, instead of dealing with the person, we can
only deal with the fallout.

Fifth Line: Ifyou are sincere and loyally attached, youarerich
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in your neighbor. The Sageis trustworthy; being wholly directed to
whatis true and good, he cannot respond to whatis unworthy in us.
Whenweare sincerein trying to do what is right he shareshis great
wealth with us in the form ofa friendly presence, reinforcing us in
times of trouble, and giving usa senseofprotection and well-being
that is sorely missed when westray from ourpath.

When weare sincerely attached (married)to ourprinciples, we
bring out the bestin otherpeople. This inner truth has the power (by
itself) to do the workof correcting allsituations. All the communi-
cations are inner ones, emanating from the strength of accepting
things exactly as they are, and from being utterly at peace within
oneself (being happy in one’s inner marriage).

“Loyally attached” also means being wedded to conscien-
tiously seeking the correct way, and not turning this responsibility
overto others. We must do our own work andnot lookto others to
doit for us. If we have laboredhardall our lives to save money, we
are not then meant to abandon ship by lightly turning it over to
someone else to manage, just because wearctired of responsibility.
Loyally attached means that we remain careful with the responsi-
bilities entrusted to us.

To share our wealth instead of hoarding it means to remember
how we have been helped. If we regard ourself as better than
another, the gained wealth is “hoarded,” and modesty lost. To be
rich yet remain modest is to be devoted; only then are we rich in our
neighbors, who do not feel overshadowed. When weare taught by
the Sage, we must become more modest and conscientious, notless.
Shall we overshadow the Sage, whois invisible? Shall we obscure
the Sage with our wrong actions?

Sixth Line: The rain comes, there is rest. This is due to the
lasting effect of character....[f the superior man persists, misfortune
comes. Victory has been won by persevering in a firm, correct
attitude. However,it is a partial victory, not one founded on the
slowly penetrating light of inner truth, or ona thorough understand-
ing that secures us from reversals. If we can retain our modesty and
humility, sacrificing any sense ofpower we may feel, ourgainswill
be consolidated.
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Li/ Treading (Conduct)

Ch'ien
Tui

(On attempting to force progress.)

Treading uponthe tail of the tiger. Becoming involved when we
ought to remain innocent, is to challenge Fate,or “tread upon the
tiger’s tail.”

The tiger symbolizes Fate. So long as weare sincere, conscien-
tious, simple, and innocentin our conduct, the tiger does notbite.
However,if we self-confidently and obstinately follow the wrong
path, as we do when we try to create opportunities to influence
rather than allowing them to evolve, we get bitten. We challenge
Fate when westep overthe thin line (however gingerly)to tell
another whatis wrong with him (or with his position, or conduct).
We mustbe wary of supposing that because we have a morecorrect
position we have such rights,
Difficult situations are caused by faulty attitudes and traditions

that have accumulated over time.It is our fate to resolve these.
difficulties by correcting our mistakes. To try to change the situ-
ation by wrestling with it, by blindly resistingit, or by rejectingit,
is to challenge Fate as a “blind and lame man.” We must become
resigned to slow, patient self-development to reverse the trends
which have become established. Totry toovercome them all at once
is foolhardy; the situation will improve only to the extent that we
improve ourselves in an enduring manner.
The superior man discriminates between high and low. This

means that we accept the discipline and patience required to correct
ourpoorrelationships with others. Rather than listen to the self-
pitying, whining, impatient voicesofour inferiors, which look to
external circumstances for guidelines to act, we need to concentrate
on finding the egotisms anderrors which have ledtoour difficulties.
The difficulties in question are referred to elsewhere in the [

Ching as “lawsuits.” Lawsuits are continuing inner conflicts with
others which result from having adopted hard, vindictive, or impa-
lient attitudes. Lawsuits always occur when wegive people up as
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hopeless. We initiate an inner quarrel in which wesay, “You don’t
exist,” to which theyreply, “Yes, I do, andIwill proveit to you.”
Sometimes the argument is, “You are hopeless,” to which they
reply, “I will pay you back for your arrogant assessmentof me.”
Lawsuits are evident in any actions which involve people’s forcing
us to be conscious of them (orvice versa). These lawsuits occur
because wedonot truly let people go. Instead, we supervise their
behavior orattitudes. We seek to punish them for having trespassed
on our values, injured ourpride, or wounded our vanity. When we
truly let people go, healing begins, and the lawsuit dies down. A
creative relationship then becomes possible.

When weallowourselves to fall into negation and alienation, we
“leave the wagon behind.” The wagon symbolizesourfate to rescue
those to whom weare bound byinner ties. Negative attitudes resist
thatfate. If we ignore the higher, essential meaning and purpose of
life by rejecting our duty to discipline ourselves, we will not find
true happiness, Fate’s mandate that we canfind happiness only by
followingthe correct path cannot be circumvented.

First Line: Simple conduct. Progress without blame. We make
progress so long as we remain detached andfree of selfish consid-
erations, but we should be on guard against wanting to regain lost
comforts. Such wanting gives rise to restlessness and ambition to
force progress, or to conclude matters. We should remain content
with slow progress, and notallow the desire to make progress, or the
desire to end the situation, to influence our attitude. The correct
attitude is always a humble acceptance of the situation asit is; we
relinquish any anger, uneasiness,or disappointment we mayfeel
about the length of time required to accomplish things.

Second Line: Treading a smooth, level course. Perseverance
..brings goodfortune. We should stay free of inner conflicts, such
as questioning “Why is this my fate?” and “What should I do?” We
should avoid the dangerof challenging Fate by frontalassaults, and
by quarreling with the way things are. To circumspectly remain
disengaged is to “tread a smooth, level course.”

Third Line: One eyed...lame....The tiger bites the man. Misfor-
tune. When we self-confidently think we can overcome Fate by
aggressive effort, we are sure to experience a rebuff. To plunge
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aheadis to meet with failure, Even though wearein the right, we

should notassumea strong position. Itis necessary to control blind
ambition, and not employ powerfulmeans. Instead, we should rely

on the beneficial action of natureto correct things, Themore correct
our position, the more modest we must become.

Fourth Line: He treads on the tail of the tiger. Caution and
circumspection ultimately lead to good fortune. The “dangerous

enterprise” is to think we must interfere to avert disaster or un-
wanted consequences. To interfere is to plunge ahead willfully, The
encroachment ofour egois best combatted by going forward with

our studies, trusting that further enlightenment will help us over-

come the danger that comes of doubting the correct attitude.

Fifth Line: Resolute conduct. Perseverance with awareness of
danger. This meansto be neither too hard nortoo soft. Resoluteness
mustnot become entangled with anger, feelings of retribution, or

hardness, sothat we lose our modesty. Danger is incurred when we

self-righteously think what people “ought to do.” Suchthinking is

an interference in their spiritual space. Not only do they sense our
feelings of superiority, our supervisory attitudeprevents them from

doing whatis right of their own volition. This is because itis against

a person’s inner dignity to respond servilely to other people’s
demands, Ourduty is to truly let peoplefind their own wayto doing
whatis right.
While avoiding self-righteousness we need to remain firm about

whatis correct and associate only with people’s better selves. To

pander to their desires and demands is to throw ourselves away. TO
overlookevil put before us is magnanimously to play God. While
we maynot tell people what they can or cannot do, it is our duty to
make clear the limits of whatweare willing or unwilling to join in

doing. Until othersare correct in relating to us, we should remain

reservedin our inner attitude.

Sixth Line: Lookto your conduct and weigh the favorable signs.
When everything is fulfilled, supreme good fortune comes. When
we have correctly persevered through the challenge ofthe time we

can be assured of good fortune.
This line frequently refers to getting out of danger, especially the

danger of doubt, ambition, restlessness, or immodesty—dangers
which result from worrying, wanting, or allowing ourself to be
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directed by pride. Driven by these emotions we recklessly strive to
get out ofdifficulties, only to make them worse, and more danger-
ous to our inner balance. To regain inner balanceit is necessary to
come toahumble acceptanceof the situation asitis. The acceptance
needed is unconditional, like that required of Katherine in
Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew. Here, Fate is the taming
factor. When weaccept that we must engage the helpful energies of
the Higher Power, we are led outof our problems.
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T ai/ Peace
K’un
Chien ==

(Through relating correctly we have achieved peace;
maintaining peace, however, requires that we remain firm
in innerdiscipline.)

Compared with other hexagrams, this hexagram is perfectly bal-
anced. The heavenand earth forcesare in equilibrium. Thissymbol-
izes a person who has correctly balanced the heaven andearth
qualities within himself so that heis in harmony with the Universe.
The heaven force in the lower trigram symbolizes our having

made our inner attitude correct: we are persevering in our principles
and are self-contained; whether events proceedhereor there, we do
not lose our inner equilibrium. The earth force in the upper trigram
symbolizes that we have attained an open-minded receptivity
toward events in the outer world; we haveceased to erect defensive
barriers,or to try to manipulate events, either by adopting what we
think to be appropriate attitudes, or by doing specific things. Such
a balanced, neutral attitude reduces tensions and resolves problems
in our relationships with others.

Weneedto remain aware, however, that times of peace invite us
to forget that good luck arises from having balanced our attitude;
furthermore, itis dependenton our remaining balanced. In relaxing
from tensions weeasily lose our inner independence. For example,
we lose our independence both whenweseck ways to preserve the
good times, and when, through lassitude, we forget to uphold our
principles. Being more relaxed, we may forget our responsibility to
rescue those to whom we haveinner connections, or we may
become self-oriented and overconfident. Therefore, the hexagram
remindsus to remain conscientious and persevering.

Perhaps the greatest danger posedby having attained peace in the
external situationis that we tend to workat our spiritual develop-
mentonly when weare underthe pressure of adversity. We presume
that since weare in harmony with the Cosmos, thereis nothing we
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feed to learn. Itis importantto continue with our learning, and to
tomain aware of our dependence on the Higher Power.
Asa second hexagram, Peace implies that peace will result, or

lias resulted, from making the changes called for in the first
liexagram’s lines;it also cautions us to rememberthe dangers and
{0 persevere.

First Line: When ribbon grassis pulled up, the sod comes with
it...Undertakings bring good fortune. When people are open to
eachother they are “connected by their roots,” hence good influ-
ences are possible. Openness is the prerequisite to having an
influence,
Similarly, although weare connected by the roots to the Sage, this

connection becomes obstructed when wedoubtwewill get the help
we need. When we withdraw from a negative assessment of affairs
nd return to a humble acceptance, the obstruction evaporates. The
image of pulling up interconnected roots suggests that by dealing.
with the root of the problem—our inner attitude—we remove

‘sting obstructionsto the peace and progress we seck.

Second Line: Bearing with the uncultured in gentleness, fording
the river with resolution, not neglecting whatis distant, not regard-
ing one’ s companions. Thus one may manage to walk in the middle.
During timesof peace weare tempted to be hard on those who make
mistakes, or to be alienated through having to deal with their
troublesome egos. Itis in keeping with modesty not to forma mental
faction against them, but to bear with them, andto bear with the
situation,
Fording the river with resolution. When we are in a peaceful

mood and situationsarise that require withdrawal and going on
alone, we should not neglect to doso; thisis to follow our path and
“not neglect whatis distant.”
Not regarding one's companions. This means that we do not

condition whatwe do by what others do, but keep to our path. We
must not watch with our inner eye what they do .

To walk in the middle means that we serve as an intermediary
between the Sage and others through remaining careful and consci-
cntious. Especially during peaceful times we must avoid being side-
tracked by indolence, or weakened by indulgence in small vanities
and flatteries. Sometimes we indulge in small, seemingly harmless
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attitudes because we presume that peace, having beenattained,will
maintain itself. We must remember, however, that Fate will not be
presumed upon.

One ofthe dangersof peaceful timesis our tendency to become
dependenton things remaining free of tension. Sucha dependency
entails a loss of inner independence; in striving to keepthe status
quo our responses become conditioned; weare no longer able to
respond spontancously from innocence. Such a dependency invites
othersto challenge us.

A similar danger sometimes occurs when people present them-
selvesas interested, caring, and sensitive. Although manipulative
and unworthy, the intention is often to keep things pleasant. At other
times it is manipulativeflattery designedto lureus into carelessly
exposing ourselves. Thereis almost always a leader putout, with a
hookonit, which engagesourego. Then, once we expose ourselves
we are greeted with a contrived indifference oran insolent attack.
Such tactics, part of the king-of-the-heap game, are meant to un-
balanceusso that those who initiate the game can gain the upper
hand. Weshould avoid being seduced byflattery so that we become
involved in these games. At the same time weshould remain open-
minded and patient with those who play them,

Third Line: No plain not followed bya slope....He who remains
persevering in danger is without blame. During peaceful times we
tend to assume that good times will continue indefinitely. By this
assumption we begin an emotional dependence on people, God,
Fate, and events, that they should all stay the same. We become
unwilling to allow the situation to change; then when problems
recur, we are unprepared; being unprepared, we waverandfall back
into hoping and doubting. This disintegrationofpersonality can be
avoided if we do notallow ourselves to depend emotionally on
people, or events. We can better keep our independence if we
remember that each eventis partof the zig-zag path by which the
Creative resolves problems. By expecting the unexpected, and by
always being prepared for tensions to resume, we avoid making
plans based on things “always going well,” or “always going
badly.”

Fourth Line: He flutters down, not boasting of his wealth,
together with his neighbor, guileless and sincere. Receiving this
line often refers to receiving thehelp ofthe Sage to acquire insight
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into the correct way to approach a problem.
It mayalso be a simple confirmation that ourguileless, sincere

way of relating has had creative results.
At other times this line counsels us to allow our contacts with

others to be guileless and sincere. This meanswe refrain from any
{emptation to contrive or manipulate what we wantto happen.

‘Theline also counsels us against “boasting of wealth.” We boast
of wealth if we try to impress people with our wisdom, wit, or
charm, orif, in any way, we try to impose ourpoint of view. We
should make every effort to remain sincere, simple, and serene.

Fifth Line: The sovereign I gives his daughter in marriage. This
brings blessing and supreme good fortune. A truly modest union.
‘This line means thatitis the Sage (‘sovereign I”) who decides when
thetimeis right for things to work out, and when the conditions for
unity will become possible. Until then we mustwait.

‘This line also presents us with the analogy of a marriage between
twopeople of unequal status. The princess must adapt to being mar-
ried to someone beneath her rank. This means that when we must
deal with someone, whoforlack of self-development, or for other
reasons, is not on our level of understanding, we should not
unthinkingly addto his natural feelingsofinferiority. The princess
is pictured as placing herself beneath her husband. This does not
mean that she islesser, but that she avoids a competing or dominat-
ing attitude;thus she prevents envy from spoiling their relationship.
In situations ofclose personal contact, the person with the stronger
character must become more modest,sacrificing his senseofself,
power, and authority; in this way he dissolves tension and striving.
‘This creates “a truly modest union” which “brings happiness and
blessings.”

Sixth Line: The wall falls back into the moat. Use no army now.
It is time to dismantle the defenses and strategies which comprise
our resistance to Fate. We mustdisperseall effort and striving. In
humbly submitting to and accepting the situation asit is, without
resentment orresistance, wewill gain the help of the Higher Power
to correct the situation.
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P’i/ Standstill (Stagnation)

(No progress.)

This hexagram refers to dealing with difficult and obdurate situ-
ations in which there appears to be no. progress. The hexagram
instructs us in howto relate to such times ofdarkness and difficulty.

A

When we perceive that there is no progress in our general
situation, tension and inner conflict arise. The remedyis to disen-
gage from lookingatthe situation. We abandon neither our prin-
ciples norour goals. When we have re-established inner calm, the
clarity needed to put things into perspective becomes possible.
Until then, nothing can be done.

‘The entire thrust of the hexagram is to adjust one’s attitude, since
adapting in the correct way can cause thesituation to change.Ifstandstill has its roots in our defective ideas, following the counsel
given in the hexagram will counteract the badeffects of those ideas.
The “timeof standstill” refers to the time prior to becoming a

studentof the / Ching, and to all the ideas wehad atthat time about
the way things work, Receiving the hexagram is meant to make us
re-examine ideas and values we have taken for granted as correct,
Weare meant to realize that the “Wheel of Fate” is stuck in the mud
andthat progress is stalled because westill cling to ideas the! Ching
regards as decadent.

Receiving this hexagram also refers to times when weare stopped
ata crossroads, wondering which direction or attitude will lead to
Progress. It is important not to linger in the crossroads of self-
conflict, or to search for the precisely correct attitude, for the
solution isnot to be found in this way. Inall striving the egoatiempts
to find some wayto make things workin orderto stay in control. It
is better to detach from lookingat the situation and go on our way,
taking care not to engagecither in hope, or hopelessness. If we can
accept that weare meant to patiently persevere, then, by itself, Fate
will indicate the way.
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First Line: When ribbon grassis pulled up, the sod comeswith
it....Perseverance brings goodfortune and success. The rootof the
problem is pulled up (resolved) when we disengage from looking
at, and from tryingto influence, the negative situation. The effect
of disengagementis to deprive eitherour own or someone else’s ego
of anything to strive against. With the basis (root) of the problem
removed, the problem ceasestoexist, thus the analogy,“in pulling
up the grass, the sod comeswith it.” This is also the path of least
resistance.
The ego derives its energy from perceiving itself as being seen or

heard, feared or loved, hated or envied, or whateveris required to
give it a sense of power and importance. When those to whom a
person is attached no longer give the ego recognition, or otherwise
feed it, itloses its power andgives way. Fora time the ego seeks this
recognition from substitutes, but this effort yields no real satisfac-
tion; ultimately the person is driven to grow and change.

Second Line: They bear and endure...good fortune for inferior
people, This means to bearand endure inferior aspects of human
character, eitherin ourself or in others. On witnessing the manifes-
tation of people’s inferior nature, our inferiors (our childish self,
with its inner voices) become discouraged by the course of events
and complain, They cease to trust the powerof inner truth, and
disengagement. They review old wounds and areasof innerburnout
to support their view that non-action does notwork, even though
they have neverpracticed creative non-action before, Through their
self-flattery (comparing our condition to others who seem better
off) they call us to pursue self-interest, and insist that we “do
something,” such as correct our ambivalent attitude about the situ-
ation we havedecidedis bad. Our inferiors argue that the problems
are insuperable and demand respite from them, if by no other means
than to cast them offas “hopeless.” However, the Superior Man(su-
perior self) does not allow himself to be influenced; he perseveres
in the face of such danger and clings to his goalto rescuethe others.
Seeing his firmness and courage, the inferiors once more take heart
and begin to cling to whatis correct. This change ends self-conflict
and striving. Under the leadership of our Superior Man, alienation
and hardness are avoided,and one ceases lookingat other people’s
negative behavior with one’s inner eye.

Third Line: They bear shame. This line often means that because
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we have related to a problem in the correct way, someone whohas
misunderstoodor wrongedusis beginning to have regrets, although
this is not apparent externally. Ideas he has allowed to “seize
power” prove inadequate andheis readyto cast themoff.
Bearing with others whoarereturningto the path meansthat we

are tolerant and open-minded. We donot, however, interfere to
make their return easy. Their work must be their own. We are
patient, but weretain our firmness, and our willingness to go on
alone if circumstances requireit. Especially we should avoida soft,
comfortable, careless relationship, in which wehalt in our forward
direction or wait forothers to catch up.We should always maintain
the integrity and independence of our path. Through watching
others’ progress,or lackofit, we overstep our bounds and lose our
inner independence.
“They bear shame” also refers to times when we have allowed our

inferiors (childish self), through not resisting pride and anger, to
attain power, only to find that this has had a badeffect. Seeing these
bad effects, our inferiors feel ashamed. We have allowed our
inferiors to fasten their attention onthe disagreeable situation, and
to demand that, in addition to making correct changes, those who
have offended us humble themselves to our ego. People cannot
respond to any form of ego-demand, for to do so would compromise
their spiritualintegrity. Any time our ego becomes involved, those
we want to change are prevented from improving and changing.
Whenwerelease people from our mental prison, when wehold our
minds open, and cease watching them with our innereye, we give
them the space they need to correct themselves.

Fourth Line: He whoacts at the commandofthe highest remains
without blame. Our fate works as a mathematical certainty. When
weare correct and balanced, everything in the Cosmos comesto our
aid. In playing with dice there are times when every roll seems
magicaland we win, time and again, When weare inwardly correct
progress occurs in this way, but if we are not in harmony with
ourself, every move leads from obstruction to obstruction. Only
inner growth leads to progress which springs again and again from
itself.

By receiving this line we are meant to examine whether our
attitude leads to progress, or whether it remains caught in the
standstill of convention, A correctly balanced attitudeis firm and
independent, neither presumptuously bending,as if we were gods,
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exercising the power of beneficence (called “magnificence” in
/'reponderanceof the Small, Hex. 62), nor too hard.
Whenwe focuson keepingourinner attitude innocent, pure, and

iilert, we allow the Sage to be the Master Playwright. Having the
Correct attitude, weare called into action by events. We advance
with the light (when peopleare opento us) and retreat with the dark
(when their sensitivity declines). Remaining free of ambition, we
serve the true and the good.

Fifth Line: Heties it to a clump of mulberry shoots. If we have
produced a change for thebetter through attaining humility and
conscientiousness, we may secure progress only by holding to these
altitudes perseveringly. Thus, we must continue to examine ourself.
and to correct our mistakes.
Tying things to mulberry shoots means we clingto that which is

firmly rooted and strong (the true and the good); we cling to the
Higher Power, and we retain the attitude that whatever happenswill
leadus in the correct direction, This perfect acceptance of events as
devices ofthe Creative, and relianceon the powerof the true andthe
good, defeats the negative effects of hope and fear, and guarantees
success,

Sixth Line: The standstill comesto an end. First standstill, then
good fortune. Through the creative effort indicated in the previous
five linesof this hexagram,we have theability to change Fate and
bring about better conditions in the world.

‘The creative effort required is that of consistently keeping our
inner attitude correct. The thoughts that spring from a pure heartand
mind, like Cupid’s golden arrows, automatically hit their mark in
the hearts of others, influencing them for the good without their
being awareof it. Thus, the simple sorrow and embarrassment that
is generated onseeingothers’ misdeeds is transmitted with the great
powerof inner truth. Trying to produce sucheffects by consciously
willed thoughts, however,is a misuse of power thathas unfavorable
results. Only an innocent mind and a pure heart are capable of
responding to evil in a wholly beneficial way.
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Tung Jén/ Fellowship with Men

(True fellowship is founded on fellowship with the Sage.
Exclude the Sage and there can be notrue or lasting
fellowship.)

Fire flaming up to heaven provides the imageof friends gathered in
fellowship, as around a camp fire, or hearth. The achievement of
peace and harmony among one’s fellows is the naturaldrive of the
human heart. This hexagram points to gentleness and refinement of
spirit, and the sense of humanity known in Confucianism asjén.
Fellowship with men in the open. Success. This meansthat only

openness in fellowship succeeds. The phrase “in the open” specifies
that which makes true fellowship possible. This idea is reiterated
and elaborated in the first line by the statement that “the basic
principles of any kind of union must be equally accessible to all
concerned. Secret agreements bring misfortune.” Oneis reminded
of treaties and contractsin which the fears, doubts, and expectations
ofeach partyare broughtinto the open. Ifall parties seek to dealwith
these issues sincerely, an agreement based on just principles and
mutual trust can be established successfully. Harboring secret res-
ervations, or hedging forselfish purposes, ruins all possibility of
creating fair and justagreements, In making agreements with others
we should take care thatno secret reservations exist in either party’s
attitude; such reservations usually surfaceif weare attentive;when
they do, we should postpone or abandon the agreement until the
wrong attitudes are corrected.
Fellowship in the clan refers to hidden reservations and elements

offactionalism by which a person seeks to protect his interests (or
those ofhis group)at others’ expense. Weoften receive this line
when we resist following the way of the Sage because of such
mistrust.

The third line, He hides weapons in the thicket, illustrates a typeof hidden reservationor element of factionalism. One of the parties
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holds back a “weapon” because he distrusts the situation. For
example, he calls a meetingonan innocentpretext, knowing that he
intends to ambush the others with accusations and claims.
The commentary to the hexagram focuses on the idea that

enduring unity, whether it be between ourself and God, between
husband andwife, or between those further removed, must be based
on concerns that are universal, This refers to a point of view which

anyone, through reflecting on whatis fair, would agree to bejustand
correct. Petty likes and dislikes, and judgments based on trivial
considerations, are putasidein favorof the essentials of the matter.

We often receive thishexagram when some adjustmentor change
in attitude is needed. Either we needto reviewthe basic principles
of ‘fellowship with men,’so that we make surethat what we require
of others is correct, or we need to search out hidden reservations in
our attitude which isolate us from the Sage. Typical of such reser-
vationsare plans of what wewill do in case the J Ching’s counsel
doesn’t suit us, or of what we will do if the changes wedesirefail
to materialize within the time frame we think reasonable.
Secret reservationsof attitude are regarded as factionalism. In

learning about the various formsof factionalism we soon realize
that by correctingour relationship with the Sage, we correctall our
relationships. Indeed, our relationship with the Sage is the model
for all human relationships.

Consulting the J Ching frivolously, just to see whatit says,is a
factionalism in which weform a partnership with our ego which
excludes the Sage. This isolates us from the help the Sage can give,
because he cannot relate to such arrogance. Factionalism exists
whenwe agree, in ourhearts, to go along with something thatis
incorrect, and when we sacrifice the higher good to obtain a lesser
benefit. Factionalism occurs when we receive aid from the Sage
without accepting any responsibility to set a good example. Fac-
tionalism exists when we use the J Ching asatoolto gain selfish
ends. Many beginning students of the J Ching harbor an inner
demand that the Sage prove himself before they will relinquish
distrust. They stand back with a “show me” attitude. The Sage, in
such circumstances, remains reserved. While the Sage does not
require that we believe heexists, he cannot,with dignity,caterto an
arrogantdistrust. In the face of such defects of attitude the begin-
ning student often finds that his relationship with the Sagevaries.
Whenheis sincere and open-minded, he understands the hexa-

grams and is nourished by them. When he distrusts, the Sage
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becomes remote and the J Ching lines incomprehensible. He also
finds that so long as heclings to his secret distrust, he remains
locked in the vicious circle of no progress.

Following the principlesoffellowship does not mean that we are
obligated to like people whenour inner feelings areto the contrary;
nordoesit mean that we must regard people as credible before they
have madeus aware of their credibility. In business we are not
obligated to extend credit or trust before customers have given
evidence of their creditability and trustworthiness. Just as the Sage
“comes to meet’ us only halfway, in response to our sincerity and
conscientiousness (see Coming to Meet, Hex. 44), we should
remainsimilarly reserved and reticent when others are not sincere
and opento us. All ‘coming to meet’ (joining in fellowship) should
be approached with care so that we avoid succumbing to the subtle
flatteries and seductions implicit in social forms. Flatteries and
seductions have power whenwe lose contactwith our inner voice,
and whenour ego becomes involved through enjoying the comforts
of self-deception.

Factionalism always results in negative reactions. When we hold
secret reservations based on a general distrust of people, we not
only awakendistrust in them,weinsure thata satisfactory relation-
ship cannot occur, simply because of the actively undermining
powerof doubt. We inadvertently do the trustworthy person an
injustice, and mentally fix the untrustworthy person in his un-
trustworthy ways. Distrust traps the mistrusted one into unfavor-
able patterns of response.

Wecan have a creative effect on the untrustworthy person if we
are willing, after acknowledging his defective attitude, to turn the
matter over to the Cosmos, and return ourattitude to neutral.
Thereafter, weneither believe nor disbelieve him, but relate to him
with caution and reserve until he changes his ways. We do not
measure his progress; instead, we react to the momentary ways in
which hereveals himself, keeping attuned to his eclipses of person-
ality. Werespond sincerely and openly whenheis sincere and open;
we retreat into non-participation whenhe regresses into suspicion,
indifference, and insensitivity.
The only reservations of attitude we can justly have in any

relationship are those which conform to natural and universal
morality. We always reserve our dignity and self-respect, and do
only what accords with our moral limits. If we have not been
morally correct in the past and discover ourerror, we retreat and
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correct ourselves. No immoral agreementis binding, andall Cos-
mic law supports ourretreat from doing wrong.
Other formsof factionalism occur when we attempt to attain

unity with somebyexcludingothers; when we tolerate misbehavior
in some, but are harsh on others who transgress; when we indulge
thoughts which make others feel inferior; when we assumerights
overpeople or things—our children,mates, or animals. We do not
have the right to abuse, degrade, or humiliate any thing. Among
Western customs considered decadentby the Sageare those which
give us the feeling that we are mastersof the universe, and thatthe
carth and its inhabitants were made solely for our use and benefit.
Our rightful purpose is to serve the Higher Powerin bringing order
to the myriadthingsof creation. In this work weare responsible to
the Higher Power for everything we do.

First Line: Fellowship with men at the gate. No blame. The
foundation of enduring unity is openness. Receiving this line
reminds usto inspect our attitude for unfair conditions which have
not been stated; it also remindsus to be on guard against unstated
feelings and expectations which others may have towardus.If one
is careful at the beginning of fellowship, although the extra effort
may scem petty and troublesome, the agreements and associations
we make will prove more satisfactory than those we slip into
carelessly and quickly. Easy relationships always contain hidden
presumptions and expectations.

This line also refers to secret reservationsof attitude we have in
our relationships. Secret reservations occur when we put a time
limit on accomplishing our goals; when weare tempted to abandon
the path becauseit is moredifficult than we expected; when, after
realizing the time and effort required, we doubt the effort is worth
it; when we doubt that the goal can or should be attained. All such
thoughts threaten perseverance. Hiding behind a grandiose image,
the ego feels superioras it weighs and judges the Sage’s leadership.
Such presumptionis based on a secret agreement we have allowed
to develop betweenourself and our ego; this factionalism rules out
an open, sincere fellowship with the Sage.

Another secret reservation occurs when we wait in ambush to
press our thoughts on others. If people are not receptive, we must
remain reserved.

Nodivergent aims have yet arisen. If only this line has been
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drawn, the hexagram changes to retreat, meaning that we should
retreat from thoughts of giving up our goalto rescue the others,
Thinking of changing ourgoals in mid-stream constitutes a “‘diver-
gent aim.”

Second Line: Fellowship in the clan. Humiliation. This line
indicates that we harbor factional thoughts. For example, we
criticize others but fail to correct ourselves; wefeel we have special
rights and privileges over others; or, we hedge on waiting the
allotted timeto achievethe rescue of those with whom we have
inner connections.
If we distrust that our goal ofunity can be attained, we soon settlefor oneofthe factions. We ignore our obligation to do the correct

thing, and instead do what is comfortable and enjoyable, or,
although we agree with the / Ching’s principles, we continue in the
comfortable habit of decadent tradition. In all these things we
choose the clan (what is comfortable) over whatis universally true
and good.

Fellowship in the clan also refers to forminga unity with another
while he remains incorrect; we form a faction with desire, thus
exclude the Sage.

Third Line: He hides weaponsin the thicket...For three years hedoesnot rise up. This line may refereither toanother’s having secretdistrust and bad motives, or to our distrust of him, orof the basic
direction ofthe J Ching. True fellowship becomes more and more
impossible because distrust is fortified by failure and failure is
insured by distrust.
This linealso refers to distrust of oneself. One feels unable to

carry things to completion, or to correct oneself,or to be of serviceto that which is higher. Here, our ego makesa last-ditch effort to
collapse ourwill so that itcan resume control. It creates the illusion
that weare powerless against it; this illusion becomes true only ifwe believe the ego’s claim. To defeat the €go’s powerweneed toask the Sage’s help; meanwhile, we should remain persevering.Patient acceptance of thesituation will enable us to acquire the
clarity needed to overcome the doubts put forward by our ego.

Fourth Line: Heclimbs up on his wall; he cannot attack. Good
fortune. This line states that misunderstanding divides people.
Because their problems seem insuperable, they give up on each
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other(they “no longer attack”). Although it is incorrect for them to
sive up on eachother,it is better that they remain separated than to
continue fighting.

b

This line also refers to being temptedto give up on our relation-
ship with another person. It reassures us that in spite ofall difficul-
ties and mistakes, we will succeed if we persevere.

Fifth Line: Men bound in fellowship....After great struggles they
succeed in meeting. Two people divided by the courseoflife are
meantto be reunited at someother time when their troubleswill be
over. The answer to the inner question oneasks,“Am I meant to
resolve my problems withthis person?” is yes, eventually, but now
we must be patient.
The line also means that we are meant to resolve our problems

with all people. We should give up on no one.
"Italso means that we should hold no oneas an adversary. If in our

inner eye we hold someone afar, we maybe afraid ofhis getting
closer. In various defensive ways we may separate him from us.We
need to drop our braced attitude, (referred to in The Power of. the
Great, Hex. 34 as a goat), and adoptajust and moderate viewofhis
mistakes and transgressions.

Sixth Line: Fellowship with men in the meadow. No Remorse.
Here we see that the wayof the Sageis the only path to follow.
However, since westill hold doubts, we do not achieve the happi-
ness thatcomes froma truly enlightened understanding in which we
see with clarity the great power thatis aroused by following the path
of the true and the good. The wayof the Sage appears to be more
difficult than it is.
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Ta Yu/ Possession in Great Measure

alCh’ien

(Now you understand.)

Possession in great measure refers to the state of self-possession
and inner independence we have achieved through perseveringly
and sincerely trying to find the correct way. In this state we
unconsciously manifest the Higher Power.
Possession in great measure also refers to any improvement in

our attitude or circumstance. Inner independenceis a possession
acquired from having overcome self-pity; the correct path is a
possession acquired when we have returned from wrong-doing; a
feeling of self-worth is a possession acquired through self-disci-
pline and self-development. Otherpossessions include relief from
money problems, and reuniting with someone from whom wehave
long been estranged.
This hexagram states unequivocably thatif we truly possess a

thing it cannot be lost or destroyed. What we have gained—the
progress earned through our hard work—cannot be lost,in spite of
temporary setbacks.
Disruptions inour relationships provide occasions for improving

attitudes andfor learning Cosmic lessons. Sometimes the situation
resembles having lost one’s credit card. Whenthe card will be
returned, we cannot know, but we are assured bythis hexagram that
renewalofa relationship is not dependent solely on our credit-
worthiness, but on the other’sas well; in any event, the relationship
will be restored whenthetimeis right.
Fire in heaven shines far.... describes the effect we haveon others

that comes from having attained the clarity of mind, detachment,
and inner strength which the J Ching calls “possession in great
measure.” This effect is not something we can create through
intention, or effort; it occurs when we are in harmony with the
Cosmos.

One ofour primary spiritual goals is to maintain ‘great posses-
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sion,’ or harmonywith the Creative. Such harmonyexists so long
4s when, in our inmostmind,weconscientiously serve the true and
the good. Although we may be required by our principles to
withdraw from others and go on alone, we remain open-minded
about them. In recognizing whatis incorrect, we make no attempt
{o justify oroverlook their wrong actions; we do, however, maintain
4 just and moderate view of them. We neither condemn nor
mentally execute them, nor do we hold them forever in mental
imprisonment. In the face of evil we take care not to become
infected with the inferior thing, but retreat and maintain our
standards without falling into alienation or vindictiveness.
Possession in great measure means that power accompanies our

inner sense of the truth of situations. Recognizing that an evil is
occurring carries with it the full impact of punishment mentioned
in Biting Through (Hex. 21), and of imprisonment mentioned in The
Wanderer (Hex. 56). Itis important, in light of this power, that we
make certain our thoughts remain moderate and just, for if they
become infected with anger, feelings of retribution, oralienation,
we abuse power, creating more obstructions, setbacks, and injus-
lices. The power for goodis inseparably connected to a moderate
viewpoint and a modest attitude.
‘The attainmentof possession in great measure is the result of

continuous, conscientious effort. Through this effort we ‘come to
meet’ the Creative halfway, and thus invokeits help. From putting
forth 100% effort to undermine our ego, we form a 50/50 partner-
ship with the Creative.

Once this partnership is formed, we mustbe careful not to abuse
the powergenerated. The dangerexists that having inner freedom,
we may becometoo cool; having detachment, we may become too
hard; having inner strength, we may think we havethe right to
feelings of disdain and alienation. Having a senseofthe truth of
things, we may interfere to “straighten things out.” Onattaining
success we may think “wedid it”all by ourselves. Precisely at the
peakof great possession (a state of mind of which weare hardly
conscious), our ego secks to claim victory. We mustnot forget that
our success is really a gift from the Higher Power.

While in a state of ‘possession,’ if we will sacrifice our right to
justifiable anger, and relinquish any feelings ofself-pity, along with
the right to defend our point of view when challenged, we will
succeed in remaining modest, thereby honorour teacher and guide,
the Sage.
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Another temptation, once we have begun to grow secure, is to
seek vindication for our views and recognition of our wayof life.
This constitutes a return to dependency on others andalossofthe
independence that leadsto possession in great measure. Through
achieving inner independence our wayoflife is empowered, and we
unconsciously influence others. If we then seek to retain this
influence, we once more loseour inner independence. If weresist
the temptation to be dependent on theeffect we are having (orare
not having) on others, wewill maintain our inner independence and
the unconscious power associated with it.

First Line: No relation with whatis harmful; there is no blamein
this, Great possession means that we are now relating to the
situation correctly, consequently the situation has improved and
progress has been made. A correct viewpoint always confers
feelings of inner independence. However,if inner independence
fails to be combined with humility and reserve, others’ egos are
aroused. A display of independence creates envy in others, while
exuberant self-confidence creates feelingsof insecurity and inferi-
ority. They then begin to challenge us in the “king-of-the-heap”
game, and winit if they can generate any reaction by which we once.
again lose our inner independence. This can happen only if we
allow our egoto glory in independence, or to indulge in exuberance
and presumption. We should remain disengaged, neither respond-
ingto flattery, by which we presume mattersto be better than they
are, nor to challenges which makeus feel defensive, causing us to
contend,strive, and putourselves forward. We must allow those
who seekto engageus emotionally to go their own way. Only when
they realize that such challenges lead nowherewill they make an
effort to correct themselves.
Often this line refers to being tempted to halt our forward

progress. We wishto stop and enjoy the goodeffect created by our
inner independence and self-discipline. Wefail to realize that the
continued improvement ofthe situation is tied to our continued
independence and self-discipline. We must not slide back into
dependence and selfishness, which would reawaken others’ egos.
Weneed to keepsteady and detached from them whether we make
Progress or not. At the heartof the J Ching wayis ‘going on.’ We
are not meant tostop and indefinitely picnic by the wayside,but get
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back on the path and go on.
It is a Cosmicrule that in seeking to hold onto joy (or progress)

for the purposeof luxuriating in it, we lose it. Joy may be experi-
enced, andfeelings of close communion with another maybe felt,
but wheneverweseekto prolong these moments,or dwell on them,
or luxuriate in them, or possess them, we lose the inner independ-
ence on which such moments depend. They may only be received
and experienced; we mustalwayslet them go, andgo forward with
no attemptto hold onto them, orto reproduce them.
Joy (or progress) is something we may neither construct nor

possess; it is something which results from being in the right
relationship to the situation. It comes as a gift from the Higher
Power, in its own way, in its own time. We cannot makeit occur,
or makeit stay. If we can accept such gifts when they come, and let
go of them when they go,wewill find ourselves blessed with more
and moregifts.

Second Line: A big wagon for loading. One may undertake
something. No blame. Although we have made mistakes, our
recognition of these mistakes andour sincerity in trying to correct
them means that we haveobtained able helpers from the hidden
world who will clear up the situation, As a consequence, our
mistakes will not lead to embarrassment, orto a deterioration of our
general situation,

Third Line: A prince offersit to the Son ofHeaven. A petty man
cannot do this. This line calls forsacrificing something we possess,
such as justifiable anger, or a feeling of rights. Sacrifice, in the J
Ching, refers to giving up emotions that comfort us—negation,
desire, ambition, or anger—forthe goodof the situation. One such
“right” is the careless presumption that God, orthe Sage, isn’ tliving
up to “his bargain” to help usattain success. The Sage cannot react
to such inner demands. Such culprits in our attitude perpetuate the
vicious circle of no progress—the endless slipping ofthe “Wheel of
Fate” when itis stuck in the mudof our emotional self-vindication.
This line also means to sacrifice the sense of power that comes

from having possession in great measure asa state of mind—the
intoxicating carelessness which causes us to seck a name, honor,
and followers. Here lies the threatof the Inferior Man who would
scize power and rule the world. We must guard against abandoning
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the humility we need to keepsteadily on our path.

Fourth Line: He makes a difference between himself and his
neighbor. No blame. It is importantnotto get caught up in doing
what the restof the world does—react in customary ways to what
is, from our perception, going wrong. We need to remember thatin
disengaging—turning the problem overto the Cosmos to solve—
whateveris rightwill prevail, but notif we donot really Iet go. This
is the difference between doing things the J Ching way and doing
things the way one’s neighbor might do them.
This line also means that we should not compete with peoplewho

seem to have more influence than we do. Weneedto realize that our
inner sense oftruth hasa far greater influence than do those who rely
on external means.

This linealso refers to times when wesee other people’s inferiors
getting away with things. Our ego then arises in the form of
impatience and ire as we concentrate on “what should happen.” In
this activity our inferiors are enviously engaged. We need to
disengage, and to cease looking aside.

We“make a difference” between ourself and others when we
disengage and cease watching what they do. In looking aside we
doubt their ability to succeed on their own, or to understand,or to
do the right thing, orto be guided by the Sage. Looking aside causes
us to deviate from our own direction.

Fifth Line: He whose truth is accessible, yet dignified, has good
fortune. This line warns that in making our inner feelings available
to others, we should avoid becoming expansively friendly. Our
manner and independenceare having the correct effect, but being
too friendly would invite insolence, and a reversal of the good
effects of our work.

Sixth Line: He is blessed by heaven....Nothing that does not
further. If inthe fullness of power(inner independence), we remain
conscientious andcareful (modest), we will keep envy and mistrust
dispersed. Conscientiousness honors the Sage and expresses the
principlesof the J Ching. In following this way we findjoy in a job
well done.
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Ch’ien | Modesty
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(Go forward constantly, conscientiously, despite mistakes.)

Mountain within the earth. The mountain wears down to become
the plain. This is the image of modesty—a state of becoming—an
attitude of patient conscientiousness in trying to do whatis correct.
‘The hexagram counselsus to rid ourself of ostentation (the heights)
and to developour character (fill in the depths). Ostentation often
refers to indulging in some form of justification because wedistrust
followingthe truth.
Ostentation is involved when we carelessly presume that small

bad habits or indulgences do not matter. For example, itis ostenta-
tious to indulge in any form of careless abandon. During such
moments we lose contact with our inner self, thereby lose our
awareness, both of opportunity to serve the higher good, and of
danger, Careless abandon occurs when we getcaught up in striving
to influence, or when weget lost in self-assertion. It is our respon-
sibility, in serving the true and the good, to keep attuned to our inner
voice.
Itis also ostentatious to impaticntly distrust that things will work

out without our interference. Distrust causesus to contrive results,
and to skip the small steps that lead to real progress.
It is ostentatious to follow the good only becauseit leads to a

selfish goal. The transformation of character that occurs through
ridding ourselfof ostentation represents the attainment of modesty.
Through sincerely correcting himself, the superior man carries
things to completion. When we learn to follow the true and the good
for no reasonat all, we will have understood the true meaning of
modesty.
Receiving this hexagram implies that we needto contemplatethe

many aspects of modesty. In practice, modesty means we allow
ourselves to be led by the Higher Power without inner resistance.
Resistance can take subtle forms. For example, our ego would have
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us memorize rules and create prescribed ways of approaching
problems because in this way it can retain leadership of our
personality. To avoid the ego’s encroachment weneed to remain
unstructured and notallow ourselves to be seduced by plans and
schemes.

Modesty means that while we holdto our values and principles,
we remain receptive to our inner voice and open to the chance
elements which provide the opportunity tosayor dothe right thing.
Such opportunities always occurat surprising moments, particu-
larly when we havean open, alert, and unstructured attitude. The
second line of The Receptive (Hex. 2) notes that the ingredients are
already on handfor dealing with problems that arise; we need add
nothing or take anything away; we need only bealert to recognize
these elements andutilize them when they show themselves, The I
Ching alsosays in the fifth line of Holding Together (Hex. 8), that
weshould huntonly “the animal which voluntarily exposes itself,”
andnot“slaughterall.” This warnsus against trying to achieve more
than the situation makes possible. It ismodesty to restrain the desire
to make leapsofprogress.

Striving indicates that our ego resists the situation, and distrusts
wherethe path leads. It does not want to be ‘called into action’ by
events andbe the actoron the stage (the modest thing to do),it wants
to be thecritic in the audience who approves and disapproves of
everything that happens. Modesty is to allow ourselves to be
dependent on the Cosmos.

Another example of immodest activity occurs when weask the
Sage for guidance and then subject him to cross-examination,
Modesty expressesitself when we resist the inner voices of doubt
and hold an open mind. This does not mean we are expected to
believe with blind trust,but rather that we remain open-minded and
patient enoughto give the Sage’s counsel a chance to prove its
trustworthiness. Modestyis inconsistent either with blind faith or
blind disbelief. Modestyis found in simplicity and openness, andin
an active resistance to negative habits of mind—the arrogant
presumptions which shut usoff, either from the help of the Sage, or
from the potential for good that other people have, and from the
possibilities inherent in the unexpected.

To give up on peopleis arrogantly to disbelieve in the power of
the Creative to achieve the unlikely. Who are we to deny this
potential by our doubt, a doubt which blocks its regenerating
power? Only the Sage knows how to make things workto our true
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host interests; itis modesty to keep ourminds open, and to recognize
(hat the zig-zag path of the Creative worksto the benefit ofall,
whereas the straight path created by our ego serves only narrow
self-interest, and often worksto the detrimentof others.

t Line: Only the superior man modest about his modesty may
cross the great water(achieve great things). When we have adhered

eringly to whatis right, we tend to become proud and
(isdainful of others, including the Sage. We tend to become more

ve—demanding rewards, expecting good things to happen,
ig power. Neither the Sage nor anyoneelse can adhereto the

expectations of our ego without losing his integrity. If we work at
our task with simplicity wewill succeed. It is best to go forward and
not allow our inferiors to keep looking back (or aside) with doubt
and regret, as if we have expended energyto no avail.
‘This line also refers to having the modesty to bereticent; it is

modestyto approach the businessof helping others modestly; we do
not hasten to offer ourselves, to intervene importantly, or to usurp
others’ space to learn. Modesty makes good use of silence and
reserve. Modestyis to venture forth at appropriate times.

Second Line: Modesty that comes to expression. Perseverance
brings goodfortune. Ona practical basis, modesty meansthat we
remain disciplined and reserved when we would ratherIetourselves
go to enjoy the moment; we‘bite through’ obstructionsby holding
strictly to our standards when we would rather be lenient and
overlookothers’ insensitivity or misdeeds. Wealso disperse anger
when we would rather give ventto it, When we hold with determi-
nation to these principles, a good influence on others cannot be
prevented.
Following the good means that we carefully supervise and

control the contents of ourattitude so that we keep free from the fear
and doubt which cause us to contrive and manipulate our way
throughlife. This also meanswestop listening to impatience, self-
pity, anger, apprehension, and other emotions which dissolve our
will to keep open and humble. Wesilence those deluded inferiors
who enthusiastically seek ways to skip steps to achieve quick,
visible progress. We withdraw from aggrieved feelings and from
watching others for signs of change. We dispense with our super-
visory attitude and cease going overold wounds. A modestattitude
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accepts thatit is the way of the Sageto achieve our goals byfinding
in events the correct wayto proceed. We pre-structure nothing, but
rely only on what we already have learned from the / Ching of duty
anda correct senseof limits. We take our cue from events, and look
to the essence of each matter put before us. This is to ‘go with the
flow.”

Third Line: The superior man ofmodesty and merit carries things
to conclusion. Good fortune. This line often means that we should
not pause in ourprogress to become indolent or resistant in attitude.
Nowis notthe timeto sit back and luxuriate in our gains, or develop
an enthusiasm to carelessly risk them in the hopesofgainingstill
more. We should expect to make progress only by continuing our
hard work. Itis important that we avoid developing a wrong attitude
toward whatwe have achieved (our possessions)by not allowing
ourselves to be dazzled by a sudden relaxation in tensions.
Carrying things to conclusion also means thatif we have perse-

vered in doing whatis right and then begin toreflect onit, pride
arises. We maybe tempted to think we are more than weare,setting
ourselves aboveothers pretentiously. Criticism then comes from
the hidden world andwe lose the help we need to complete our task.
It is best to be rid of self-congratulation and egoistic feelings of
superiority. Rather than looking back on what we have done, we
should continueat our task.
Sometimesthis line concerns tolerating within ourselfa ‘spiritual

irritation.” We have done theright thing, therefore we become
irritated with those whodonot; this irritation stops our progress and
prevents us from carrying our work to completion. We should
carefully avoid self-righteousness, and wanting to achieve more
than the situation allows.

Fourth Line: Nothing that would not further modesty in
movement. We shouldstrive only to controlourinferiors’ lack of
discipline, especially their wanting to stop and luxuriate in the
progress gained, We mustalso resist the baby in ourselfwho wishes
to indulgein self-pity and doubt. Similarly, we need to unhorse the
white knight who boldly seeks to do battle with evil in his rush to
reach the goal. In such modest ways we serve the ruler and show an
interest in our work. A sincere interest in culling out all that is
inferior cannot but succeed.
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Fifth Line: No boasting of wealth before one's neighbor. Ref-
erences to “boasting,” “wealth,” and to “riding in a carriage”
jenerally refer to our assuming rights and privileges. We “boast”
when we think we can do wrong, or indulge incorrect thoughts
without incurring harmful results. In wanting a cozy relationship
with someone, we abandon theinner independence andreserve that
is essential to relating correctly tohis insensitivity.

Ifsuch a personhas reacted favorablyto our reserve, this should
not give rise to the rationale that he has finally corrected himself, so
that now we may ignore any small signs that might indicate the
reforms to be of a surface, or temporary nature.It is our duty to
‘make certain of those around us’ by paying attention to whether
they are truly sensitive to us. We should also payattention to any
laxity which would cause self-indulgence. Ina self-indulgent frame
of mind wenolongersee opportunities to relate constructively. In
losing self-discipline, we also lose inner independence, therefore
our creative impact. As the fourth line of The Ting (Hex. 50) puts
it, “the Prince’s meal is spilled and his person soiled.”
To attack with force sometimes means that we muststate our

position straightforwardly, saying what weare,or are not,willing
to do, or join others in doing. Such severity, however, mustfall
within the limits of modesty and objectivity, so that we are never
personally offensive.

Sixth Line: Modesty that comes to expression. It is favorable to
set armies marching to chastise one's own city and one's country.
Modesty comes to expression when we discipline ourself for
indulging self-pity, or for listening to false nourishment. The
superior man really works at his modesty.
This lineis similar to the top line in Limitation (Hex. 60), which

mentions that thereare times when onlyby limiting ourselves in the
strictest manner can we avoid remorse. (Remorse occurs, for
instance, when we continue tolisten to the rationales of inner
conflict.) The truly modest person is so conscientious that he is
willing, if necessary, to set armies marching against his own
inferiors, and to catch, and even “kill,” if need be, the obstinate
ringleaders of evil—vanity andpride.
Perhaps we need to ask if we are allowing a pride system to

operate which would, if we listento it long enough, shutout others
as impossible, or conclude that the Creative is neither able nor
willing to help.
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Yui / Enthusiasm

Chen =
K’un

(Thepath ofleast resistance is nonresistance.)

Movement that meets with devotion refers to behavior thatis correct
and just. Such behavior is founded on the humility of acceptance,
and on modesty and reticence, therefore it inspires willing adher-
ence, and gives rise to the imageof setting armies moving. Setting
armies moving may meanthat wehave rallied good elements in
people whoare otherwise indifferent. It may also mean thathelp, in
the form of timely, beneficial circumstance, comes from the Cos-
mos,
This hexagram discusses three kindsof enthusiasm: (1) inspira-

tion to follow a path because wesee with claritythatitis correct; (2)
inspiration we create in others through being balanced andcorrect
within ourself; and (3) the deluded enthusiasmthatsprings from our
ego.
While receiving this hexagram may indicate that we have “set

armies moving in our behalf,” it more often indicates that our
behavior,or attitude, has inhibited others’ willing adherence, orhas
blocked the help of the Higher Power. Through listening to, or
tolerating, our ego’s wanting, wondering, orworrying, we develop
enthusiasm forthe solutions it proposes—adeluded enthusiasm.
Solutions suggested by the ego would seem to propelus straight

to our goals; we becomeso entrancedwith the imageof success that
weare blindedto the ego's selfish, vain, and childish motives. This
enthusiasmis the oppositeof that which occurs whenwerealize that
by working patiently and steadily on correcting and balancing our:
inner attitude, the obstructions which stand between us and our
goals will disappear by themselves.

Balancing ourattitude puts us in alignment with the Tao—the
way in which flows the creative energyof the universe.It involves.
being opento the hidden and diverse ways in which the Cosmos
worksto benefit all. We patiently allow ourself to be used by the
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Master Playwrightin the creative drama. Whether weare needed to
play a leading role or to work backstage, we remain ever alert to do
the new thing required ofus.
Ego elements are always present when wecontrive solutions,

strive to influence, adoptposturesor attitudes, or press ourselves on
others. Amongthe ego’s more subtle activities areits efforts to “be
(ievoted.” Such activities are based on the idea thatobsessive effort
will work. No matter how single-mindedor obsessive we become,
cgo-guided effort will fail. Sincerityin trying to findthe correct way
is required, but sincerity does not mean we lose our inner balance.
‘Tobe balanced within is to mirror the Cosmos andthe Tao.
The J Ching guides us toward the ordinary rather than the

extraordinary. Our proper business is to relate correctly to the
challenges of everyday life. Our ego, however, would have us
believe thatthe first order of business is to work on the greater world
problems. Everything put to us by our ego is grandiose. We are
supposedto be heroes to the world. The Sage, on the other hand,
would have us concern ourselves with the mundane. Instead of
standing out, being recognized, secking to be king-of-the-heap, we
learn to do good invisibly. Instead of seeking recognition, welet go
ofour achievements. As Lao Tzu said, “The Sage does his work
without setting any store by it, accomplishes his task without
dwelling on it.”
Onceweacceptour destiny to develop ourselves spiritual ly, our

ogo joins the effort and soon begins searching for a faster, more
direct way to “get there.” In doing so it applies monumental, self-
chastising, and self-congratulatory effort. By contrast, the way of
the Sage is reticent, self-forgiving, and modest. The goal is to
follow the path with patient, modest acceptance. Indeed, the goalis
only to follow thepath, for there is no “there”to get to; there is only
the path, and the job of treading uponit as well as we can.Itsoon becomesevident that the problems webring to the Sage
are vehicles which the Cosmos uses to teach and correctus. Indeed,
our everyday life provides all that we need in orderto grow and find
life’s meaning. Weneednot travel afar, or seek exotic experiences.
‘There is no need to retire to a cloister, seekingthe perfect setting for
spiritual development. Everyday life presents us with all the situ-
‘lions we needto develop patience, modesty, restraint, and an open
mind, The path of self-development presents us with necessary
periodsof isolation from others, Later the isolation ends and we are
put to use by the Cosmos. Thus, life seems to be an anvil, Fate a
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hammer for shapingour spiritual awareness,Ourego would make spiritual developmenta hero’s quest forHolyGrail. Itsees itself: sharing mysteries with the select few. Sucla deluded enthusiasm only repels others, and engages their distru:and resistance to following the good. To flow with time, to acceplife modestlyas it comes, to seck onlyto be sincere in one’s wayoflife and true to oneself—this is the wayofthe Tao,When deluded, monumental effort brings failure, we experiencean emotional condition known as “darkening ofthe light” (see Hex,36, Line 1). In this state of mind weare attacked by a series ofchildish emotions which trap us in a vise of negative thinking,Caught between fear and doubt, we contend with Fate and resist it,fearingthat without renewed effort, or a change of courseto find an |easier way, we will be stuck in the losing position. We resort toinferior means because we doubt we can obtain help from theHigher Power. Doubtis like a shark that devours all the elements inOur nature which we havedisciplined to be patient and obedient, Tostop this vise-like actionit is necessary to decrease our childishemotions. We must cease listening to thoughts which harp onaPerceived loss of face, or on a loss of influence. We must ceasefantasizing how we appear in others’ eyes, Such dependence onPersonal success comes from the ego. Unlike the Superior Man,whois willing to work ina background position, the Inferior Maninsists on being tecognized (see The Receptive, Hex. 2, Line 3).Insteadofallowing the light to shine through him, he stands initsway.Finally, on perceiving that it must be decreased, the ego asks,“How much mustI decrease myself?” The answer is: “Until thereis no more resistance, until the ego gives up, and only humbleacceptance and dependence remain,” Only selfless humility setsarmies movingin our behalf.
Once thedifficult situation cases weneed to be careful of theenthusiasm which accompanies a suddenrelease from pressure. Weespecially should avoid the deluded enthusiasm that Powerful ac-tions have been responsible forthe resultsachieved. Ourego alwaysbelieves that it alone has the power to manipulate events—adeluded and dangerous pointof view.
Reverence for the ancestors refers to a thoughtful regardfor themany people, famous and unknown, who have precededus on thespiritual path. They were no better equipped than we are; theyexperienced the same trials and tribulations we experience, Attain-
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iia certain enlightenment, they resisted ee ais ioihemselves as enlightened; they simply persevered and were

seful to the end. Through reflecting on theiree = ae(lence, we are helped to keep steady on our path, and to i oeechasm of our fears.Wehonor them when wecorrect our attitu
yelurn to the true and the goodwithin ourself.

First Line: Boasting of aristocratic connections. Ttaa2indulge incorrect thoughts or acts on the assumption Jat ni aeharmful will result. All careless, arrogantSeeffects. We boast whenwe indulge feelingsaeor superiority; when we condemnothers forvee au iHwe peevishly think “shoulds” or “should nots”; when weeeoverlook others’ incorrect actions in order to getalong “ i‘The correct course, on observing other people’s ar ce .disengage and keepstill within. If we feel the hee : a s4ve feelings, as when we resist or reject the situation
:, 5use we doubt that the Soe soe will be aroused by

etaini innocence and purity of mind.. Totheweave earned certain rights and then to standpeetuously on those rights, this is also to “boasteeoe itions.” It may be that we have earned something, but
ue He Naepresume,act, orthink arrogantly, without regard tothe ay putpath, or without regard to our responsibilities to the Sage,

teacher.

Second Line: Firm as a rock. The superige — .pene ®erceive th int in every situation at whic!
he i ePocomeeuenally involved. He knows that this is 7eawhich his ego awakens, demanding to be acclaimed 2 aePrecisely then he retreats andee In this way he pres

is i i
keeps his inner balance.eae on this line counsels us to vinowfiseeds...the first imperceptible beginning of movement.A“seeds”of involvement begin with slighteevague feelings of restlessness, or swelling feelings oO ot juaIfthese seeds of action are not immediately recognized ani saethey are swiftly followed by active discontent, or ne aamovement which sweeps us away from inner independence
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disengagement. Thus, we are counselled to withdraw in time.

Third Line: Looking upwards means that we look to Fate to
rescue us, even though we argue on andon, plunging deeper into
controversy, compromising our inner worth. Conflict may involve
arguing with others, or refer to an inner conflict precipitated by
adopting a set, negative view ofasituation or person. Rather than
looking to Heavento bring these conflicts to an end, we must end
them by ceasing to take part in them,by accepting that we do not
know the answers, and by enduring the ambiguity ofthe situation
until clarity returns; we resist indulging the pettyirritations that
prevent our good influence onothers.

Fourth Line: The source of enthusiasm. Doubt not. You gather
friends around you as a hair clasp gathersthe hair. The source of
enthusiasm lies in holding to our path, free of disbelief, because it
is correct. We gather othersto follow the good when our knowledge
ofthe wayis so strong that doubt can no longer invade our inner
serenity; when weno longer feel any need to convince, contend
with, or woo people; when we no longertry to employ giant steps
or to skip stepsin order to make swift progress; when we no longer
try to achieve something without working forit. All such activity
comesfrom the ego, which secretly holds to doubt and disbelief.
Inner independenceis the power that sets armies moving toward
whatis good. We can act correctly only when we haveseen, with
insight, that the correct attitude Ieads to success. If we are still
guessing, or hoping, or if we are still attached obsessively to a
particular idea, we do notseeclearly, and thus lack the support of
the Cosmos.
If any problem exists in our attitude,it is doubt. The hexagram

counsels, “Doubt not.” People cannot, and shouldnot, fightagainst
the debilitating power of our doubts.

Fifth Line: Persistently ill, andstill does notdie. The situation is
difficult and uncomfortable. Wearestill underthe influence of our
ego, which strives to achieve results, or hedges to prevent them,
However,our discomfort is useful in causing us to seck out the
attitudes which block progress. The correct attitude is nothing short
of relinquishing totally the resistance and longing put forward by
the childish heart.
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Sixth Line: Deluded enthusiasm. But if, after completion, one
changes, there is no blame. Deluded enthusiasm refers to times
when the Inferior Man (ego)leads our personality. The Inferior
Man relies on action, outward display, schemes, obsession, and
devices to force progress, and onretaliatory measures to right
wrongs. The Inferior Man rules when weprojecta brusqueor angry
front, or when we seek to advance ourselves by wooing and
flattering. Only when wehavethe strength to forsake the inferior
means founded on fear and doubt, are weable to find the correct
route to success.
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Sui / Following

Tui
Chit ==

(Follow one’s values, no matter how difficult this
seems.)

Following has supreme success. What we “follow” is our sense of
whatis essential, just, and correct. To be loyal to the good and the
true within oneself is to serve the Higher Power.
Only by being loyal and true to ourself are we able tobe loyal and

true to others, and in turn able to command their enduring loyalty.
As students of universal truth, we are automatically servants of

the Higher Power. As such, we are meant to obtain a following
amongothers, Through following whatis true and good in ourown
natures we give others the confidence to follow what is good and

greatin theirs. Even though fora time they may servilely attach:

themselves to us, we must not be flattered and tie them tous. Instead
of encouraging their dependence, wekeep free of this attachment,
and thus keep them free. Evenif this meansthat they then fall into
error by childishly attaching themselves to someone ‘Ise, we pave
the way for their eventual liberation from hesitation and fear to
follow the good within themselves. Thisis the sort of following
meant whenthe J Ching counsels us to rescue others.
This hexagram makesit clear that before we may engage others

in following us, we must understand the principles of following.
Leading and following are inseparably related. People may follow
us without coming to harm onlyif weare directed toward whatis
good and correct. Our devotion to finding the correct way for
ourself creates the inner independence needed to command from
others their respect and loyalty. No law or legal obligation can
enforce another’s loyalty. Fear to do wrong either creates only a
begrudging compliance, or a stubborn resistance. What we seck is.

a secure, willing, and heartfelt compliance with the good and the
true,

Following the truth meansthat we“go with” our inner sense of
truth the way an equestrian “throwshis heart across the fence”
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before jumping. By clinging to truth we allowit to lead us to the
correct solutions to our problems. We cling to inner truth (inner
awareness)as if it were the North Star laying outa path across the
ocean, guiding us toward that which we cannot sce. In following
what is high and good within ourself weare in partnership with the
Sage who knows how and when to make the impossible succeed,

The greatness of truth cnables usto follow it with joy. Often wedo not follow our sense of truth. We fear that others will not
understandus, andthat we will become isolated, or that we will lose
our chanceto influence a situationfor the better. Weare also taught
by our Western culture that to achieve our goals we must contrive,
or force them to happen, This hexagram counsels thatall goodisachieved simply by following the goodwithin. Thereis no need to
contrive, interfere, or force ourself on others. When we do that we
follow the inner child who whines and wants only luxury.

We often receive this hexagram because we become resistant in
attitude, angry that the situation has not yet been resolved. We mayhave gone sofar as to think of rejecting ourfate to rescue theothers,and to abandon serving the high and the good. We must not give up,
even though we have momentarily lostour inner independence. We
need to disengage from our emotions and renew our determination
to follow the good, even though it seems that we have waited
beyond a reasonable time for improvement. To remain engagedisto remain under the controlofour ego.
We need to remember that we become impatient because of

reverses. These reverses, we must realize, are due to somesort of
personal indulgence. Basking in the comfort of progress we have
gained, we sometimes grow egotistically expansive. This, in turn,
opens the doorto the re-emergence of egotism and transgressions
by others, which, in our self-indulgent mood, we overlook. By
overlooking their errors, we give them inches, and they take miles.
We cannot affordin the slightest degree to relax into self-indul-
gence, or to appease bad habits in others (see After Completion,
Hex. 63, Line 4),

First Line: To go out of the door in company means to remain
open and accessible to people. The J Chingnotes that we can only
lead othersif we ourselves follow the good. We achieve nothingifwe shut ourselves off because they donot follow the path, Remain-
ing open and accessible to “all sorts of people, friends or foes,” is
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the “only way to accomplish anything.”
Openness, however, does not meanthat we abandon ourprin-

ciples. We cling tothese principles, awarethat events will somehow.
provide the meansby which truth becomes self-evident. Thus, we
do not throw ourself away in quarrels over “questions of current
opinion,”nor do westrive to explain the truth toa resistant attitude.
We allow the opportunity for truth to emerge;if the situation
permits, we may pointto it, providing we have not abandoned
reticence. Asthe second line ofThe Receptive (Hex. 2)puts it, there
exists in every situation the means forits correction. We need only
remain open for these means to show themselves. Most often,
however, only our awareness is needed,for this awareness commu-
nicates to othersonthe inner plane.

Second Line: /f one clings to the little boy....The “small boy”
represents the childish part of ourselves. When we listen to its
wants, dissatisfactions, and impatience, we lose our strong and
persevering self. The small boy can be a conveniently hostile view
ofa situation, or compulsive energy which drives us to contending
and contriving, and to using leverage because the small boy feels
that forceis necessary. Thelittle boy acts when he ought notact, and
in a cowardly manner holds back when the essenceof the situation
requires that he move forward. Our childish self seeks, as its right,
to enjoy and protect the progress made, but this right must be
sacrificed if oneis to serve that which is higher. We must do what
duty andfidelity to the truth command, evenif doing so would seem
to jeopardize all we have gained. In letting goof inferior means we
let go of the small boy in ourselves. The pathofthe beautiful cannot
be achieved by inferior means.

Third Line: /f one clings to the strong man....One parts company
with the inferior and superficial. What is inferior and superficial is
acomfortable relationship that suits our prejudices,or an indulgent
relationship in which we overlook whatis incorrect, turning our
backs on following and doing what truth requires.
In the pursuit of comfort people seck nourishment fortheir self-

images at the expenseofdignity and self-esteem. Theygive in order
to get. Such relationships, in contrast to those basedon respect,are
superficial, and they cannot last. The ego, once fed, expands its
appetite. When we see this truth with clarity, we are able to
relinquish the easy road of comfort. Although doing so may entail
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4 sense of loss, the loss is more than compensated for by inner
growth and self-esteem, (Self-esteem is not something we can
create by assuming ourselves to be “okay,”as in “I’m Okay, You're
Okay”; self-esteem always results from having made hard choices
to follow the good, whatever the risk, and however alone and
jcopardized that may makeusfeelat the time.)

Fourth Line: Following creates success. Danger arises from the
success we havein influencing others.It is ironic that as soon as we
attain an influence with others through pursuing the solitary path of
conscious innocence, reserve, andinner independence, we begin to
consider ways to keep that influence. Thus once more we become
«dependent onthe relationship. This line counsels that“to go one’s

way with sincerity brings clarity.” In not being turned aside by
considerations and desires, we keep our ego under control.
To go one’s way with sincerity also means notto erect barriers to

forgiveness, as when our inferiors flatter us by saying, “those who
have wronged us must mectwith justice.” Wefind that our ego goes
along with us fora time,but then puts up its demands. Tobe sincere
is to be completely free of ego demands, intent only on what is
essential and correct.
This line canalso refer to others being insincere with us.

Fifth Line: Sincere in the good. Good fortune. To follow our inner
sense of truth wherever it takes usis to follow good with sincerity
anddevotion. Such sincerity meets with the assent of the Cosmos.
‘The person whois sincere in following his inner sense of truth
constantly asks himself what is essential and correct. In his heart he
humbly asks the Sage to help him find the correct way, He keeps
armed against evil by searching his mind for considerations, mo-
tives, and moods that would destroy a just and moderate view of
things, or which would tempthimto break with whatis essential in
relating to others.

Sixth Line: He meets with firm allegiance andis still further
bound. The Sage, having previously retreated outof reach, returns
to help the follower. The sincerity described in the fifth line meets.

with response. The Sage helps the follower to find the correct way.
The imageofthe correct thing to do and the correct thing to say
comes of itself at the moment we needit because wekeep attuned
to whatis essential and correct. During such times we have the
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impression of being a conduit for something beyondourself. A

eae of inner peace and comradeship accompanies this mysterious
elp.
Just as the Sage returns to hel i

:
ip the follower, we return

open-minded to those whoseek ourhelp. ae
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Ku/ Work on What Has Been Spoiled

Ken
Sun

(Correcting decadent habits of mind, and tolerating whatis
spoiled in others.)

Work on what has been spoiled has supreme success. The images
presentedbythis hexagram are a bowl in which worms arebreeding,
three days, and human decadence as the cause of corruption.
A bowl in which wormsare breeding is an analogy of the false

ideas that we or others may have about the way things work, False
ideas come from incomplete perceptions, Receiving this hexagram
iclls us that someofthe perceptions andbeliefs we have been taking
for granted areincorrect.It also tells us to seek out any decadent

waysin which we maybe relatingto the Sage, Fate, other people,or
to our general situation, This search should include the way wereact
to incorrect treatmentfrom others. Before we can progress further it
is necessary to recognize and correct ourfaulty ideas and attitudes.
Three days symbolizes the three stepsof self-correction: (1) the

diligence required to seekoutthe defects, (2) the sincerity required
to resolve ourself firmly against them, and (3) the resolution re-
quired to guard against their return.
The I Ching tends to be concerned with faulty perspectives and

slanders on the truth. For example,a personallies himself with his

ego in suspecting that God is not good, that Fate is hostile, that
human nature is naturally defective, that life is only meantto be

suffering, or that others cannot find the correct way without our
intervention. Weoften accept such attitudes because they are com-
monly held. Holding them results in indifference to suffering and
insensitivity to life. By tolerating them within ourself we unwit-

tingly influence others to adopt them.
Other faulty attitudes include taking comfort in a vindictive or

hard attitude; enjoying something at the expenseofprinciple; as-
signing attributes of the Inferior Man to God, the Sage, or the Higher
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Power; assuming these attributes are natural within ourself; giving
up on ourselvesorothers; and speakingor thinking carelessly on the
assumption that what wethink or say, even lightly, has no great im-
portance. When our treasured ideasand beliefs come to mind duringan/ Ching consultation, it is best to ask whether they are correct,
Often the idea orbelief that comes to mindis the very thing the /
Ching is telling us to question.
This hexagram also shows the correct way to respond to others

when they are insensitive, indifferent, or unjust. To respond cor-
rectly we need to attain an impersonal, Cosmic Perspective, This
requires that we dismiss or disperse anger, and rid ourselves of
personal considerations such as desire or envy.It is also important
to avoid ignoringor dismissing the problem because we lack a way,
of dealing with it. It is essential to recognize defective attitudes as
such,but in a just and moderate context, As soonas our viewpoint —

becomes correct, the powerof innertruthis activated to correct the
problem,

Tfwe focus on having acomfortable relationship,or overlook evil
because of desire, we “tolerate what has been spoiled,” and are
unable to relate to the problem constructively. Evil comes into ourlives mostly because we make roomforit throughnotbeing strict
with ourselves,
Itis possible to correct spoiled relationships by correcting ourownlax attitudes. Theselax attitudes create problemswhich accumulate

until the whole is spoiled. By correcting the attitudes, the resistances
which have built up over time give way. Suspicion anddistrustsubside and the excesses we have encouraged find no basis to
continue, Gradually the situation returns to balance and harmony. In
waiting for situations to return to normal we maynot useforce or
pressure. If itis to be truly resolved we must allow others the spaceand timeto sce that sincere self-correction is the only path to follow,
If we are consistent in maintaining our neutrality and disengage-
ment, and in holding to whatis correct within ourself, others will
perceive whatis correct in relating to us. Our attitude signals that
envy and insensitivity are unacceptable. Even though someone who
has been relating to us incorrectly begins to approach ina friendly
manner, we should remain reserved and cautious so long as there
existcontradictions in his behavior. We should not presume that our
goalhas been achieved simply because we hope so.
Finally, work on whathas beenspoiled appliesto social behavior

in general. Public officials intuitively know the minds of the people
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they serve. If the attitudes of the people are lax,if they are willing
to sacrifice the long-term good for short-term gain, then public
officials will represent them accordingly. If in their inner attitudes
the people are firm in what is correct, public officials will know how
they must govern; regardlessofthe form of government, evil finds
{ls basis in the weaknessesofthe people. When the people are strong
in their inner direction, and firm in their attitudes, evil in govern-
fent, and in society can find no place in which to grow.

First Line:...what has been spoiled by the father. Danger. Here,
spoiled behavior comes from family tradition. Forexample, a father
spends moneywithoutreference to family needs, simply because his
father did it, or a mother manipulates her husband because her
mother did the same thing.

:
Another example ofa decadent tradition is the way a family may

regard some people as “important,” and others as “unimportant.
We perpetuate such spoiled attitudes when we try to impress some
people, and disregard others insensitively.

;Another spoiled attitude is the traditional view that to solve
problems we must either intervene powerli ully, or else meckly
accept insult and injustice. In another spoiled attitude, we cling to
tradition because wefear to depart from the “accepted viewpoint,
even though we may knowit tobe incorrect. The correct way cannot
be understood until we have the courageto let go of the crutch of
tradition. We needto be awarethat the correct remedy may not fit
any ofour preconceived ideas of whatis correct, yet whenit shows
itself, we will knowit to be perfectly appropriate. In the meantime
weshould only do whatis essential to the moment.

4

If this line refers to another’s decadence, we must Iet him go,
trusting him to find his way alone, even thoughit be dangerous. If
we doubt his ability to grow and correct himself, our doubt will
inhibit his ability to rescue himself. Doubtis an actively destructive
force, locking people into the viciouscircle of|no progress. Wedoubt
people whenwewatch with our inner eye to sce if there is progress.

Second Line:...what has been spoiled by the mother. One must not
be too persevering, The mother’s influence represents instilled fears
that cause people to answer to tradition and form rather than to their
inner sense of truth. Mostoften this line refers to religious fears.
Childhood fears are retained in the demonic forms of the childish
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imagination. Invisible to the adult whoharbors them, they dominate
his motives and definehis view of success.So longas he cannot see
these fears he will defend them and project them onto others,
sometimes violently. We must be patient with such people,
exercisinga certain gentle consideration, keeping awarethat unrea-
soning fears underlie their behavior.

Third Line: a little remorse. No great blame. This line refers to
our having over-reacted (even if we have only thought in an overly —

reactive way)in dealing with our ownor otherpeople’ sinferiors. We
are remorseful onseeing the consequences of ourbehavior, but there
is“no great blame,”for as the commentary says, itis better to be too
energetic in correcting wrongs than not energetic enough,

Fourth Line: Tolerating what has been spoiled [leads to] ...hu-
miliation. If to enjoy someoneweaccepthis wrong-doings, wefail
to “nourish” him properly, and wereinforce his spoiled behavior,
This habit leads to our own humiliation, for in tolerating what is
wrong we throw ourselves away. We mustbe inwardly firm about
whatis right and wrong, remaining reserved aslongashis inferiors
tule.
Itis the same in tolerating,or “going along” with custom because

doing so is more comfortable than feeling isolated, We need to be
free of fear to do whatwesee with clarity as essential and correct to
do. Having done whatis essential, we need to be free from fear of the
consequences. We can rely on truth.

Fifth Line:Setting right what has been spoiledbythe father. One
meets with praise. Workingat self-correction drawshelpand praise
from the Cosmos.Here, whathas beenspoiled refers to our tendency
to be weakin dealing with self-indulgence, self-importance, and
careless indifference, either in ourself or in others. For example,if
we hesitate to withdraw when the situation requires it, we need toask
why weare afraid to do so. Are we afraid to let people go, to walk
on alone, to endure? Does withdrawal seem too harsh, or ineffec-
tive? Do webelieve that we ought to ignoreevil in others? Do we do
what they want, though it makes us uncomfortable, and webelieve
it incorrect?
First, we are obligated to recognize and admit to ourself when a

thingis incorrect, otherwise, in our inner attitude we condone it.
Second, we have no obligation to do what others want simply
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because they want it,We are not required by the Cosmos to respond,
or to do anything to meettheir expectations. It is incorrect to do
things which makeusfeel uncomfortable and unbalanced. Torectify
the situation we need only disengage from the feelingsof obligation
we have assumed, become firm in our inner attitude, and allow
ourself to be guided around the difficulty. With this attitude the
problem will resolveitself.

Receiving this line tells us that in rectifying what has been spoiled
we have resumed the right path. Through correcting ourself we
engage the powerof the Creative, and thus havethe correcteffecton
others. In renewing ourattitude, the bad effects of our mistakes are
nullified.

Sixth Line: He does not serve kings and princes, sets himself
higher goals. Here, pursuit of our path has caused us to withdraw
from others, or to withdraw from the conventional way that society
does things. Withdrawal is correct, for only when weare free and
firm in following our path can we meeteach situation correctly.
Once liberated we mustguard against feeling critical, and against
any temptation to give up on people or to abandonourduty to rescue
them. We withdraw to keep ourself correct, and to deny other
people’s egosa basis for continuing the evil process.

Weshould not be afraid that self-development will lead to

permanent isolation from others, or to impoverishment; these are
oppressed views. By developing ourself the rescue ofothers will
become possible. Only through self-development and serving that
whichis higher (universal truth), can we attain unity with others.
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Lin / Approach

K’un
Tui

(Better times approach.)

Approach has supreme success. Perseverance furthers. When the
eighth month comes, there will be misfortune. Through developing
a balanced, sincere, and conscientious attitude we acquire the
assistance of the Sage, who approachesto help;as a result, times
change for the better and tensions ease.

Alongwith this good news, however, the hexagram warns that we
should arm ourselves against the tendency, when times have im-
proved, toreverttoa careless, self-defeating attitude. When tensions
begin to case, an arrogant self-confidence returns and we forget that
the source of our goodluck has beenour simplicity, humility, and
dependence on the Higher Power.

Weshould also avoid assuming that because we have invoked the
Sage’s help, that this help will continue indefinitely, or that we have
earned it“forever.” Little by little, as we grow careless, weno longer
Pay attention to encroachments by our Inferior Man (ego-self-
image); wealso give morelatitude to our inferiors so that they lose
their discipline; as we lose oursenseof limits, we lose thehelp and
support of the Sage. Thrownback on ourself, we allow our ego to
resume the lead through returning to old habits of manipulating
events, striving to influence, and interferingin other people’s lives,
All this can be avoided if we will conscientiously maintain inner
discipline during good times.
This hexagram suggests the principle which occurs ina numberof

other hexagrams (notably Peace (Hex. 11), Shock (Hex. 51), and
After Completion (Hex. 63)) which is bestdescribed by the image of
“going on.’ Here, going onrefers to an attitude that whether situ-
ations get better or worse, we remain emotionally detached and
inwardly independent. That times are better should not indicate that
itis time to let down our discipline, renew bad habits, or luxuriate in
self-indulgence, We enjoy the moment, but we do not get lostin it;
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We goon, almost without breaking step. This attitudeis the embodi-
ment of modesty (see Modesty, Hex. 15), because it requires a
continuing conscientiousness. Going onfulfills the requirements for
making progress (see Progress, Hex. 35) sinceit requires that we
work at “brightening our bright virtue.” Because we do notallow
ourselves to indulge in an emotional high, we avoid a resulting
emotional low, thus we maintain the inner steadiness that character-
izes the Sage, a steadiness which enables us to achieveall our
purposes (see Duration, Hex. 32).

First Line: Joint approach. Perseverance brings good fortune.
Good times approach because, through making ourselves correct,
we have achieved an alliance with the Sage. We should not,
however,allow this improvement in conditions to giverise to hope
and enthusiasm, which would cause usto lose our inner equilibrium.
We make progress only so longas we perseverein trying to maintain
a correct and firm attitude.

Second Line: Joint approach. Goodfortune. Everything furthers.
Although times change for the worse, we should not despair, but
remain constant in resoluteness and inner equilibrium. This is pos-
sible if we rememberthat the Creative knows how to makeuse of
every situation. Here, joint approach means that when we are in
alliance with the Creative, both good and bad times further.

Third Line: Comfortable approach. Nothing that would further. If
one is induced to grieve over it, one becomes free of blame, A
comfortable approach refers to times when we forget to be careful
of our inner thoughts; we relax our reserve and conscientiousness.
This line signals us to be extraordinarily careful to keep our thoughts
pure, and to maintain our reserve and cautionin relating to people.
When our influence increases, we tend to forget our limits; we
luxuriate in feeling good about the progress made, presuming that
ourworkis finished. In alliance with the Sage we have a responsi-
bility to be strict with ourselves and firm in inner discipline and
independence,

Fourth Line: Complete approach. No blame. While we must
maintain a firm attitude, we must also take care to remain open-
minded about others, just as the Sage is open-minded about us.
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Wealso need to be open-minded about ourself: we can succeed; we
can do what needs to be done.

Fifth Line: Wise approach. This is rightfor a great prince. Good
fortune, After turning matters over tothe Sage, we must not interfere
because we suddenly develop doubts about what we cannot see.
Sympathetic forces may be attracted only through modesty and
restraint. Itis wrong to take everything into our hands to achieve, or
block. Weneed only allow things to happen without interfering.

Sixth Line: Greathearted approach. Good fortune. No blame.
When wearefirm in our principles, yet open-minded and compas-
sionate, weattain a greathearted approach tolife whichis free of
impatience with others’ imperfections. This attitude invokes the
helpofthe Sage. Asthe Sage humbles himself ina greathearted way
to helpus,a greathearted humility enables us to help others.
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Kuan / Contemplation (View)

Sun
Kun

(By one’s thoughts one commands.)

‘This hexagram refers to attaining, through contemplation, the ‘inner
truth,’ or Cosmic view ofa situation. Receiving it means that we
should ask the Sage for help in penetrating to the essence of the
matter,
Once we become detached, either through contemplation or medi-

tation, from the situation we observe, our understandingis able to
reach the Cosmic level where our perspective is based on the
principles of universal justice. On attaining this perspective our
attitude comes into harmony with the Cosmos and influences the
situation in a hidden, dynamic way, without conscious intention.
‘The effect is so powerful thatit unaccountably causes thosein error
to change their point of view. We need not say or do anything
because our thoughts, having attained this perspective, command.

Onattaining the inner truth, or Cosmic view of a situation,all
duality disappears. In the duality of life, love and hate, like and
dislike, justice and injustice, are inseparably paired. At the Cosmic
level, however, this duality disappears. Love encompasses, yet is
beyond self,hate, fear, attachment, rights, and desires. The territo-
rial claims that accompany dualistic love are sublimated, yet satis-
fied in the higher truth. Adversative positions cease to exist and
concepts of territory, possessions, and rights take on new meaning.
In penetrating to the essence of the matter Cosmic justice may
bypass territory, possessions, and rights, At other times, however,
the essenceofthe matter can revolve around such mundane consid-
erations. We cannot assumethat the Cosmic view, in any given
situation, will mimic our traditional concepts of justice, or of what
is right. In contemplating cach situationit is necessary to approach
it with an entirely open mind, asking the Sage to guideus to see the
matter correctly. When the viewof the Sage penetrates throughto us,
we experience judgment that is not judgmental; patience, tolerance,
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and understanding replace petty likes anddislikes, and feelings of
retribution. Weare no longer insular and self-oriented, but see the
underlying fears and wounds that create the weakness of spirit which _

plagues mankind.
The ablution has been made, but not yet the offering. Full of trust

they look up to him. We understand, atleast partially, but we do not
act accordingly. Westill have an inner opposition that obstructs
following the good with true sincerity. It may be that we view
another as an adversary. If we can “sacrifice” this view, or any
similarly rigid definitions of the situation, or the people in it, wewill
unlock the elements which create opposition.
To scarch out andrid ourself of obstructing ideasis to perform

innercleansing, thus make an “offering.” It helps to place obstruct-
ing ideas or attachments onavisualized inner altar, as a sacrifice to
the Higher Power.
In observing people, we should not dwell on whatis wrong with

them,but realize that growth always involves mistakes and errors.
We needto view others’ wrongdoings in the context that everyone
has false ideas of the way things work; becauseof theseideas they
suffer eclipses of personality.

Wealso need to remind ourselves that the process of growth
requires that things must expand fully before they can contract; a
person who followsa dead-end roadcan giveit up only if and when
he clearly sees where itleads. Sometimes this means he must follow
it to its very end.
By remembering our mistakes and deluded enthusiasms we are

_

able to keep a modest, moderate, and just perception of others”
mistakes, and we are able to keep our minds and spirits pure, and
ourselves in balance.
The powerofinner concentration...enables them to give expres-

sionto these lawsin their own persons. The powerof influencing
others is increased by detachment and inner-independence, and
diminished by attachment and doubt. The more weare firm in inner
independence, and the more consistently we maintain our inner
purity and beauty of spirit, the greater our influence becomes toachieve the good.

Sometimes, receiving this hexagram means that the problem
referred to is hypothetical, meantto teach us a general principle. The
lesson maybe learned by contemplation rather than by having to go
through a disagreeable experience.It also meansthat the lesson is
applicable toail situations.
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First Line: Boylike contemplation. Foran inferior man, no blame.
/or a superior man, humiliation. We cannot expect othersto follow
the / Ching way, but weare certainly meant to follow it ourselves.
Weare not meant to know everything. The ruling Sageis at work.

His actions are beneficial even though we cannot understand them,
‘nd even though, taken piecemeal, they sometimes seem detrimen-
tal. This line implies that all events are part of larger events and
lorces now at work. The adversity weoften see as Fate being against
uus is beneficial, because throughit we grow spiritually.

Second Line: Contemplation through the crack of the door.
Hecause we have been doing things correctly we expect to make
jsreat strides of visible progress. Just as our small, personal failures
(lo not cause the general situation to fail, our personal successes do
not immediately showas visible progress. All truly successful work
occurs as minuscule progress. This slow progress, unlike quick,
visible progress, endures. The person who develops himself must
learn to trust the hidden powerofhis work, and to rely on progress

hecannotsee. Wealso needto realize that the progress achieved
been sufficient to safeguard the situation. Receiving this line
sures us thatthis is so.

‘This line also refers to times when weare treated insensitively and
{o our taking the situation personally. We need to put the shortcom-
ings of others into perspective: although our inner thoughts affect
them and create progress, they continue to err because of pre-
existing inner conditions and habits of mind. Continued progress
(depends on our remaining moderate, just, and impersonal inattitude.
Hecause true progress is necessarily slow, we need to remain patient.

Third Line: Contemplationof mylife decidesthe choice between
advance and retreat. We may openly communicate with people
(advance) when we feel noresistances and people are open to us.We
must be careful, however, to avoid careless self-confidence, self-
importance, and attachment, which manifest themselvesas self-
assertion. Checking ourselves (retreat) is necessary when we feel
any attachment, urgency, impatience, or enthusiasm, for when the
emotions enter we lose our connection with inner truth,
Wenced not worry about the time required to make progress; ifwe

retain our humility everything will happenat the correct time. If we
observethe principle of advancing with the openings and retreating
with the closings, wewill have placed the limits on ourselves which
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are essential to having a creative effect on people.

Fourth Line: Contemplationof the light of the kingdom. It furthers
one to exert influence as the guest of a king. When weare in a_
position of influence we serve the Sagebestif weretain our modesty,
venturing forward only when andas far as openness and receptivity
in others allows. Regardless of whether we like someone ornot, it~
mustbe asif he were king and wehis guest. We mustnotlose our:
dignity by being luxuriously expansive (giving wayto our ego),or
by losing contact with our inner voice so that we allow ambition,
presumption, eagerness, and self-assertionto take over.We attempt
tocreate an influenceonly because we doubt that openings will arise.
If we can be content to allow any part we may playto ariseofitself,
wewill rid the situationofthe negative effects of doubt, and we will
keep our egooutof the situation so that something constructive can
be achieved.All that is importantis that we remain receptive (see
The Receptive, Hex. 2).
For the J Ching to be of help it must be honored, not used as a

meansto selfish ends.We make it inaccessible when we demand that
it solve problems our way, on our timetable, and without any
setbacks,or ifwe allow our ego to interject, “I'll try it butit probably
won’tdo any good,”or ifwe accept the answers that please but reject
those that imply criticism. We honorand invoke the Sage’s help
when we remain modest and conscientious. When we forget to be.
conscientious, blame attaches to our progress.

The lightof the kingdom is true and complete. The principles of
the J Ching are to be applied to all situations; to do so lessens
suffering in the world.

Fifth Line: Contemplation ofmylife. The superior man is without
blame. Contemplation helps us understand the light of the king-
dom—how things really work—and to find the path that is free of
blame. This line refers perhaps more to meditation than to contem-
plation, forit is mostly through meditation that we are able to hear
our inmost thoughts and contact our inmost feelings. In meditation
weare able to see how our thoughts have power for goodorforevil;
we are ableto see that correcting ourselves frees us from blame.

This line also states thatour thoughts have hidden power; we may
achieve great and good things simply by maintaining an open mind,
and a humble acceptance of events. We regard every event and
circumstanceas capableofbeing used by the Creative to benefitall.
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‘Thusit is said, the way ofthe Sageis true and complete.

Sixth Line: To know how to become freeof blameis the highest
good. Dangeralways approaches and we make mistakes; to see these
mistakes and resolutely correct them is to know how to become free
of blame. We sacrifice all emotional responses to which we feel
entitled, for the general good. The Superior Man gives up doubt,
returns to acceptance and perseverance, and ceases considering
forceful ways ofdealing with externals. The Superior Man corrects
himself.
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(Getting to the truth ofthe matter.)

Biting through refers to getting to the truth of the matter. An
obstruction is pictured as preventing the lips from coming together,
blocking access to nourishment. Nourishment, in this case, refers to

—

attaining unity (harmony)with another person, the truth, or the Sage.
This unity, or harmony, is vital nourishment forus as human beings.
Before we can attain it we must discover what obstructs it. On
discovering the obstruction, we experience a breakthrough in our
understanding, “biting through,” the obstruction.
Inasmuchas any idea, attitude, belief, or behavior pattern ob-

structs human unity, that ideaorbeliefis based on a misunderstand-
ing of the Cosmic truth. People misunderstandthe truth because a
“culprit” exists—an idea which “slanders” the truth. The most —

common slandersare false ideas about the natureor identity of God,
human nature, the way we should respondto evil, and the way the’
Cosmosworks.
On discovering something to be untrue (evil), unjust, or simply a

mistake, we are meant to resolutely and firmly “bite through”it by
acknowledging it, within ourselves, to be the case. We acknowledge
itto be incorrect or wrongin no uncertain terms. We donot deny the
truth becauseit is uncomfortable or inconvenient.
Acknowledginga thing to be right or wrong automatically and

unconsciously conveys our perception to others with no conscious
efforton ourpart. If we waverbecause wewant to excuse something,
or because we prefer not to be involved,or because we think it isn’t
“that bad,” we send the perpetrators the misleading message that
howeverthey behave, it is all right; we send those who maysee our”
behavior as an example, the messagethat itis not important to come
to a decision on such matters. Wedo nothavethe right to do this, —

Once we have acknowledged a thing to be wrong we must deal
with the next question: what are we to do about it? The hexagram
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answers that we must“let justice be administered.” This means that
oncewehave acknowledged the presenceof anevilelement,we urn
it over to the Cosmos for resolution and correction; then we With-
draw and think no more aboutit, so as not to become infected by it.

‘Turning the matter over to the Cosmos activates the powerof truth,
However, if we consciously dwell on the problem in an alienal
way, if we try to have some intentional effect,or if we intervene by
powerful means,the powerof truth cannot come to our aid, Involv-
ing ourselves in the matter means that our ego, which diswwsts the
corrective powerof the Cosmos,has enteredas the white knight in
shining armor to do battle with the black knight of evil. The
intervention ofour ego bars the Higher Power from helping us- So
long as we remain engaged with the problem, the Higher Poweris
not free to act.
The hexagram states that we must be energetic in biting through

the obstacle to unity. It takes great energy to withdraw. Forgiveness
means that we try to understand how people are motivated t0 do
wrong. Itis to understand the power thatfear, doubt, and bad habits
of mind have overpeople.It is also to understandthat the Creative
is capable of penetrating people’s hearts andof enlightening their
minds.
Itis customary to think that to forgive also means to forget; this is

not the way of the J Ching. We forgive, but we do not forget, just as
in studying history wetry not to forget its lessons, for to do $0 is tO

grow arrogant and complacent. We remain aware thatpeople Will
continue to be subject to their fears and bad habits until they have
acquired the insight and discipline which will enable them to break
free of them.

Wedo not needto steel ourselves against a person by defining
what kind of person heis, just to keep aware that he has not yet
corrected himself. Nor do weneedto supervise hisprogress in order
to measure where, along his path, he is. Such attitudes make it
impossible to hold an open mind, orto give him the space and time
heneedsto correct himself. We need only keepattuned to hisaltitude
of the moment to discover whenhe flatters and whenheis sincere.
We reinforce his sincerity by relating to him sincerely, and We

withdraw whenhe flattersoris insensitive and indifferent. This is to
follow the principle of advancingwith the light force and retreating
with the dark force. The principle of “biting through”is to ain
othersby responding correctly to the ebb and flow of their superior
potential. If we dothis consistently, we will have a creative impact.
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Biting through refers to getting to the truth of the matter, An
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understanding, “biting through,” the obstruction.
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common slandersare false ideas about the natureor identity of Go
human nature, the way we should respond to evil, and the way
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mistake, we are meant to resolutely and firmly “bite through” itby
acknowledgingit, within ourselves, to be the case. We acknowled,
itto be incorrect or wrong in no uncertain terms. We do not denytl ie

truth becauseit is uncomfortable or inconvenient.
Acknowledging a thingto be right or wrong automatically and.

unconsciously conveys our perception to others with no consciou)
effort on ourpart. Ifwe waver because we want to excuse somethin}
or because weprefernot to be involved,or because we thinkit isn't
“that bad,” we send the perpetrators the misleading message thill
however they behave,itis all right; we send those who maysee oubehavior as an example, the message thatit is not important to co ne

to a decision on such matters. We do nothave the right to do thi
Once we have acknowledged a thing to be wrong we mustdeal

with the next question: what are we to do about it? The hexagram:
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inswers that we must“let justice be administered.” This means that
nee we haveacknowledged the presence ofan evil element, we turn
{i over to the Cosmos for resolution and correction; then we with-
(raw and think no more about it, so as not to become infected byit.
‘Turning the matter overto the Cosmos activates the poweroftruth,
However, if we consciously dwell on the problem in an alienated

way, if wetry to have some intentional effect, or if we intervene by
jowerful means, the poweroftruth cannot come to ouraid. Involv-
{ny ourselves in the matter means that our ego, which distrusts the
corrective powerof the Cosmos, has entered as the white knight in
shining armor to do battle with the black knight of evil. The
\nlervention ofour ego bars the Higher Power from helping us. So
long as we remain engaged with the problem, the Higher Poweris
Hot {ree to act.

‘The hexagram states that we mustbe energetic in biting through
{he obstacle to unity. Ittakes great energy to withdraw. Forgiveness
ieans that we try to understand how people are motivated to do
wrong. Itis to understand the power that fear, doubt, and bad habits
of mind have over people. It is also to understand that the Creative
\s capable of penetrating people’s hearts and of enlightening their
Minds.
ILis customary to think that to forgive also means to forget; this is

fot the wayofthe J Ching. We forgive, but wedonot forget, just as
in studying history wetry notto forget its lessons, for to do so is to
{fo arrogant and complacent. We remain awarethat people will
continue to be subject to their fears and bad habits until they have
{cquired the insight and discipline which will enable them to break
free of them,

Wedo not needto steel ourselves against a person by defining
what kind of person heis, just to keep aware that he has not yet
corrected himself. Nor do weneedto supervise his progress in order
{o measure where, along his path, he is. Such attitudes make it

ble to hold an open mind, or to give him the space and time
he needs tocorrecthimself. We need only keepattunedto his attitude
of the moment to discover when heflatters and whenheis sincere.
We reinforce his sincerity by relating to him sincerely, and we
withdraw whenhe flatters oris insensitive and indifferent. This is to
{ollow the principle of advancing withthe light force and retreating
with the dark force. The principle of “biting through”is to train
others by responding correctly to the ebb and flowof their superior
potential. If we dothis consistently, we will have a creative impact.
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Withdrawal is the way the Sage of the Ching ‘bites through’ our —

ego; withdrawal is the way we are meant to deal with other people’s
egos. So long as weare sincere, the Sage who speaks through the /
Ching relatesto us. When weare arrogant, he disengages, leaving us
to the whimsof chance.In this manner he disciplines and punishes.
our inferiors. This withdrawal is that of the wise teacher, free of
emotion.It is moderate, and lasts only for so long as we remain
arrogant. Similarly, when the occasion demands, we are meant to
withdraw from others intoapolite reserve, even though they may try
to engageus again through flattery, or to upset us through outbursts.
(They do this because their egos have perceived a loss of power
when we cease to interact, and they seck to regain control.) It is
importantnot to be jarredoff balance by these challenges. We must
remainresolved and reserved until the others have become humble.
andsincere; even then we must remember thathabit is strong so that
when tensions ease, we do not becomecareless and forgetful.
To withdraw is to punish, called “biting through”in this hexa-

gram. The sole purpose of punishment isto restore order, therefore
we may punish only until order is restored. We are not meant to
create whatthe J Ching calls a “massacre,” whereby wetrack down
and bring into the open every last bit of evil. Evil may not be
overcome ina wholesale manner; we may undermine it only through
small steps. After each step we must return to simplicity, serenity,
and sincerity. The use of poweris not unlike taking hold ofa tiger’s
tail; no sooner do weperceive the punishing power of withdrawal
than our ego may seize it ambitiously. We mustnot exercise the
powerofwithdrawalwillfully or vindictively, for it is not our ego’s
right or place to punish others, To allowit to doso creates badresults,
If ‘biting through’ is in reference to the Sage’s dealing with our

ego, we need to search our inner attitude for ideas which exceed a
moderate and just view of others’ transgressions, It is excessive to
take a hardline by viewing them as hopeless, which in/ Ching terms
is to “execute” them. Weneed to “kill,” or firmly reject all ideas
which slander the truth.

Since this hexagram is concerned with justice, itis also concerned
with spiritual equality, If we think we were born better and therefore
deserve more privileges than others, we harbora “traitor” in our
inner attitude. Such an idea becomes thebasis for indifference to
suffering, We should not overlook the possibility that the Sage may
be biting through our attachment to such pretenses.
“Biting through’ also means that we maintain an open mind and
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‘proper perspective of the situation: we rememberthat we began our
sclf-development only because we wanted to achieve something
personal and selfish. Even as ourpath away from selfish, childish
behavior continues to be a long anddifficult struggle, it is the same
with others. Like ourself they will come to see that they are
following dead-endpaths, that they need help to find the correct
way, and that to achieve true humanunity they mustrid themselves
of personal, selfish motives. Such higher truths serve as thebasis for
an open-minded, moderate point of view.

First Line: Hisfeetare fastened in stocks. While receiving this line
may refer to the correct limits for punishing others (a mild penalty
for the first offense), it more often refers to the unpleasant experi-
ence we have just had. We should developa correct perspective of
this punishment; itis not so much that the Cosmos punishesus as the
fact that proceeding in the wrong direction (towards a dead-end)is
by its nature self-punishing. Fortunately or unfortunately, it is only
by making mistakes that we learn to correct ourselves.

Second Line: Bites through tender meat. Punishmentof others has
been carried too far, and we lament the badeffect. No great harm has
been done, however,because the punishmentwas just. To withdraw
in anger, or with feelingsof negation, is to carry the punishment too
far,

Asin the caseof the first line, this line often refers to our being
punished by the Sage for having an obstinate attitude.

Third Line: Bites on old dried meat. Ourego lacks the power and
authority to punish others. When weare not truly disinterested in
withdrawing from them, but do so to avenge ourselves, we arouse a
poisonous hatred. The only purpose of punishment is to prevent
excesses; therefore, punishmentmustnot be excessive. Also, pun-
ishment should be concluded quickly so as to invoke no “lawsuits”
wherein their egos respondto oursin retribution.
Lawsuits are conflicts (or wars) between people which may exist

on a subconscious level for years. A lawsuit is initiated when one
person’s ego attempts to punish another’s. From that time forward
the person punished seeks retribution. Retribution often takes the
form of an attack on one’s inner independence, thus the lawsuit
becomesa king-of-the-heap game which can only be ended when
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the oneattacked ceases to punish orreact. The reference to “olddried.
meat” suggests that a long-term lawsuit may already exist on a_
certain issue, and that we must free ourselves from an established
reactive pattern,

Fourth Line: /t furthers one to be mindfulof the difficulties... Here”
webeginto see success in our effortto withdraw (punish) and remain
reserved; consequently, the other person has begun to relate to us
correctly. However, this is only a first step. We must avoid the
temptation to rush backinto a comfortable, careless relationship that
would collapse our work. We tend either to be stecled in persever-
anceor relaxed in aneasy relationship with others, If we can remain
neutral and persevering, being neither soft nor hard, but cautious,
careful, and strict in inner discipline (all the while remaining open-
minded to the extent that our disbelief remains suspended), we will
correctly “bite through” the obstacles to a correct fellowship.

When just this line is drawn, the hexagram changes to The
Cornersof the Mouth (Hex. 27). Since this hexagram refers to the
thoughts weallow to inhabit our mental space, the counsel is to be
particularly careful about relaxing our standards, Our inner thoughts
create or cure the “difficulties” mentioned in this line.

Fifth Line: Bites on dried lean meat. Receives yellow gold.
Perseveringly aware of danger. No blame. We would like to be
lenient with another person, butour duty is to be impartial. To accept
an alliance merely because the other person wantsit is incorrect,
particularly if the other has not become firmly committed to follow-
ing the good. He must realize, through his own perception, that a
firm commitment tothe good and the beautiful is the only vehicle to
an alliance. Unity between two people can occur only when both
their wills are independently directed toward the good,

‘The linealso counselsus to be like yellow gold. This meansthatbecause a person seemsto havea better attitude we should not
interfere to lead him outofhis difficulties. It is dangerousto shield
people from the results of their poorattitudes, or in any way excuse
and justify their wrong actions. We may help them (if they are open
to us) only when they exert the effort to help themselves, and when
they work activelyat correcting their mistakes. Simply to let them
off the hookin our inner attitude is to engage in magnificence, and
to interfere in what the Creativeis doing to correct the situation.
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Sixth Line: His neck is fastened in a wooden cangue. Our obsti-
iacy to do things our way rather than to be led results in humiliation
and remorse (a wooden cangue). The way out requires gradual
progress and a humble return to the correct path. We could have
‘voided the error had we remembered that the Sage knows how to
take evil circumstances workto the good; it was not necessary to
intervene,
‘This line may also referto another whohas got himself trapped by

having used wrong meansto pursue what mayalso be wrong ends.
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(Self-important intervention.)

Grace refers both tofalse grace and totrue grace. False grace refers.
to presumptive behavior and adornment of the ego-self-image. True
grace refers to possessing an open mind, humility, simplicity, and
acceptance.
Anything having to do with pretense, such as projecting a frontor

image of ourself, or employing a personal style or technique in
dealing with people, constitutes the ornamentation, or brilliance of
the ego-self-image. A cutting wit, bravado, intimidation, assump~
tion of hierarchy overothers,egotistical display ofself, a show of
firmness (as opposedto being firm within), all involve brilliance,
The ego-self-imageis a false self created outof bravado and defen-
siveness. Thisself sees the world in a limited, self-oriented way, and.
is frequently preoccupied with how others perceive it. Achieving _

results through brilliance is the opposite of the J Ching way of
j

influencing through the powerof inner truth (see Inner Truth, Hex,
61), and through the unnoticed, background position mentioned in
The Family (Hex. 37).
Brilliance also refers to contrived solutions to problems. We

contrive solutions to problems because wedistrust or discount the
willingnessor ability of the Creative (the Unknown) to make things.
work; we fear we must acton our own,or that we must intervene to |
save the situation, This fear arises because our ego perceives that
everything should move in a straight line toward the solution it
thinks is correct. It is unable to realize that the Creative works things
out by using every direction the situation takes. The Creative, itmay_
be said, works in zig-zag fashion, tacking this way and that,
confounding the supervisory ego, and its everlasting search to
control.

Brilliance also refersto fixed (conventional, habitual) approaches
to problems,as when we demand thatpeople do whatwewant. Italso_
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refers to fixed ideas, as when wehavea set viewof things, and we
are not open to new perceptions. We mayseeasituation as “disas-
\rous,” while from the Cosmic pointof view the turn of events may
bethe only way things can turn out correctly—something werealize
Jater, through hindsight. (The ego always wants to know in advance,
andwith certainty, what will happen.

Brilliance canalso referto a fixed approach to how wrongsare to
be righted, as when we require that those who have offended us
srovel before us, or climb overa capricious list of hurdles before we
will trust them again,
An implied contract between twopeople, by which they promise
suage andtolerate cach other’s egos, is an exampleof a brilliant
ionship which worksquite harmoniously for a time. Sooner or

later, though, the tyrannical babyin each person,by being thus cul-
tivated, becomes overgrown and causes trouble.
Still another form ofbrilliance concerns our perception that some.

people are important, or unimportant, simply because our family, or
clan, or social group has pronounced them so. Similarly, it is
brilliance to think it important to be understood, or to “do some-
thing” abouta situation. Our importance lies in perceiving the matter
in its essentials, and to turning the matter over to the Cosmos, not in
being the focus of action. When we turn the matter over to the
Cosmosweactivate the powerofthe Creative to right the situation.
‘True graceis to let go unconditionally because we realize that only
the Unknown understands how to bring about the correct solution.
True grace relinquishesall the ways in which our ego defends

itself. In the work of self-development our relationship with the
Unknownis explored, enabling us gradually to relinquish our
(defenses against it, and to allow things to happen without interfer-
ence or manipulation, We cease striving to make things happen, or
lo prove ourselves through adornmentsof intellect, title, rights, or
other formsof self-assertion, We realize the true power andgrace of
simplicity, acceptance, and dependence on the Higher Power,
‘The “fire that breaks out in the secret depths of the mountain”

symbolizes the beautyofspirit that creates affection, Beauty ofspirit
is importantbut we cannot rely on it to make things work correctly.
Moreearnesteffort is needed to keep ourself clear and correct. The
(wo strong lines in the lower trigram represent the foundation of
equality, justice, dignity, and respect that must be properly in place
before unity with another can exist. Although in our simplicity we
would rather openourself expansively to people, wemust neverthe-
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less be inwardly strict and require a correct sensitivity and receptiv-ity before we relinquish our reserve,
Weoften receive this hexagram when we plan to do somethinginstead of waiting patientlyfor the chance. by which we might make

Progress, to show itself. There is danger that the indulgent andluxurious elements here called brilliance, have crept into ouratti-tude. The hexagram calls us back to the true grace of simplicity—
acceptance ofthe fact that we can achieve nothing ofvalue withoutthe help ofthe Sage, and that reliance on Planning and contrivingblocks this help,
Receiving this hexagram can also mean that another’s improve-

ment looksbetter than it really is, and that we should notbe fooled
by appearances. The change wesee is onlyof a surface nature (“hemolts in the face,” asit is put in Revolution, Hex. 49), made in
response to pressure rather than from his insight and firm choice tofollow the good.

First Line: He lends grace to his toes, leaves the carriage, andwalks. The carriage represents usingbrilliant means to make prog-ress: when we ought to be walking, we are riding; instead of
following, we lead. We contrive solutions rather than allow them toevolve from the situation; we force our way rather than perseveringin non-action and detachment; westrive instead of turning thingsoverto the Sage and Fate to correct; we try to order everything to ourliking instead of remaining open and innocent.
Sometimes, because weare parents, teachers, or owners, we feel

weare entitled to assume rights that Supposedly go with those roles,True graceis to recognize the impotence and egotism implicit in
feelings of entitlement. Being a parent or ownerdoes not mean weautomatically know whatis correct, or that we have the right to use
wrong meansto make progress. We should rely instead on simplic-ity and humilityto find the correct waylo proceed,

Wealso ride in a carriage when we skip steps to accept unitybefore the correct conditions are firmly established. This is to usedubious means to achieve our goals,
The carriagealso refers to ways in which we defend ourselves.Weshould avoid pretending that we are brilliantly wise and all-know-

ing. We should accept instead that we do not know the answers,Ifweallow ourself to be led blindly, inner truth will surface, in
response to the needsof the moment, to show us the correct way. To.
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allow ourself to be defended by the Unknown isto leave the carriage
and walk.

nd Line: Lends grace tothe beard onhis chin. In this line theines to the seta element, while the beard refers to the
nonessential but decorative element. Receiving it often refers to
being concerned with howour actions appear to others rather than
whether they are essential and correct. Thus, by harboring doubts we
lend credibility and power to what we think others think, If we
dismiss these doubts, people will cease questioning the validity of

we do.
‘geesee this line refers to our being more interested in how

person appears than how he behaves.Or, we judge another because
of the symptoms ofhis behavior(his defense system) rather than
because ofthe root fears which dominate him; therefore, we fail to
understand him. In other words, we follow desire and our inferiors
(the beard) rather than our superior nature. (the chin).
The beard also symbolizes false grace in the form ofour (or

someone else’s) self-image—the studied (or customary) waywe
handle people and problems (ourarray of defensive actions). Itisas
if we have an innermirrorin whichwesay, “See, this is how I handle
this,”or “This is the kind of person I am.”

:

In terms ofachieving results, this line also refers to paying too
much attention to outer form and to appearances, We care more
aboutachieving a result (the beard) than how it is to be achieved (the
chin). In the J Ching, how youachieve something is more important
than whether it is achieved, Sometimestoo,the line means that we
follow the path because weknowitwill lead to our goal, instead of
purposelessly, because it is good and correct. The beard also refers
to times when we wantunity before the conditions for unity are
correct; thus weare content to use wrong means. The student ofthe
1 Ching eventually realizes that the goal cannotbe separated from the
path. How and whenwe sayordo thingsis as important as whatis
a ved.oe the beard refers to times when we focus on external
appearances (the beard), doubting the J Ching’s reassurances that
things are progressing on the inner level.

Third Line: Graceful and moist. Because all seems well fora
change we relax and enjoy ourselves, forgetting our obligation tobe
reserved with the person whohas not corrected his attitude toward
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us more than superficially. Or, because the situation has improv
d

we regain an arrogant self-confidenceto take up issues andtryforce progress insteadof letting things develop naturally, When
give up discipline in this manner, welose the penetrating powerol
inner truth,

Fourth Line: Grace or simplicity. We are tempted to rely
charm,a sense of power, intellect, or a studied approachto thi

all of which comprise the brilliance referred to in this line. Brilliane\
refers to plans and planning, as when we imaginea stunning way
handle an injustice. We return to simplicity when we recognize tha
we donot have the answers. We should also free ourself from the
doubt implied in thinking weneed to possess the answers. Acce]
tance notonly meansthat we accept not knowing, it means that we:
relinquish our ideas of how to handle problems; we simply follow
the way dictated by truth, advancing when the wayis open, and.
retreating when the wayis closed. We ask the Cosmos for help and.
work with it as the opportunities and changes present themselves,
Insteadof the brilliance of questioning, wefall back on the simpli¢-
ity of acceptance.

Another aspect of brilliance is thinking that we are good because
welike or know what is good. We cannot “be” good. We can only
follow what is good by asking ourself in every situation, “whatis the.
Correct response, the correct way?” To adopt the idea that we are.
good, or enlightened, is brilliance. It is enough to follow the good
andretain our humility.

Sometimes simplicity means that we return to being reserved with
those who mistrust us, or who are insensitive to us; we proceed on.
our way alone. Until the other person has become devoted to finding,
the truth within himself, this is the only true relationship possible,
Otherwise we cling to empty form andpretense(bri jiance), and
ignore the substanceof the relationship.
Sometimeswedistrust beingsilent and reserved. There is nothing

wrongwith having nothingto say.

Fifth Line: Gracein thehills and gardens. Returning to simplic-
ily requires that we renounce our defenses ofself. This ego decrease
makes us feel exposed and jeopardized; however, our courage and —

self-sacrifice is noticed by the Sage. He recognizes andrespects our
sincere effort to do whatis correct.
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Sixth Line: Simple grace. No blame. In discarding ornamentation
and the security of a fixed order, and in disciplining the clamoring,
demanding voices of the inferiorself,we begin to sec the beauty and

correctness of the way the Cosmos works,and of our limitations.
‘Through relinquishing the use of power (leverage), we find the
correct way to make progress—through the true grace of simplicity,
sincerity, and serenity. While we follow the guidelines of being
straightforward and square, we allow ourself to be guided by the
needs of the moment. We adhereto the sparse line of the essential,
venturing forth only reticently with the openings,ready and willing
to retreat the momentothersare no longer receptive, or if we begin
to be emotionally involved. Thus we also do whatis great.
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Po! Splitting Apart

Kén
K’un

(Disbelief in the power of non-action, or in the powerof“just
being.”)

11 does not further oneto go anywhere. Doubtandfear have already
causedusto split from our path, or threaten to do so.
The primary doubt is whether we will achieve our goal through

following the path of docility and inaction, and by simply clinging
to the powerof truthto correct the situation through‘letting it’in our
attitude. Weareafraid to allow matters to taketheir course. We think
we haveto influence the situation through someaction or plan. Even
to contemplate intervention is to “split apart” from our path. When
wesplit from our true path, we turn mattersovertothe Inferior Man
andthe inferiors.

Weoften receive this hexagram when we think we must arm
ourself, againsta situation whichwill be embarassing,will compro-
mise our principles, or lead to new difficulties. To take preventative
action, or even to contemplate doingso,is to split apart. We need,
instead,to trust that wewill receive the protection we need, for so
long as we insist on defending ourselves, the Higher Power will
Ieaveus to our own devices, Throughdistrust we isolate ourself from
help. Whatever wedothrough our own devices will prove either in-
adequate or defective, so that at the worst we will have had a
destructive effect, or at best we will have prevented the situation
from progressing. Going withthe flow (wu wei) enables the Creative
to do its work.

Splitting apart can also referto times when we lose our conscien-
tiousness and drift into abandoning our responsibilities. Abandon-
mentoccurs whenwelet people go, but notin kindliness. As itis put
in Youthful Folly (Hex. 4), we should bear with fools in kindliness,
Abandonment also occurs when we give people up as unable to
rescue themselves, or when we think they will never relate properly
tous.
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Wealso receive this hexagram when we have returned to the
correct path after having split apart from it.

‘This hexagram may referto other people’s splitting from their

juths. During such times we should submit and take no action or
role; instead, we should be docile, go our own way, and Ieave theevil
thing to collapse ofitself. Even though those from whom we
disengage maysuffer adversities, the adversities will provide them
with the opportunities neededto learn whatis correct. The Superior
Mandoes not fear adversity. He understands that itis often the only
incans by which we may grow and correct decadentattitudes
towards life. Thus life, with its adversity, is the workplace for
(developingour higher consciousness. This does not mean, ofcourse,
that we should court adversity, or be glad when others have it.

Adversity is to be avoided,if possible, but whenit does occur, we
should view it moderately, and derive every possible lesson from it
so as to avoid needing to have the lessons repeated.

First Line: Followersof the ruler are destroyed. Doubt and fear
have underminedafirm and perseveringattitude.We feel impelled
to force matters to a conclusion. The first evidence ofthis doubt is
our holding to grievances and injuries, storing them upas conditions
that must be rectified. True, they must be rectified, but not in

response to our ego’s demand. We must leave the work of correction
and punishment to the Sage. Meanwhile, we relinquish inner resis-
tance, develop an open-minded acceptance of the way the Cosmos
works, and trustthat it does whateveris necessary to benefit and
balance the whole.

SecondLine: Those who persevere are destroyed. Clear indica-
tions of danger occur when we think,“I don’t care what happens.”
Whenwe insist on coddling angeror other negative emotions, the
danger and difficulty of ourpositionis increased.

This line alsorefers to times when, after returning to acceptance,
we are tempted to do something to improve relations. We should
return to neutrality and disengagement.

Third Line: Hesplits with them. No blame. Here, we retreat from
the evil influences which occur in thefirst two lines. We remember
the helpof the Sage and gain thestability to oppose our clamoring
inferiors.
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This line mayalso indicate that someoneelse is “splitting” fro
wrongdoing to return to the correct path.

Fourth Line: The bedis split up to the skin. Misfortune. B
though wecorrect our attitude, the trajectory of events launched by
our“ splitting apart” must run its damaging course. Nevertheless,
damagehas reached its peak.

:

Fifth Line:A shoaloffishes. Whenour attitude becomes correc!
a changein conditions is brought about, much as when a shoal o|
fishes changes direction in unison, When we give up strivingto for

change through conflict and leverage, the inferior element capitis
lates and ceases resisting and competing. Acceptance leads to
success,

Sixth Line: Thereis a large fruit still uneaten. The correct path,
which throughout the splitting apart has beenheld in doubt, is no
vindicated in our mind.

t

Evil in others always feeds offthe evil it finds in us. Fearand doubt
are sources of the dark energy.Ifwe hold perseveringlyto neutrality,

‘

evil becomes exhausted and dies. Whenit dies, good is the seed of |

the new that remains; a good effect on othersis the “large fruit” that
has been produced by our work and perseverance,
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24.

Fu/ Return (The Turning Point)

K’un
Chén

(Retreat from the dark powerofpride and desire.)

Wereceive this hexagram the moment weglimpse that we have
(departed from (or have been aboutto depart from) the correct way.
‘Thus, we have the image of the dawningof the light.
Through wavering and doubt we have fallen (or have been

lemptedto fall) back on old belief systems, methods of defending
ourselves, strategies for dealing with problems, structured ways of
relating to others, or a careless approach through being indolent.
Rither we have avoided the work of maintaining self-discipline, or
we have failed to pay attentionto our inner attitude.

We receive this hexagram when we have barely glimpsed the

problem. It is meant that we should then throw full light on this

glimpse so that we may bringit into the full light of consciousness
to initiate corrective action.
Return notonly refers to the dawning glimpse of light which

returns after being absent, it means that we should return to the

correct conception and the unstructured path. We retreat from
resistance andreturn to innerdiscipline, humility, and acceptance.
We relinquish all the reasoning that causes usto argue, makeclaims,
or use leverage and force. We quict the clamoring voices of the
inferiors (see Keeping Still, Hex. 52), and prohibit our ego from

lookingat the situation, and from indulging its petty feelings of an-
noyance. In this way we displace its influence and make room for
Cosmic understanding.
Aboveall, we retreat from the powerofpride. Pride arises when

we see that we have erred. If we do notresist pride at once, we will
remain locked in the grip ofthe dark force. Pride not only keeps us
from having a good effect on our situation, it causes us to resist

asking for help and enlightenment, and thus isolates us from the

Sage. Pride also “darkens our light” and plunges us back into the

eclipse. We must relinquish pride, and humbly ask for help.
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Wealso need toretreat from old motives to create “desired
effects.” Following the path of desire will never accomplish the
enduring unity, based on justice, that we really seck. To retreat from
desire is alsoto retreat from ambition and impatience. Wereturn to
progress madebytiny steps, carefully taken. We return to the true
grace of humility and dependence on the Higher Power.

First Line: Returnfrom a short distance. Alicnati
irst]

Alienation and doubt are
beginning. Thoughts of abandoning the path creep into our mind.
We should turn them away before they become firmly established,
while wearestill able to sce their badeffects; i i

H

‘Ls; once we
grip wecan see nothing. ae
Second Line: Quiet return. Good fortune. Pride has been aroused

because of other people’s transgressions, and because we feel
abandoned byFate. Weshould sacrifice pride, let go of the situation.
and return to sereneperseverance,We have not been abandoned by
Fate. Wereit not for adversity and challenge, we would not grow.

Third Line: Repeated return. Danger. Return from leaving the
path of patient perseverance; retreat from the inner demand that
either the situation improve or we will abandon it. A hard, resistant
attitude mustbe sacrificed in order to goon perseveringly.

‘
Fourth Line: Walking in the midst ofothers, one returns alone. We

let go of the temptation to adopt thehard, resistant attitude indicated
in the previous three lines, and return to dependence and humility.

Fifth Line: Noblehearted return. No remorse. There need be no
remorse if we are willing to look withi iin, recognize our err
return to the path, i ae
Sixth Line: Missing the return, Mi isfortune. Ifwe miss themomentof return, our accumulated good workwill certainly be undone. This

obstinate attitudeis perhaps the greatest danger we mustface during
self-development, forit arouses the forces whi iee which attackall imbal-
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Wu Wang | Innocence (The Unexpected)

(Maintain a blank mental screen andbe alert to the unex-
pected.)

If someone is not as he should be, he has misfortune. The commen-
lary defines innocence as being free of forethought and reflection.

Forethought refersto anticipating whatlies ahead, while reflection
refers to afterthought in which we evaluate, from our ego’s (or

vanity’s) point ofview,our role in whathas happened (whether we
have wonor lost, or have been affirmedor rejected). The type of
anticipation and reflection referred to hereis not thatof objective
contemplation, whereby we dispassionately attempt to evaluate
whether what we have done was correct; it refers instead to the

restless activity of the egoto see if, in its magic mirror of approval,
measurable progress has been made toward attaining whatit desires.
The egolikes to interject itself as the one persevering, and to see
itself either as “thefairest,” the smartest, or the most correct one of
all. It also demands of the Cosmos that life proceed in some
“reasonable” or calculable manner, demanding that events proceed
inastraight line towardthegoal; it distrusts and disdains the zig-zag

path of the Creative.
We lose our innocence when we ‘look forward,’ ‘look backward,”

or‘look aside.’ We look forward when we seekto protect ourselves
from imagined consequencesofpresentsituations, or when we look

for ways to undo what we have done,or for new ways to advance

ourselves. We look backward when we congratulate or blame
ourselves (or Fate, or the Sage)for events in thepast. We look aside
when we compare our situation, or rate of progress, with that of
others, We must not engagein such looking, butpay attention only

to the needsof the moment.
Looking aside gives rise to envy, resentment, and even hatred if

we perceive thatour road is more difficult, or thatothers’ inferiors

seem to be getting awaywith things ourpath prohibits us from doing.
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We experience another type of envy when we look aside at others
who have qualities we would like, or have liked, in some former _

time, to possess, We are almost always unaware that our strangeattraction to peopleofpower,wealth,or fame, is due to envy caused
by old,hidden doubts about ourbeing able to achievea full and tich
life.

Thesortof looking aside, forward,or behind that is done by ourchildish heart constantly engages us in measuring, hoping, anticipat-
ing, expecting, and dreading. Such looking comes from fear of the
Unknown, and from doubts about ourself and the Creative; it leads
us to conjure up imaginary problems and to evaluate situations
incorrectly. ILmakesus decide how much effort weare willing to putforward to achieve success, and so leadsto a tentative and condi-
tioned commitment to the good. Such evaluations give rise to
fantasies in which we envision events proceeding in specific, goal-
oriented ways. Our inferiors then demand that we do whatever they
think is necessary to make events march in that direction, All this
defending, contriving, and hedgingis the Opposite of what is meant
by acting from innocence. Acting from innocence is acting from a
pure, clear, and empty mind, and from an unconditioned commit-
mentto good. When the darknessof doubt prevails we must retreatinto a blank state of mind, dispersing all negative reactions to the
way things appear to be moving. To maintain our innocence we must
Iet go of the present and allow changes to proceed as they will,
Acceptance is the correct state of mind about today, innocence the
correct state of mind about tomorrow.
Since weno longer have the natural innocence of youth, and since

our minds have been conditioned to think that this or that is So, we
mustpul forth effort to attain and maintain conscious innocence. By
keeping our minds open andfree in the manner of a blank screen, we
are able to attain the Cosmic perspective and understand the true
nature of good andevil.Whenall roads seem blocked, anew way canbecomevisible; in the depthsof the Storm, we are able to remember
the rainbow. Ina state of innocence weare able to mect unexpected
events with the help of the Creative, which always points out the
correct and appropriate response. If, however, we cling to old
prejudices, hide behind old defenses, and adhere to grooved patterns
of reaction, these habits of mind will forcibly and unexpectedly
intrudeto destroy our ability to respond creatively and innocently.

Innocence refers to being pure in heart. Effort is required to
maintain purity: we avoid trying to skip steps or use wrong means
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to accomplish our goals; we avoid rationalizing incorrect solutions
to problems; and wehold to inner independence so that we are not
lured aside byflattery or desire. Working at keeping our innocence
benefits everyone aroundus.

iInnocence also connotes acceptance ofthe “undeserved misfor-
tune” mentioned in the third line. We accept what happens without
losing our principles or giving up our goals. We accept that our
standards are being tested by others’ egos, or by the fires of
adversity. When people seethat we remain firmly disengaged, their
envious testing gives way, and progress is made toward the good.
Distrust of the true and the goodis a defensive crutch to keep away
hope and frustration. There is a certain safety in having a “turned-
off” view; one never gets disappointed. But this view blocks the
inner freedom which produces truejoy. It is difficult for people to
take the risk of giving up a defensive attitude.

E

Finally, innocence refers to an unstructured mind. An unstruc-
tured mind meets events, good and bad, with equanimity. It neither
jumps to conclusions with enthusiasm, nor turns: away from experi-
ence with fear and dread. It docs not seek protection in grandiose
belief systems simply because they seem to resolve ambiguities
comfortably. This is not to imply that we have no point of view.
Through the teaching of the Sage we greet a shocking, unsettling
eventas a jogin the path; we regard obstructions as opportunities to
think in new terms, The unstructured mind asks of each new
experience, “What can I learn from this?” To the unstructured mind
life is a teacher. Free of negation, the unstructured, innocent mind
remains independent and free.

First Line: Innocent behavior brings good fortune. Our original
impulseis to remain detached, reticent, and disinterested. Receiving
this line is areminderto stay detached and to make no plans to hedge
against what mightormightnot happen; such behavior, which is true
to our original nature, brings good fortune.

Second Line. Ifone does not count the harvest while plowing.... If
we dread a bad result from what weare about to do (or have just
done), or if we begin to wish the situation were better, then our
attention is drawn from what we need to be doing at the moment,
which is often to remain disciplined and resolute. Diverted into
wishing, we are unable to act spontaneously as the moment de-
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mands; instead, weactin a conditioned way toattract the desired
result. In listening to selfish considerations offered byour inferiors,
innocence is lost. Innocence relates to the situation from a blank and
unconditioned mind. Focussing on whatis essential and correct, and
perseveringly holding to reticence and modesty, we advance with
the light (respond to sensitivity) and retreatwith the dark (withdraw
when insensitivity prevails), In this manner weare able to keep our
simplicity, sincerity, and serenity. With our innercenter of gravity
thusin place, our effect is creative,
Pulled by hopes and expectations, we try to manipulate the

direction of events and become disappointed if things do not work
as we would like,or on our imagined schedule. Disappointment then
collapses ourwill to persevere. In lookingat the goal rather than at
the needs of the moment wesuspect, with every new obstacle, that
Fate is working against us; we are unable tosee that we are working,
against ourselves. Expectation and mistrust putus outof harmony;
outof harmony, events no longerwork forus. Itis important toreturn
toan open mind, to cease measuring progress, andto stop assuming
that thingsare regressing, Such a goal-oriented viewpointis amajor
obstacle to success.

Third Line: Undeserved misfortune. Situations occur which are
negative andit is not our fault. Nevertheless, we must adjust to them
with acceptance. To fail to do so will only bring further misfortune,
We should notlet negative events destroy our innocence.

Fourth Line: He who can be persevering remains without blame.
“Not listening to others” may refer to feclings ofalienation by which
we blame others, the Sage, or Fate for presenting us with galling
difficulties. “Others” includes the voices of dread and anticipation
put forward byour inferiors and sometimes by other ‘people whofear
for us. Listening to them causes usto act hastily and incorrectly;
therefore, the line counsels usto remain persevering. Dread of losing
is as faulty as wanting too much to win. Dread causesus cither to
press forward to force change, or to hold back unduly so that
spontaneousaction becomes impossible. If we allow ourself to be
guided by whatis essential and correct, wewill find the best way to
be of help, and the right time for helping.

Fifth Line: Use no medicine in an illness incurred through no,»fault
ofyour own. It will pass of itself. This line reassures us that we may
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safely remain innocent (unconcerned). It also reminds us not to
concoct any remedies, but to remain unstructured and disengaged.

Sixth Line: Innocent action brings misfortune. Sometimes our
sincere actions are misunderstood. We need to accept this fact and
withdraw, to give the other person space to find the truth. We can
work successfully with a situation only as long as it works with us.
We can go only as far as openness in the other person allows.
Waiting quietly, without ulterior design, means truly to disengage,
without trying to explain. We need to remember that time is the
vehicle of the Creative, and people need timeto have inner truth
penetrate through to them.
Just as both the dark and the light are necessary for us to see, we

mustallow people to misunderstand. Only by making mistakes can
human beingssee that their mistakes cause suffering. Only then can
they commit themselvesto the good and the true. Misunderstanding
is the necessary prelude to understanding.
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26.

Ta Ch’u/ The Taming Powerof the Great
Kén
Chien ==

(Dealing with crescendo-of-awfulness situations.)

In the creative process there is often a buildupof tension so that the
situation we are enduring seemsto get out of control. In the course
of self-development we developan inner powerand independence
which creates envy in others, particularly in those whoseegos (fears)
are firmly in control. This envy causes them totest us to see ifwe can
be driven off-balance, or if we can be driven away from serenity to
become doubtful and fearful. This effort succeeds if they can arouse
our fears, spurus to anger,or otherwise cause us to become disturbed
by their inferior behavior. This challenge to our inner independence
succeeds if we give up our requirementsof whatis just and correct,
or if we become involved in controversies they initiate. If they
succeed in suchefforts, they will feclsatisfied that ourvirtues are not
real, that they are no longer obligated to grow and change, and that
theyno longer have a ‘Cosmic obligation’ to deal correctly with us,
or with the issue at hand. If we maintain ourinner independence,
firmness, and integrity, the testing will continue through a ‘cres-
cendo-of-awfulness’—an almost unendurable tension—then end.
At this point the aggressors become repulsed by their behavior, and
they make an important forward step in correcting themselves.
During the awfulness everything looks hopelessly stuck,as if the

Wheelof Fate cannot be budged. Only our steadfastness freesit to
bring about progress. By “keeping still” during the buildup of
tension, and by keeping free of worrying and wanting, we“attain the
wayof heaven,” asit is putin the 6th Line,

Crescendo-of-awfulness situations may be caused by envy, or bethe residue of major conflicts which the J Ching, in The Wanderer
(see Hex. 56), calls “lawsuits.” Inner lawsuits arise whenone person
gives up on another.This giving upis evidenced when we undertake
defensive or aggressive actions, erect permanent barriers, or main-
tainascries of impossible requirements which the other person must
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fulfill before we will forgive him. Requirements which relate to
satisfying our injuredpride are impossible to fulfill within the limits
of spiritual dignity, and differ from requirements that others relate
to us in a just and correct manner, Ego-generated barriers and
demands cause retaliatory responses (inner lawsuits). Many di-
vorces begin with inner lawsuits which persist an entire lifetime.
Nationalor racial conflicts persist for generations. When tense and
trying situations occur we should ask whether we carry grudges,
harbor prejudices, or list demands that have to dowith injured pride.
For crescendo-of-awfulness situations this hexagram counsels us

to hold still, hold firm, and hold together. Holdingstill refers to
keeping our inner thoughts quiet and neutral; we neither seek a
comprehensive solution, nor to know the outcome. (Our ego, in
striving to maintain control, cannot endure the ambiguity of not
knowing.)
Holding firm means we donot doubtour innersenseof truth, or

abandon whatwe have learned in our/ Ching experiences. We hold
firm to whatis correct. If we waver, by doubting what we know, or
by worrying about what the outcomewill be, we begin to defend
ourselves. Efforts at self-defense, however, are only bravado. The
more we struggle, themore we undermine ourselves. In this predica-
ment we must hold firm. This means we brace ourselves against our
ownanxiety, as if we were standingin the surf, allowing a large wave
to go by; the powerof the false dragon, like the energy of the wave,
dissipates ifwe are determined to stand fast. Its power lies solely in
its ability to arouse our fears and doubts. Our power,on the other
hand, growsto the extent that weare willing to trust the Unknown.
Holding together means that in spite ofall challenging forces we

do not give up on others’ superior potential, or on their ability to
perceive and correct their errors. Too conveniently we brand
society’s worstoffenders as subhuman;no oneis outside the human
family. Each ofus has the potential to be the worst sort of human
being, given appropriate conditions. The more we deny that there is
an understandable reason for others’ behavior, and the more we
condemn them as impossible, the more we trap them into wrongdo-
ing. Our rigidity aids and abets their misunderstandingofthe truths
of life, A just and correct pointof view is always moderate.
Perseverance furthers. A determined, independentattitude tames

strength (in this case the negative power offear and doubt). Here,
strength refers to mindless energy to do something to ease the
tension, Through persevering—not responding to this pressure—
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great poweris produced. Wealso develop strengthofcharacter, and
thus “nourish people of worth.”In strengthening our innerselves,
we strengthen the superior potential in others. The counsel to “not
eatat home,” means that we resist doing the easy, comfortable thing,
“The firm ascends to the top” means that through remaining firmly
persevering we transcendthe challenges, thus honor the Sage.
Heaven within the mountain means that although we have the

correct ideas in mind, “the heavy burden of knowledge mustbe shut
awayin silence” until the doors of receptivity in other people open,
and a “real influence”can take place. Throughout the first five lines
of the hexagram the timeis not ripe,but the last line indicates that
the time has come when obdurate resistance gives way and anoutlet
is offered for the release of stored-up energies. This changein con-
ditions occurs through no effort on our part; if we try to makeithappen,we“fly before being fledged,”as it is putin thefirst line of
Preponderance of the Small (Hex. 62).
Giving “actualityto the past” refers to others who disciplined and

developed themselves, whoheld to their principles in the face of
adversities. When wehold to our principles and control our ego, we
share their experiences, and thusgive actuality to the past. Remem-
bering them helpsusto be strong. The correct wayto study the past
isnot just to consult the/ Ching, butreally to discipline our inferiors
and apply the counselofits lines.

First Line: Danger!It furthers one to desist! Fear and anticipation
have jarred us off-balance so that we stand ready to engage in
conflict and striving. Ourenergyis no longer centered, butdirected
forward.Itis time to keepstill within, not to act; keeping still enables
us to compose ourselves. The assault of the false dragon makes us.
wantto use any meansto do what justice and right seem to demand,
but doing anything now would complicate things, requiring us to
retreat. For the moment we must endure the inappropriate andevil
situation, to give those responsible for it the space they need to
correct themselves,

We should also avoid doubting what we know to be true—that
those misbehaving are in the wrong. We mustnot excuse them, but
rely on the Unknown to show the waypast the difficulties. We
should not seek a comprehensive answerto the problem as this
would onlycreate self-conflict.
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Second Line: The axletrees are taken from the wagon. Although
we may be tempted to force our way, circumstances preventit. Being
thwarted, we should compose ourselves and remain content to wait.
Self-discipline allows creative energy to build.

‘Third Line: A good horse that follows others. Awareness of
danger, with perseverance, furthers. Practice chariot driving and
armed defense daily, To movepast a hindrance in our attitude itis
iecessary to meet anddealwith it several times. This is to “practice
chariot driving.” Adversity is the vehicle which arouses the fears and
doubts we need to face. At first we develop only an intellectual per-
ception of the correct response. Repeatedly dealing with the prob-
lem makesour intellectual perception “knowledge ofthe heart.”
A “good horse”refers to our willingness to be led through such

“practice.” Through this process we face ourfears, and endure being
jeopardized emotionally until we are able to see thatthe things we
fear are harmless.

Weare unable to follow like a good horse if we stubbomly hold
to cmotions suchas doubt, desire,or angerat injustice, which cause
us to berigid, like a balking horse. Weare helped to gain power over
them if we remember others who have enduredsimilar practice.
Until our emotions have been thoroughly dispersed, however, we
should remain aware that they will mount other attacks. Wewill
need to remain alert. Meanwhile we mustnotallow ourselves to be
worn down by hindrances.

Fourth Line: The headboard ofa young bull. Great good fortune.
‘The bull refers to the unreasoning energythatarises from hidden
emotions such as desire, fear, or anger. These energies manifest
themselves as capricious impulses to extend or defend our point of
view, whereby wepress ourselves on others. Sensing our lack of
inner independence, those wewishto influence remain unreceptive.
‘Through realizing the futility of efforts driven by our emotions we
“put a headboard” on the energy they generate, thus forestall their
“wild force.” The “headboard” of understanding enablesus to with-
draw and wait for the right time to havean effect.

Fifth Line: The tusk of a gelded boar. Good Fortune. Here, wild
force refers to energy fueled by desire. Only by inhibiting our heart’s
desires can we achieve the inner freedom and independence that
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automatically has a good effect onthe situation.

Sixth Line: One attains the way of heaven, Success. The buildup
and thrust of power is moderated by modesty and perseverancein
inner equilibrium. When the obstructions in our attitude are thus
overcome, creative cnergy is released and another stepin correcting
the general situation is achieved.
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I/ The Corners of the Mouth
(Providing Nourishment)

Kén
Chén

(Watch how you nourish yourself on fantasy, wanting,
wondering, worrying, and on feelingsofalienation. These
constitute a bowl of worms.)

Pay heedto the providing of nourishment and to what a man seeks
tofill his own mouth with. In its general sense nourishment refers to
obtaining the necessities oflife. This hexagram acknowledges our
dependency on the Higher Power forthese necessities, and counsels
thatto obtain them,we must developa correctattitude. If ourattitude
ismodest and unassuming, aware of our dependence,we willalways
receive what we need.
Nourishmentalso refers to what we feed ourself—the food we cat,

the thoughts we think, andthe information, facts, and fantasies we
entertain. Just as we should take care that what we eat is wholesome
and well-balanced, we should havea similar regard towhatwe allow
to enter our minds, for just as food and drink affect us, so do ideas.
Everything westudy in school, read in novels, or watch in the media
shapes our innerattitudes in one way or another.
Most importantare the ideas we entertain through fantasy. These

become absorbed into our thinking by default unless weare decisive
about them. Forthis reason the hexagram warns usto take great care
notto indulge idly in fantasy. We customarily think this activity
harmless; however, seemingly harmless indulgences not only shape
our fate, but they also determine how we nourish others. If we
maintain an independentyet humble attitude, we have a goodeffect
onothers. Butif we allow envy, self-pity, hardness, alienation, want-
ing, dreading, suspicion, and distrust to worm their way into our
attitude, our effect is detrimental.

Negative elements alwaysenter our minds because welisten to
them. Often such elements come from our ego which stands, as it
were, just out of sight behind us, where it can insinuate into our ear
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the flattering scenarios which justify its plans and schemes. By such
meansit slips unobtrusively into command. These scenarios arouse
all sorts of fears, doubts, and their consequent emotions; although
they have no relation to reality, we seriously base our actions on
them.
Through fantasy we become convinced that certain people,situ-

ations, or timesin our lives are more important than others. Being
convinced of the importance of something disturbs our inner bal-
ance. Webegin anticipating and watching for the effects we seek.
Ambition follows; then, perhaps, we use leverage when the desired.
results are not achieved. A similar problem occurs whenwewish to
correct what we perceive to be mistakes in important matters. Am-
bition andfear causeus to lose inner independence. Insteadof| trying
to remedy the external situation, the J Ching would haveus correct
our inner attitude, and cease indulging in fantasy.

The effort required to correct our attitude is always considerable,
but weare not meant to becomeso focussed on improvement that we
lose our receptivity. In all such circumstances we need to detach
from the situation until we have re-established our balance. Even
though some situations and peopleare more important to us because
they constitute our particular sphere of responsibility, this impor-
tance exists only to a point. Holding something as cither too
important,or of no importance, goes too far. Itis importantonly that
weact and react in a manner thatis sincere, modest, and essential,
paying no heed to whether peoplelike or dislike us. Beyond doing
our best, we must allow to happen whatwill happen.
Itis said in this hexagram that the great man nourishes and takes

care of superior men in orderto take careofall men through them.
The most important meansofobtaining nourishment from the Cos-
mosis the practice of meditation, Tranquillity is restorative. The
Taming Power of the Great (Hex. 26) counsels usto practice self-
renewal; this means that daily we should bring ourself to tranquillity,
This is done by cleansing our Ting—our innercontainerfor nourish-
ment. Self-cleansing meansto clean outall thoughts and allow
mental activity to subside. Creating inner space allows the light
forceto enterwith its restorative effect. Being recharged, we radiate
peace to others, strengthening and nourishing what is high and good
in them. The creative energy flows through us abundantly, giving
tise to creative ideas, correct perceptions, and the Cosmic view.
Thus we find thecorrect solutionsto problems. By placing himself
in this state, every great writer “invokes the muse,” every inventor
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*ees his invention, and every problem-solver findsthe “next step” in
solving his problem. Genius is the ability to receive from the
Cosmos, not, as our egos keep hoping and insisting, an ability to
contrive and think things up. Contriving generally produces only
contrivances,

First Line: You let your magic tortoise go...misfortune. Through
the invasion of doubt and envy wefall into self-pity and discontent,
losing our inner independence (magic tortoise). To doubt is to be
oppressed by feelings of hopelessness; these soon pervade every-
thing we do. Envy and wanting are communicated to others on the
inner plane and giverise to their contempt. We should not allow
ourselves to want, or to entertain mental images which compare us
with others, or which showour situation from a negative viewpoint,
or which otherwise undermine our trust in the Unknown.It is
important to restore our inner independence and self-reliance.
This line also refers to times when weallow our inferiors to

become annoyedwith people whohavenot disciplined their inferi-
ors. Thisannoyance soongives wayto feelings that they are tiresome
bothers, and that theyare hopeless. Our undisciplined inferiors view
self-development and discipline with resistance. As soon as we
listento their complaints the ego resumes leadership ofthe person-
ality. Our inferiors secretly long foralife free of responsibilities.
They do notyet see thatthe “easy way” is a delusion, and that the
hard way of modesty, forgiveness, and conscientiousness is infi-
nitely more satisfying because we do not become enmeshed in self-
conflict. Tofail to forgive others pinches and truncates thesoul, and
sets into motion the oppression ofa false path.

Second Line: Deviating from the path to seek nourishment from
the hill. Continuing to do this brings misfortune. Througha feeling
of weakness wedothingsin a careless way. For example, we hope
to have a better influence by going along with someone else’s
wrongdoing; then we trust the Sageto provide protection from the
consequences. Accepting the Sage’s help while not making a true
effort to be correct is unworthy;it leads to misfortune.

Third Line: Turning away from nourishment. Perseverance
brings misfortune. Do notact thusfor ten years. The commentary to
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this line mentions that the gratification of physical desire and
“mad pursuit ofpleasure for the satisfaction of the senses”can neve
lead to our goal. We often receive this line when our inferior
complain thatthe path of the Sageis too ascetic, and thatifwe follos
it “we” (our inferiors) will neverfind the happiness we seek.
line, however,is simply a statementofoneof the fundamental trut
oflife, that happiness cannotbe attained through the pursuit o
pleasure andthegratification ofthe senses. The lures of seducti
are false paths; although they seem to promise happiness,
promiseis never fulfilled, because here we are dealing with deliv
sion, What theline predicts is true: to seek nourishment of the lower
self at the expenseofthe higherself always brings misfortune and
suffering, if not now, further downthe road.

Weshould also be aware that receiving this line may indicate lesy
obvious formsof “nourishment that doesnot nourish.” For example,
it mayreferto our secking to have our ego-self-image (orself-imy
portance) recognized by others. Wedothis when we argue to provi
weare right, or when we strive to changea circumstance towhat
think it should be. Emotional dependency on others, or on the
situation’s progressing in a certain way, leads away from our goal,
Trusting that events lead in the correct direction, despite their

ap.

pearances, results in inner independence and strength of character,
A less obvious form of bad nourishment occurs when we seek t

haveour lives perfectly secure and unchallenged. Our relationshi
with the Unknown, and our freedom from pacts and certaintie;
enablesus to be ofuse in the world. This usefulness nourishes us

with inexhaustible nourishment. Therefore, we should not seek to
knoweverything comprehensively, or to have consummate power}
we should seek only to keep detached and open-minded in response
to the challengeof the moment.

Fourth Line: Turningto the summit for provision of nourishment
brings good fortune. We tum to the correct source of nourishment
when wescck mastery over ourinferiors. This effort leads to the help
weneed to “bite through” obstacles to unity with others.

Fifth Line: Turning awayfrom the path, one should not cross the
great water. To remain persevering brings good fortune. We lack
the strength to nourish others through being reserved and self»
reliant. The Sage cannot make us strong. Although weare dependent i
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on his guidance, we mustdo the work ofdisciplining our inferiors.
We automatically nourish others in a beneficial way when we
hourish ourselves correctly, but when we feed our inferiors on
hegative thoughts and fantasies, our strength is undermined.

Sixth Line: The source of nourishment. Awareness of danger
brings good fortune. It furthers oneto cross the great water, The
source of true nourishment is the Sage, who supports and helpsus.
All benefits come from the Sage’s intervention on our behalf. The
(anger referred to is that when things go well we tend to grow
comfortable andcareless, forgetting our dependence on the Sage.
Notonly do we forget our dependence, but we also forget the respon-
sibility that accompanies the help wereceive. Our responsibility is
(oworkto rescuethe others to whom weare connected byinner tics.
We rescue them by remaining conscientious in serving what is high
and good within ourself. A careless, presumptuous altitude always
incurs danger.
“Crossing the great water” means that it is time to pull ourselves

logether by displacing the influence of our Inferior Man, and by
disciplining our inferiors. We do this by attending to our inner
nourishment; this means we sort out and resolutely discard all
thoughts, fantasies, false comforts, and self-deceptions that are
unworthy of inner dignity. Amongthe mostvain self-deceptions is
the fantasy that all progress is of our making. Weservethe Sage
when we remember that inallsituationsthe Sage, as a third party, is
present; when success occurs, itis always duc to having engaged the
help of the Higher Power. Weneed to rememberhow we have been
helped, and not forget that others, who havenotyet discovered this
wonderful nourishment, have potential for good. We forget their
good potential when we become preoccupied with their mistakes
and bad habits of mind. In detaching and proceeding on our path, we
renew our humility and once more become trueto ourself. Being true
to ourself weare in harmonywith the Cosmos, Only by nourishing
ourself with humble thoughts can we surmount the dangers (cross
the great water), and continue to transmit to others the good
nourishment we receive from the Sage.
‘The Sageis readily available to all who seck his help, without

exception. Anyone who is sincere and open-minded will find
himselfaided and nourished ifhe consults the / Ching. Moreover, we
must notbe deluded by the false tradition that the Sage can only be
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consulted by this or thatmeans, or only so often,or only ifwe are
ol

acertain age. The Sage, source of our nourishment, is always
sible and responsive to the sincerity and humility of an open min
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28.

Ta Kuo | Preponderanceof the Great
Tui
Sun

(Itisatimeofgreat opportunity, thereforea timeto take great
care.)

‘There are powerful moments in life which present opportunities to
make progress. Everything is inastate of flux, ready to establish a
few direction, either towards improvement, or towards stagnation.
‘This is the moment we haye been preparing for. Although this
moment may seem too big, or the situation too difficult for us to
handle (the “weightof the great” being excessive), if we concentrate
all our energies on being conscientious and correct, mecting every
event, good or bad,with acceptance, wewill win the help we need
to conquer the difficulties. The time is like that described in
Hemingway’s Old Man and the Sea, when the old man finally
hooked the big fish of his life. Landing it required his greatest
attention,discipline, and courage.

The weight of the great is excessive means that the pressures
exerted by the situation are great. The danger, symbolized by the
sagging ridgepole, is that through allowing ourself to be influenced
by these pressures, we may lose our inner equilibrium.A straightand
firm ridgepole symbolizes our will to go on in a balanced and
independentway.“The ridgepole sags” when we become infected
with doubt. On seeing the difficulties ofthe situation our inferiors
become alarmed. Theytry to determine whatwill happennext.Their
fears produce an energyto react. If they take controlof our person-
ality, firmness will degenerate to hardness, withdrawal to retali-
ation, and perseverance to ambition to overcome the situation with
sweeping effort. On perceiving success, they wantto stop and luxu-
riate in enjoyment and self-congratulation; on perceiving renewed
difficulties they want to give up altogether. With each change of
direction our ego threatens to collapse our inner equilibrium and
independence. The remedyis to cease anticipating, and to return to,

dependence on the Higher Power. Wecease allowing ourselves to
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press forward, orto think ofgiving up.
This hexagram alsorefers to strong elements in others that m:

them assault us with their fears, mistrust, doubt,or desire. (Strong!refers to impetuous movement to resolve what is ambi: iguous.) Bein
thus assaulted we feel pressure to forego modesty and patience. Wi
can meet this challenge ifwe remain detached and allow the chang
to proceedasthey will. Then our wayoflife will slowly penetrate
to others without pressure, explanation, or demonstration, Such
“gentle penetration” allows healing and attraction to occur nattt»
rally. To betruly rich is to remain modest; to be truly powerfulis

,

remain reticent. Through modesty andreticence we achievea real
superiority over the situation,

First Line: To spread white rushes underneathmeans to take great
care, We remainalert to each changein the situation. We cautiously,
even hesitantly, proceed if the situation opens; we retreat the instant
we feel the slightest resistance.
;
Extraordinary times oftenrefers to an ongoing situationor reli:tionship with a particular personorpersons. Thi: relationship cally

for extraordinary caution to extend over a long period of time, until,
the causes of the difficulty are resolved. One is dealing with
entrenched habits, fears, doubts, and areas of inner burnout. Thes¢
problemscan be healed only slowly. Trust can bere-established only
gradually. To admonish people, or contend with them, or act on the
offensive, or indulge ourself in any way during such “extraordinary
times,” is to violatethe principle of extraordinary caution.

Second Line: A dry poplar sprouts at the root. This image refers
toa time of renewal and growth, Our relationship with another ig
entering a phase of renewal. Such times require great care. The
situation is similar to starting a wood fire. If, at the beginning, we —

crowd the slender flame with too many branches there will not be.
enoughair for thefire to become established. Once it is established,
wecannot ignorethefire, or forget to feed and tend it. It is the same
with relationships: we cannot afford the luxury of relaxing into
egotistical self-indulgence. It is important that we remain alert and
careful, taking care not to presume that people are more developed
and ready for close communication than they actually are. We
should not exceed the potentialof the situation,
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Third Line: The ridgepole sags to the breaking point... This
indicates that we have failed to exercise great care. The entire
structure of our workis threatened, and weare thrown into doubtand
dismay. If after this warning wepersist in a careless, presumptuous
‘titude, catastropheis assured.

Fourth Line: The ridgepole is braced. We have won other people’s
respect for ourwayoflife through being modest, approachable, and
independent. We mustnotthen allow our egoto glorifyitself by
\rying to show them that we have been right; we should remember
that we have been guided and helped by the Sage. We should avoid
thinkingthatothersare incapableof understanding and finding their
way. Insteadof trying to draw peopleto us personally, through the
appeal ofwit, charm, appearance,or success, we should rely onthe
powerof our example and rectitude. Even though the “ridgepole is
braced” we should not discard reserve and caution,or relax into
careless self-importance.

Fifth Line: Withered poplar puts forth flowers. Renewal of the
relationship cannot succeed until we have resolved the misunder-
standings which originally disrupted it. Although everything seems
fine on the surface, and eachperson tries to relate properly, the basis
for renewal is still inadequate. If we try to take advantage prema-
turely of our good work, we find that the selfish motives and
decadent ideaswhich contributed to the collapse of the relationship,
still operate. Weneed to realize that progress will continue only if
weCling to a selfless, careful, and unassuming attitude.
This line also refers to times when we allow resoluteness to

become hardness. In this case we have observed only the amenities
of doing whatis right.Atrue sacrificeofself is needed, Maintaining
a “relationship with those below” means that we maintain our
humility. We resist secking power and recognition, as in “sec me,the
tower on thehill.” Every humanbeing, in one way or another,is
climbing the pathof self-development. Someofusare ahead, some
behind. We mustneither be envious of those ahead, nor coldly
disdainful of those behind. We donotgive anyoneupas hopeless.

Maintaininga relationship with those below can refer to matters
of health,Wemust remain awareofthe needsofour bodily inferiors,
and not neglect totake care of them. Neglect would be a luxurious
act.
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Sixth Line: He goes through the water..... Careless self-confidence

and presumption cause us to plunge ahead to accomplish our task,
no matter what happens.It is presumptuous to expect thatwewill
protected from the consequencesofour mistakes by the Unknown:
Instead of conscientiously allowing ourself to be guided by the
moment, being alert to each changeso that wedo not lose our inner
balance, we let everything go andsay,“I need not concern myself
with what is correct; whatever happenswill be all right.” It iy.
essential to remain firm in what is essential and correct, to thus
“attend scrupulouslyto everything.” This is also to be responsible,
To think “who cares,” or “it doesn’t matter what happens,” need:
lessly causes the water to “go over our head.”
If we havealready behaved over-zealously, without firstattaining

the helpofthe Sage, it will be necessary to endure the dangerous _

results indicated by the image of the watergoing over our head. Even
though we may have followedourprinciples, and remain free of
blame,it is dangerous anduselessto attempt to impose our will on
others.
In addition to warning us against over-zealous or presumptuous:

behavior, this line confirms that some things are more important
than life. Sometimes itis necessary, for the good of the whole,to give

]

up something we value beyond almost everything else. This sacri-
fice is to have the watergo over our head. Being responsible means
that we arewilling to endureit. Whateverhappens, we strive only to
keep ourself independentand balanced. Such conscientiousness and
modesty meetthe Creative halfway, and thereby engageits help to:

see us through the situation.

29.

K’an | The Abysmal (Water)

(Ambition and presumption always lead to danger.)

Danger, in the J Ching, refers to any emotion which leads to the
thought of giving up, or to abandoning the steady, slow path of
patient perseverance, Danger generally comes from restless discon-
tent which leads to ambition andto a lossofour inner balance. On
becoming too ambitious we then expect that our efforts should
generate visible progress. We mustbe willing to see things through
without looking for visible progress. Only a steady, persevering
disengagementand inner independence, by which we remain true to
our higher nature, will win in the end.

Whether weare trapped in an emotional abyssof despair, or in an
abysmal situation, this hexagram counsels us to ‘keepstill,’ for any
effort to changethe situation only makes it worse. For nowit is
useless to think of why wearein the situation, or of how to get out
of it. All energy mustbe put towardrelating properly and silencing
inner conflict until we cease thinking of giving up, and until the
correct remedy shows itself.
‘This hexagram confirms thatin spite of appearances there isa way

that leads outof danger and difficulty, but we may not find this way
if we remainin an emotionalstate of mind, Whenour emotions rule,
our reasoning powersare said to be enclosedin the dark. When the
soul is “locked up within the body,” we are not internally free.
Danger comes from wanting, from fearing, and from being

ambitiously goal-oriented instead of perseveringly path-oriented.
When we longfora particular solution, orfor the comforts of another
time,or simply for relief, we strive restlessly to bring the unpleasant
situation to an end; we abandon the slow, step-by-step work that
creates enduring change.

Whenwedoubt that by workingwith the Creative, and by working
with time, wewill attain what we seck, desire to make swift progress
is the culprit. Our inferiors resent having to follow what they see as
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a tedious, dubious process to correct matters. Another culprit, envy,
occurs when welisten to our inferiors’ resentmentat having to be
correct when others do wrong without penalty.

Desire and envy occur becauseat some timein our past welearned
to doubt the healing powerof truth; we also learned impatience,
rejecting the wayofthe Creative to mend things through the vehicle
of time. Such thoughts come from our childish inferiors who think
only of their fears or desires. They secretly insinuate these fears
because they have become convinced that without forcing matters,
life will trick them outof happiness. By listeningto these ideas we
forget the obvious—that true and enduring happinesscan be attained
only by establishing the conditions which createit.
Because happiness depends, to a certain extent, on other people’s.

spiritual development, we mustgive them the space they need to err,
that they maygain the insights which lead to growth. So long as we
desire personal comforts and are ambitious to make speedy prog-
ress, not only will we fail to arouse good in others, but our doubt,
fear, and ambition will feed their distrust of us, and block the help
ofthe Creative.

Pressing ahead is a mistake that engages ourpride. Pride in turn
makesit difficult for us to return to the path of humble and patient _

perseverance. It is importantto relinquish hurt pride, and to disen-
gage from looking atthe situation, and from any feelings of concern,
disappointment, or hopelessness that such lookingcreates.

Dangeralso refers to an innerpressure to do something simply to
end the ambiguity of the situation. We should persevere in non-
action until this pressure is dispersed and we regain neutrality and
clarity of mind.
The image of waterfalling into the abyss, filling the low places

and passing on, symbolizes the Chinese doctrine of wu wei, which
meansto flow with events and allow time to work, rather than
resistingit. Through nonresistance and acceptance werely on the
healing action ofnatureto resolve dangers.
The activewater symbolized by K’ an represents the most sincere,

pure effort we can putforth to do whatis right. Weneed to be aware,
however, that whensincereeffort fails to produce tangible results,
our ego, which measures our effort and is always secking rewards,
enters to demand that wegive up “fruitless”effort. This sort of
thinking endangers perseverance, for danger is always incurred,
from ourego’s pointof view, whenwe try to do the right thing and
fail. If we can persevere through these dangers,wewill fill up these
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holes in our character. ‘

‘The J Ching approach to dangeris to be sincere in trying to
understand the situation from the Cosmic viewpoint. Attaining the
Cosmic viewpoint corrects our inner attitude, In the Cosmic view,
we should retreat when the dark force enters and advance when the
light force returns. Keeping ourself detached we avoid throwing
ourselves awayor engagingour pride. We remainfree to respond to
the ebb andflow of the situation. Without predetermining what to
do, we cling to whatis relevant and essential; we do notallow ourself
to be turned asideby pacts our ego has exacted—promises to “give
this thing upif itdoesn’t work,”or, to do thus and thus in “this case.”
Instead, we keep open and allow ourself to be guided by the
requirements of inner truth, to which we keep assiduously tuned.
Another danger comes from expectation and presumption, as

opposed to keeping an open mind. Weare open-minded when we
remember that everyone hasthe potential to succeed andto develop
his higher nature. It is an arrogant presumption (playing God) to
decide what the future holds, and whether peoplecan,orwill, grow.
Perseveranceis requiredif weare to keep our minds open in the face
ofobviously inferior behavior.

If, on the other hand, we expect or presume that a person’s
potential for good will come forward to right matters, we go too far.
Wecan only clingto the idea that he is capable of pulling himself
together. Whether or not he develops his Cosmic blueprint and
fulfills his true nature is entirely up to him. Everyone must prove
himself.
To be open-minded simply meansto be unassuming, one way or

another. Itis one thing to “cling” to the idea that “somehow a person
will come through,” and another to assumeit. Such assumption
gives him the mistaken impression that he has no need to develop
himselforto correct his mistakes.

Tothe alert person whois neutral in attitude,a difficult, obstrep-
erous, unreasonable, or unjust personwill betray himself, regardless
of how he may attemptto disguise himself,or to flatter his way into
acceptance. The alert one should be determined notto be manipu-
lated.
Alertness means that we do not automatically assume good or bad

things about people; instead, we listen to them. In doing so wefeel
their innocence,or lackofit. We should inwardly insist that they be
trustworthy. If at some former time they have erred in dealing with
us, we should be ready to return our trust to them, but only when we
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feelcertain that theyare firmly committed to doing whatis correct,
In doing this we should hesitantly feel our way, andrestrict ourselves
to problems that directly concern us; we do not interfere in other
people’s problems. Thisis the way the Cosmos deals with us. Itis the
‘way we are meant to deal with others. Whatever we may have done:
before, the Sage welcomes our choiceto return to the correctpath,
yet he is unwavering in his demands for committed and reliable
virtue.
Just as we should avoid expecting things of people, we should.

avoid expecting, in the sense of “relying on,” the Creative to benefit
us. Good luck is the result of a humble and unassuming attitude
toward the Unknown. The minute we congratulate ourselves on
having good luck,it disappears. We maynot presume on God,so to
speak. Presumption is similar to expecting a gift. Expectation
deprives the giver ofhis joy and of the spontaneous appreciation that
makes him wish to share his good fortune with us. When we depend
on a situation in a presuming way, we may expect it to fail.

First Line: In the abyss one fails into the pit. Wanting a thing to
happenbefore itis ready to happen exposes usto the danger of doubt.
Evenasmall doubt may cause us to depart from our path. We should
retreat and find peace in acceptance.

Second Line: One shouldstrive to attain small things only. This
is definitely not thetimefor big measures; we lack the strength and
clarity to overcome the deficiencies of the time. Any effort to
extricate ourself will not work; therefore we are counseled to “be
content with small gains.” We receive this line when we seek
comprehensive answersin order to drive forward and make sizable
gains. Our state of mind is such that even if we possessed such
answers, we would notbe able to implement them. Therefore, it is
bestto strive only to let go and allow ourself to be led. Even striving
tolet go, or to free ourself of emotions, entails considerable effort.

Third Line: Abysson abyss. Every step leadsto danger. Ambition,
expectation, or feelings of negation have created troublesome re-
sponses in others. These troublesome responses cause us to doubt
ourself and the path of docility, creating a pressure to act. This
Pressure to do something is dangerous. We should return to neutral-
ity and disengagement until we haveattained the correct perspec-
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tive, and until the way outofthe difficulty shows itself.
Itis necessary to become accustomed to the dangers encountered

in waiting, for all creative action is achieved through keeping our
altitude correct and steady while the inner attitudes of others are
being influenced to grow. Our inner independence and detachment
Must be maintained. When things get better, we must guard against
becomingattached to the luxury of things being better. When things
jel worse, we must guard against wanting and its consequent
pressures: ambition, striving, wondering, and wavering.
‘The chief means of making progress is keeping our heart con-

stantly steady and our inner independence intact. This requires that
we keepourinferiors strictly disciplined up to the very “cloud
heights,”as it is put in thesixth line of Development (Hex. 53). A

willing submissiveness to the divine will and acceptance of the
Unknown empowers inner truth.
Detachment requires having a goal, yet not being goal-oriented.

Our general purpose remains thatof rescuingall, as well as any
particular ones. It is important to realize that we will waver,
nevertheless, trying to keepsteady will draw the help of the Creative.
Wecan rely on the power generated from holding firmly to our
principles, Such holding together (see Hex. 8) not only empowers
truth, it brings the help of the Higher Power. This provides the
chance happenings that pointoutthetruth as obvious. We become
ambitious only when we doubt that this help will come, and when
fear invades ourserenity. We need to realize that timeis the vehicle
of the Creative, and to reassure ourselves that we have the time to
wait. Time is notof the essence, timeis the essence.

Fourth Line: Earthen vessels simply handedin through the win-
dow. The Sage, knowing that we are endangered by doubt and
misunderstanding, comesto our aid; consequently, we are enlight-
ened by a breakthrough in our understanding.

Fifth Line: The abyssis not filled to overflowing. If the time is not
ripe for a thing to happen,it will not happen. Wanting a thing to
happen beforeits time brings the dangeroffrustration and doubt.
Ambition leadsto danger. Thepath of least resistance for now is to
retreat from striving. This path is correct andin line with duty.

Sixth Line: Bound with cords and ropes. Even though we under-
stand the correct way, we persist in doing things “our way.” We
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allow ourego to lead, and thus maintain a wrong attitude. Misfc
comes because we presson, taking matters into our hands, ThisI
wamnsofthe failure we may expect in maintaining such obstinac
The remedy is return to the path of perseverance.

Danger comes because wefail to understand the paradoxii
way the Cosmos works. We become frustrated, throw up our hand
and cannot find the way out. We donotrealizethat life is meant|
be a paradoxical, ironical puzzlethatcan only be solved by follow
ing the true andthe good, and through being selfless and sincere,
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Li/ The Clinging, Fire

ii ==
Li

(Through detachment and acceptance we acquire a moderate
and just view of things.)

‘This hexagram concerns disengaging, in order to attain clarity,

secing things moderately, and clinging to the power of truth to

emerge, even if we do notyet perceive what the truthis.
The imageoffire clinging to something in orderto burn symbol-

ives theattitude weneed if weare to attain and keepclarity of mind.

Clarity, likefire, can endure onlyif itclings to something thatis not
casily exhausted. The inexhaustible is the universal truth we dis-

coverin our study ofthe J Ching.
When the dark powerofdoubt threatens, we should cling towhat

we havelearned, trustingit to prove reliable; we can wholeheartedly

rely on the powerof truth to prevail. We turn everything over to the

Sage, and attend only to keeping doubt dispersed and our attitude
independent and balanced. It is important to persevere through

moments of potential wavering, when we might begin to doubt the

Sage’s counsel, and what wehave learned from our 1 Ching studies.

When events seem foreboding and people seem evil, we should

rememberthe good that was and that still has potential in them. The

moreevil they seemto be, the more resolutely we must cling to that

potential. If we clingto the invisible sparks of light thatare eclipsed

by their inferior natures, the power of clinging will enable the dark

force to be overcome.
Wealso need to keep our mind open by clinging to the potential

of the situation. Regardless of how impossible it seems that a

situation might improve, such an improvementcan happen if we
remain firm and independent in attitude, and openits being possible.

Ithelpsif weclingto the fact that the Creative followsan invisible,

zig-zag course; we need to be willing to endure ambiguousand dis-

ruptive times while the Creative resolves the problem its own way.
Careof the cow brings good fortune. The docility and acceptance
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of the cow epitomizes the attitude which leads to clarity. To become
docile we let go ofall resistance to, and rejection of, what is
happening. We accept every twist andturn of eventsas something.
uscful and essential to the creative Process. Wecling docilely to
whatis goodin ourselves and others, even if this is the smallest of
embers. Through docility we are able to keep disengaged from the
inferior power. When others are sharp, we can be dull, able to
maintain a moderate and just view of our own andof their mistakes,
Docility thus allows clarity and inner independence to return.The powerofgood liesin the consistency ofour determination to
serve the Higher Power. We take an active interest in rescuing others
bygiving them space to find their way; we give them space through
clingingto their true natures, regardless of how much or how long
this nature has been eclipsed. Clinging to these inner realities causes
a breakthrough in the obdurate situation, and brings abouta revolu-
tion in people’s attitudes,
Inmaintaining docility itis important not to judge things solely bytheir external appearances, for in doing so we lose our sense of the

inner truth of the matter. It helps if we clingto the view that “things
are as they need to be” for Purposes weare not able tosee. If we areable to focus only on externals, either vanity, desire,or fear are the
culprits. We want to know how the external circumstance makes us
look,or wefear that others will misinterpret our failure to act—our
hot takinga stand. We should vigorously resist the considerations
and demands of vanity, and the disruptions to our equilibrium
causedbydesire.
Often, those enviousofour inner independence try to engage usin the king-of-the-heap game. They wish to knowif our strength is

real. If they canjar us off balance, they will remain content not to
grow, stuckin their defensive rigidity, If they succeed in making us
feel threatened, their ego will achieve a victory.

Perhaps itis more important that the challenges people present to
us uncover doubts westill have about ourself, or our path. Through
uncovering these doubts weareable to deal with them, Docility and
detachment are the only correct Tesponses to such challenges.
Docility becomes easy, once we discard the vanity of being con-
cerned with howothers regardus. Docility enables us to understand
and be patient with ourselves and others,

First Line: The beginning holds the seed ofall that is to follow,
This line indicates that through meditating on first awakening, we
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re able to intercept, examine, and discard inferior thoughts the
instant they enter consciousness. If they are not intercepted at this

point, when theyare only faint moods, and when their energies are

at their lowest ebb, they quickly increase in suength andare able to
dominate our thoughts for the rest of the day. Then we are unable to
prevent the frustrationsthat cause our personalities to disintegrate,

Second Line: Yellow light. Supreme good Fortune. Yellow light
refers to lookingat things moderately. Recciving this line counsels
us to follow the mean. Reading the hexagram Peace,aeshould not cause undue enthusiasm, nor should Darkening of t a
Light makeus fecl depressed. Neither good nor bad times shou!

cause usto lose our emotional equilibrium. If we regard such oe)
as occasionsfor self-development, no shockwill set us off-balance.

When we understand correctly the meanings of the hexagrams} nee
bring a sense of enlightenment and release from the tensions st
misunderstanding the truths oflife. Truth is never a glaring ae
reality (white light); it is a moderate understanding (yellow lig! nt).

Also, we should not hold to bad experiences as reason for being
hard and fastin ourrules. If someone has failed to pay us the money
he owes, we should not then be hard on others whom we know to be
conscientious. Weneedto listen to ourinner feelings and to our inner
senseof truth,

ird Line: In the light of the setting sun, men either beat the potonde or loudly bewail the approachofold age. MeigenTNS
fear and worry about the time required to obtain recognizal le

progress, we put ourselves in the wrong balance. If,eanwe can accept the fact that things will be fulfilled when they will,
then we secure ourfate by making them possible. So long as the

stands by expectantly measuring and weighing progress, the Bes
force of doubt operates, making it impossible for the power of goo
to manifest itself. Receiving this line reminds us that adversity ae
only for a time; through it we shape our character. The ner ol

adversity clarify and purify our natures, as fat is rendered from

bacon.

Fourth Line: It flames up, dies down, is thrown away. Worry isthe
fire that consumes. We know that perseverance over a period of time
is necessary to accomplish our goals; nevertheless, our eeecomplain about the length of time this requires. Their complaints
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causeus to doubt ourself, the great-man potential in others, and th

Creative. We need to silence ourcomplaining inferiors and stop.
obsessive preoccupation with ourdifficulties. We can dothrefusing resolutely to listen further, and by refusing to allow then{“Jook” at the difficulties. We can also gain their cooperation )

explaining to them that their activity only makes things worse, By

such means we may overcome their resistance, and thereby reston
clarity and steadfastness. As long as they doubt, there can be i

success,

Fifth Line:Tearsin floods, sighing and lamenting. Good,{fort
Thecommentary tothis line mentions thata “real changeof heart
taken place,” eitherin oursclf or another.

Weattain a clear view when, in going through difficulties,
acknowledge that adversity is necessary for growth, and when
humbly accept whatis happening. This changeofheart displaces
vain considerations that accompany change, such as the dread 0

growing older, of becoming lessattractive, being alone, or of having!
to dic. We undermine the powerof the ego when were: wh

despiteits bravado,it has had nothing to do with our success, and.
an obstruction to progress.
The changeofheart also refersto having given up efforts to for

conclusionsto oursituations through contrived means. Even thou;
we have thought such means justifiable, sincerity has caused us
return to the correct way.

Sixth Line: /t is best to kill the leaders. The mostevil ringleadery
of disorder in the personality are vanity and pride—the ego,whether
itis self-depreciating, self-congratulating, or self-defending.
Vanity appears whenour decisions and actions concern the wa

others see us. Our pride becomes wounded when weextend ourse!
1

more than halfway in meeting others; then we begin to construc!
defenses against them because we have foolishly thrown ourself’
away. When wefail in such an effort we engage vanity andprid
Both vanity and pride emanate from thespoiled child within, which
is ever pushing to obtain fellowship with others whether ornotth
conditions for itare correct. This spoiled child disdains waiting, and
puts out an cither/or demand for measurable progress. It also |

distrusts help from the Cosmos, soit attempts to do everything
byitself. A person with humility realizes that acquiring the help of the

invisible Sageis essential to every undertaking; therefore, he iy
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juilient andpersevering.
_

The childish self (ego) cannotbe eradicated totally, but its worst
iy mustbe subdued. There is no wayto fight vanity directly,
ecause it is notvisible as one entity. It is visible, however, in its

iiny manifestations, and these may be combatted individually.
Anong these manifestations are desire and impatience, which have
ihwir origins in fear and doubt. Vanity is also present when wesee
ourselves as rejected, alone, abandoned. Vanity causes us to want
“\nside knowledge,” to have a “handle” on things, and to seck
‘ssurances that things will workto our satisfaction. Vanity Causes us
enviously to compare our fate to others. It makes us think that
everything in life is dependent on human decisions; it causes us to
forget that the Cosmos is at work putting thingsto right, and that we
{ire not required to accomplish everything by ourselves. -Pride, too, is elusive, manifesting as impatience, anger, giving up,
and vindictiveness. The image is given in the J Ching thatif the
mountain (our character) is to stand for a long time,it should be
broadly based (steady andtolerant), not narrow and steep (proud).

Simple self-acceptance is something luminous to which to cling.
Otherwise, wetendto test and probe why weexist, or why we are
affected by things which arouse our discontent (envy).We should be
on guard against the slightest entrance of these, or any emotions
which threatenour inner independence. In resolutely apprehending
them at the beginning weare ableto resist their pressures and block
their negative energies.

?

Finally, having successfully resisted evil, we should avoid be-
coming the martyred good person—still another vanity.
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(An ‘influence’is about to take place—an unexpected
event which will challenge our inner stability.)

This hexagram statesthat the steady, quiet influence exerted bya
strong, independent personality, involuntarily causes others to
“respond cheerfully and joyously.” Because a steady, quict attitude
attracts, the hexagram also concems wooing and the courtship.
between the sexes, The correct kind of attraction does not involve
seduction, The example given is the Sage, whose steady, quict
influence “encourages people to approach him.”
The superior man encourages people to approach him by his

readiness to receive them. First, this means receptivity to others, The
kind of receptivity needed is a willing suspension of disbelief,
Regardless of how a person may have presented himself to us before,
or how we maybe inclined to regard him becauseof whatothers sayabout him, we try to keep an open mind. Such readiness has a
creative effect. Even if we have momentarily become involved in a.
negative exchange, restoring an open mind (an inner neutrality
achieved through dispersing orletting go of all opinions andfeel-
ings) can deprive a negative situationofits tension and even reverse
it. This allows another’s highernature to return.
The sccond meaning of readiness has to do with influencing

others. Before we can successfully influence others, we need to be
Teceptive to the suggestions of the Sage. These suggestions are
voiced quietly unless weare in imminent danger, in which case we
may heara loud, warningvoice. Itisnecessary, therefore,to keep our
innerear receptively attuned,as if we were awaiting instructions
from theCosmos. a a~~Readiness also means that one’s attitude is innocent and inde-

pendent, free_of self-importance and emotional pressure:
balanced andalert, we automatically and without effort or intention
receive and transmit good influences to others, acting as a conduit
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for the Cosmos to speak and act. Emotions suchasdesire, anxiety,
feelings of negation, and alienation, not only block ourability to
receive from the Cosmos; they also transmit our dependence and
weaknesswith a destructive‘effect.Aweakinner
selfthatvacillates

{rom

desiretodoubt,tromhope
tofear, and from like to dislike, is

immediately perceived by others. Moreover, weakness and depend-
ence make us objects of contempt, challenge, and aggression,
invoking the king-of-the-heap game; inthisweakened

stateweare_more affectedbyothers”positiveornegativeTectings.
correct

inner attitude, in addition to making us a conduit for the Creative,
holds other people’s egos in check, cultivatesthesuperiormanwithin them, and freesus from being unconsciously affected by their
inner feelings.
‘The essenceofthis hexagram is contained in the sum ofits lines.

‘The first line mentions an influence which originatesin the toe; in
the second, the influence originates in the calfof the leg; in the third
itoriginates in the thighs. Thetoe, calf, and thigh represent impulses
whichare driven by emotions andthe proddingsof one’s ego. In the
fourth line the influence comes from theheart. If this influence is
“constantand good,” the “effects producedare right”; thus, keeping
our heart steady and independent is our primary work, In the fifth
line balance is lost: influence which originates in the neck means that
although we seckto maintain thecorrect attitude, weare so intenton
succeeding that we lose our receptivity. In the sixth line the influence
comes from the mouth, meaning thatan influence based solely on
wordsorlogic has little or noreal influence, regardless of intent.
Words have real meaning when they come fromaheart steadily
tuned to whatis high and good.
Receiving this hexagram often indicates that “an influence” is

aboutto take place in which wewill be challenged to hold to the
correct wayof influencing others. Weare counselled to monitor our
inner feelings and maintain ourinner independence, and notreact to
any elements which would stimulate desire, fear, anger, or a relaxa-
tion of inner discipline. If our attitude is perseveringly neutral, then
the creative energies of the Cosmoswill be aroused andour response
willbe correct; if not, the pressures of the momentwill cause our ego
to surface and spoil the good influence we would otherwise have. An
innocent and independent attitude draws back those whoare es-
tranged, and keeps ata distance those whopress themselves onus for

personal and selfish reasons.
Whenwedo have an opportunity to be helpful in a conversational
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way, we should takecarenotto go further than the moment allows,
When reticence is lost we cease being a conduit for the Cosmos; we
cannot hear within if we are infected with ambition,or attachment
to “havingan influence.” Whenwefail to sec that others’ receptivity
is waning, we throw ourself away.

Ambition is alwaysdriven by desire. Desire,in turn, is driven by
the doubt that things will not succeed by simply allowing them to
workouton their own, andbythe arrogant presumption that people
are unable tofind the truth by themselves, or that they should not be
allowed space and timein which to grow. Doubt, desire, ambition,
and restless effort|comefromour

childishego.It distrusts the Un-wee . a 11known, and suspects that evenifwe were obedient to theDivineWill *

in allowing things to proceed through their changes, we would
somehowbe cheatedof attaininghappiness.As long aswe allow the
childish self and its rationales to hold sway without resistance and
discipline, we cannot achieve the true humility and acceptance that
leads to the help our inferiors so much want. In this way we
perpetuate the vicious circle of no progress.

Weshould not consciously attempt toincite responses in others,
or to push matters along. We should disengage from their efforts to
incite responsesin us, cither throughflattery, seduction, manipula-
tion,or irritation. Conscious manipulation always springs from
egotistical, selfish, and vain motives; it does not allow natural
attraction to proceed along its own course. Attraction must be
allowed to develop naturally. Weallow ourself to be drawn along,
while maintaining our innocence of mind and independence of
spirit. This attitude, combined with willingness to wait through the
changes, is consistently in harmony with the Creative; it automati-
cally draws the affection and loyaltyof others.
‘The hexagram also counselsus to keep joy within bounds; this

means that we establish and keepthe correct balance in our relation-
ships. Happiness, without regard to this balance, cannot last, for
happiness is always the happy consequence of something more
fundamental. To seek joy without regard to what causesit is to
misunderstand the truth, When joy (or gain) becomesanend in itself,
we seck pleasure for its own sake(orprofit and possessionsas ends
in themselves), and create all the conditions which cause suffering
in life. True joy, in intimate relationships, arises from harmony
between people’s essential selves, A communion of spirits is the
natural result of sincerity, truth, and a selfless devotion to the good
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and the great. When the joy experienced becomes something we
strive to maintain, joy becomes an end in itself rather than the happy
consequence of following the good. Pursuing joy, weonly experi-
encethe discontentof striving; then envy and possessiveness grow

vershadow all.° Thesis ofour mind and the attitudeofour spiritaffect the whole
universe. Therefore, it is best to be conscientiously correct, even out
of the sight and hearingof others. In Chinese philosophy itis said
that the slightest wave of the hand moves molecules all the wayto
the endofthe universe.It is also true that the slightest changein our
inner attitude affects those to whom weare connected, however far
away they may be. Should wenot, then,be careful of our innermost
thoughts?

First Line: The influence shows itself in the big toe. The big toc

represents a small beginning that soon becomes a foothold—the

proverbial toe in the door. Thetoe, therefore, is the first place that

a deteriorating influence shows itself. Desire has its beginning in the
mood of wondering, and thus wondering is the first seed of decay.
Weshould check our innerattitudeto see if we are wondering, or if
there exists the slightest feeling of doubt, or discontent, or rising
self-confidence. Such feelings invariably lead to wavering, because
they are the beginning seedsof doubt. As soon as we.give these seeds,

the slightest credence, then desire, ambition, impatience, presump-
tion, arrogance, and other inferior emotions quickly

|
follow to

threaten our inner equilibrium. Once our inner equilibrium is dis-

turbed, we communicate our uncertainty to others, and lose our
ability to havea good influence. With the increase of any oneofthese
emotions our relationship with others becomes more and more
problematical.

Second Line: Influence...in the calvesofthe leg.We should not be
influenced by an apparent change, for the better or worse ina person
orin the general situation, by which we allow strong elements such
asdesire, anger, envy, or hardness to take control of ourattitude. We
should waituntilothers’ innocence and sincerity are securely estab-
lished before we relinquish our reserve, or give ourself wholcheart-

edly. In doing either of these things we throw ourself away. Mean-

while, we should not seck ways to influence, butremember thatgreat
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changes in people take time; well-established trends may not be
reversed in a wholesale manner, except superficially and temporar-
ily,

Third Line: /nfluence...in the thighs. Through followingdesire we
acceptless than whatis correct in people, orrush to believe in surface
appearances, or accept flattery. Only through inhibiting the moods
ofour heart can we retain the inner freedom and dignity which is
essential to influence them correctly.

Desire alsocauses us to wonder. Wondering is the beginning seed
which brings abouta lossof inner freedom and humility. In wonder-
ing we doubt the Creative.

Fourth Line: /f a man is agitated in mind...only those...on whom
hefixes his conscious thoughts will follow. Here, we are counseled
against attempting to influence others by consciously projecting
thoughts and images. Such efforts betray our suspicion that the
Higher Powerwill not do what is needed, and our doubt that others
are capableof finding their own way. A good effect maybe achieved
only by keeping ourminds and hearts innocent and pure. In this way
we “hold together’ with whatis good andretreat from evil.

Fifth Line: Influence in the backof the neck. In spite ofthe pressure
of negative influences,our will to discipline our inferiors remains
firm.

Sometimes, however, ourattentionto being disciplined is so pre-
occupying that weare not able to hear suggestions from the Sage.
Wearetoo anxious to find the right answers: wetry to figure things
out rather than keeping empty,allowing the right things to comeofthemselves. We mustnotevenallow the fear of. doing wrong to cause
usto lose our receptivity. In this case the “back ofthe neck” means
Weare reacting to events stiffly rather than receptively.

Sixth Line: Influence in the jaws, cheeks, and tongue. We recog-
nize the folly of trying to influence others by words and logic. People
can see only what theyare ready to see. While we may help people
who are receptiveto us to understand concepts, we cannot help them
skip stepsin their self-development by trying to achieve intellectu-
ally what must be achieved in the heart, Each person mustgo through
the experiences which makeit possible for him to grow; cach must
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proceed at his own pace, in his own way. Although we mayhelp, the
Sageis the Master, and the J Ching the lantern throughout the entire
journey.

This line also means that if,in the pressure of the moment, wesay
something we don’t mean, it will have no real effect; we can forget
our mistake, butit is necessary to revitalize our attitude and regain
our emotional independence.
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(Go on, as before, without wavering,or changing direction.)

On one level this hexagram means to endure; on another,it means
to remain the same. Here is described the J Ching principle thatlife
is a ‘going on.’ While straying from our path invokes the J Ching
counselto ‘return’ to ourtrueself, and to the correct way, we return
to going on, In going on weare neutral in attitude; we detach from
‘looking behind,” ‘looking aside,’ or ‘looking ahead,’ to turn our
attention straight ahead. We pay attention only to that which is put
directly before us to do, and concern ourselves only with what is
essential and correct.

Weget this hexagram when we wonderwhat state of mind we
should have. Conditions have changed; we wonder whether we
should be more open, or more reserved. Should webe glad, and more
relaxed, or should we be more wary? The hexagram counsels that we:
should go onasif nothing has changed.
Often we hope thatthe changeis for the better, or we dread that it

may be for the worse. Involved in hoping or dreading, our ego
insinuates that we should do something to aid, or block, or adapt, to
whatis happening.
If we have seen a situation improve, we should regard the

improvementas only oneof the many steps that mustbe taken in the
right direction. We avoid becoming hopefulor enthusiastic; we go
on as before. If we see the situation as worse, we remind ourselves
that regressions are unavoidable. The situation will become
irreversible only if we fix on it as “bad.”If we relate properly, each
new slide backwards will be less than the last one. The general
direction will be towards improvement.

Improvements, we should remember, invite us to becomeself-
ishly involved. Webegin to sce the improved situation as benefiting
us, thus causing us to lose our inner independence. This, in turn,
invites others to manipulate us. There is only one course—to go.
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straight ahead without being impressed by signs of change. We
should not change our wayof relating, but continue on, “steady as
she goes.” The final victory will be so genuine thatthere will be no
doubts to make us wonder.
The images of thunder and wind, as elements which always

accompany each other, symbolize relationships which endure
through timesof challenge and change. The example givenis that of
marriageas a social institution which has endured through the ages.
The hexagram also concerns the attitudes that are essential if
marriage,and the sort of human relationships which provide a sound
basis for society, are to endure.
Throughout the J Ching it is emphasized thata strong,orderly,

peaceful society has its foundation in a strong, orderly, peaceful
family. The strength and security of the family, in turn, has its roots
in a strong and correct relationship between husband andwife. In
The Family (Hex. 37) itis said thatif the husband fulfills his duty and
the wife fulfills hers, andif the relationships between the siblings are
correct, the family becomes secure and has a good influence on
society.
The hexagram notes that atthe heartof the family is the persever-

ing wife. Since either a man or woman may draw this hexagram, we.
must regard the wife as symbolizing the one (male or female) who,
in the given relationship, or situation, must persevere. To have a
beneficial effect and nourish everyone correctly, such a person must
content himself to work in a background position; in this way he acts
to keep the situation in order.

Duration refers to ourspiritual development, reminding usto hold
to our principles during times of challenge: “The superior man
stands firm and does not changehis direction.” The ultimate con-
stancy is exemplified by the holy man who, through remaining
forever in his course, enables the world to reshape itself.
Steadiness requires that we prevent outerevils from affecting our

spirit, and successes from makingus arrogant. It means we remain
modestand detached, listening to our sense of whatis true, essential,
and correct. Perseverancein the correctattitude leads to the firmness,
and unity ofcharacter needed to transform evil and create the willing
assentof others to follow the good.
Jt furthers one to have somewhere to go. This refers to our path.

If we keep ourpath in mind—the low road, as opposed to the high
road—wewill notso easily stray from it. The low road symbolizes
serving the goodthrough perseverance, patience, and restraint, and
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through being content to work through the invisible meansof inner
truth. The high roadis thatof self-assertion, the heavy-handed use
of power, and the pursuit of self-interest by which we relax into
indulgence, and act with abandon.

First Line: Seeking duration too hastily brings misfortune persis-
tenily. This line often has to do with expecting too much too soon,
Ifwe expect dependable, measurable results at times we specify, our
ego leads. Then, when such results are not forthcoming, we forsake
persevering. It is as if the ego, which has been displaced but not
routed, stands aside putting forth doubts, saying “I told you so,” in
order to resume command.In listening to it we lose our inner:
independence. To keep on our path we should notallow our inner
gazeto look towardthe goal, but keepit attuned to the needs ofthe
moment,

Second Line: Remorse disappears once we withdraw from our
mistakes. We may be contending and striving,or wishingto give up
orto relax in comfort and enjoyment.Or, our ego maybe playing the
king-of-the-heap game. In the pursuit of comfort and self-verifica-
tion, the childish ego tries to undermine our perseverance and
distract us from our path, Our mistake has been to listen to its
complaints. Ifwe couldsce sucherrorsin timeto preventthem, there
would be no remorse, but that would be expecting too much of
ourselves.It is enough that we have thestrength to withdraw from.
our mistakes and return to acceptance and composure.

Reference to our inner strength as being greater than the external
situation means that because we are now aware of our ego's
deceptions, the power of inner truth will prevail to strai ighten matters
out.

Third Line: He who does not give duration to his character meets
withdisgrace. Ifwe look sidewaysatour teammates tomeasure their
Progress, we cannot walkstraight aheadonour path. Itis impossible
to lead those we follow. Looking aside arouses hopes and fears
whichdestabilize our character, Distressing experiences are also
provoked; what we fear most seems to happen. In Chinese philoso-
phy itis said that harm enters only where fear makes an opening,
Less obvious formsof lookingaside include counting our good

luck, or our money, or measuring our progress. If we are to give
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duration to our character we must lookstraight aheadatour path and
stay free of the self-satisfaction or self-negation that comes from
measuring our gains, or from comparing ourselves with others.

Fourth Line: No game in the field. What is not sought in the right
way is not found,Trying to obtain the goalby frontal assault only
leads to humiliation. Our eyeis fastened on the result without regard
to the meansof obtaining it, In the Cosmic hierarchy of values, the
path is more important than the goal, the way of making progress
more important than the result. This meansthat we need to concen-
trate our energies on the path, on being consistent in character,
innocentof mind, and humbleofspirit. As for the future, we must
let happen what will happen.

This line also refers to trying to impress others. Such efforts come
from decadent family fears of others’ presumed importance. We
should be concerned only to see that what we haveto sayis sincere,
modest, essential, and correct.

This line can also mean there is “no game”in theline of action we
are temptedto follow to produce results. If we cease striving and let
go, events will define the correct course of action.

Fifth Line: Perseverance...is good fortune for a woman, misfor-
tune for a man. In this line the man symbolizes a person’s tendency
to go outand explore life. In doing so, he experienceslife and learns.
The woman symbolizes our duty to give others the space to learn,
andto persevere in holdingto our trustin their potential for good, and.
in their ability to find the correct way.
In theWest weare expected to learn mostly through intellect. We

take greatpains, using threats and force, to get our children toaccept
what their teachers say without questioning. In the / Ching way, the
student seeks the Sage of his own volition. Through being exposed
to the dangers of his misconceptions he mustdo battle with his
doubts and undertake the discipline of his own rescue. Thus,
although heis helped by the Sage, his growth and self-discipline are
his own achievements.

This line also deals with wondering ifit is necessary for people to
go through the risks of learning by experience; we wonder if it can
be correct to stand by while others place themselves in what we
perceive as jeopardy. The answeris Yes. If we areto attain self-
mastery we must slay the false dragonoffear within ourselves. Ifwe
observe thatsomeonc is going ona false path, we should notdespair.
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Despair only indicates that we fear he won’t succeed, a fear which
hampers him, because we lock him into our doubtof him. If people
are never exposed torisk, they are hampered in finding themselves.
Weneedtolet go of distrust and put our fears and worries in the
hands of the Unknown. In this way we can endure whatotherwise
would greatly upset us,
It is also importantnotto strive to help others or supervise their

development. We must follow our ownpath strictly. Only our inner
independence and good example strengthensandaids others.

Sixth Line: Restlessness as an enduring condition brings misfor-
tune. Restlessness invades our psyche when wethink of the wrongs
other people commit. Then, instead of persevering on the path of
steady, correct waiting, we take the high road of aggression or self-
defense to bring about change.

Wemay think we need to remind ourself that the other person has,
not yet corrected himself,in order to hold a firm attitude about him,
This is not necessary, however, since events constantly reveal the
true situation and we are notdeceived.

Similarly,it is unnecessary to rehearse their wrongs mentally in:

order to remainreserved. In staying detached and dependenton the
Cosmos, forces come to our defense. These forces cannot helpus,
however,if we are entangled in anger, fear, or desire.
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(Stop lookingat the situation to figure it out.)

‘The situation indicated by this hexagram is that our ego, in the form
of vanity, desire, or fear, is aroused either through observing a
situation, oranother’s behavior. We mayalso be disconcerted by our
weakness.It is important to disengage and cease going over the
situation in our mind. This, in / Ching terms, is to retreat.
It is importantto retreat (disengage) before we become further

involved.Ifwe retreatin time, we suffer no remorse because wewill
notyet have had an adverse effect on the situation. Now we may
retreat with little effort, but oncedesire or fear is aroused, we become
entangled, Pride mayalso be aroused, as when we throw ourselves
awayto someone who is not readyto hearwhat we have to say. Once
aroused, the negative effects of wounded pride are difficult to
disperse; pride makes it difficult to return to thepath of humility and
acceptance. If we allow our ego to dominate the situation, we
invariably go on to act even more inappropriately. Involving ourself
in this waycausesreversals, humiliation, and remorse, which can be
avoided if we retreat at the earliest stage of becoming involved.

Thecorrect time to retreat comes when webeginto lose our inner
equilibrium and serenity—when we begin to feel enthusiasm, de-
sire, or ambition, or when others are no longer receptive, or when
their delicacy of feeling wanes, Likewise, we retreat when we begin
to be attacked by doubt and negation,or when our actions no longer
yield progress. If we have cnough humility we will be able to
observe these times and withdraw, notin disappointment, but in the
realization that times of influenceare always brief.
Weneed to attune ourself to thewave-like manner inwhich people

first become receptive,and then turn away. We should not hesitate
to disengage the instant their receptivity falters. In retreating we
cling to simplicity (recognition and acceptance of being powerless),
sincerity, and serenity, and to the powerof truth to correct the
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situation. Thus, we retain our inner independence, preserve the
power ofourpersonality, andare able to go on our way without any
lossofself.

Disengaging is also necessary whenour ego awakenswith enthy-
siasm, either on perceiving an improvement in thesituation,or on
perceiving new opportunities to influence; in its suddeninterest the
ego attempts to seize the moment ofprogress and push it still further,
in order to dominate what otherwise would be a spontaneous an
creative moment.If we remain awarethat our egois always waiting.
to interject itself, we will be able to keepit checked. When our ego.
does seize power in this manner, the other person’s ego arises 10
defend itself. The person who succeeds in controlling his ego finds
that the creative moments which allow him to have an influence
continuously open up to him.
Inall situations of retreat, we should prevent our ego from looking,

at the problem. Such looking causesustofeela needto “straighten
the matter out.” So long as westrive, the situation will remain
obdurate, energizedby our involvement. By retreating, the obdurate
elements become de-energized; then, new opportunitiesfor influ-
ence become possible. Even though misunderstanding momentarily
prevails, we must not abandonour position by saying to ourself,
“Maybe I’m wrong and they’re right.” This is to abandon thefield
to the enemy. Weneed only maintain a dignified reserve which
makes it difficult for other people’s egos to advance and claim
victory.

First Line: At the tail in retreat. We allow our ego to keep
examining the issue. We may be considering a compromise with the
evil element, or we may remain involved throughdesire, fear, anger,
impatience, or anxiety, We must disengage andno longer focus on
the situation.

Second Line: He holds him fast with yellow oxhide. Our inferior.
want, and ultimately havea right, to justice. Justice, however, may
not be procured simply because we wantit, or because our ego
demands it. Justice may be procured only through thefirm leader-
ship of our superior self. Through keeping aware of our ego,
persevering, and keeping disengaged,we win the help of the Higher
Power.
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‘Third Line: A halted retreat is nerve-wracking. Our inferiors,
which are composed of both good and evil elements, remain en-
gagedwith the problem. Itis necessary to retreatas best wecan, even
(hough they argue on andon.This effort to do whatis right gives us
strength, because the good elements suchaswill power, dedication,
(devotion, andsincerity, here referredto as ourservants, rally to fight
olf evil elements such as doubt, anxiety, fear, pride, and vanity.

Fourth Line: Voluntary retreat...brings downfall to the inferior
man, In disengaging from conflict we preserve our personality from
humiliation and find the correct defense against other people’s envy,
Anger, or hatred. In abandoning thestruggle their egos lose power.
When we compete with other people’s egos we only sharpen their
weaponry and harden their resolutenessto continue. When we dis-
engage, their resoluteness gives way.

Fifth Line: Friendly retreat. On perceiving the needfor retreat it
is necessary to be determined; otherwise, we will slip back into
striving, We must retreat in friendliness, but also with absolute
lirmness. The other person may try to engageus further, but we must
notallow ourself to be tempted. Yielding to ambition or impatience
now will become the source of weakness later on.
In the king-of-the-heap game we may accede to the subtle flattery

put forth by one who, in observing formal courtesy, invites us to
explain our views, although he cares nothing about what we say.
Once we have opened ourselves upto him, he suddenly attacks. We
should retreat immediately from further discussion and refuse to
participate in this game. While we may, without impunity,give ex-
pression to our views, we should never defend them, or rely on the
bravado of logic, or wit. Through participation in such games we
throw ourself away and jeopardize our inner independence, along
with the power for good that such independence confers. In all
discussions we should rememberour responsibility to the Sage,
whom we serve. We have a duty to respond sincerely only to
sincerity. We should avoid promoting our pointof view. The truth
needs neither promotion nordefense; it is capable of standingon its
ownmerits, and of enduringall assaults of the false dragon.
There is hardly anything so potentially deceptive as formal

courtesy, or charm. Since muchofthe world conducts itself on this
basis, we should not blame those who attemptto engageus, for the
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sake of being polite. Also, we should not blameourselves if we
occasionally get caught upin social games. Such games can only xeradicated through time, insight, and self-development.

Sixth Line: Cheerful retreat. In disengaging wearefree to go on
our way,no longer in the grip of negative elements.
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Ta Chuang | The Powerof the Great
Chén

via ==
(Great power lies in one’s certain knowledge of the power
ofgood.)

The Powerof the Great. Perseverance furthers. Here, as in many
other J Ching hexagrams, there are two meanings to consider. The
first meaningis the true power which arises when weperccive the
correct wayto go. “The gates to success” begin to open, as it is put
in the second line. The second meaning has to do with stolen,
assumed,or intercepted powerin which the ego seizes command by
taking advantage of favorable situations.
Poweris defined by the two trigrams asclarity (Ch’ien) which

abruptly rises up as strength (Chén). A clear perception ofa situation
givesus the strength to dealwith it. Insight opensthe door. Perceiv-
ing the opening, we suddenly feel free to move ahead.

Ch’ien indicates the Cosmic idea; Chén indicates that movement
is precipitated. However, Ch’ien also means perseverance. When-
ever we perceive the correct way to go we must not become
obsessively lost in the forward thrust so that we lose our inner
composure, for our ego waits for just such an opportunity. The ego
is like a wild card football player who, obsessed with ambition to
attain to somesort of glory, is on nobody's side. Waiting on the
sideline, it eagerly watches for an opportunity to jump out to
intercept the ball (seize the power of insight), Needless to say, it
often runs the wrong way. The ego can interject itself only if we
become soabsorbed in what we are doing that we lose touch with our
inner being. (Our true self is always objective, reticent and re-
served.) Awarenessof this danger protects us from losing our inner
balance, and from forgetting that right and justice must be accom-
panied by moderate thoughts and actions.

The idea of power combined with perseverance indicates acertain
reticence.In possessing power (the consciousness that right is on our
side) we must be cautious to use it, and we mustcertainly not glory
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in it. True greatnessis the ability to possess powerand notuseit,
Weoften fail to realize that our inner thoughts communicate {0

others without any intentionoreffort on ourpart; wefeeltheir inn
attitudes as well. These are non-verbal perceptions which we
trained in childhood to distrust. All of us can remember when,as
children, we reacted negatively to someone, only to be dissuaded
from or cajoled into denying, and even suppressing ourfeelings,We
harbored them, nonetheless, for they were to us an undeniable inner
truth. This inner sense of truth, however suppressed, howevel
denied, and however contrary to what weare “supposed” to thin!
is capable of emerging with great power under the right conditions,
If we relate toit the way we are naturally meant to relate, inner trull
can correct all wrongs.

On having either a positive or negative perception about some
thing or someone,we should lift the perception to consciousnessat
once. Doingso enablesus to understand fully the inner truth of the:
situation before our tainted habitual responses take hold.If wefail }

to do this, and leave the emerging perception in its semi-conscious
state, the old reactive patterns will remainineffect simply through
inertia. On lifting the new perception to full consciousness we
preserve its integrity and empoweritso that itautomatically corrects
the situation in question. We need do nothing atall.

The lines of the hexagram reveal manyof the dangers inherent
when the powerof insight has been intercepted by the ego. As the
first line states, powerin the “lowest place”is “inclined to effect
advance by force.”On first perceiving an evil our ego interjects itself
with the thought, “We mustdo something about this!” (This is an ol
reactive pattern based on doubt.) On perceiving an opportunity to
advance (at the moment the door opens) the ego interjects with
exuberant enthusiasm, “Now wecan do something!”or worse, “Thi
problemis over; we can relax and forget everything!” On perceiving
that we haveattained an influence, it says, self-importantly, “See
me,I possess the answers;if you don’ tagree, I'll make thingshappen
my way,”or else we allow ourselves to indulge in the egotistical
‘spiritual irritation’ of being in the right.

j

On intercepting the ball, the ego always interferes with the natural
direction of power; it either goes too far, or runs the wrong way,
Pushing obstinately, it becomes entangled; once entangled, itadopty.
abelligerent pose. Only the fourth line of the hexagram describes the
correct use of power: “a man goes on quietly and perseveringly |

working at the removalof resistances...” and, “such a man’s power
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(loes not show externally, yet it can move heavy loads.”

We receive this hexagram mostly when, if onlyin our thoughts,
we have abused power. Power includesusing leverage, as when we
push (or nudge) people along, or when we keeppressure on them, or
make them feel uncomfortable, or when weseekto manipulate them
through flattery and the lure of comfort, Power abuse occurs when
we hold grudges, or dismiss others as hopeless. Saying things in
‘inger has an inner effect on others that is like an atom blast, the
fallout of which may persist for years.

Persevering in the use of power meansthat wewait for the right
time to speak or act—when we are free of the pressures and
enthusiasms of the ego, and when wearein full possession of the
inner truth of the matter, Everything we say or do proceeds from a
sense of whatis fair, just, and essential, and we rely on the powerof
ood in others, trusting that their sense of truth (however sup-
pressed) will emergeto support whatis right. We must be willing to
(rust thatif weare sincere in trying to find the correct way, the power
of goodwill come to ouraid.
Itis important when weare given the opportunity to express our

pointof view, that we go no further than the momentallows. To do
so meansthatour ever-prowling ego has once more intercepted the
truth and mixed it with its own purposes into half-truths. Then
everything we say or do carries the taint that accompanies half-
truths.
Anincorrect use of power creates a bad reaction; this reaction can

be undoneif we return to sincerity and humility. We withdraw,not
in angeror discouragement, but into neutrality. Being able to go on
resolutely just when we are tempted to give up the struggle as
hopeless creates great power. Firmness at the post of duty over-
comes the evil force.

First Line: Power in the toes. Continuing brings misfortune.
“Power in the toes” means that we try to win through persuasion,
contending,or force.It also refers to inner pacts we have made that
people must conform to what we want before wewill have anything
to do with them. Itis egotistical to maintain any form of supervisory
altitude. To correct people we must totally disengage. Wewill know
when they have corrected themselves.
Powerin the toes also means that we advance presumptuously.

For example, wepress ourselves on others whoare not opento us.
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Or, wefail to retreat and disengage in time—when others’ receptiy-
ity peaks and begins to decline. We assumethat even though we have
been a little careless in such things, we will be protected.It is
necessary, however, to be responsible in orderto set the correct ¢x~
ample, and to consider seriously the risks to which we expose
ourselves. To presume onFate is to court disaster.It is like buying
an unknown stockonthe Stock Market onthe presumption that Fate
will makeit pay off.

SecondLine: Perseverance brings goodfortune. This line coun-
sels perseverance because, once resistance gives way wetend to
regress into the luxury of exuberant self-confidence. During such
times weare self-assertive, expecting people to credit our inner
worth and attainments, forgetting that it was through modesty and
acceptance that the situation has improved. Now we feel liberated
enough to abandon our limits andtell others what is wrong with
them.To avoid such an abuseofpower we should maintain a modest

:

attitude.

Third Line: The inferior man works through power. The superior
man doesnot act thus. To continue is dangerous. A goat butts against
a hedgeand getsits horns entangled. This line refers to times when
we think oractas an adversary to others. We may have withdrawn
withahostile attitude to consider taking actions that would put them
ata disadvantage. It is a mistaketo think that through resistance and
hardenedattitudes we can force the great manin others to emerge;
setting up an obstacle course only hardens what is inferior in them,

Fourth Line: Perseverancebrings goodfortune. Remorse disap-
pears. The hedge opens;there is no entanglement. Power depends
upon the axle of a big cart. We have made an external move which
creates resistancesin others. For example, we havepriced our goods
alittle higher than we think will be accepted, even though our costs
have requiredus to do so. When no onebuys, we thinkit is due to
the price. This is not so, however,for the buyers resist only because
they intuitively perceive our doubts. Once we become firm that we
have done what was necessary and correct, these resistances give
way.
The axle symbolizes a persevering attitude. Through persevering

(remaining firmly correct) we overcome adversity and danger.
It is also important that we do not destroy our inner power by
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indulging doubt about ourself when we have made mistakes. We
should acknowledge our mistakes, correct them, and geton with life.

Fifth Line: Loses the goat with ease. No remorse. It is important
not to makepacts with ourselves. When we decide that a particular
person is notto be trusted, we erect an obstacle course over which
he must climb to reach us. To persist in this is to punish him
excessively. This line reassures us that we may safely give up
defenses and pacts without coming to harm,

Sixth Line: A goat butts against a hedge. It cannot go backward,
it cannot go forward. Nothing serves to further. If one notes the
difficulty, this brings good fortune. The goat is entangled through
using too much power. Obstinately pressing for results creates more
rather than less resistances. We mayhave taken an action (or have
thought of doing so) which would put someone eitherata disadvan-
tage, or at an unfair advantage. We may expect or demand someone
to doa thing because he “ought to,” even though it would be wrong
for him to heel to our ego-demand, or we may have become too
interested in whatis going on, All such actions andattitudes create
obstacles and resistances. We correct such errors by withdrawing
from the obstinate use of power.
After using power wrongly we shouldbe prepared to persevere

while an eclipse in our relationship runs its course. Meanwhile, we
should not stand in the crossroads, wondering what to do next. We
should go on, keeping ourself perseveringly detached. Once we have
corrected our attitude we should leave the matter behind, as if
nothing had occurred.
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Chin | Progress

Li
K’un

(Brighten your bright virtue; the goal is to follow the
path.)

The Superior man brightens his bright virtue. The imageofthe sun
rising overthe earth indicatesa timeof progress. Such a time also_
brings into the open careless habits or practices which impede or
block progress, or which threaten our gains.

Receiving the hexagram affirms that we are making progress,
even though it mayelude ourdirect observation. Receiving it also |

reminds usof the basic principles on which progress is founded so
that wecan use the timeofprogress wisely. In particular, we should
avoid sitting on our laurels and luxuriating in our achievements,
Instead,it is a time to “brighten our bright virtue.”

Progress is notthe result of working for progressasa goalin itself,
or toward comfortable and personally desirable objectives, rather, it
is the result of working on being consistent and true to one's
principles, and of serving that which is higher. Wecultivate an
attitude of inner independence by focussing only on whatis essential
and correct. Wefail to serve the good when, on achieving somesmall
progress, we forget about continuing humbly on our path, and only
indulge ourselves in the comfort of the moment.

i

Receiving individual lines of the hexagram tells us to search for
specific attitudes which block progress, or which threaten the
progress already gained. Progress is blocked when we harbor
viewpoints contrary to thoseofthe Sage.
An enlightened ruler and an obedient servant... This line reminds

us that progress is the consequence ofserving the Higher Power
“obediently,” and of following the true and the good selflessly,
without thought of reward. This means that we must take care not to
luxuriate in “havingan influence,”or to use the affection and respect
we have gained to indulge in desires. To truly help others, and (0
solidify our gains, we must remain selfless. Thus, our work remaing-
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“at the disposal ofthe ruler.”
Among the more subtly decadent attitudes is our tendency to be

goal-oriented. For example, we focu8 on our goal to rescue or to
reunite with someone, Then we fasten on any idea which seemstoadvance progress in some measurable or dramatic way. Once we
become goal-oriented, we tendto intervene in affairs to make sure
they are movingin the direction and with the momentum wedesire.
Or, we intervene to prevent others from proceeding in what we
perceive as the wrong direction. A goal-oriented person is like a
particular type of horse known as a “barn rat.” This horse is so
emotionally attached to the barn that when its rider points it in any
other directionit walks slower and slower, and whenit is turned back
towards thebarn, itcan hardlybe restrained from running. When we
are goal-oriented, we distrust the willingness orability of the Sage
to use diverse circumstances creatively. Just as in a sailboat one
tacks along different angles to make progress against the wind, the
Creative usesall events and directions to make things work.

Weslip into goal-oriented habits whenever we allow our ego to
engagein any kind of measuring to see how far we have progressed
(or havefailed to progress), This, in turn, initiates doubt and effort
by which we lose our centerof gravity andthe inner independence
which brings aboutprogress.

Time isthe vehicle of the Creative power. Time alonc heals. When
we allow our egoto resist the time required to make progress,
because ofits fears and doubts, we become locked in the vortex of
the dark force and we lose the powerfor good which accompanies
an open mind.
The dark force is potent and dynamic, When we see somcone’s

attitude as hopelessly stuck, we “darkentheir light” and lock them
into a negative pattern of resistance. Similarly, we block ourself
when we doubt that weare able to do something. Doubt disables our
ability to mobilize the Unknown to help us, and blinds us to our
hidden abilities.

Weallow the Cosmic outcome to emerge when we ceasestriving
to shape the direction of change through conflictand leverage. When
we trust that the correct way will show itself, we experience a
dramatic change in the circumstances, This change is described in
thefifth line of Splitting Apart (Hex. 21) asa “shoal of fishes.” The
moment we relate correctly, splitting apart ends; the entire school of
fishes wheels and changes direction simultaneously.
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First Line: Progressing, but turned back. We have done what
was right and necessary but it seems thereis no progress.We should
notallow ourselves to be roused to angerbut simply continue to do
whatis right in a calm and cheerful manner. Thus wewill “bile
through” the obstacles to achieving justice and equality in our
relationships.

Second Line: Progressing, but in sorrow,It is better to endure”
suffering and loneliness than to be in someone’s companyif it meany
we compromise our principles, or if the time has not yet been
fulfilled. Only when the fundamentals of humanunity are correc!

can wefind happiness.If others do not follow our way, we should
allow them to go their way withouttrying to influence them. TO

accept humbly going on alone brings happiness because it is thi

correct thing to do.

Third Line: Allare in accord. Remorse disappears. Although we
are grieved at not having had the strength and self-discipline to
follow ourpath with total steadiness, this regret will be dispelled. IN
returning to our path weare aided byall who love good.

Fourth Line: Progress like a hamster. Wrong possessions refer _

to luxuries of attitude such as the following: when we expect Or
demand thingsof people; when we demand rewards(ofthe Sage) for
our good work; when weuse the time ofprogress to amass powerand
influence for ourselves; when we indulge in the comforts of the
situation rather than doing whatis rig! hen we justify our capric
byputting responsibility for iton the / Ching; when we lookfor ways
to turn overto others our responsibility to decide things forourself}

in every situation, searching for glory, comfort, vand for a reason
exist, or fora reason to abandon the path. We must constantly gua a
against its secretly amassing such possessionsforitself.

The “dubious procedure” mentioned generally refers to over
energetic behavior that mightbe called the “white-knight-in-shin.
ing-armour” syndrome. In close proximity to evil, our inferiors,
thinking that truth needs defending, crystallize themselves into
knight in shining armour to do battle with the evil thing. Truth,
however, needsno defense.It has the ultimate power and is bound
to prevail in the end.
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Fifth Line: Take not gain andloss to heart. Althoughit seems
that we have failed to take advantage of a good opportunity to
influence the situation, we should not mindthis. Although it is not
obvious, progress has been made by keeping ourself detached and
free. If we view each momentas an opportunity to influence, we
become too ambitious and goal-oriented. We should let the mo-
ments flow and keep alert; then, everything will happenas it should.

Sixth Line: Makingprogress with the horns... We cannot teach
4 person a lesson orbring him to his senses by being openly offen-
sive, alienated, or hostile, all of which representsthe over-energetic
behavior mentioned in the fourth line. Aggression is justified only
against our inferior self (“our own people”).

This line also refers to the negative effects that comeof harbor-
ing feelings of blameand angerinstead of disengaging from them.
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Ming I/ Darkening of the Light

Kul
Li

(Discontentwith slow progress, we lose our innerin-
dependence.)

The light has sunk into the earth. This image refers to adverse
circumstances which makeit difficult to maintain our will to stay on
our path. It would appear that no progress has been made, and
therefore our balance and inner independenceare threatened. Be-
cause the situation seems difficult and immovable, we despair,
fearing wewill neverfind a solution,
Our innerlight is always threatened when we engagein looking

ata difficult situation from the viewpoint of our ego, or childish
heart. It is as if we have on dark glasses, and everything we see is
sorted outunder headingsof “no better,” or “worse.” People’s habits
of mind seem so defective that we cannot imagine any possibility of
their changing. Nor can we conceive that following our path will
make any difference during the time frame in which we feel they
need to change.
In this clouded view we forget thatall changes are like streams

which travel a long way underground before they come to the
surface, We need to rememberthat we cannot attain a clear view if
we confine ourselves to observing the external situation; similarly,
we cannot see with clarity if we fail to quiet the clamoring inner
voices. We need to disengage from lookingat the situation. Disen-

gagementis madedifficult if we fail to give up feclings of resent-
ment, hostility, or frustration. Forthe time being we needto accept
the situation humbly, asitis.
We should not be concerned about the way others see our

disengagement; vanity, in the form of woundedpride, acts to
mobilize our inferiorsto anger, hatred, and self-defense. Our ego(in
the form of vanity) is involved whenever we have an emotional
dependence on making visible, measurable progress. Its continued
leadership perpetuates the endlesscycleof “no progress,” for as long,
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as it rules we cannot engage the powerof the Creative, which
responds onlyto selflessness.
To escape the ego’s domination we needto reaffirm that the

Creative (nature) works slowly and imperceptibly until one dayitrains, the blossom appears, and the fruit ripens. The dénouement in
the dramaoflife brings alldiverse elements into alignment; then the
impossible happens. Weneed to keepin mind thatthe miracleofthe
blossom, therain, and thefruit, is nature’s business.

Because looking aside darkens our inner light, we should avoid
dwelling on,or discussing,either our own or other people’s incor-
rect behavior. Focussing on negatives has a bad effect.

First Line: Darkeningof the light during flight. Because we have
madea great effort to follow our path, to discipline our inferiors, and
to be modest and sincere, and because we keep thinking about the
effort and time we haveput in, we are disappointed to sce that no
great visible progress has been made.
All such beginning seeds of doubt giverise to desire, and in turn,

to striving; when wedonot succeed, wefeel embittered,so thatin
self-defense we adopt a hardened and hopeless attitude towards
everyone in the situation—the other people, the / Ching, lifeitself.
All along, the ego has been on the side, testing and measuring,
agrecing to be subdued only in return forvisible gains.
The remedyis to cease looking sideways. This is possible if we

hold to our innerlight, and cling to whatis good in ourself and others.
Ina more objective mood weare ableto sce that Fate has not led us
to an ugly and repulsive end,but to a greater, enduring harmony
between ourselves andothers. Weare able to see that our adversities
have brought about new growth and understanding. Wealsosee that
as long as our egois still able to dominate, evenif only for short
periods of time, we have more workto do before our problems can
be resolved and ourgoals attained.

Second Line: Darkening...injures him in the left thigh. Because
we have failed to overcome allthe difficulties in one great sweep of
effort weare tempted to give up. However, something within hangs
on and helpsus cling to our path. Weneed onlytrust the Higher
Powerto leadus past the difficulties. We need not know the answers
in advance.
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Third Line: Their great leader is captured. This meansthat we
recognize the source ofthe problem, either within ourself or within
another person.It is usually some habit of mindthatis difficult to
break; therefore, the line says, “one mustnot expect perseverance.
too soon.” Expecting to overcomea faulty attitude all at once leads.

to disappointment and splitting apart. Itis importantto be tolerantof
ourselves andothers. Only perseverance, sustained overa period of
time,enablesus to dissipate the powerofthe ego. Whenit sees that
we are determined, it relinquishes control.It is as if our faults have
an existence independentof us; they can be defeated only if we
repeatedly hunt them down and deal with them. We mustget used
to the danger and difficulty this effort entails.

Fourth Line: One gets at the very heart of the darkening.... We
leave the wrong path behind whenwe realize that there can be no
improvement in following it. The heart of this matter may be
impatience,or righteous indignation (pride) toward others’ inferi-
ors.

Fifth Line: Darkening...as with Prince Chi. Asthisline advises,
we “need invincible perseveranceof spirit and redoubled caution”
in our“dealings with the world,”for surely, as with Prince Chi, our
virtues will be tested. If we persevere, our current trials will end in
success. Our current troubles will be seen onlyas necessary difficul-
ties that precede great and enduring changes.

Sixth Line: Not light but darkness. Theclimax ofthe darkening is
reached. It would seem that all efforts and trials were in vain,
Precisely now, however, the tensionof the “false dragon” has been
stretched toits limits. It cannot harm usif we stand fast and renew
ourresolve to go on. Through not falling victim to alienation and
negation the evil elementfails. Our will to continue, to follow
sincerely and modestly the good and the beautiful, is all that remains,
andit does so victoriously.
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Chia Jén | The Family [The Clan]

Sun
Li

(Working in a background position, and relying on the
powerof inner truth.)

This hexagram defines correct relationships between people within
the family unit. This may also mean thespiritual family (oneself in
relation to the Sage), or the humanfamily. An old Chinese proverb
says thatif you wantto correct the world, you must first correct the
state; if you wantto correct the state, you must first correct the
family; if you want to correct the family, you must first correct
yourself. Workingat self-correctionis of the first and perhaps only
importance. By making one’s attitude correct, great changes in
others’ attitudes are made possible.

As thesixth line indicates, we influence others through the force
of inner truth rather than through the exercise of physical or verbal
power. Perseverance of the woman meansthat we cultivate the
receptive and persevering components of our nature, for these
activate the powerofthe Creative. This means that we mustoften
work in a seemingly insignificant position (as seen by our ego) in
which we forego striving and self-assertion. While weare always
firm in our values, we remaingentle in dealing with others. Another
proberbsays, “Be like water. Wateris soft, but its forceis irresist-
ible.” True leadership, from the/ Ching pointofview, is not standing
out in front, or on top. We support from beneath, through patience,
inner firmness about whatis right, and inner independence. We are
always ready to withdraw when the moment requires it, to go our
way alone. Thisis truly to love.
Instead of acting overtly, we allow the powerof just and correct

thoughts to penetrate to others. By keeping neutral in attitude, we
allow ourself to be called into action spontancously, as the moment
demands. The inner truth we conveyto othersis the essence of the
matter—what is universally true. We need only recognize this truth
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foritto penetrate to others. Weneither project our thoughts, exercise
ourwill, nor say or do, anything.
Inner truth is also the higher truth we donot yetperceive. Wecit

putour trustin this higher truth to show itselfat the right time, and
to havethe correct effect. We need onlytrust thatit exists. To trust
means simply that we suspend disbelief. Until inner truth shows
itself we respect only greatness of soul (humility, sincerity, and
constancy), otherwise we remain patient and firm in dealing with
people’s faults,

First Line: Firm seclusion within the family. Our workis straight
before us and concerns the way we relate, in our inner attitude, to the
people with whom we have a direct relationship. Our jobis not to
Ppreoccupy ourselves luxuriously and magnificently with remote or
abstract issues, but to confine ourselves to the problems putdirectly
to us to solve.
This means that while we should not become preoccupied with

events outside our immediate sphere, we should, nevertheless,
develop a correct attitude toward them, for in attaining a Cosmic
perspective, we activate the power of truth to rectify them. Ifwe hear
reports of injustice, catastrophe, famine, or misery, we should not
bemoan them,or chastise the Cosmos,or indulge outrage and blame
against the cruel and the unjust; in doing so we galvanize the causes
of injustice. We should not distrust the power of the Creative to
correct decadent situations,or doubt its inclination tocome to theaid
ofthe miserable and defenseless. If decadence has been brought to
light, it means that the Creative is actively at work putting the
situation before the human conscience. This givesusthe opportunity
to exercise a creative attitude. The conscience of humanity bears
heavily on those who,up to now, underthe coverof anonymity and
obscurity, have indulged their indifference and cruelty. However, in
regarding their offenses we must notsee them as outside the human
family. Wemust endeavorto discover, as sincerely and deeply as if
the person were our own child gone astray, why the offender does
whathe does.If we have dealt sincerely with our own bad habits of
mind, wewill understand that others have merely carried someof
our seemingly harmless attitudes many steps further. We should
regard offendersas the Sage has regarded us and our offenses. This
attitude is neverto give up on anyone’s ability to return to his better
nature,
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Correcting others requires that we be consistently correct within
ourselves. We respond affirmatively when others are correct; we
withdraw within when they indulge in temper tantrums, spoiled
demands, or negative attitudes. If on one occasion we are lenient
with the child whomarks the furniture, can we blame him if hemarks
it at a later time? If we have spoiled someoneby yielding to his
wrong attitudes, we can only breakhis childish will through correct-
ing our lack ofself-discipline. We are not allowed the luxury of
supporting people’s egos.

Second Line: She should not follow her whims.... We follow our
whimsif we depart from self-discipline bystriving to influence and
force results. Each person musthave space to find his own way and
freedom to learn through his own efforts. This means we must often
stand aside in what seems to be an unimportant or unnoticed
position, Adherence to this duty has creative results far beyond
casual observation, and beyond the immediate time and place.

This linealso indicates that we have stopped attending to our inner
thoughts to concentrate on what others should or should not do; or
we have stopped attending to those in our immediate circle to
romantically “save the world,”or “conquer”outer space. This is not
to say we should notgointo outer space;it is simply that we should
not be so ambitious as to compromise whatis truly important. When
we forget ourlife of the moment to dwellon thepast,orto fantasize
about controlling the future, we “follow our whims.”

Third Line: When tempers flare up refers to times when another
person’s ego asserts itself forcefully; this calls for maintaining
reserve; we do not “dally and laugh” with him. Duty requires that we
remain withdrawn and reserved until his Inferior Man is displaced
by renewed modesty.In this case it is better to be too severe than too
weak,
Sometimes this line refers to the flareupof our temper, especially

our impatience with the length oftime it takes to correct the
situation, and to being angry at how much we must endure. If we
busyourselves with such feelings, the Sage withdraws, so that in
additionto all else we feel abandoned.

Fourth Line: Sheis the treasureof the house. Great goodfortune.
The welfare of those around us depends onour right actions. We
further the general welfare when we resist getting swept away by
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considerationsof self-interest. This line calls us toreflect on whether
we are doing things for the right reasons. Checking ourselves for
hidden motives helpsus keepin balance. The conscientious person
caresto do things for right reasons, therefore he produces great good
fortuneforall.
Fifth Line: As a king he approacheshisfamily, The king symbol-

izes the way the Sagerelatesto us,his family. Love, not fear,is the
basis of this relationship, and therefore it can be trusted. The love
that the Sage bears us, by his ceaseless caring and trust in our
superior potential, provides exampleofthe selfless loyalty we are
meant to develop for those in our charge. Although we often must
disengage and let people go,we do so not because weare indifferent,
but because wecare, and because we cannot give up on the smallest
remnantof whatis good in them, or on their potential to return to
their true selves.

Sixth Line: His work commands respect. Only through develop-
ing our highest nature can we influence others correctly and create
orderin life. This means that we developa firm senseofvalues we
are unwilling to compromise. This sense of valuesacts as a store-
houseof inner truth. Throughall difficulties we clingto it to provide
the solutions and point the correct way to proceed. We firmly and
resolutely follow our own path. Weare glad when others walk with
us (going towardthe good in themselves)and we freely leave behind
those who take different directions. When we succeed, we go
forward without hesitation, not dwelling on our accomplishments,
Whenwe fail, we go forward without hesitation, without recrimina-
tion, without useless self-flagellation. Thus, ourwork commands re-
spect.
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K’uei | Opposition

LiL
Tui

(Misunderstanding)

Opposition describes a situation in which people go in opposite
directions due to misunderstanding. Either we misunderstand the
Sage, Fate, the meaningof life, the Cosmic orderof values, our-
selves and others, or others misunderstand us.
In Ching terms, people follow false paths and oppose the truth

not because they are contrary or bad, but because they misunder-
stand the truth. They perceive that following the truth will lead them
to difficulties, so they adopta hopeless attitude about following the
good; they do not perceive that only by following the path of the true
and the good can they achieve whattheyreally seek.
Such misunderstandings occur when we focus only on the

external factorsin a situation. We may imagine all sorts of reasons
why a thing “can’t work” without realizing that our negative
thoughts block the success we seek. Simply by freeing ourselves
from these moods, we reopen the doorto success.

Weoften receive this hexagram when webegin to suspect that
everything is going againstus,or that we must meet life’s challenges
without help from any source, or that there is no purpose tolife, or
that hostile events have no meaning. This hexagram tells us that
although we fail to realize it, we are being helped. We should not
allow ourself to become isolated by mistrusting the life process.
Events have meaningsweare not meant fully to comprehend; our
life has higher purposes we are meant to fulfill. Adversity is
necessary to growth and tothe fulfillment of our higher nature.
The primary reason we misunderstandis that we fail to take into

account the presence of the Higher Power in all our activities.
Hostile events occur when we obstinately refuse to consider its
reality, The degree to which we disregard the Higher Power is the
extent to which it resists aidingus; the extent ofour obstinacy is the
extent to which the Higher Power must shock us to make us aware
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ofits presence. When we experience shock, the Higher Power iy,
simply knockingatthe doorofour consciousnessto say, “See, lam
here too, and you cannot disregard me inthis situation.” Once we
become aware ofthe hidden force present in every situation, we are
aided in everything weset out to do. Events need not be hostile; like
ariver, the Cosmos flowsalongacertain course; when we paddle our _

boat sideways, we hit the bank; when we paddle upstream, we
become exhausted and give up; when we go with the Cosmos,all
goes well.

Weoften receive this hexagram because wedistrust the Sage, our
teacher. We thinkheis indifferent, or “out to get us” in some way,
or thatheis, perhaps, a trickster. We are simply misunderstanding
the way things work. Our ego, for instance, always wants to see a
straight line to success. The wayofthe Sage, however, is the way of
nature, diverse and roundabout. Everything is achieved by hidden
meanswhich work matters out as a whole, just as the powerofthe
sun, the earth, the wind, and the water all contribute to the growing
and maturing of things. The path meanders outof the sight and
measurement ofour ego. We mustlearn to trust this hidden process
and cling to it, for it is the inner truth which carries on when
everything seems impossible. It is the Tao which can be realized,but
which cannotbe known, Ithas no rules which can be memorized, yet
when we perceive it, all opposition melts away; weare in harmony
with it and are nourished byit.
Fire and water nevermingle. Itis the samewith enlightenmentand

worry. We cannot see with clarity, attain the Cosmic view, as long
as weare subject to restless fears. Opposition (misunderstanding)
occurs because of mistrust, doubt, fear, or anxiety. While we are
captivated by these emotions weare unableto see that events which
appear evil are often the only means by which matters may be
clarified and corrected.It is essential to hold our minds open and
eliminate mistrustby refusing to listen to our arguing ego.

In timesof opposition, situations cannot be rectified by frontal
attacks, brusqueness, wooing,or persuasion, Effort only intensifies
mistrust. We must truly disengage, go our way with dignity, and
depend onthe powerof truth to penetrate through gently.
Finally, we should not chastise ourself for misunderstanding,

Through being confronted by our ignorance and arrogance we are
able to become humble andattain true understanding. Misunder-
standingis the necessary prelude to understanding. Just as the Sage
gives usthe space to misunderstand,we need to give ourselves, and
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others, the space to err. Then, whenthelightof truth finally breaks
through, understanding and enlightenment follow.

First Line: If you lose your horse do not run after it, It is not
necessary to strive or struggle. We maysafely flow with events. If
two people who are meant to be together become estranged, one
need only let the other go for him to return of his own accord. We
should not go more than halfwayin trying to make anything work,
Indeed, we must only come to meet others halfway—when they,as
well as ourselves, make the effort to do theright thing. Until they do
we mustdisengage and goon.This is true ofall situations, andis the
correct ‘waiting attitude’ (see Waiting, Hex.5),

Second Line: One meets his lord in a narrow street. This means
that opposition and misunderstanding break through momentarily
because we disperse mistrust. An open attitude leads to a break-
through in which we understanda general principle in the particu-
lar circumstance of the moment.

Third Line: A man’s hair and nose cut off. We should not be
influenced by the negative appearance of things, but stick to our
path, True joy is founded on inner stability. We are being tested and
tried.

Fourth Line: Isolated through opposition. We should not regard
Fate as hostile. Through such distrust and lack of steadiness in our
wayof life, we become isolated. Because wehold with wrong ideas
andare notyet trustworthy in the Cosmic sense, we become isolated.
from the Sage, who retreats from cooperating closely with us. If we
realize this and rejoin the correctpath, we will becomefree of faults
and be in harmony with ourself, In dispersing distrust and trying to
do whatis right, we will find the help we need.

Fifth Line: The companion bites his way throughthe wrappings.
The “wrappings” symbolize misunderstanding something. Here, we
‘bite through’ the misunderstanding, thus begin to understand
correctly. For example, we misunderstand the Sage’s beneficial
action and interpret events as Fate being against us, orwe don't
perceive that another personis really sincere. Through this distrust
we have become isolated. In perceiving our error and discarding
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mistrust, we “bite through the wrappings,” thus regain our inner
balance and independence,
This line also means that others are gaining the insight needed to

cease misunderstanding us.

Sixth Line: He is not a robber.... Despite appearances, other
peopleor the Sage, do not seek to harm us. Life,or Fate, is not against
us. An unpleasant situation is always compounded by mistrust and
misunderstanding. When welet goofour inner defenses and return
toan open-minded readiness to sce events as instructive of higher
meanings, thesituation will right itself. We always need to be aware
of the emotional perceptions urged on us byour childish heart.
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Chien / Obstruction

K’an
Kén

(We suffer from an exaggerated perception, By a change
of attitude the obstruction will melt away.)

We become obstructed whenwefailto do the right thing for its own
sake, as when wedo thingsto have a desiredeffect on our situation.
Whenwesce the obstructing attitude and changeit, the obstruction
melts away.
It furthers one to see the great man. Chief among obstructing

attitudes is the tendency to regard other people or situations as
“hopeless,” or a given situation as dangerous, hence requiring
vigorous action. Such exaggerated perceptions develop when we
dwell on others’ mistakes and injustices.

Being fixed on watching whatothersdo, we seem to be compelled
byall their acts to such logical conclusionsas: “If I don’t act now
irreparable harm will be done,”or, “Even if they did changeit would
notbe in timeto make any difference,” or,“It is already too late for
things to work out correctly.” Such images and thoughts accom-
pany, andare part of, desire and fear. When desire and fear dominate
our thinking, we cannot see with clarity. Moreover, the powerof
desire and fear guarantee a negative outcome.
If we are to have a beneficial effect, we must hold to the sup-

pressed great-man potential in those whoerr, and keep a “just and
moderate” view of their transgressions. At the same time we let them
goandpursuc our own path. By keeping our mind open we give them
space to awaken this potential in themselves, in their own time. By
persevering through bad times, we give them the time they need to
understand their actions. We recognize theevilofthe situation, yet
turn it overto the Cosmos tosolve. In this way we maintain ancutral
attitude which reflects, as a mirror, the inner truth ofthe situation.
We do this in spite of vain or personal demands that we act
forcefully, because it is in harmonywith the Creative, and with the
true needsof the moment.

Receiving this hexagram acknowledges that a cloud consisting of
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one or more hidden emotions obstructs our view, and consequently
everything is just short of working.It is the sort of obstruction from
which we cannot extricate ourself without help. To “see the great
man” meansthat weneed to realizethat the situation is beyond our
best capabilities, and that we need help from the Sageto find and
correct the obstructing elementin our attitude. With this humility we
will attract help from the Cosmos to meet the needsof the situation.

First Line: Retreat and await the right moment for action. This
meanswe mustretreat from feclings of resistance because of having
metan obstruction. Theobstruction has a good purpose.If we gain
acorrect perspective, and hold ourmindsopen to whatwe are meant
to learn from it, we will find thatit is ultimately to our benefit.
Striving blindly ahead refers to trying to figure things out, and to
taking defensive actions. Weneed, instead, to allow the difficulty to
work itself out. If weare patient and persevering, the opportunity to
move aheadwill occur of itself. This is what it means to be activated
by the light force to move ahead, and by the dark force to retreat.
Here, retreat is correct.

Second Line:...obstruction upon obstruction, but it is not his own
fault. This line reassures us that the obstructions which have oc-
curredarenotourfault. All adversity, however, gives us opportuni-
ties to enlarge and developour attitudes, and to acquire the Cosmic
viewpoint.
Situations often force us to make judgments, It is correct and

necessary to judge the matter for whatit is—an error, for instance.
Thenwe letgo ofit. Butif we allow ourego to watch for signs of
change,or if we mentally supervise and measure others’ progress,
orif we act to make them do what they “ought to do,” we prevent
them from changing. We trespass against their dignity to choose the
correct path of their own volition. People can do what they “ought
to do” onlyif we truly leaveit to them tofind the correct way.

Wencedto be awarethat in disengaging, we should not go from
the extreme of discarding the person to the extremeof excusing him.
Such decisions and feelings vindicate and reinforce their inferiors,
enabling them to crush any efforts of their Superior Man within.
Their inferiors hasten to point out how usclessit is to attempt to
regain our trust and goodwill, something their Superior Man would
want to do. Moreover, such decisions create what the J Ching refers
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to in The Wanderer (Hex. 56) as “lawsuits.” Their inferiors argue
correctly, “Whoare youto castus offas hopeless?” When weinitiate
these subconsciouswars, those wecastin the position of being an
adversary begin to perform competitive and hostile acts to pay us
back for our arrogance, These wars often continue for years. To
everyone except those who admit that they have brought them about,
they seem to haveno justifiable reason to exist. Because our inmost
thoughts have the powerto create such “lawsuits” and “wars,” we
must control them. In letting others go, we must truly forgive them,
and keep a just and moderate view oftheir transgressions.

Sometimes we become afraid that the situation will work out. Itis
importantnot to allow our ego to imagine an unpleasant outcome.
We should not adopt any view that might cause us to give up our
goal. We need to allow the Sage, who knows how to make the
impossible succeed, to be the playwright.

Third Line: Going leads to obstructions; hence he comes back.
This line, relatedto the first line, notes an obstruction in our attitude
which needs to be recognized. Weare warned against telling others
whatto do. People mustbefree to return to the correct path of their
own insight and volition, When we expect, demand, or pressure
them to dothe right thing, a free and spontaneous action becomes
impossible. We must truly let people go.

Fourth Line: Going leads to obstructions, coming leads to union.
Even though ourcause maybe just, it would be a mistake to depend
on logic, for here our logicis the product of innerconflict. Trustwor-
thy companions (help from the inner world) can be foundby holding
back, keeping still, and persevering until the way out shows itself.
Timeis the vehicle, perseverancethe precipitating force that will
dissolve the obstruction. Clarity can be attained onlyifwe withdraw
from inner conflict (“come back,” or disengage).

Fifth Line: Jn the midstof the greatest obstructions, friends come.
The Sage comes to our aid when we persevere pastall obstacles,
clinging to whatis right, making no defense of our own. When we
are helped to say the right things without having pre-thought them,
sensitivity and clarity are awakened in those who,until now, have
seemed hopelessly obdurate.
The “friends”are those intrinsically good elements within others

which up to now havebeenshutoffby fear ordistrust; without their
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cooperation and trust, the obstructions cannot be overcome.

Sixth Line:/t furthers one to see the great man. The great man |

within us has turned his back onthe struggle, leaving matters to our
inferiors. Detachment has turned to indifference on the assumption:
that we are not meant to attend to the rescue. Thinking there is

nothing wecan do, we doubt the powerof inner truth. In fact, though,
the matter is not out of our hands, We must return to seckthe help
of the Sage, with whom we can deal with the matter resolutely and.

completely. The effort to return must be put forth even thoughit
seems extremely difficult. The great man within us is capable not
only of rescuing himself, but also of rescuing the others who depend
on him.
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Hsieh / Deliverance

Chén
Kan ==

(On being delivered from obstructions.)

The superior man pardons mistakes and forgives misdeeds. The
movementin this hexagram is upward, away from danger. The
danger mentioned either involves an outeror an inner situation, one
whichhas been,or could be, resolved by a changein our attitude.
Receiving the hexagram without lines either means that the

situation is changing for the better and that we need to “keepstill
within” so as not to renew the danger, or that we should contemplate
any changes weneed to makein our attitude to bring about deliver-
ance,
The changing lines indicate specific problems in our attitude. For

example, the first line counsels us to relinquish any hard feelings we
mayhave, andto forgive misdeeds and pardonmistakes.

First Line: Without blame. Through attaining the correct point of
view we have overcome the obstacle before us, and resolved the
inner conflict. We must keep still within sothatthe conflict is not
renewed,
Ifthe problem with another person has eased, weshouldnot linger

in the crossroads, asking, “Should this be happening? DidI take the
correctroad?” We should keep movingsteadily forwardon ourpath.

Second Line: Onekills threefoxesin the field. The foxes symbol-
ize ideas which flatter ourself-image. They cleverly keep us under
their spell because they seem so logical, practical, and well-bal-
anced. If we are devoted to delivering ourself (or others) from false
ideas, our sincerity will cause the flattering and false nature of the
ideas to become visible, and wewill no longer be subject to their
hidden influence.
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Third Line: [fa man carries a burden on his back and nonetheless
rides in a carriage.... It is arrogant to be hard, and to lay either/or
demands on people. When weare right and proudofit, we lose our:
modesty and“ridein a carriage.” If, after being helped by the Sage,
we feel confident enoughto take our ease in such luxurious attitudes,
we attract “robbers”—disagreeable experiences and hardships
which will remind us of our dependence on the Higher Power.
Through abandoning thepath of docility and acceptance we lose the
benevolentprotection ofthe Higher Power, and thereby subject our-
selvesto the whimsof chance.
Itis important for us to determine whether we have lost our sym-

pathy for those less fortunate than ourselves,orwhether we now feel
wecan’t be bothered with others—attitudes which are symbolized
by the expression, “to ride inacarriage.” Rigidity is no fit substitute
for firmness. Firmness does not meanthat we barricade ourselves
with pacts, or arm ourselves with rigid vows.
After things getbetterit is time to work, not relax and enjoy.

ourselves. We should keepalert and firm in inner independence so
that we continue to have the correct effect.
Ridingin a carriage also refers to choosing a point of view with

which we can live more easily—one thatbetter suits our ego.

Fourth Line: Deliver yourselffrom your great toe. Dependence on
the big toe symbolizes clinging to the way we solved problems
before we began studying with the Sageof the / Ching. For instance,
we take matters into our own handsin an effort to achieve results or
to block events because westill distrust being led. This distrust
prevents deliverance. A similar habit of mind is demonstrated by
accepting evil: “Well, whatever happenswill be okay.”If we are
firm in our quest for whatis right,“the companion comes whom you
can trust.”

Other habits of mind on which we Iean(as we lean on thegreat toe
in walking) include looking at a situation, deciding whatit is on the
basis of its appearance, and then choosing a wayof relating toit. The
problem is neverdefinable on the basisofits appearances. There are
always hidden things we cansee only after the fact, and still more we
can neversce. Problems canbe resolved only if we remain detached
and follow the truth as weclearly seeit.

Another aspect of the “big toe” we often overlook is that we may
be using the J Ching only to solve our relationship with a particular
person; although we correct our wayof relating to him, wefail to
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apply its principlesto othersituations. Thus, we use the J Ching to
gain selfish ends insteadof correcting our wayof life. Others cannot
follow such partial values, and they will always be confusedby our
hypocrisies and inconsistencies.

Fifth Line: /f only the superior man can deliver himself... The
only way that entrenched habits of mind can be overcome is through
firm determinationto resist them. Itis important notto listen to their
persuasive arguments. At times they seem almost invincible or
demonic in their insistence, but this false strength quickly dissipates
when we decisively reject them and refuse to listen to them. In an
external situation it is important to become firm in one’s mind,
disengage from our emotions, and then, with few words, say what
must be said, or do what must be done. One mustbe totally firm
about whatis correct so that there is no argument.

Sixth Line: The prince shoots at a hawk on a high wall, He kills
it. Aremnantof our ego prevents deliverance. It still attempts to lead
by becoming involved in searching for the obstructing element—
itself, This happens when some smallbit of pride remains, keeping
us from humbly asking the Sage for help. When weput aside this bit
ofpride, wekill the hawkon the high wall and arefree.
This line also refers to having the wrong viewpoint. If we want to

unite with someone we mustfirst let him go. When wecease inner
resistance to what we perceiveas a negative situation, or hostile fate,
the obstructing elementwill disappear.
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Sun / Decrease

Kén
Tui

(Sacrifice feelings to which weareattached, such asdesire,
affection, repulsion, negation, alienation, or irritation, for
the goodof the whole.)

Decrease combined with sincerity.... Decrease, on the whole, is a
call to sacrifice all forms of self-importance, including feelings of
anger and retribution which occur when we feel forced into a
seemingly impossible situation. Such emotions cloud our percep-
tion, and even though they maybe justified, harboring them pre-
vents Our attaining a correct point of view.

Decrease also refers to the moment when we recognize that we are
powerless to achieve our goals. The moment of decrease is the all-
importantpointof beginning, forit is the point when we become
awareofour poverty and defenselessness. Recognizing that we are
helpless means that wealso perceive the impotence ofthe ego. This
recognition displaces the egoas leaderofour consciousness, if only
momentarily. During moments ofdecrease we are able to see thatwe
needhelp, and we have the humility to ask for help. If, however, we
are still looking to anything other than the Higher Powerfor help,
our egois trying to retain control.

Decrease also refers to the sense of dismay we feel when we
realize that our ego must relinquish leadership of our personality.
This dismayis similar to how we might feel on giving up a crutch
that we have thought wasindispensable for walking. Moreover, on
perceiving that it must be decreased, our ego often reacts with alarm,
anger, or frustration. Ifitis not met with firm resistanceat this point,
when itis weak, it swiftly regains strength, throws up defenses, and
begins to strive andresist Fate. To decrease the ego,by letting go of
such feelings,is to “express the true sentiments of the heart.” By de-
creasing ourego, the correct messages are transmitted to others and.
the Higher Power is able to help and defend us.
Our ego continuesto lead so long as weseek to be understood, to
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gain recognition for our views, or attemptto vindicate ourselves. It
also remains in control if we defend ourselves, make pacts,or stecl
ourselves against what might or might not happen. In doing these
things we hedge, doubting that the Creative will come to our
defense. Even thoughothers may wish to change, orrelate to us in
a better way, they remain resistant because they sense our doubt and
defensiveness. So longas our egois able to control us, we remain
unreliable. To accept our need forhelp, and to call for help, is to gain
the help of the Higher Power,

First Line: Going quickly when one's tasks are finished.... The
way the Sage relates to us shows us the way we should relate to
others. Going quickly quite literally meansto go quickly when one’s
tasks are finished. The performer, on ending his performance,
leaves the stage without further ado. He does not stand waiting
beyond the time the audience demands his presence. Heretreats,
detaching from whathehas accomplished. This selflessness prohib-
its the ego from assuming power; it keeps one’s inner equilibrium,
and enables inner truth to prevail. We may trust this.
Being defenseless, we must take care not to jeopardize our

personalities. Since ourmeansof influencing others is limited to our
good example and the powerof inner truth, we musttake care to
keep our thoughts correct and our attitude detachedand neutral, The
Sage does not throw himself away by chasing our approval. He does
not cater to the demands of logic, or intellect. Although he with-
drawsin the presenceof arrogance,he tolerates our mistakes. Thus,
if a personis not receptive, orif he is dubious about us, we should
reserve oursclf until delicacy of feeling is sufficient for open
communication. Whena person’s ego leads,we throw ourself away
if we confide in him ortry to convince him of anything.
This line may also concern our relationship with the Sage. We

should ask ourself, therefore, if we have delicacyof feeling toward
the Sage. Do we take what we wantfrom his advice and reject what
is unpleasant? Do wetreat him as a helpful friend?

Second Line: Without decreasing oneself oneis able to bring in-
crease to others, This line confirms thatit is correct to be paid for
one’s services. It is is not necessarily a good thing to serve another
if, in doing so, we teach him to be self-centered and spoiled. We
should not cultivate the idea that we can receive without being
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sensitive to the needs of those whoserveus. In the J Ching view it
is wrong to serve another if it means wecater to his ego, or to
unreasonable expectations, orif such service entails compromising
ourprinciples. (See Coming to Meet, Hex. 44, for an explanation of
the J Ching principle of ‘coming to meet halfway.’)
This line also means that even though we have experienced a

decrease of self, we must not lose our dignity by bringing our
deficiencies to others’ attention, or make a practice of confessing.
Everyone is similarly deficient, It is false humility to make some-
thing ofit.

Tohelp othersit is never necessary to put oneself in a dubious or
humiliating position. To help them requires only that we adhere
strictly to the limits of modesty and patience; the right momentto
say or do somethingwill arrive by itself, without our intervention.
We need only wait in a state of conscious innocence—free of
forethought or fixed ideas about what the situation ‘is,’ and whatto
do aboutit. When we wait with a pre-structured idea, we wait in
ambush.Being onthe lookout for opportunities to explain, confide,
or lash out angrily, we throw ourself away, and thus incur an unnec-
essary decrease through being humiliated.
If we are self-contained, self-reliant, and careful to adhere to the

limits imposedbythe principle of ‘coming to meetothers halfway”
(see Coming to Meet, Hex. 44), we will be called into action by
events; then, everything we say or do will be appropriate, and will
meet with no resistance. At a degree below freezing ice clings
stubbornly to surfaces, whereas at a degree above,it is easily
dislodged. This is the importance of working with the situation (see
Limitation, Hex. 60), and of following the path of least resistance
(see Enthusiasm, Hex. 16).
This line may also mean thatif, in ourinnerattitude, weare willing

torisk misunderstanding and disfavor by adhering to ourprinciples,
we will bring increase to others. Ironically, our willingness to be
firm and correct protects us from any decrease ofself.

Third Line: When three people journey together their number
decreases by one. By giving up wrong elements in ourself we open
the door for good elements to enter. The Sage cannot be associated
with evil. We may be adhering to something other than the Sage for
guidance (suchasa defective idea); thus, “three’s a crowd.”

Wealso receive this line when we have plunged ahead without
waiting to acquire the Sage’s help. Here, the third person is our ego,
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manifested as fear and as contrived solutions to problems, We need
only let go and waitfor help to showitself.
Fourth Line: /fa man decreaseshis faults, the other comes. Here

weare counseled to review our attitude to find the specific fault that
obstructs progress.

‘The rootof manyfaults is “looking behind,” “looking aside,” or
“looking ahead.” This means we focus on whatothers have done, are
doing, or mightdo, Such focussing causes us to attempt to change
things. Becoming emotionally entangled in this way disturbs our
equilibrium.
Another form of emotional entanglement occurs when things

have been going well and we begin to depend on good times contin-
uing; we are then notprepared when things change for the worse,
Similarly, during bad times we assume that negative situationswill
continue indefinitely, hence we adopt an oppressed and hopeless
view.We should not dependonaffairs either to be stable or unstable:
changeis the rule oflife. Such dependencies cause usto lose our
sense of caution during good times, and to rely on contrived
solutions during bad times. We become socareless or preoccupied
with ourproblems that we are notopen to suggestions from the Sage.
External observationsofa situation are incomplete. [tis important

to come to the ‘inner truth’of the matter, which may be simply that
there is nothingto do now but disengage until a greater understand-
ing becomes possible. Once we think we have identified the prob-
lem, we tend to set ourselves on a courseto “correct” it, even though
our scenario is incomplete. We must allow the correct perception to
come through, This is possible only if, for the time being, weresist
defining the problem or contriving any solutions. If we will perse-
vere through what mightbe called the “moment of ambiguity,” we
will create an openingfor the Sageto help. This help will come at
the moment weneedit. Meanwhile, we must resist the fear that the
Sage will not help,or that the time will run out, or that we must
somehow come to a conclusion.
Finally,in doing whatis correct we must stop lookingto the Sage

for vain approval or disapproval. We know whetheror not we have
done the best we can ata particular time. We must let go of effortand
of any mistakes we have made,

Fifth Line: Someone does indeed increase him. Our effort to
follow thepath of the good and the beautifulwill lead tosuccess, and
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to the rescue of those to whom wearetied by innerties.

Sixth Line: If one is increased without depriving others...
Through withdrawal andself-discipline our situation improves, and
we experience an increase in self-reliance and inner independence,
This should not, however, becomea justification to look down on
others, discard them,wish them ill, tell them about their faults, or be
hard or brusque. If we remain modest and sincere, we will win the
help needed to rescue them, The perseverance and zealous work

j

mentioned refersto restraining one’s inferiors.
This line also means that while it is correct to be paid for one’s

services (see Line 2), the paymentwe require must notbeexorbitant,
It also means we should expect to pay a just amount for others’
services.
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I/ Increase
Sun.
Chén

(Weare being helped; therefore, we should keep our heart
steady(free of desire).

Increase means that we are nowin a time of powerful movement
towards improvement. Weare being helped by the Higher Power.
This help puts us ina position of strength andgivesus the feeling of
inner and outer independence. In following our path we find a
measureof self-assuranceand peace. Progress is easy compared to
former timesof obstruction and decrease. Now, however, we need
to be even more conscientious, for the time is similar to ‘after
completion’ (see Hex. 63), when carelessness, lassitude, andindif-
ference encroach into ourattitude. We are reminded thatthe time of
increase does not endure, and we must therefore keep our attitude
steady in going forward and strongin inner independence. During
the time of increase we are able to influence others, provided our
attitude remains correct. We“utilize” this time when we renew our
humility, remain conscientious, and keep ‘going on.”

This hexagram also states that sacrifice on the part of“those
above” yields benefits to those below. Whenwefeel freed of inner
pressures, we tend to become intolerant of others, and to measure
their progress impatiently. No matter how independent we feel, we
must not forget to rescue those for whom we are responsible.
Although rescuing them means that welet them go their own way,
wecontinue to hold an open mind and sacrifice any temptation to
execute them mentally as hopeless. To help others we must sacrifice
any feelings of alienation, or grievances, however badly they be-
have. During such times we need to remember how far along our
path we could have come without the help, fidelity, and open mind
of the Sage.

First Line: /t furthers one to accomplish great deeds. We have not
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been helped merely to sink back into luxurious and indifferent
attitudes, or to otherwise abandonourpath.If we use our power and.
position to put others ata disadvantage, we cannot achieve anything,
great, or remainfree of reproach. Great poweris exercised when we
find ways of not using it. We remain humble and blameless by
holding to whatis universally true, and by negotiating from this
basis. We should not focus on whatother people doorfail to do, or
give them upas hopeless because of appearances; we need to hold
ourminds opento what they can yet become, oncethey discover how
and why they needto betrue to themselves,
This line also reminds us that becauseit is a general time of

increase, no harm will comeofour mistakes if we correct ourselves,
Second Line: Constant perseverance brings good fortune. The

King presents him before God. If we have contracted a hostile fate,
itis not enough to workonly tobe released fromits oppressions; this
fate will change only when we come tolove and follow the path of
the good for its own sake. When we achieve harmony with the
Creative, weare no longer subjected to the voices of doubt and fear,
and our life takes on strength. It is in accordance with Cosmic law
that what we havelost will be restored to us. If we can persevere
constantly in keepingour heart steady, the Sage (king) willargue our
case, as it were, before God.

Third Line: One is enriched through unfortunate events. This line
means that becauseit is a general time of increase and self-correc-
tion, we have made progress in spite of our mistakes and incorrect
attitudes.

Fourth Line: Ifyou walk in the middle... We embody the example
of the Sage (serve as an intermediary) through being dedicated,
responsible, sincere, and perseveringly disengaged. We shirk this
responsibility if we do what we want instead.

Fifth Line: [fin truth you have akindheart.... True kindness arises
from innernecessity, involves no forethought, and is purely sponta-
neous, because it accords with our true nature. In the war against
vanity we must consider whether weare acting from innocence, or
whether we areacting to gain recognition. Often, the greatest kind-
ness occurs whenwe forego pleasures to achieve a more correct re-
lationship. We need not worry that our point of view will not be
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recognized since anyone who remains true to himself and pure in
heart will be recognized.
If we make a point of demonstrating our feelings in order to

influence othersorto give others pleasure in being recognized, we
make the mistake of regarding our caring as a prize. In prizing the
way we feel, we are under the influence of vanity. If we state our
feelings because we fear others need proof that we care, wecater to
their egos, Wheneverwe allow ourselves to be driven by desire or
fear to demonstrate our viewsor our feelings, or to defend our acts,
we throw ourself away. If we are conscientious to be correct in our
motives and firm in our principles, what we say spontaneously will
be correct.
True kindness, ultimately, lies in caring conscientiously to do

whatis correct out of the sight and hearing of others. When we
decide,“I like that person,” werisk the danger of forminga faction
with him, especially if we say, in effect, that henceforth we will
overlook wrongs he may do, True loyalty, like true kindness, is to
hold to what is correct in ourself; from this basis we relate to people
as they come and go. When they deviate from the good, we withdraw
and remainfaithfulto their Superior Man. This is to be a true friend.
Finally, kindness meansto be patient when mistakes are made,

either by ourselvesorby others. Forgivenessis to require neither an
actof penitence noran apology. We require only that we ourselves
be patient, moderate, and justin our attitude towards them.

Sixth Line: He brings increase to no one. This line warnsthat in
using power wrongly we lose the helpofthe Creative and invite the
attack ofhostile forces. In losing modesty, we lose both our shield
and our sword. Above all, we lose the benefits of the timeof increase
if we fail to keep our hearts steady, as when we waver about our
values and reconsider whether our path is the correct one.It is
important to maintain our modesty, andthe inner independence to
maintain our forward direction.
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Kuei / Breakthrough (Resoluteness)

Tui
Chien

(Be resolute to keep within the correct limits.)

Breakthroughrefersto twopoints of change: whenyin flows into the
space left behind by yang, and when yang flows into the space left
behindby yin. One form of breakthrough follows the other. Through
following the correct path resolutely, we find that obstructionsgive
way,or “break through.”If we then exceed the mean by becoming,
hard and proud, or if we give up perseverance to luxuriate in the
improved situation, breakthrough occurs again as a breakdown in
relationships.

Weachieve the first kind of breakthrough (removing obstruc-
tions) by persevering resolutely in the correct attitude. This means
wekeep emotionally disengaged from situations which temptus to:
react in an emotional way. As each emotion approaches we defuse
its energy by recognizing it and resolutely resisting it. We forego
striving, sacrifice grievances, disperse angerand frustration, resist
desire, dismantle overconfidence, and sacrifice feelings of rights
and expectations. In such ways we deprive our egoof energy, thus
give other people’s egos nothing to compete with. By such resolute.
inner firmness we strengthen other people’s superior natures, and
the situation breaks through. By remaining determined to follow this
discipline we invoke the powerofthe Creative, which always acts
to help those who unselfishly follow the good.

‘Whenour situation improves,a new sort of resoluteness must be
undertaken. Now we must guard against intervening in others’
affairs to tell them whatto think. We mustnot allow ourself to slide
back into the habits of mind which led to our problems. When
success comes weshould not allow ourself to be hard or proud, nor
should we congratulate ourself for being in the right. We neither rest
on our virtue, nor measureourprogress. Resoluteness means that we
continue humbly forward, determined to stay balanced and on
course,
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Resoluteness, then, entails being decisive against the passions and
fears that take hold in our minds, causing usto lose our sense of
limits, as when we depart from acceptance and non-action, or when
weallow self-importance to return. Every day we encounterall sorts
of ideas. Those we clearly recognize as absurd or unworthy we
immediately discard. Ideasless easily defined tend tolinger in our
minds until they achieve credibility simply because we haven’t
decided what sort of ideas they are. In this manner they become
accepted by default. By default they slide down into our uncon-
scious, wherethey continue to influence our thinking and behavior.
It is necessary to bring these ideas to the surface to see what they
really are. When we discover that they are seductive half-truths, we
are able to discard them.
If unworthy ideas have become habitual responses to situations,

we must guard against their return. Once we have withstood the
compulsive appeal (or threat) that such habits putforth, as many as
three times, the habits will have been greatly weakened, or even
totally overcome. (This is the meaningofthe “three times” men-
tioned in Revolution (Hex. 49)).
It is important to note that the different hexagrams give us

different ways of approaching negative influences. For example,
Dispersion (Hex. 59)refers to a specific technique of “dispersing”
feelings of anger and alienation. By choosing to give them up, we
allow them to “float away.” We free them mentally, as one would let
abird outof acage. Through employing such images we gain power
over the negative influences. Until wetry this imaging technique,
weare unaware thatsuch a simple means canfreeus from something
which has heretofore controlled us with an iron grip.

Whenwe receive lines inDeliverance (Hex. 40), it usually means
that we are under the influenceof subtle and intransigent emotions
such as vanity. These emotions are referredto in one line as “three
flattering foxes,” and in another as a “hawk on a high wall.” The
hexagram indicates that these emotions mustbe “killed.” The act of
killing an evil motive requires first that we seeitas standing between
us and deliverance from obstructions; then we must conquer it
through resoluteness against its influence. Weare so sincere in our
effort thatit is “killed.” It also helps if we mentally imagine ourself
askilling the evil ideas,as in shooting them with arrows. This inner
actis successfulonly if we sincerely wantto free ourself from the
habit of mind.
Sometimesan evil impulse isso ill-defined that we can perceive
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itonly as a general mood, corrupting our attitude. The technique for
dealing with this sort of situation is described in Coming to Meet
(Hex. 44), We remain gently aware that the moodis there; we watch
itas one might watcha “fish in the tank.” While weare not able to
get rid of it immediately, such means enable us to keep it from
getting outof hand during critical moments.
For each situation confronting us the appropriate technique is

given in the daily / Ching reading. Each technique requires a certain
type of resoluteness. Only resoluteness breaks through the problem,
Gradually, through practice we develop theability to recognize the
appropriate technique for any given situation.

First Line: Mighty in the forward-striding toes. Mistake. Here
danger comes from overconfidence and exuberant enthusiasm. We
sce that we must be resolute in withdrawing from others to “bite
through” the obstacles. Our ego, however, would haveus go past the
point intended, to withdrawenthusiastically. Or, we see that wemust
disperse alienation, but we go pastdignified reserve to be too lenient.
This dominance of our egois intuitively perceived by the other
person, therefore he returns to defending himself, defeating our
purpose.

Second Line: A cry of alarm. Fear nothing. Events or images
approach whichmight press us into action. Weshould notallowself-
confidence to cause usto step outside our limits. If we remain aware
that weare notyetin a state of balance, we can avoid making such
mistakes,

Third Line: The superior manis firmly resolved. No blame. The
ambiguous situation seemsto compel action, such as turning against
someone to bring his wrongsoutinto the openforredressor, because
things seem better, re-entering a close relationship with him. Non-
action is called for, however, because he has not corrected his
attitude of careless indifference. Wedo nothing, even though no one
will understand why wedonot takea stand to conclude matters. “No
one” includes our own inferiors.

This line can also refer to thinking it impossible to follow the path,
We should notgive up on ourself. We needto befirmly resolved to
try to continue onthe path, to remain conscientious, andto ask for
help.
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Fourth Line: /f a man wereto let himself be led like a sheep,
remorse would disappear. Here we encounterthe dangersof being
resolute. When resolutenessgoes to the extreme ofbeing hard, or
when, in riddingourself of alienation, we become too soft, we depart
from the path and are no longer able to hear within. Our feclings
harden whenwe listen to oursenseofpride and humiliation, or they
soften when we listen to desire. We must sacrifice hardness and
resist desire if we are to return to modesty and simplicity, and to
reserve and inner balance.
To beled like a sheep means that we dependoninner truth.We do

not memorize what tosay, butallow the right thing to comeof itself,
at the right time. This is possible only if we maintain inner empti-
ness: we neither listen to the clamoring ofour emotions, nor pretend
to know the right answer in advance.

Fifth Line: In dealing with weeds, firm resolution is necessary.
Walking in the middle remains free of blame. Habit, symbolized by
weeds, is strong. We mustbe resoluteagainst losing inner independ-
ence and balance, and against allowing others to cause us to want,
worry, or wonder. We must keepour serenity. It is necessary to let
people who wish to err go on their way, while we remain firmly
resolved notto give them upas hopeless. Weshould notgive up on
ourselves, either—on our ability to persevere and endure others, and
to endure the general situation.

Sixth Line: No ery. In the end misfortune comes. Breakthrough
has occurred. Things appear muchbetter, but the matter is not
entirely resolved. We mustguard against losing our reserve, becom-
ing too lenient, or compromisingin order to accommodate incorrect
behavior. If we re-enter fellowship with someone while problems
remain unresolved, we throw ourselves away. The conditions of
equality and justice must be firmly established, not by whatis said,
butbyall the essentials of a person’s wayof life.

Weneed notharbor angeror hold to bad memories to remind
ourselves thatthe situation is not ready to be resolved. Reminders
occurof themselves. We must leave correction or punishment of the
evil inferiors to the Sage,as this is not our provinceof action. So long
as wehold toany particular grievance,we preventits correction. The
force that heals and corrects cannot respondif our ego stands by,de-
manding results.
If we have stabilized ourself and become freed from pressures to
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act, we should remain on guard against the resurgence of these

pressures until all habitual responses are completely conq
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Kou / Coming to Meet

(Donot respond to seduction, especially the seduction
of power.)

On one level ‘coming to meet’ means to be open-minded, patient,
and tolerant toward that which approachesus, the way the Sage of
the J Ching is open-minded, patient, and tolerant towardthose of us
who consult him. But,as the hexagram mentions, weare only meant
to “comehalfway,”or go only so far. When any person, situation, or
idea requires that we sacrifice our higher nature or compromise our
innerdignity, that is going too far . We are not meant to go beyond
the limits of dignity and correct behavior.
The commentary notes thatthe “inferior man rises only because

the superior man doesnot regard him as dangerous andso lends him
power.” This means that we allow evil ideas and situations through
dismissing the warning flashes of intuition. Thus, we go to meet
them halfway. On theapproachofany situationor idea, we aremeant
to ask whether becoming involvedwill take us beyond the limits of
correct behavior. We should certainly not entertain any idea, or
become involved in any situation which contains the elementof
seduction. Receiving this hexagram often indicates that we are
entertaining ideas which are incorrect, seductive,orflattering.

Theeasy, seductive, or flattering thingis pictured as a “bold girl
who lightly surrenders herself and thus seizes power.” Whether itbe
a flattering or comforting person, situation,or idea, the fact thatit
comes boldly andeasily should be warning enoughto stand by our
inner guidelines of whatis correct and essential.

The principle of darkness, after having been eliminated,
furtively...obtrudes from within and below. Just when we have
become detached, new inner complaints begin ina subtle, seemingly
innocentway. Once we listen to them we becomedissatisfied; then
weare presented with a tempting solution in the form of a person,
idea,or desirable objective. While the temptation may seem harm-
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less enough,once we seriously consider it,it takes over completely
andplays itself out with force. All this happens because, through:
“listening to it,”or going to meetit halfway, we have allowed the: oH)
(our spoiled child within) to gain power.
A similar situation occurs when we perceive that the inferior

element in others approaches, seeking to manipulate or unbalance
us. To respondcorrectly to others’ inferiors, we needfirst to recog-
nize any tendency ofour inferiors to go and meet the others halfway.
Observing evil in others invariably arouses our ego, which wants to
Pay backinsult with insult and blow with blow. (It self-righteously
thinksthat because it has had to accept discipline, others must be
punished and restricted too.) Once we allow our ego to be brusque
and intolerant, it developsa demonic power. To undermine its power
we needto return to humility, This may require that we remember
howwehave beenhelped to overcome someofour weaknesses. We
may need to recall the power thatourfears and misconceptions have
had overus, and ourdifficulty in becoming free ofthem, for these
are the same fears and misconceptions that giverise to the evil we
observein others.
Allthechanging lines of the hexagram haveto do with keeping our

ego disarmed in the presence ofothers’ egos, or their undisciplined
inferiors, When they are insincere, we should not throw ourself
away through angry and frustrated responses by which we lose our
inner independence. Nor should we seek to resolve problems
through conflict and striving,or through wooing and seduction, In-
stead, we should allow the way by which problems can naturally be
resolved, to open. This becomes possible when wegive others space,
and when we retain our inner independence anddignity.
To control our ego andinferiors,it is essentialthat we donot feed

them by listening to their whining complaints. We empowerevil
thoughts when wegive them serious consideration, To cease listen-
ing to them, once they have begun, requires persistence and firm-
ness. Itis easier to curb them in the beginning; the more we entertain
them, the more completely they persuade us to their viewpoint.
When evil shows itself in others we must monitor and curb our
reaction immediately so that weneither acquiesce in what they do,
norreact ina combative way. Weturn the matter overto theCosmos,
and cling to a just and moderate view of everything that happens.
In controlling our inferiors, itis necessary to recognize our emo-

tional status. Are we impatient, angry, or frustrated? Do we desire
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something? Are we thinking of wrongsother people do, or do we
consider giving them up as hopeless? These ego-voices endanger
perseverance; if they go unchecked, they will soon destroy the inner
independence which has true powerto overcome evil.
To control others’ inferiors, we endure them so that the opportu-

nity fora good influencewill remain possible. At the same time, we
neither cater to them nor heed any demands they may make. We do
not explain or defend our position. To confide our way oflife to
someone whois notreceptiveis to throw ourself away.
Weshouldalso realize that we cannot overcome evil.We can only

undermine it through modesty (being conscientiously correct),
reticence, and the powerof inner independence (inner truth). We
may recognize evil, but we must not allow it to draw us intoits
vortex. We succeed in this battle when, in spite of everything, we
retain (or regain) our compassion for those who err, We remember
that they err because they misunderstandthe truthsoflife that would
liberate them from the dark force.

Whenwe succeed in maintaining discipline during such challeng-
ing situations we come to meet the Creative halfway,and thusattain
the help we need to complete our task.

First Line: [t must be checked with a brake of bronze....Evenalean
pig hasit in him to rage around. Our egooften beginsinaplaintive,
helpless,self-pitying voice. Once we listen toit, it suddenly gains
power, ranting, raving, and demanding action, It is easiest to check
atthe beginning. The “brakeof bronze” refers to the stern act ofwill
power required to bring it under control. The ego’s powerarises in
the emotions of fear, vanity, desire, enthusiasm, alienation, anger,
impatience, restlessness, dissatisfaction, anxicty, doubt, and right-
eous indignation. These emotions undermine our good servants:
will-power, dedication to good, kindness, and our inclination to-
wards moderation and justice.
Negative emotions first show themselves as a vague mood, the

merest ripple on the shining lake. Since itis only when they are first
arising that we can gain power over them,we are advised to check
their advance consistently. (This is why, in the first line of The
Clinging, Hex. 30, we are counselled to dealwith the first thoughts
we have on awaking, because these are the thoughts which control
the remainderof the day.)
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Second Line: A fish in the tank...keep under gentle control,
Sometimes we seem unableto free ourself from an evil impulse,
from restlessnessor desire. Insteadof resisting it violently—whiel
meansthatour egois trying to control itself—we should perse
in gentle but firm resistance to any impulse to do anything. Gradi

ally this resistance gives us strength over it. Meanwhile we shoul

take care notto allow the evil impulse to showin our actions.
concentrating our attention on looking inward, we cease looki

outward at whateverdisturbs our inner independence.
This linealso refers to our tendencyto be brusque towards othe

people’s inferiors. Feelings of disdain come from ourego. Indulg
them certainly causes trouble.

‘Third Line: Walking comeshard. Weare tempted to contend.
others to makepoints, or to make ourselves felt, or understood.
heightens the self-conflictalready present. Hopefully, we will a
abandoning our path because of such ambition, desire, or ol

emotion which comes from our ego. To do anything to im
others,either through desire or anger, comes from attachmentiperpetuates the vortex which begins when we throw ourselves a

Fourth Line: Nofish in the tank, The tendency to be brusq|
response to others’ inferiors comes from our inferiors. In lea

from the J Ching, our inferiors, which havehad to be disciplif
now become intolerant ofothers’ undisciplined inferiors. Harshii
is nota fit servant of the good. Even though there is no blam
finding evil repugnant, we should correct a discontented, right
envious,or superior mood, and not allowit to continue to fe

If, in having this attitude, we have already alienated peoplt,
should bear their dislike with composure.

Fifth Line: A melon coveredwithwillow leaves. We should ni

toconvince peopleofwhatis right. Instead, we should place our

inbeinga good example; this alonc has the powerto convince |
of what is good.

‘The more we depend on logic, intellect, and “formulas ofsu
to influence others, the more doubt and conflict we arouse,

Ri

on logic indicates that we doubt that the truth will reveal itsel
peoplewillbe able to seeit in their own way, in their own (HH

we disengage andgo on our way, the eclipsing power of a i

and the doubt initiated through persuasion will wither away,
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Sixth Line: He comes to meet with his horns. When the inferior
elements in others approach to challenge us, it is necessary to
withdraw and keep disengaged from their distrustor hostility. This
say seem brusque and unreasonableto them, but itis the right thing
to do. We can bear their dislike with composure.

‘This line also refers to times whenour inferiors clamor for logical
explanationsand “reasonable” answers. Sucha logical, intellectual
‘pproach to the inner life, or to the / Ching, or to our path, does not
work, Here, we mustbear the dislike ofour inferiors.
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Ts’ ui / Gathering Together (Massing)

Tui
K’un

(We mustnotengage in self-doubt, nor in doubtofourprin-
ciples.)

The judgment in this hexagram warnsusto be prepared for discord
when people congregate in groups, and to “renew our weapons to
meet the unforeseen.” Its message is not to gather people into
groups, but to develop the firmnessof character needed for times
whenweare in positions of leadership.
In following the way of the Sage weare always leader of some

group. Ourresponsibility is not to motheror father that group,or to
supervise others’ behavior ortheir learning process, but simply to
follow whatis high and good in ourself. This communicates to others
through the powerof inner truth and a good example.
While groups may haveassigned leaders, the true (subconscious)

leadership of any group is the person who connects with others
through firmness in his inner sense of truth. Such a person may be.
youngor old, male or female. Through learning the wayofthe Sage
and receiving his help, we develop a responsibility to lead others.
This requires that we accumulate (gather together, or amass) a
knowledge of the Cosmic principlesthat govern life, the firmness of
character to uphold them, and the ability to wait without wavering
in our essential direction. By “amassing” these qualities of charac-
ter, we accumulate the power that automatically accompanies them.
We frequently receive this hexagram as a reminderthat great

things cannot be accomplished until we have achieved inner stability
not disturbed by ambiguous situations, Outside events no longerjar
us off course, making us waverin oursenseof inner truth, pause in
our forward direction, or doubt the power of truth to resolve
problems,

Wecan also receive this hexagram when we feel disappointed
because we have notyet achieved visible progress in our situation.
We needto realize that before obvious changes can occur, invisible
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changes in people's psyches must takeplace. All things come in due
time. Itis the wayofthe Sageto achieve progress only by tiny steps
which cannotbe measuredor observedby our ego. Meanwhile, we
must keep our will directed forward. This is to have a correct
“waiting attitude’ (see Waiting, Hex. 5) andit fulfills the counsel of
thefirst line, to “be sincere to the end.”
In situations of gathering together we are meant to bring our

accumulated knowledge of inner truth to work; this happens when
we remain firmly resolved during challenges and difficulties. We
control inferior nourishment—ideas which weaken our will and
makeus vacillate, losing our inner balance and doubting our inner
sense of what is correct. Vacillation in our inner balance, and in
holdingto ourprinciples, causes those who follow us with their inner
eyeto hesitate.

Through having a correct attitude and conducting ourselves
accordingly, we acquire the help we need from the Higher Powerto
complete ourtask. Asking for, receiving, and remembering this help
is essential. No great task can be completed without it.
After every step of progress, however small, we must renew our

innerdiscipline, otherwise, a growing sense of powerwill turn into
expansive over-confidence and carelessness. We should also return
toreticence and simplicity. Simplicity is the attribute which enables
the leader’s vision and awareness to become manifested as the
people’s achievements.

Every step ofprogress leads notonly to our own success, but toa
better world and heightened spirituality in all beings. Our smallest
self-improvement is of the greatest importance to ending suffering
in the world, and to bettering the human condition, for how things.
are in the world is a reflection of the accumulated effort of human
beings to follow the good within themselves.

First Line: [fyou are sincere, but not to the end.... Our goals must
be the highest. We mustbe absolutely firm as to what is right and
correct, and we mustnot vacillate. Lack of firmness causes others
who would gather aroundus to waver. Similarly, if we look back to
seeif others are following us, we holdasecret doubt that following
the true and the good will achieve their rescue. People will follow us
only if we are free of doubt and hesitation about what is good and
true, and if we continue on our path regardless of what they do.
In following ourpath it is inevitable that we shall be challenged
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by other people’s egos. While our inner independence draws others,
to us, and invigorates their spiritual potential, it also threatens their
egos, making them feel unsettled about the wrong paths they have
been pursuing. They also feel envious, for they sense the powerof
inner independence, and would like such power for themselves.
Their egos seek our “formula” or“secret,” believing our inner inde-
pendence to be some sort of trick which can easily be emulated.
They also wonder whether we can be thrown off-balance, and

whether we can be made to doubt what we know, forif theiregos can
prove to their real selves that weare false, their egos will remain
firmly in control. Thus theytest us, either by flattery, or by seduc-
tion, or by imposing themselvesas a problem forus to solve, or by
being aggressive. Often, during these tests, we are pitted against
something we do not understand. Thefirst impulse put forward by
our inferiors is to waver, questioning all we have learned. Through
listening to the doubts thus aroused our ego resumes control, return-
ing us to old habits of contending, jumping to solutions, and pressing
forward to create changes. We can avoid this if we recognize that we
are being tested, and if we cease doubting what we have learned.
Instead, we fall back on what we know to be true and dependon it
to show the way pastthe difficulties.

Realizing that we will be tested in this manner helps us remain
resolute and firm, We accept apparent reversals and guard against
allowing resolutenessto degenerate into brusquenessor intolerance.
While we gently endure other people’s inferiors, we in no way play
any games they set in motion forthe purpose of unbalancing us.If
they have imposed themselves as a problem, we simply ignore the
problem. Weare obligated neither to play the gamenorto solve the
problem.

Second Line: Letting oneselfbe drawn. This means that we should
notadoptany contrived attitudes which wethink will keep things in
balance, or which will move things along more quickly. We should
not even try to keep thingsin balance,or be afraid of any existing
imbalance. We need only keep ourself open and free to allow things
to happenasthey will. We neither resist attraction, nor read more
into it than it contains. We remain simple andinnocent, and thus
retain our inner balance.

While relationships are mending we should not allow pride, self-
pity, or other emotions from the pastto cause us to structure how
things should work out. We neither plot how we are to get back
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together, norerect arbitrary obstacle courses which require them to
“do this” or “agree to that.” Weallow the Creative to do the mending,
Meanwhile, we keep ourself firm in our values, independent and
self-sufficient, careful to accept nothing false, and careful not to
participate in any seduction.

Third Line; Slight humiliation. This line indicates that a person
(cither ourself, or another) would like to reunite with us (or the Sage)
and follow thepath of the good. However, becausehe feels isolated
and humiliated, the situation proves untenable. Forthe time being,
therefore,it is better that he proceed with his development outside
the group. In spite of being separated from those with whom he
belongs,he will make satisfactory progress so longas he steadfastly
allies himself with his higher nature, and follows the wayof the
Sage.
While we must let him find his own way, we shouldnotregard him

as a tiresome botherbecauseofhis mistakes as a beginner; we must
remain open-minded and patient.

When anyone secksto join the unity of the good he must accept
the humility of starting from a decreased position. True humility is
the beginningof enduring change. Since heis a stranger ina strange
country, so to speak, itis necessary for him to ally himself with the
Sage, the invisible universal teacher who teaches through dreams,
meditations, one’s inner senseof truth, and the J Ching. The Sage,
accessible through these resources, is the centerof all spiritual
fellowship. If the beginner will submit himself sincerely to the
Sage’s guidance (by trusting the Unknown and notpretending he
already knows the way), this subjugation ofhis ego will guarantee
his progress.It is not enoughto “sigh,” or simply to want to be part
of the unity of good, or to want to make progress. We can attain
goodness and progress only by submitting ourself to being taught by
the Sage, and by sincerely workingat self-correction.
Fourth Line: Great goodfortune. Because wearewilling to put

aside the sighing of the third line and work unselfishly for the good,
our workis successful in bringing about humanunity.
This is true even though we mustoften proceed alone, our

thoughts and actions misunderstood, there being no opening to have
an influence, Because we are truly unselfish and persevering in
seekingthe general welfare, and undisturbed by how others view us,
our work becomes “crowned with success,”with all obstructions re-
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moved,

Fifth Line: If there are some who are not yet sincerely in the
work.... The only means of dealing with people who secretly
mistrust us is to maintain our inner independence. This does not
mean that we should avoid, for comfort's sake, our responsibility by
discarding the situation or by taking action to change it. We need
only be willing to go on alone,without contrived or forced attempts
to persuade others of our pointof view.It is natural that they be
suspicious of our influence. A position of influence and inner
independence always arouses envy. Envy, manifested as distrust,
can be dismissed only through our becoming more conscientious. In
time, and in the faceofour consistency of character, this resistance
will melt away.

Sometimes this line refers to our mistrust of and resistance to the
Sage. Weare “notyet sincerely in the work.”

Sixth Line: Lamenting and sighing.... This and the preceding line
sometimes referto ourrelationship with the Sage. In the preceding
line we maybe clinging to the/ Chingorto the path becausewe think
that thus wewill achieve the gains weseek,rather than becauseit
showsus the correct path, Restlessness and indecision in times of
adversity imply that our trust is incomplete. Wearenotyet firm in
our center.If we recognize this and “reach out for help,” an alliance
with the Sage becomes possible.
If this line refers to another person, we should be open-minded

when he reaches toward us.
We“lament and sigh” because of how longit takes to make en-

during progress. Our childish heartstill carries some resistance to
the way of the Sage. Desires and lamentations defeat the inner
independencewhich insures progress. It is important to askforhelp
to attain the higher understanding thatwill enable us to become free
of these emotions,
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Shéng / Pushing Upward

K’un
Sun

(Through sincerely following the way of the Sage we
attain the help of the Cosmos.)

This hexagram has to do with the direct and immediate growth
suggested by the image of pushing upward. Whenwegrow, all those
connected to us “by their roots” (see Peace, Hex. 11) also grow. By
makinga sincereeffort to be resolute against ourfears, by holding
to the great-man potentialin others, by remaining tolerant andalert,
we retain our innocence, and push upward determinedly. We dis-
mantle ourbarriers and defenses, our plans and ambitions, We
carefully maintain our inner independence through each challeng-
ing situation, We yieldto being led blindly by our teacher, the Sage.
Strengthened by humility and conscientiousness, we engage the
helpful powers ofthe Cosmos.

First Line: Pushing upward that meets with confidence. We
maintain spiritual fitness through keeping aware ofour innerfeel-
ings, and by keeping free of our ego. Such humility and sincerity
invokethe help of the Higher Power.

Second Line: /f oneis sincere, it furthers one to bring a small
offering. No blame. The strong element mentioned is ambition to
achieve our goal. We desire to change entrenched habits or trends
right away. This ambition interferes with our need to be patient and
persevering. We havethe goalin mind insteadofthe necessary steps
at hand. We look toofar aheadin anticipation of how things will be
if we act,orfail to act. It is best to be purposeless. In spite of these
defects, and because we are fundamentally sincere in attitude, we
make progress. No great harm comes of the deficiency. A “small
offering” meansthatsacrificing ambition would perfect our humil-
ity.
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Ambition is also present when we desire to be recognized. We
should notcall attention to our good behavior in the hope of obligat-
ing others to do whatis correct. Neither should weseck to be seen
as good.We cannot create change by such means. We can rel y onthe
powerof truth to bring about change. Weneed notstrive atall.
Third Line: One pushes upwardintoan empty city. The emptycity

means that we “push upward” without obstruction. Neither good nor
bad fortune is promised, because wearenot free of ego-pressures,
We should not be discouraged, however, for further self-develop-
mentwill correct this defect.

Fourth Line: The kingoffers him Mount Ch' i. Weare sincere and
conscientious in our effort to correct ourself therefore we attain the
help of the Higher Power.
This line also confirms that our work on ourselves has established

our spiritual existence.

Fifth Line: One pushes upward by steps. Each step of progressisa separate entity, having its own beginning, middle, and end. Each
step is small. The momentof influence opens, then closes. Whenitopens weare free to advance; whenit closes we must disengage. We
should take care notto press for progress beyond the potential of
each moment. When wetry to prolong or maximize this moment,
striving begins. We should withdraw to renew ourself. We need to
realize thateach stepofprogressis minuscule and unobservable, We
should notseck visible changes as a measureof success. Wewillhave succeeded if we have stood firm and correct during the chal-
lenges.
Withdrawal does not mean that effort ceases. Returning to humil-

ity may openyet another opportunity to have an influence. Then we
should try to be aware of when wewill need to withdraw again,
Whenever we seekto rush another person’s development, our egois involved. People must have the space and time to digest knowl-

edgeat their own pace.
Wealso skip steps when, through reserve, we bring another per-

son into a correct relationship, then drop ourreserve to enjoy the
moment. Only when the other person has completed the many stepsof self-development needed to guarantee his continued progress can
we re-enter a close fellowship with him, It is not enough that his
improvement should occuronly in response to ourinner firmness
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Tl i Il, Hex. 9); his improvements(see The Taming Power of the Small,
s

must result from his having madea firm choice to follow the good
through perceiving that itis the only path to take. Until then we must
maintain reserve.

Sixth Line: Pushing up blindly. Each opportunity to relate to
others inacreative way occursonly during brief moments oft mutual
humility and receptivity. If we keep tuned to our inner voice we will
know when these moments open; if we remain alert we will also
know when receptivity wanes. Precisely then we should disengage
and renew our modesty before impatience, a sense of disappoint-
ment, righteous indignation, or alienation intrude. Indeed, jeopard-
izing ourself almost invariably leads to disappointment, then to
injured pride, then to alienation.ee ego becomes involved wenolongerare able to hear our
inner voice. Ambition takes over and we push forward, throwing
ourself away. Meanwhile, ambition arouses others’ distrust and
closes downthe opportunity to have a good influence. In throwing
ourself away, we give wayto anger, wounded pride, and alienation.

rsonality “splits apart.”veAse to rela that once we achieve advances, steadfast-
nessis hard to maintain. Weeasily shift from cautionto enthusiastic
self-confidence. Self-confidence quickly turns into arrogant self-
assertion. We shouldbe content, therefore, with small gains, retreat-
ing after advances. Otherwise, wewill act when we ought to hold

back, and speak when we ought to keepstill.
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K’un/ Oppression (Exhaustion)

(We disbelieve that someone can, orwill, ever change. We
believeitis toolate to rectify matters, or that we can have an
impact onthe situation.)

We receive this hexagram when ourspirit is oppressed by certain
fundamental untruths: when webelieve the Higher Power does not
exist; when wedoubt its goodness because things have gonebadly;
when we suspect it will not, or cannot help us,or that the help will
come too late; when we suspect that Fate is conspiring againstus,
that the situationis too difficult, and that we lack the meansto deal
with it.
The Higher Truth (Sage, Cosmos)is the source ofall spiritual

nourishment. This nourishment, or essential energy,is called chi.
Chi flows first to our higher nature, and throughit to our bodies.
When we are true to ourselves, chi flows without resistance or
blockage. When wearenottruc to ourselves the chi energy no longer
flows properly. We know this because believing an untruth causes
inner conflict and depression.If the disruption in the flow ofthis
energy, or nourishment, continues, we experience what this hexa-
gram calls “exhaustion.” Exhaustion affects both the essentialself,
and the body.
Disruptions in the flow of chi occur when we harbor ideas which

are foreignto the Higher Truth, This hexagram counsels us on ways
to free ourself from the oppression of false ideas.

Tt is well known that major emotional shocks such asthe loss of
aparcntcanbe followed by majorillnesses. Itis our tendency to react
to shock by questioning our purpose in life, and to doubt our
relationship with the Higher Power. This activity leads to doubtand
despair, consequentlyaloss of the will to live. Similarly, over a
period of years we may adopt false ideas that depress ourhealth in
a chronic way so that weare not well. To restore health we need to
bring these ideas to the surface and free ourselves from their
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depressing effects.
All delusions are dangerous to our personality. Chief among

deteriorating ideas is to see the Higher Power in a negative way, or
to give up on the great-man-potential in others.
When we doubt that things will work, weare really doubting the

creative powerof the Cosmos. Such a doubt obstructs acceptance of
the way things are going, and the corrective powerof such accep-
tance. It prevents us from realizing that by following our path we do
have an impact, even thoughit is not yet evident.

We need to realize that we cannot judge matters by their appear-
ances, for the way of the Cosmos is zig-zag and subtle. It achieves
change by remaining outof sight and beyond the interfering reach
ofour egoistic expectations and manipulations. It is able to benefit
everyone and everything in the situation if we will but invokeits
corrective action. We need only bepatient and not shut the creative
process down through doubting it. (To watch for results, for in-
stance, is to doubt it.) We need to discern that, although all by
ourselves we lack the means, the help of the Higher Power is not out
of our reach,

Invoking the help of the Higher Power requires achievementof
the correct attitude. It is not necessary to adopta pointofview, or
“do”specific things; we need onlycease doing that which blocks our
natural relationship to the Higher Power. We need to rid ourselves
of negation, free ourselves of distrust, and disperse all traces of
doubt. We donot substitute belief for disbelief, or replace doubt with
faith. We simply rid ourselves of disbelief so that we become open-
minded. We cultivate a “willing suspension of disbelief.” The
resulting neutral, open mindis the very essenceof trust. A neutral,
open mind, through invoking the titanic creative powers of the
Cosmos,is capable of “moving mountains,” while holding onto a
doubt “as small as a mustard seed” can prevent all progress.

First Line: One strays into a gloomy valley. So long as we are
influenced by doubtor hope, weare blocked from seeing the solution
tothe problem, Wemust firmlyresist hope, doubt, and hopelessness,
to restore an open mind. The wayoutwill showitself at the right
time.

Second Line: One is oppressed while at meat anddrink. Itfurthers
one to offer sacrifice. An obstruction in our attitude prevents
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progress. We must sacrifice feelings of impatience and the inner
demand that visible progress should result from our efforts. If we
doubt that our goal can be attained, that matters can be rectified, or
that a correct relationship with others is possible, the dark force
operates, and the light force is blocked. Through sacrifice of self-
comforting negative views we free ourself from the oppression that
obstructs unity with the Sage.
Oppressed “at meatand drink” also refers to being depressed even

though wearein needofnothing. Depression mayoccurif we have
notyet realized our purposein life, or ifwe have decided thereis no
purpose tolife; depression occurs when we perceive thatno progress
is being made. Although help is at hand, we discount it; although
progress has been made,we ignoreit. Sometimes, because we have
grown comfortable with the situation as it is, we are afraid that
progress will be made.

Third Line: Oppressed by stone. We rely on effortrather than non-
effort, and thus interfere with the beneficial forces that would re-
move the obstructions. We maynot acquire this help so long as we
persist in doubting the way.

Stoneis oppressive because itis inert.When we decide that some-
one (or something) is hopeless, we kill them in our minds.It is
oppressive to see them dead. To “lean on thorns and thistles” is to
feel the prickling of untruth, especially the untruth of doubt, either
about ourself, others, the Sage, ourpath, orthe situation, When we
give up our trust in the potential for goodthat others have, we are
unableto “see” them. When we have declared them dead by ceasing
tocare, they are no longer thereforus. All that remains isa depressed
feeling.
Stone also refers to seeing situations asworse than they real ly are,
‘The statement that weare oppressed by things which “ought not

to oppress” us, refers to becoming depressed because our path
requires us to withdraw from a bad habit of mind, or to disengage
from a person whois not receptive to us.

Fourth Line: Oppressed in a golden carriage. A golden carriage
can symbolize anyofthe following: indulging in negative ideas, as
if to whip ourselves (the ego seeks to undermine ourwill to go on);
adopting a fixed negative idea about what is happening; imagining
abad outcome tothe present train of events; thinking the worst about
someone in order to harden ourselves against him, Fixed ideas are
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hedges against the Unknown. By nature they are oppressive; main-
taining them is exhausting.

We lose our path when we have doubts about succeeding, or allow
ourselves to be put off by the oppressiveness of other people's
inferiors, or hesitate because we think we lack the stamina to perse-
vere to the end. To indulge in this kind of bad nourishment is to
associate with “powerful and wealthy acquaintances” in the form of
ideas, This danger can be overcome if we renew our acceptance of
our path andour determination to resist doubt within ourselves. It is
importantto ask the Sage for help.

Fifth Line: His nose andfeet are cut off. To receive help we must
return to acceptance and dependence on the Unknown; werelin-
quish inner resistance and silence the complaining, self-indulgent
inferiors. Thus, modesty overcomes the obstructions.

Sixth Line: Oppressed by creeping vines. Creeping vines symbol-
ize the way theslightest feelings of negation grow unnoticed to
usurp our attitude and collapse our resoluteness. Then we begin to
doubt that we can succeed, The inferior element always gives the
impression that weare helpless against it, but if we are resolute, we
will find that this is only an illusion. Resoluteness breaks the spell
of helplessness that the ego casts overus.
Ifwe doubt that another person can overcome his inferior self, our

disbelief only makes his path more difficult. Such doubts are
creeping vines that choke out the truth.
Creeping vines also refer to our failure to realize that we are being

helped, and thatprogressis being made.Tosee this fact clearly is to
overcome the creepingvines of doubtand their negative effects.
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Ching | The Well

K’an
Sun

(Don’t remain locked in a conventional view of the way
things work.)

The Well represents the J Ching as a source of universal truth and
nourishment, and a way of gaining access through one’s deeper
nature, to Universal Truth.

Evenafter thousands of years, the / Ching is a good well, making
inner truth accessible to all who draw fromit.Whether we are ableto use and understand its counsel depends on
ourstate of mind. If we cometo confirm wrong ideas, we come to
“shoot fish” rather than to drink the well’s pure water. If we askitfrivolous things, we “drink the mud of the well.” Sometimes our
effort is half-hearted, or insincere, or infected with doubt; then it is
said that the rope doesnot reach down far enough. Whenwedistrust
the J Ching’s counsel, the jug, our inner containerfor nourishment,
is saidto be cracked, and lets the waterout. If we ignoreits counsel,
wefail to “drink the water,” and so do not obtain its benefits, We
sometimes receive this hexagram when we are notreally interested
in following the / Ching’s advice; our attitude towards itis indiffer-
ent,or insensitive.

Thewell also symbolizes our self-development and education in
the fundamental truthsoflife. The J Ching guides us through the
hidden world that parallels and mirrors our external life, a world
which maybe scen in meditation, and sometimes in dreams. Receiv-
ing the hexagram means that we should develop ourself through
making a keener effort to understand the fundamentals of human
behavior. Aboveall we must not remain locked in the conventional
view of the way things work.
A person whose “well is being lined,” has not yet come to a

sufficient understandingof these fundamentals to relate to others in
a constructive way, consequently, for now he can “do nothing for
others.”
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Good character is here compared to a clean, dependable, well-
built well, dispensing an abundant supply of pure water. The image
ofan old well that has been cleaned suggests that anyone, regardless
of the degree of decadence to which he has succumbed, maystill
nourish others beneficially and thereby give meaningto his life,
provided he will only develop himself to follow the good in an
enduring way.
Justas water drawn from a good well is clear and pure, so must we

hold to whatis true and purein our natures, and cultivate the water-
like virtuesof sincerity, simplicity, and serenity. In this regard we
are counselled to hold to the essential and let go of the trivial, so that
we may avoid becoming entangled in issues which do not concern
us.
Receiving this hexagram often indicates that a hidden doubt

inhibits our learning from the J Ching. While the J Ching provides
means to tap universal truth, we need to ask what weare hoping it
will say. To benefit from its counsel we need to be free ofpersonal,
selfish motives, and preconceived ideas. We should search our
inmost thoughts for self-indulgent, self-satisfied, or self-important
feelings which would cause us to bypass true sclf-development or
ruin the work we have achieved. We may think the J Ching path is
the “same”as all otherspiritual paths. In thinking we already know,
we are unable to grasp whatit is really saying. Through such
thoughts our ego, in the form of pride, keepsus alooffrom learning.
Another message implicit in The Well is that fundamental human

natureis like the classic well. However culture, politics, and tradi-
tion alter through the ages, human nature, like the classic well,
remains the same; it can always be counted on to respond to the
powerof inner truth. Moreover, drawing water from a well suggests
the correct way to draw on the inherent goodness in human nature.
Obviously, each person’s ‘well’ will be in a different condition,
depending on whathe does with his opportunities for self-develop-
ment. In spite of these differences, if we see in him only inferior
things (fish), we will be unable to connect with his potential for
good. If we are putoff by externals (mud), we will be unable to reach
the humanity that lies deep within him. There is always something
good on which wecan drawif we will only remain patient and open-
minded.This does not mean that weshould accept fellowship under
incorrect conditions. It means thata creative attitude helps others
free themselves from the dominance of their Inferior Man.
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First Line: One does not drink the mud ofthe well. Mud symbol-

izes involvementwith trivialities or externals, such as irritation at

the way a person dressesor presents himself. Itis a throw-away of

self to dwell on another person’s petty, negative qualities.

Ina similar way we should not dwell on the unpleasant situation

wehave hadto endure; itis past; we should let go and go on our way.
To concentrate on negatives is to drink the mudof the well.

Second Line:At the wellhole one shoots fishes. The jug is broken

and leaks. Thejug refersto our inner containerf ‘ornourishment, and

tothe quantity of good thatcan beachieved ina situation. Ifwe doubt
that we can achieve ourgoal through following the path, the jug is

broken, and even though we draw good nourishment from the well,

it leaks out and is useless. Doubt enters because we are irresolute or

careless, In abandoning ourpath, the potential for goodthat could
have been achieved is lost.
Fish symbolize inferior ideas. The presence of desire and pride

preventus from judging other people’s mistakes moderately. We

realize that they are potentially good, but we: concentrate on their bad
qualities (the fish).
Comingto the well to shoot fish also means thatwecome in search

of wrong answers, or that we are asking wrong questions, (See

Conflict, Hex. 6, for an explanation of questions of inner conflict.)
Instead of looking to the essenceof the matter we pay attention to pe-
ripherals.
This line also refers to times when we cometo the well with a

disgruntled attitude, suspecting that it might give us an incompre-

hensible or disagreeable answer, or we accept only the answers we

want to hear. Truthis never disappointing; when we perceive it, it is
accompanied bya sense of relief and joy.

Third Line: The well is cleaned...but no onedrinksfrom it. In spite

of understanding things correctly, we cling to traditional defenses.

The king, our innerself, is notclear-minded enough totrustand draw

on rich inner resources, such as asking for help, trusting the Un-
known, and persevering in allowing ourself to be led docilely and

receptively. The / Ching wisdomis trustworthy. Noonewill drink

the water of our well if we ourselves do not drinkit.
Fourth Line: The well is being lined. This line may referto ourself,

to another, or toasituation. It means the timeis not ripe to achieve
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our goals. It is more important that we spend this time in self-
development. If this line refers to another person, it indicates that we
can really trust thathe will succeed, since “his well is being lined”
through his work on himself, and through hi i i

Poehae
igh his relationship to the

Fifth Line: In the well there is a clear, cold spri) i

enough to draw the waterof the well; foritto be ofaeit, If we have doubts about the J Ching and its way,it cannot workfor us. We can only make knowledge ours by accepting the hazard
of depending onit, and by puttingit to the test of experience. It is
important, therefore,notto get caught upin dreading the future. or
in anticipating negative situations. We should keep our mind faaos
cent and free, and allow ourself to be guided by the Unknown.

Sixth Line: One draws fromthe well without hindi i

dependable. The hindrances to understanding areeeThrough understanding the truth of the matter, and correcting
ourselves, we are able to bear with the mistakes of others. In
knowing that their mistakes are like ours—caused by hidden fears
and misconceptions—we are able to be compassionate.
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Ko / Revolution (Molting)

Tui
Li Ss

(Changesare nowpossible.)

On your own day you are believed. Whenour inner independenceis
such that we cannot be disturbed by events, however contrary, or
however beneficial, we attain the confidence of others that is
necessary to bring success to everything we do. When weare able
to remain balanced through any buildupof tension or challenge, a
“revolution” in our situation occurs, and “we are believed.”
While receiving this hexagram may mean that such a revolution

has occurred,it may also mean the time has come to revolutionize
our attitude. No further progress can be made until this has been
done. It is as if we have been practicingall the steps that lead to
swimming, but we must now takeour feet off the bottom. Every
difficult step of progress stretches usto the limit of our capabilities.
Each step forwardis called arevolution. The word revolution is used
becauseall such changes occurin an atmosphereof turmoil, chal-
lenge, andrisk. Willingnessto trust the Unknown takes courage. The
rewardis that we free ourself of one moreofthe fears which prevent
us from putting ourfull personality together.

In the beginning of self-development our personality is like pieces
ofan engine wailing to be put together, Removing fears and doubts
is like cleaning off rust and other obstructions which prevent the
parts from fitting together, While this workis tedious anddifficult,
the time of revolution never comes prematurely. Itcomesonly when
weare ready to rid ourself ofa particular doubtor fear.

Receiving this hexagram tells us that although preparing for
revolution occurs on the unconscious plane, the actual revolution
requires making a conscious step. For example, we consciously
choose tolet go of a habit which hasits origin in fear; we choose to
suspendour disbelief in the power of the Unknown,or we dispose
ofa fear, sacrifice pride, or disperse an invading doubt. In giving up
old defenses against the Unknown, werisk trustingit to lead us past
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the difficulties in question, Instead of contrivinga response, we take
the risk ofrelating to the problem by keeping our innerattitude
correct.
Receiving this hexagram also means that as a consequence of

growing, a revolution occurs in our relationship with others.
Throughtolerance, withdrawal, and adherence to our path, we bring
the processof revolution and growth to them. They will make the
“next step” towards improvement if we continue on our path, allow
ourself to be led, make sure our motivesare correct, and require, in
our inmost thoughts, only that which is universally just. Victory is
assured through the powerof inner truth. We need only wait.

First Line: Wrapped in the hide of a yellow cow. This means that
we wrap ourself in anattitude of innocence and docility while we
wait for the correct influences to approach. If just this line is
received, the hexagram changes to Influence (Hex. 31), implying
that we should keep our minds open and free.

Sometimes this line simply means thatweareto wait patiently and
keep our mind open until understanding, or the appropriate chan} ges,
occur. Meanwhile, no harm will comeofournot having a prepared
approachto the problem, norwill it be of consequencethat others
misunderstandour perseverance in non-action.

Second Line: When one's own day comes... When our firmness
ofcharacter cannot be swayed (when wenolonger lose our firmness,
inner independence, and detachment), we attain the confidence of
others. “To prepare for the condition that will inevitably come”
meansthat we mustbe on guard against relaxing our requirements
of whatis right and essential, once the difficulties of the moment
have passed.
Inner independence comes from maintaining a balanced alert-

ness; like the tight-rope walker, we are neither stiffly watchful,
through being fearful and agitated,nor carelessly enthusiastic and
presumptuous once we succeed.

Third Line: When talk of revolution has gone the round three
times, one may commit himself. “Three times”refers to having an
effect after a long period of perseverance. It also refers to under-
standing what we mustdoto carry on.
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Changes aredifficult to make. If we expect great changes to be
made right away, weare too hasty; if we do not put forth energy to

persevere because we think the task will take too long,or if it seems
too difficult, we are excessively conservative. We needstrength to

persevere through the minuscule steps of growth that leadto endur-
ing change; strength comesonly from seeing clearly that we must
make the effort to wait through the changes with a detached and
modest attitude.

Fourth Line: Remorse disappears. When revolution is founded on
the authority of a correct inner attitude, there can be no remorse.If
we would changeothers, we mustbejust and firm in our values, and.
detached and independentwithin ourself, always ready to withdraw
and go on ourway when othersare not receptive to us or correct with
us. Only when they clearly see that they must change will the
revolution endure.

This line also warns us to be sure that what we require is
universally correct, for capricious demands from our inferiors only
havea badeffect and act to prevent true changes for the good.

Fifth Line: The great man changes like a tiger. The revolution
occurs because we have relatedto the problem in the properway(see.
Line 2). People (or weourself) begin to understand, therefore they
change. Understanding gives them strength to overcome the inferior
power, and consequently the changeis dramatic and swift.

Sixth Line: The inferior man molts in the face. The inferiors
change only temporarily, Habit is strong and clarity short-lived.
Permanent change occurs only through repeated experiences which
force us to grow, and through repeated efforts at disciplining our
inferiors. Giant steps lead to rebellion and back-sliding. Patience
and perseveranceare necessary.
It is important not to become attached to the progress achieved.

Thevictory at hand is only a knoll on the mountain to be climbed.
We must remember that every stcp of progress, every revolution,

emancipates us fromaparticular cloud of obstruction which up to
nowhas imprisoned us.
Meanwhile, we need to rememberthat every large step of revolu-

tion requires the help of the Higher Power. We must seekthis help
through perseverance(notgiving up one’s goal), and willingness to
keep correcting ourself.
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Ting / The Caldron

(Acceptanceof one’s fate, and of being guided.)

This hexagram is related to The Well (Hex. 48), in which water
symbolizes effort. In that hexagram water nourishes wood, which
symbolizes character. This suggests thatit is through effort that we
develop character, In this hexagram wood, symbolizing developed
character, nourishes fire. This meansthat through developing the
good and great potential within us, we shine as an example, lighting
the way for others.
Ultimately, it is sacrifice which “lights” the wood. Through

sacrifice of self-interest we offer nourishment to God. The Ting is
avessel for offering such sacrifice. Our inner thoughts at any given
time areofferings in the Ting. When whatweofferin the wayofour
thoughts is good, we provide good nourishment to the Higher
Power, but whenourinner thoughts are corrupted, the “prince’s
meal is spoiled,” as it is put in the fourth line. It is important,
therefore, that our inner thoughts be kept pure, and ourattitude
careful and conscientious (modest).
This hexagram calls for sacrificing that which is of the highest

“earthly value”—the feeling that we are in command, and we have
the ability and right to guide ourself. The fact is, we are not in
command. Growing older, or being pinned downby an adversefate,
makesus awareof this. The idea of such powerover self is only an
illusion created by our ego. To sacrifice this illusion is also to
sacrifice the ego. Simply by relinquishing this pretense we allow
ourself to be guided (and protected) by the Higher Power. Nothing
else is required, for the sacrifice of the ego automatically empowers
the Creative (Higher Power) to act beneficially in our lives,

The ego (self-image) often manifests itself in disguises so that we
are unawareofits presence. Weoften do not understand what needs
tobe sacrificed. For example, we may need to sacrifice the egoasan
emotionally satisfying point of view. Our personal, emotional
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viewpoint isolatesus from the Higher Power becausein clinging to
it we seem tosay,“it is this view which makes me human, and
therefore I cling to it.” In clinging to our “human” faults and
prejudices we maintain a residue of rebelliousness based on a
distrust ofGod’s will. By sacrificing inner resistance we attain true
acceptance and humility.

Wemay also need to sacrifice our tendency to “feel good” when
things go well, or to “feel badly” when times changefor the worse.
Instead, we should pursue ourcourse straight ahead, independentof
events, letting go of things. If we succeed,it is good, if not, we
continue forward, workingat self-correction, keeping to ourpath,
and maintaining conscious innocence and inner independence.
When we receive this hexagram without lines, or as a second

hexagram,it either means we should relinquish inappropriate
thoughts,or it confirms that we have established a connection with
the Higher Power through having made a truesacrifice of our ego.

First Line: A ting with legs upturned. This line counsels us to
cleanse ourself of inferior elements such as pride, and to be open-
minded about people even when their worst inferiors dominate. We
tend to make a mental file ofother people’s transgressions to keep
on guard against them. However, these negative ideas become a
barrier to their correcting themselves, as well as a sourceofself-
conflict to us. It is against our nature to take close care of evil
memories. Bad memories are “stagnating stuff.”
Other stagnating stuff is seeking to “be somebody”; we should

seek only to do something worthwhile.
Itis also stagnating stuff to want people to be factional toward us,

tolerating our carelessness, bad habits, and mistakes.

Second Line: My comrades are envious. While inner worth,
stability, and inner independenceare elements which cause people
to follow uswith their inner eye and help them make changes in their
lives, they are also qualities which arouse the envy and rebellious-
ness of their Inferior Man. Until their Inferior Man is firmly
displaced by their emerging Superior Man, their Inferior Man will
continue totest, probe, and challenge us.It does so in an attempt to
proveto the inferiors that our virtue is weak or fake, and hence not
worth following. If itcan succeedin this effort, the inner conflictand
discomfortat going alongin the sameold waywill bedismissed, and
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no changes for the better will occur, For such reasons we need to
stand firm in our wayoflife.

The envious testing of others leads to danger ifwe allow ourselves
to be drawn into self-defense, or ifwe allow our pride to be engaged.
We should refuse to be drawn off what we see as essential, and
should never engage in slanderousexchanges. During such times we
must be extremely careful to maintain our innocence.
Envy sometimes manifests itself as unreasoning anger. In such

cases we must dealwith itas if we werea bull-fighter, facing a bull.
Thebullis allowed to expendits anger harmlessly against the red
flag while weallowit to think it engages us. We stay carefully
detached. Whenweare confronted with unreasoning anger, we need
nottry to reply reasonably, since a reasonable reply is no better
understood than a nonsensicalone.It is better, in such instances, to
reply nonsensically,
Another form of envy shows itself in servile attachment, or

infatuation. To such people we seem to possess the image they
would like to present to others. They study us in search of our
“formula” for success in hopesthatthey can imitate it and achieve
the same results. They distrust our independence, suspecting it is an
act which easily can be emulated. They also seck ways to prove that,
unmasked, we mustbe identicalto their “Inferior Man.” The correct
responseis to keep disengaged. In no way should we allow ourself
to be caught upin flattery, or to become involved in any game plans
they initiate,It is better that they totally misunderstand us and be
allowedto go ontheir way, than that we should adopt some image
they seem to need, orallow ourself to be used.
If our ego does interfere in their affairs, their ego will spring to

their defense. This situation resembles challenging a snake in its
den, Ifwe are more adroit than the snake, we may avoid the hazards,
but the snake is poisonous and good at self-defense; it is better not
to enterits territory.

Third Line: The handleof the ting is altered. Our usefulness is
impeded because wehaveyet to attain true spirituality. We still cling
to doubt and embroil ourselves in inner conflict. We should stop
looking at that which causes inner conflict and doubt. We need to
truly let go, and sacrifice self-interest.
Modesty (the handle of the ting) is the foundation ofall other

virtues. Thesense of injustice that comesin the faceof evil must not
becomea powcr in itself, as in righteousness and pride. Resoluteness
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must not become rigidity ofattitude, devoid of compassion. In spite
ofall things we mustfall back on the larger truths which sustain just
and moderate view of mankind. Obstinacy and pride make our
virtues ineffective. This larger sense of justice, when combined with
humility, gives sublime power tothe Sage. Itis necessary to sacrifice
both righteousness and self-defense ifwe are to acquire true spiritu-
ality. If we dependonthe trustworthiness of the Sage, wewill need
no other defense.

Fourth Line: The legsof the ting are broken. We receive this line
when we have become presumptuously wrapped up in ourselves,
unobserving andoutof touch with our inner voice. An opportunity
to have an influence occurs, but we are so involved, either with
enjoying ourselves,or with feeling put upon, that wefail to perceive
it, and thus blunder throughit. In so doing we set a bad example of
our wayoflife and spoil matters for the Sage whom we serve. It is
true modesty to remain careful andalert, keeping contact with our
innerself so that what we dois mild and pure. Wedonotforget our
path and abandonit throughneglect.

Fifth Line: The ting hasyellow handles, golden carrying rings. In
spite ofthe pressures of the moment weshould sacrifice pride and
self-defense to remain modest and approachable. Through self-
abnegation we nourish others correctly, serve that which is higher
than ourself, and acquire the help we need to right the difficult
situation. Self-abnegation means to keepstrictly correct, neither
luxuriating in carelessness, nor indulging wrongs in othersby failing
to retreat the instant evil shows itself.

Sixth Line: Theting has rings ofjade. We counsel others as the
Sage counsels us, by his example. This means that we maintain our
will to persevere quictly past all obstacles. In spite of insults,
injuries, and injustices, we hold to our path, remaining mild and
pure. The Sageis as firm as jade, but always retainshis soft lustre in
the form of gentleness. This is a true example to follow.
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Chén/ The Arousing
(Shock, Thunder)

Chén
Chen ==

(Despite the rumblings of shock, we should keep our
attitude neutral and disengaged.)

Shock means thinking about, or being subjected to, unsettling
events. Receiving this hexagram refers to the way we react to those
events. Shock may occur whena persongets fired, loses his license
to drive, has a car accident, or wins the lottery. It occurs when we
encounter the prospect of long term changes in our life, such as a
divorce, the death of someone close, or the sudden perception of
growing old. Wesce that such changeshave placed on us a newset
of limits which depriveorpenalize us. The senseofbeing projected
by events intoa drastically differentset of circumstancesis what this
hexagram calls “Fate.”
The primary messageof this hexagram is: Shock is good! Receiv-

ing itremindsus that ifwe keep our mind open, disturbing events can
be constructive of good. Instead of reacting blindly to shock, we
adjust our attitude to accepting, even greeting the challenge imposed
by the new circumstance. In all instances in which our attitude is
jolted (even in the slightest degree), we are here counseled to retain
our inner balance,

Onepurpose ofshockis to force us to acknowledge that we are
meant to find a new, more correct way of dealing with circum-
stances. We are meant to find the answer that harmonizes with the
overall good. Finding this answer often requires that we undergo
spiritual development. If we disregard this imperative and continue
in the old waysof reacting, we are subjected to repeated shock.

Shockalso has the helpful effect of discrediting (at least momen-
tarily) the neat grid of logic by which we explain life andits
phenomena. Whileclinging tothis grid of certainties makesus feel
less threatened, it is the chief barrier which prevents us from seeing
things from a new perspective. Shock and adversity are often the
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only circumstances which makeus re-examine the ideas in that grid.
Since the ego-self-image derives its power and senseofreality

from this grid, having the grid momentary discredited deprives the
ego of its basis for existence. During this brief time our true self
(Superior Man) learns that it is able to get along without relying on
the defenses and stratagemsof the ego. Awakening tothis fact, the
true self gains strength. However, the ego, and the old ideas with
whichit is associated, have only momentarily lost credibility.
Gradually, they re-insinuate themselves backinto leadership of the
personality through force of habit. The shock process must be
repeated until the ego and theold ideas finally lose credibility. In this
process thereal self gains enough strength to keep the ego separated
and in check.

Another purpose of shock is to make us aware that we are
wanderers and strangers in the Universe, that there is a Cosmic
structure to which we are meant to relate, that we are subject to
higher Cosmic laws, and that we are meant to find ourlife’s meaning
in relation to this higher existence. Shock is meant to make us ask
whatare these laws, and how we mayhave been disregarding them.
Weare also meant to question whether our understanding of the
Higher Power and our mapofthe Unknown correspondto the higher
truth. Weare meant to cease relying on commonly-held viewpoints,
and search for the truth within ourself.

When the beginning studentof the/ Ching receives this hexagram,
he is usually being subjected to shocking events. This happens
because of our disbelief and doubt in any reality beyond the reality
defined by the five senses. These doubts may be phrased asrigid
belief systems,or even as stubborn disbelief. It takes the major rum-
blings of shock to overcome this rigidity. As we become more
receptive and our doubts and hesitations regarding the Unknown
lose power, the degree of shock needed to makeus think lessens,
until merely receiving the hexagram has the necessary salutary
effect. Then, receiving it merely reminds us that weare in danger of
falling back into old patterns of doubt, and to correct the situation
promply.

Shock for the mostpart occursin the context of unpleasantevents;
at times, however, the hexagram wamsus against being jarred off
balance by a sudden release from tensions. With good times we tend
to slide backinto old luxurious attitudes. Depending on good things
to continue, we become careless, assuming that the Sage will cover
our mistakes. While we may “cling” to whatis right, as one clings
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toa life preserver, and in this way create good luckfor ourselves, if
such clinging changes to “relying on,” in the sense of expecting
things to go well, our luck is sure to change for the worse.

Sometimes shock comes in the form ofa challenge from those
who secretly mistrust us. They challenge us because weare not yet
firm in ourpath, and they senseour vulnerability. Until we become
firm in ourvalues and allow ourself to be led, we will be subjected
to this sort of challenging. We should learn to recognize the
challenges andtheir causes. Once we cease wavering or doubting
our sense of inner truth, all challenges will end.
We may observea pattern of reaction when we become infected

with doubt. Once doubt enters, we rely on bravado; then westrive
to solve the problem by wrestling with it. Having reacted badly, our
inferiors mistakenly think we have jeopardized the situation; how-
ever, truth cannotbe jeopardized. In removingour doubt of the truth
we remove the problem and restore balance. We simply need to
reaffirm that inner truth—whatwe have learned through our expe-
riences with the J Ching— is reliable.It has in itself the power to
shine without effort. We may cling with utter safety to inner truth,
as we would to a life raft.
Shock, on the whole, is meant to make us recognize our natural

limitations; until wedo, the situation retainsa vise-like quality. The
Cosmic hammer poundsat our consciousnessuntil we wake up to
the inner realities. It is as if the obdurate externalsituation exists to
makeus develop ourself. When ourawareness is such that we see the
hand of the Higher Power in every situation, and its purpose as
constructive, the repetitive shocks end. Allowing ourself to be led,
we find the easy and safe route around every difficulty. The way of
the J Ching is the easy way. / means theeasy.
The ultimate developmentof character is expressed thus: when

the thunder spreads terror “a hundred miles around,” we remain so
composed that the sacrificial rite is not interrupted.

First Line: Shock comes—oh, ohi!...ha, ha! Good fortune. What
seemsto be a badfate will eventually be seen as the only way we
could have grown, and the only waythat good things yet to come can
happen.

Second Line: A hundred thousand times you lose your treas-
ures.... Thinking about losses, mistakes, or unpleasant events dis-
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turbs our tranquillity. In mulling over negative things we are
temptedto resist Fate. We mustretreat from these images and the
dangers they bring. Wewill regain what we have lost in due time,
through relating correctly, We need to redefine the situation, notas
“bad,” but as exactly whatis needed forour learning process.

Third Line:If shock spurs oneto action. The shock of encoun-
tering Fate, which seems unbearably harsh, causes emotional
trauma.It is as if we are suddenly and irrevotably put into a
predicament from which there are no options. This negativism, how-
ever, means that wearestill underthe effects of shock. If we can
withdraw from all negative views, we will see that there are
workable and correct ways out ofthe problem. Weneedto be open-
mindedto allow the options to become visible. This requires that we
keepstill within: we steadfastly refuse to listen to our clamoring
inferiors, or to look at the negative images they press on us.

Fourth Line: Shock is mired. Shock makesusfeel that all is lost,
or that there is no solution to the problem. We no longer see our
progress as meaningful, and weare not open tothe correct perspec-
tive. All effort seemsto have been wasted. This reactionis simply
the effect of shock, or the way our childish ego scesthe situation,
Sinceit cannot sce without distortion, it over-reacts. As longas it
rules, our ideas remain fixed in tradition, not yet liberated by the
realizations to come. We can control our ego by keeping still (see
Hex. 52). Talking aboutor regarding a situation as bad tends to keep
it that way simply because weare locked into a negative point of
view. Weneed to realize that each situation is exactly as it needs to
be, citherto help us, or to help someone else to grow. We need to
accept the unpleasant situation as a signal thatit is time to learn
something new, if nothing more than to have a new perspective
towards shock. Weneed to relinquish the childish heart and the way
it perceives things, andto return to an unstructured, open mind.

Fifth Line: Shock goes hither and thither...but nothingis lost.
Many events occur which seem unrelated and meaningless. We
muststay disengaged and try to do what is right. What we need to
know will be revealed. Everything is for the best.

Sixth Line: Withdraw from the effects ofshock. We must notallow
shocking events to cause usto vilify the Sage, Fate, God, or the
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people who have wrongedus. Shock brings both an end to the old,
and a beginning to the new. While these changes are occurring we

must withdraw from the negative effects of shock which make us

stop to look at what has happened. It is important to keep going

oe wonder howto relate to bad or good events, the answer is:
“Do not take holdof the problem or get involved in its particulars.
‘To regain clarity and understand the shock, it is necessary to cease

looking at the problem.
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Kén/ Keeping Still, Mountain

(Keep one’s inner thoughts quiet, and relinquish the
childish heart.)

We receive this hexagram either when our thoughts are entangled
with our emotions,or when the situation is such that we may become
emotionally involved. Once our emotions are involved it becomes
impossible to acquire clarity of mind; thus, we are counseled to
“keep still.”

Keepingstill means quicting the “thinking” of the heart. In the
Ching, whenour emotions are arousedthe heartis said to think. The
childish heart thinks in terms of its wants and needs, and of whatit
dislikes and wishesto avoid. It also thinks in defense ofany preten-
sions we may have adopted; thus itis also the egotistical thinking of
vanity, and pride. It constantly measures the direction and pace of
events to see if its goals are being furthered. The objectof ‘keeping
still’ is to quiet this frenetic and focussed mental activity.
If we could detach long enough to see such thoughts objectively,

we would realize that they arise from fearsofthe bodily self, some
of which are conscious, some subconscious. The Ching recognizes
these thoughtsas voicesof ‘the inferiors.’ So long as they dominate
our mental space, it is impossible to attain the neutrality and
acceptance that leads to a correct and reasonable perspective.
There are several ways in which we may quiet the inferiors. We

may explain to them the need to be quict so that clarity will be
possible. We maytell them that they must not become confused by
the appearancesofthings, that changeis the ruleof life. We may
reassure them thatif they can be disciplined, we will draw the help
of the Higher Power to make the impossible possible. We may
explain the need for their obedience, as in The Army (Hex. 7), and
that we must cling to the Unknown to show the way, as in The
Clinging (Hex. 30), By encouraging them in such ways we may
attain their cooperation and perseverance. This methodof limiting
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inferiors is called “sweet limitation” in Limitation (Hex. 60).
To obtain these results it may be necessary to sit quietly in the

meditative state. Very often, receiving this hexagram is a call to
meditate,or at least to get in touch with the worries and fears of our
inferiors. The inferiors need to be reassured thatif we will only trust
the Unknown, and allow the Creative to work through the vehicle of
time, everything will work out correctly, Sometimes this work
requires that we recognize our pretensions and pride—culprits
which mustbe “killed” through firm perseverance.
Once we have come to astate of acceptance and docility, we attain

the peacefulness described by the image in The Joyous (Hex. 58) as
the “shining lake.” The unruffled surface of the lake symbolizes the
contentment of inner peace. The moment any emotion arises, a
ripple is created onits surface.
Keepingstill also symbolizes the J Ching way of meditating,

which entails bringing oneself toastate of inner emptiness through
systematically clearing out the clamoring voices ofthe inferiors.
Keepingstill as meditation requires sitting in a relaxed butalert
Position sothat the nervesofthe backbone become quict. The spinal
columnis not only the route by which the brain conveys messages
to the bodily self, it is also the pathway by which the bodily self
conveys its complaints to the brain.

By sitting in a self-supporting position (we lean on nothing), we
remain awake while our body relaxes, As our blood pressure and
energies subside,the inferiors becomequiet, as if asleep. At this
point ego-separation occurs: the pretentious, defensive, assuming
voiceof the self-image separates from our consciousness so that we
are able to hear its thoughts separately from ourself, Its voice is
sometimes subtle and tempting, sometimes strained and harping,
sometimes demanding and furious. Ego-separation gives us an
opportunity to hear and understand the ego andits pretensions. Once
we understand it, we can liberate ourself from its domination. Once
we have heard it in meditation we can recognize its insinuations
from the sideline during our everyday activities, Recognition en-
ables us toresist its demands,

Once the egohas separated we mayalso see and hear the inferiors.
In listening to their concerns and complaints wewill notice that they
are like children, Like children they focus on wanting, wondering,
and worrying. Body cells, or organizationsof cells, have both verbal
and nonverbal ways of telling us we are hungry, tired, or afraid,
During normal conscious activity we wouldthink these thoughts to
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be integral to our makeup;in meditation, however, we hear and sce
them as separate from our central self. Through contacting them in
meditation we find that they have been underthe controlof the ego;
wealso find that now weareable to enlist them in working towards
the goals of the higherself. In this wayour superior self, the Superior
Man, gains the ability to command the inferiors. Once this happens,
the personality resumes toits natural true order.
Listening to the needsofthe inferiors, and putting their fears to

rest, seemsto reassure and pacify them, and ourheart comes to rest.
In astate of true quietwesit, as it were, in a spaceof total neutrality
and acceptance. We see or hear nothing. Sometimes it becomes
possible to hear a new voice andto see new things. The new voice
is the quict, unobtrusive but firm voice of the Sage. We listen and
watch, as if we were waiting for a movie to begin. We may also see
images which demonstratethe lessonsof universal truth. While we
may participate in what happens, we do not control it,

Meditation is alsothe time in which we make the sacrifices called
forin various hexagrams such as Contemplation (Hex. 20). Sacrifice
meansto turn over to the Higher Power questionsof inner conflict,
and emotions suchas justifiable anger, the fecling of having rights,
indignation dueto injustice, impatience withevil, and our tendency
to focuson the petty elements in others which tendto bring on the
question, “Whyare thingsthis way?” We sacrifice these feelings and
perceptions because they obstruct progress and inhibit the general
good. Such sacrifices enlarge the spiritual being.
To the serious student of the / Ching, the daily practice of

meditation is essential. Through meditation we perform the inner-
cleansing that returns us to purity and innocence; freed of thoughts
which generate restlessness and inner deafness, we return to the
alertness and inner attentiveness that makesit possible for us to
interact withothers ina creative way. Freeing ourself from the pre-
ponderating concems of the inferiors hasthe effect of cleaning our
inner house. Justasour external house becomes dirty through living
in it, our inner mental space becomes cluttered with extraneous and
unnecessary preoccupations. These may consistof belief systems,
concerns, fantasies, and false ideas which make inner peace and
harmony impossible to achieve. Inner cleansing implies that we let
go of the world andits preponderating concerns, and welet go of all
belief systems. We Iet go of old anger and hostility, and any
attachment to injuries people have done us; wediscard all philoso-
phies of negation, and petty likes and dislikes, On cleaning our
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“Ting” (see The Ting, Hex. 50) in this manner, we become freed of
the enormous burden entailed by carrying such mental trash.

If, in trying to meditate, we seek to achieve inner quiet without
first performing inner cleansing, clarity and communication with
the Sage will not be possible. To bypass this step is to “force
meditation,”as the third line warns. Topractice daily inner-cleans-
ing is the “daily self-renewal” which enables the Superior Man to
remain atthe height of his powers (see The Taming Powerof the
Great, Hex. 26).

Through meditation the Sage allows us to glimpse our ego as an
organized defense-system which we, through abdicating leadership
ofour personality, have allowedour inferiors to constructin defense
against the Unknown. Weare permitted to see, one at a time, the
fears which give life and power to the ego; wesee our fears both in
the demonic disguises which enable them to terrorizeus, and as the
really harmless things they are. To unmask suchfears in meditation
is like discovering the Wizard of Oz in the act of manipulating his
frightening machines from behindthe curtain; never again are they
able to wield poweroverus.

Since this sort of meditation seems indispensable to a serious
study of the J Chingit is not surprising that Confucius said, “study
without meditation is labor wasted; meditation, without study, is
perilous.”

First Line: Keepinghis toesstill. No blame. Continued persever-
ance furthers. Wanting a thing to happen will not makeit happen.
Until conditions are correct we should find peace in acceptance, and
keep steadfast and detached. “Continued perseverance” means that
it will take timeto correct matters. Meanwhile, we mustnot depart
from what we knowis true.

Second Line: Keeping his calvesstill. IL is important not to do
anything now because we arestill being pressured by ouregoto act.
If we doubt thatthe correct way will work,or if we are caught up in
desiring something, welose our inner independence. As longasfear,
doubt, or desire pervade, any action will be wrongly motivated.
He cannot rescue himwhom he follows. four inner eyeis fastened

on what another does, we follow his path rather than our own, We
can only rescue him if we follow our own path. Whenhesees that
he is truly alone in doing the wrong thing, with no oneto rescue him
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but himself, he will cease to do the wrong thing,
This line indicates that we mustdisallow our emotional self. It is

often difficult to see that desire has its roots in fear, or doubt. We
desire only what we are unsure of getting. Perhaps we desire the
equitable resolution ofa situation, or the return of someone from
whom wehave become separated. Perhaps we wish to escape an
adversity which we fear may continue indefinitely. Adversity, we
should remember, lasts only for a time; meanwhile, it serves as the
fire which clarifies, and renders off the fat—our impurities of
character. Doubtofthis etemaltruth tends to lock us into negative
patterns.If we can let goof fear, doubt,and distrust, progresswill be
made.

Third Line: Keeping his hipsstill. When westriveto trust, or be
quict, we forceastate of mind on ourself. The way to composureis
not to try to “be” something, but to workat freeing ourself from any
elements which make us more or less than what we really are;
usually, these elements arepride, or negative thoughts. We need not
like people, for example, but it is important to disperse hostile
feelings and come to amoderate and just view of them. This is to find
the “middle way,” and to come to an acceptance of life which is
called “noblehearted keepingstill.”
Enforced quiet also means that we arestill harboring worries and

anxieties. We must let goofall pressing matters. Such resignation
brings good luck, whereas dwelling on issues prevents it, because
the darkforcestill operates.
When we makea greateffort to find the negative element to be

dispersed andstill cannot find it, it will come through naturally ifwe
keep our mind humble and free. To strive hard, evenin trying to do
the right thing, causes “splitting apart” (see Splitting Apart, Hex.
23).
Sometimeswe think that to get rid of doubt we must “believe.”

This is yet another attempt to force tranquillity on ourselves. It is
impossible to replace doubtwith belief, for then we havenotreally
dealt with doubt; we have only coveredit up. Because doubt isstill
present, we are continuously forced to justify and defend the belief
system which keepsit at bay. We also accept beliefs because they
flatter us in some way and makeus feel better. Sometimes wetry to
flatter the Unknown bycreatinga belief system which we think will
pleaseit, in the primitive fantasy that worshipful obeisance will
placateit. This is similar to the practice,in primitive religions, of
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sacrificing animals to placate angry, or trickster, gods. Indeed, with
this view the Higher Power leavesus aloneto our own devices. The
I Ching wayisto let go of doubt and replace it with nothing. We
humbly accept the Unknown, and offer no resistance toit. The trust
needed is only an absenceof distrust.

Fourth Line: Keeping his trunkstill. The presence of fear, doubt,
or desire causes unrest. Desire is a form of fear that we may not
achieve our goal. Wehardly ever desire what weare sureof having,
and often desire what we think we cannot have. Thus, desire contains
both doubtand envy. In letting go of these negative feelings we bring
the heartto rest andattain a higher levelof tranquillity.

Fifth Line: Keeping jaws still. When we have not attained inner
tranquillity our words andactionsare bound to reflect the presence.
of fears, doubts, desires, impatience, or other restless forces, For
example,if we focuson others’ failings, they sense our supervisory
attitude and become moreresistant to doing the right thing. Their
increased resistance further unbalances us and makesit harder to
persevere. Because of these and other bad effects ef speaking or
acting when we lack tranquillity, we should makea special effort to
be reserved in speech,

Sixth Line: Noblehearted keeping still. It is noblehearted if, in
spite of attacks by our inferiors who keep asking “why,” we turn our
backs on them and keepstill. Such perseverance leads to detachment
and peace of mind.
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Chien / Development
(Gradual Progress)

sun
Kei ==

(Allow time and the giving of space to be the vehicle of
progress. Timeis notof the essence, timeis the essence.)

Development refers to making progress in the difficult situations
which comprise ourfate. Gradual progress is the means by which the
unfavorable trajectory of events caused by incorrect attitudes may
be changedor reversed. It is the means by which both the great and
small problems oflife may be resolved.
Progress and change are necessarily slow because growth is an

organic process. Organic processes require perseverance andfidel-
ity because they are completed only by working in concert with
natural forces.
The imageofthe wild goose, which remains faithful to its mate

throughout its lifetime, symbolizes perseverance and fidelity. The
goose’s life is perfected whenit attains the “cloud heights.” The
image counsels thatdespite challenges, we should remain true to our
principles, and faithful to our dutyto rescue those who comprise our
sphere of responsibility.

The lines enumerate the changes, dangers, and misunderstandings
which threaten our will to remain truc to our path. Chiefof these is
the challenge presented by time. We are required to wait, it seems,
interminably. This challenge can be overcome only through stead-
fastness. The situationis not unlike that experienced by Columbus
during his first crossing of the ocean. He held to his vision when
everyone doubted him, His steady point of reference was the North
Star. In remembering and clinging to his knowledgethat the North
Star always stayed in its place, he remained sure ofhis vision and
wasable to carry out what was then deemed impossible.
Of the manyattributes of character discussed throughout the [

Ching, steadfastness is seen as overcoming all assaults by the
negative forces. The hub of the wheel, being a stationary point
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around which the spokes revolve, is given as example of something
whichis capable of moving heavy loads. Justas the stars stay in their
placesin the constellations, the Sage, throughhis constancy, attains
the ultimate power. Constancy means that we do not allow ourself
to be pulled or pushedoffcenterbalance, either by our ego, or by our
inferiors. This also meansthat we do not react to what others do or
fail to do. Weare ableto follow ourtask to correct our own sphere
because we see thatif everyone works at correcting his own sphere,
there will be order and justice in life, and suffering will be eased; we
donot, therefore, seek to be released from this task.

Effort to maintain consistency of character during his slow,
organic growth, enables the developing person’s character to be-
come strongly rooted, like the tree. His stature and quict dignity
provide example for all those around him who are developing
themselves. Atfirst the seedling pushes upward through effort and
adaptability. During this timeit is susceptible to dangers, but when
thetree is mature, itis well-adapted and balanced, in harmony with
itself and its environment.
Receiving this hexagram reminds us to accept the time required to

complete our task, and to free ourself from any resistance that may
have entered ourattitude. We receive this hexagram repeatedly ifwe
are impatient, as a signal to analyze why weare in such a hurry, and
to cleanse ourself of the ego-pressures which cause impatience.
Being impatient indicates that we have not yet come to terms with
Fate; wedistrust where we thinkit leads, thinking we will be caught
ina difficult and hopeless pit, and that there will be no remedy but
to take matters in hand, and do things our way. Our ego (childish
heart) would rather do anything than nothing atall. To be patientand
accepting is in harmony with Fate.

First Line: The wild goose gradually drawsnearthe shore. During
the early part of self-development weare easy prey to doubtand fear.
Doubt causes us to attach ourselves to solutions, or to success
formulas which seem to promise quick progress. We should not
resist the slow paceofprogress by looking for such means. Itis wise
to detach and wait in an attitude of neutrality and acceptance.

Second Line: Eating and drinking in peace and concord. This
refers toa lull in the dangers of making progress. While danger tends
to make us careful to keep ourself correct, release from danger
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makesus forget to be careful. Receiving this line implies that we
should be alert to keep our inner attitude correct. In thinking of
others we should avoid wishing, wanting, worrying, or wonder-
ing—thoughts which give rise to doubt and despair, and which
disturb our serenity. The J Ching regards our entertaining such
thoughts as “bad nourishment.”
Sharing our good luckwith others means notto forget our duty to

rescue them after we have attained a measure of security for
ourselves, During times of peace we are temptedto give up on those.
whoare troublesome.

Third Line:...draws near the plateau. This line warns against
plunging too rashly into a struggle. On finding ourselves in an
unsuitable situation we tend to judge it as hostile; then we feel
pressured to do something about it. We should not interfere, but
should allow matters to take their course. Ifwe keepstill within (dis-
engage) andlet time develop things, the way outwill show itself.
Every “bad” happening isn’t necessarily bad. Each thing that hap-
pens to us during our development is necessary to reveal our
defective attitudes so that they may be corrected. Both time and Fate
are friends. We need not become anxious when things go around a
difficult turn, Itis only when weresist, or strive against the flow, that
we come to harm,

Fourth Line:...a flat branch, The flat branch symbolizes yielding
to whatis happening rather thanresisting Fate. The goose rests on
what is available, even though itis difficult and unsuitable. Through
nonresistance wewill gradually find our way past the difficulty.
Danger comes when we feel impatient, ambitious, desirous, or
fearful, or when we senseaninjustice,or look at the difficulties and
despair.

Fifth Line:...draws near the summit, Periods ofisolation are
unavoidable in the process of self-development. People misunder-
stand our failure to act or react and weare not able to explain
ourselves. We must wait through these times with patience and
perseverance,
This line is also a statement that although for now wearemisunderstood and thereis little apparent progress, continuing to

follow the path of the good and the truewill leadto a great success,
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Sixth Line: The wild goose...draws nearthe cloud heights. When
we adhere to the strict formation required by duty, we energize the
power ofthe Creative to correct the situation, When westick to our
pathin spite of adversity and remain sincere in attitude, we reach the
cloud heights.

-

This line also means that on seeing people who wronged us in the
past, we should keep strict discipline to maintain ourinner independ-
ence, Wencither dwell on what has happened, norerect defenses; we
maintain caution and reserve, In this way we avoid dangerous
presumptions and remainfree to respondto anyreal changes which
have occurred.
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Kuei Mei / The Marrying Maiden

Chén
Tui —

(Wanting empowersevil.)

The image ofthe “marrying maiden’—a woman who marries on the
basis of desire—symbolizes one who, cither through choice or
circumstance, finds himself in a position of little influence. The
persons with whom he mustdeal pay him too little regard and seem
not to notice or care about him. There seemsto be no adequate way
to deal with the situation; heis tempted to give up.

Each time we face a problem ofthis sort three choices appear:
allowing things to work out, forcing advance, or abandoning the
problem altogether.
If we allow matters to workout, we learn to influence throughthe

Power of inner truth, We further strengthen our personality by
maintaining ourinnerindependence and self-esteem while under the
pressures of adversity.
if weforce matters we abandon the wayofthe Sage and compro-

mise our self-esteem. Our victory is both hollow and temporary, for
we achieve only conformity rather than the change of heart and
willing adherence we really seck.
While it is not always wrong to abandona problem, allowing the

1 Ching to guide us throughit gives us an opportunity to gain rich
new insights into human relationships, and into the wayofthe Sage.

J

The counsel given bythis hexagram is contained chiefly in the
lines which pointout the problems that come from wanting.

:
Wanting causesus tolose our inner independence. Others imme-

diately understand this on the innerlevel, and tend to exploititmuch
as one holds candy before a child to getit to behaveas desired. If,
however, we maintain our inner independence, we influence others
without any loss ofself, for people also intuitively recognize and
Tespect those who have inner independence (i.c., firm inner prin-
ciples, and no needfortheir recognition).

The first seeds of wanting arise when we doubt that we have any
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influence onthe situation, or when we begin tofear that things, in
themselves,will not work out correctly. We beginto strive to be
understood, orto force events to proceed straight towardthe goal.
Desire also operates when we want to be seen ina certain way, or

to be understood. Weare so intent on having an influence that we
overlook whether the one we want to influence is correct in relating
tous. Ambition thus causesus to lose notonly our integrity, but our
powersofobservation.
Indeed, manyof the social and work situations of our time are

designed to unbalance us. A subtle king-of-the-heap game goes on
causing others whoare enviousofour inner independence to chal-

lenge us. They may find some wayto forceus to fulfill an unreason-
able demand, hoping to makeus angry, and thereby question our
values. Once doubt takes hold we will seck ways to improve the.

situation, and thus enter the king-of-the-heap game. Thefirst device
of control is to make us doubt ourself. If we begin to play “their
game,” cither by attempting to combat the situation, or by accepting
their way of manipulating, the evil is only multiplied. This need not
happenif we learn to relate correctly to situations which threaten to
unbalance us with desires, or which otherwise make us doubt
ourself. The correct responseis to remain neutral and persevering.
In addition to betraying our inner dignity, wanting Icads to

unreasonable assessments of what can be accomplished, so that we

expose ourselves to failure. For example, wanting may lead us to
fanciful risks in buying stocks, in playing the lottery, or in getting
ahead.
Wanting too much from others always leads to unreasonable

expectations, causing them to rebel. These failures arouseour pride,
further complicating matters. Even being ambitious about self-
development leads to disappointment. Itis as if the ego, sceing that
we are determined to correct ourself, joins the effort. Characteristi-

cally, itbelieves thatan“all-out” effort (envisioning itself asa white
knight in shining armor)will win the day; with each self-sacrificeit
watches tosce if gains are made. Its participation is always condi-
tional, hesitant, and glory-secking. Nothing of enduring value can be
achieved by our ego.

Undertakings bring misfortune. Nothing that would further. The
marriage discussed in theMarrying Maidenis that of the concubine.
InJnfluence (Hex. 31), affection is aroused when wesense another's
kindness, sincerity, and humility. In The Family (Hex. 37), chaste

conductis specified as the father’s role, while the mother’s is to
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nourish the family correctly. In Duration (Hex 32), the goalis to
create an adequate basis forrelationships so that they will endure;
this is possible when people are steadfastin their wayof life, and in
their individual loyalty to the truth. In Development (Hex. 53),
marriage finds its full expression through continuous organic
growth—the slow maturing and endurance ofa single relationship
as it passes through challenge and change,
The marriage of the concubine, whileit is based onaffection, is

problematical because of desire. As a situation it implies (by
drawing attention tothe negative dynamics created by wanting) that
we should allow relationships to develop to sufficient maturity
before we commit ourselves to them, for if they are to endure and be
harmonious, they must be founded on correct and enduring values.
To proceed without having established the correct foundation is to
put ourself in the position of a concubine. We “proceed” when we
open ourself in confidence, give ourself freely, commit our loyalty
and trust to another, or merely wantto do so.
‘The above principles are demonstrated in the lines: In the first line

the maiden becomes aconcubine because she hasnotwaited through
the correct steps; she has rushedintothe relationship. Seeking hap-
pinessas a thingin itself, without regardto the fundamentals which
create it, she gives herself lightly and easily. As a consequence, she
mustaccepthaving only the influence on her husband thatkindliness
secures. The third line pictures a woman who wants the joys of
marriage so much that she accepts the position of concubine, and
thus compromisesher self-esteem. In the fourth line she is willing
to wail past the customary time to obtain a proper marriage. Because
she resists being controlled by her desires and holds to whatis
correct, she finds happiness, though belatedly.
If we drawothers to usforthe right reasons wewill have no need.

tosuffer, Only when weare strict in maintaining our valuesand inner
independencewill others take the careto relate to us correctly. In
assessing our relationships with othersit is essential to ask, “Are
they open andsensitive to us, or guarded and closed?” We should
also ask whether we are likewise open-minded, whether we im-
prison them in doubt, or retain hurdles they must surmount to
assuage ourpride.
This hexagram indicates the correct procedure, whether we are

looking for a job, or a mate, beginning a business relationship, or
buying orselling something. The person who controls his desires,
and puts the fundamental considerations of just and correct conduct
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aboveall else, will not end in being a slave to anyone or anything.
His relationships will be free of the troubles and annoyancesthat
plague easy relationships.
The hexagram also indicates the correct behavior to follow once

wefind ourselves in a secondary position. The image presented is
that of being a friend to. a powerful person. Although we have no real
power, weare able to have an influence through tact and kindliness,
Aboveall, we should chivalrously endure those who donot follow
our values.

First Line: The marrying maiden as a concubine. We are in a
position of limited influence, and lack anydirect power tochange the
unfavorable situation. We are hampered (lame) when weare emo-
tionally affected through not being able to deal with the difficulties
ofa situation, Even though we havelittle influence, we must not
compete with whoever or whatever has more influence, but accept
the fact that kindliness is the only constructive wayof relating at the
moment.

Wemust not, as second wives, compete with or supplant thefirst
wife. If, because of wounded pride, we structure how they must
change, we put a negative pressure onthe situation, whereas if we
require only what is essential and correct, andif welet go and trust
the Unknown, help will come.

The situation is like being tied to someone whohasan addiction.
Wemustnot attemptto deal with the addiction directly, or compete
with it for influence, but concentrate on keepingour attitude correct.

Second Line: One-eyed man is able to see. Although there is
nothing on the surface which tells us of greatness, and although there
is no quality of trustworthiness on whichwe can rely, if with our
inner eye we can faithfully hold to the image of what another person
can be, andto his potentialto rescue those qualities within himself
which would make him reliable and faithful, then we will have a
creative effect. This is what it means to be “one-eyed, yet able to
see,”
The “great man” may be an imageof him when he’s humble. We

cling to this image by remembering thathe has it within himself to
be humble, even though all that is externally visible is to the
contrary. Beyond clinging to this we abandon the inferiors which
control him, and persevere in loneliness.
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The I Ching mentions love only in The Family (see Hex. 37) in
relation to the father who “does nothing to make himself
feared...love governs their intercourse.” Love, thus defined, means
faithfullyclinging to whatis right, though in this caseit be at the cost
of being lonely and misunderstood. Oursacrificeof self-interest and
self-importance supports the great man in others.
Being faithful also refers to clinging to the inner truth ofthe

matter, regardless of the outward appearancesof things.
Third Line: The marrying maiden as a slave. If we follow desire

or comfort, wanting something thatis notyet worth having,accept-
ing unityat the expenseofprinciple, who can we blame for having
lost our self-esteem? We cannot short-cut the true path to take
happiness beforethetimeis right. Fate endows him whowaits and
wrestles with him who takes.
‘The question is thatof being enslavedto our own ego (self-image),

with its demands to be recognized, or seen in a certain way, and its
insistence on occupying the central place of influence. So long as we
continue wishing to return to “the way things were,”to the luxury of
old, self-indulgent relationships in which, through unstated con-
tracts, we flatter someone else’s ego in exchange fortheir flattering
ours, the ego continuesto rule, and we remain blind to the disastrous
lossof self-esteem thus incurred.
If we find that in any such manner we have compromisedourself,

we should accept the mistake and go on. We compound the difficulty
if we give way to pride and humiliation by adopting a hard or
vindictive attitude. Rescuing ourself does not mean that we cast
others into oblivion because we deem them hopeless.

Fourth Line: The marrying maiden drawsout theallotted time. By
waiting past what would seem to be a reasonable timefor difficult
situations to clear up, we avoid throwing ourself away and thus
retain inner peace and self-respect. One day the situation will clear
up. Meanwhile, we should avoid wanting what is not ready, just as
we would not want to eat green apples. When wedo find ourselves
engagedin wanting, we should ask why we want something that is
notworth having. Weneed to recognize the spoiled baby within who
would jeopardize self-esteem to obtain a cheap facsimile of joy, the
hidden price of which is suffering.

Fifth Line: The embroidered garments...were not as gorgeous as
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thoseof the servingmaid. Although the princess marries beneath her
station she accepts the situation with grace. Eachof us ison the same
spiritual path, some ahead, some behind. In occupying a position of
advantagewe shouldbe [reeof vanity and arrogance. (We should not
attemptto say things as “brilliantly” as the servingmaid.) In occupy-
ing a secondary position we should be free of envy. If we are
misunderstood, we should notstrive to let people know our inner
thoughts; we should simply adapt to the unfavorable situation with
grace. If the way ahead is still unclear, we should search our heart
and mind for elements of vanity, self-importance, pride, condescen-
sion, or obstinacy that may yet block the path, or influence the way
we react to the situation.

Another meaningof this line is that we do not chooseour ultimate
mates, or the time in which estrangementswill end; nor are we able
to consciously choose the winning combinations, or solve our fun-
damental problems; the Sage, here referred to as the Emperor, does.
He takes the initiative and weonly need to waitand not throw ourself
away; the time will matureall the faster if we are patient.

Sixth Line: Nothingthat acts to further. Outwardly wedothe right
things, but inwardly westill desire to indulge comfort, vindictive-
ness,or angerat having to wait the allotted time. Weresist the way
the Cosmos works.
Wecannot return to the old ways of self-indulgence, nor even long

nostalgically for the past. Success will begin when weare ready to
leave behind, once andforall, desire as the basis for relationships.
This is the meaningofthe true sacrifice required by this line.

Regardless of the extent to which we correct our childishself, if
westill look forward to a goalin which we return to “lost comforts,”
itis as if we observeall the formsof correctnessbut do not correct
the heart of the matter. We need to relinquish the childish heart, with
its desires. ‘

Rescue means that whetherwe gain or lose whatour inner child
wants, we manageto cling to another’s potential to be humble and
high-minded. This is what the Sage does for us. Itis true love which
gives space, which waits patiently, which perseveres without regard
to self and reward, and which has nothing to do with surface
manifestations, displays ofaffection, statements of love, or posses-
sion. Selfless love invisibly sustains another and pulls him toward
the good within himself. Itis a love whose only rewardis privately
to oneself; in maintaining it, we are at peace.
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Areal sacrifice occurs when,at the heights of difficulties, we
remain resolute and determined to go on with the workofpurifying
ourselves. Without this determination and humility “nothing acts to
further.”
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Féng | Abundance (Fullness)
Chen =
Li

(Thereis an eclipse. Clinging to the poweroftruth will
causeit to pass.)

Thunderand lightning symbolize a brief period in which weare able
to havean influenceon others. When this influence wanes we must
withdraw withoutdelay and no longer focus intereston the situation.

Times of abundance refers to times when people are Teceptive to
us. Itis said that the Sageis never sad because he knows that to hold
to the powerof the truth is to overcome all darkening trends, He also
knows that only slow progress endures, therefore he isable to control
his ambition. Because he knows that all leaming must be committed
to experience, heis able to let go when the momentof influence
‘wanes, giving others the space they need to find themselves. The
Sage trusts the powerof truth to proveitself. Being free of doubt, he
is also “free of sorrow andcare,” thus, he continuously produces
timesof abundance,
The powerof truth is engaged by an accepting, modest, and

independent attitude. We can safely hold to this attitude, forit iscapable of producing the beneficial changes we seek.
‘The individual lines of the hexagram illustrate the principles of

abundance, and emphasize the momentary and cyclical nature of
close and open communications between people (including ourre-
lationship with the Sage). In the first line, a short period of friendly
receptivity and freedom from distrust exists—a time of abundance.
The second line notes that this receptivity has been undermined by
distrust so that everything wesay is regarded with suspicion; the
light power is eclipsed. The third line indicates that the eclipse has
become total, but that we can counter it by holding inwardly to the
powerof truth. The fourth line indicates that the eclipse is ending;
Receptivity reawakens because we have related properly, but we
should remain on guard against egotistical enthusiasm and arrogant
self-confidence. Such attitudes would return all to darkness. The
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fifth line indicates that by retaining an open mind, we receive the
help we needto rectify the situation. Once again we develop an
influence for the good. Thetop line warns thatif we usc our renewed
influence to gain personal power and recognition, the situation will
return to stagnation and wewill lose what we have gained.

First Line: When a man meets his destined ruler, they can be
together ten days. “Ten days” symbolizes a complete cycle of
influence, although the actual time period may be for aslittle as
fifteen minutes. During the time of influence othersare receptive to
usand wearein tunewiththe inner truthof the situation. Weare able
to proceed so long as weretain a hesitating caution and maintain
connection with our inner voice.If the other person’s receptivity
wanes, we disengage. We neither try to prolong the moment, nor
exceed the opening they have granted. If we presume, orself-
confidently press beyond these limits, not only will we invalidate the
goodalready accomplished, but we will also throw ourself away and
suffer a loss of self-esteem. It is important to preserve one’s
personality.
Itis importantto recognize the cyclical and momentary nature of

influence. People grantus only limited and conditional openings.
Beyond the time they have allotted—a time wecan only knowif we
keep assiduously attuned to their moods—our influence gocs
through a progressive and swift eclipse. Any reaction other than
patient acceptance and withdrawal into emotional neutrality only
increases the power and duration of their resistance to us. If,

however, we persevere through such periodsof darkness by holding
to the powerof truth, our influence will be renewedand the eclipse
will quickly pass. This would not betrue,of course,if we seek only
to exert our personalwill, or to use the powerof truth for personal
ends. Influence forthe good arises only from a steadywill to serve
the good.

Receiving this line can also indicate that there is a potential
opening for having an influence, but that we should take care to keep
attuned to the openings and the closings.

SecondLine:...the polestars can be seen at noon. Thisline often
refers to times whenour influencefor the good is blocked for one
reason or another. Whatever the reason, the remedyis to cling to the
powerof truth. Such an attitude engages the helpof the Creative to
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disperse the inferior power.
This line can also refer to times when ourattitude creates an

eclipse which isolates us from the helpful influence ofthe Sage. For
example, we maydistrust the Sage’s counsel,or suspect that Fateis
hostile or that the way of the Cosmosis evil. In the face of such
thoughts the Sage retreats until we undergo a changeofheart.

Third Line: He breaks his right arm. No blame. Influence is
always a momentary thing, whether we are being influenced by the
Sage, or whether weare having an influence on others. Misunder-
standings are bound to occurin whichprideis aroused, along with
the ego defense system which accompanies it. The eclipse swiftly
becomes total so thatit is as if the one seekingto help has a broken
right arm, During such times it is not our fault ifwe are unabie to help
others,noris it the Sage’s fault if he cannot help us when we are
resistant. During such times we mustIet go and wait. This attitude
will cause the eclipse to pass.

Fourth Line: He meets his ruler whois of like kind. Because we
relate to the problem correctly, resistance and obstruction begin to
give way. When tension gives way, however, our childish self
emerges to search for rewards, or to luxuriate in the improved
situation,or to indulgein self-assertion. This self can take overifwe
drop ourcareful, hesitating caution and reserve. It is important,
therefore,notto stop andrevelin the good news, but to carry on as
before. Just as bad events test our steadiness and inner independ-
ence, so do good events.

Fifth Line: Lines are coming. At the critical juncture the right
thing to say or do comesof itself. As it is said in Grace (Hex. 22),
“a white horse comes as if on wings.” When weare harmonious
within, what we say harmonizeswiththe Creative, and we win the
assent of others.

Sixth Line: /is houseis in a state of abundance. If after being
helped we selfishly seek only to luxuriate in the situation, or to
dominate, then we lose all the benefits of having acted correctly. To
makeprogress we must remain selfless.
What kindof inner house do wegrant those weseek to rescue? Is

itcramped or roomy? Havewe allowed them enough space, ordo we
think theyare notfitto live in aroomy, beautiful house? How do they
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fit into our lives? Can we include them with our friends and family)
If not, how much doesourvanity have to do with the problem? It we
require them to conform toalist of capricious demands, orto latover anumberofprideful hurdles before wewill grantour approval,
our “houseis ina state of abundance.”So longas vanity plays even

a minor rolein our effort, we will be unable to rescue others. We
mustdisallow Sseaes andae of others

is

universally just, essential, and correc chceoe tobemae when westubbornly refuse to relinquish

pride and alienation; by abandoning as hopeless those weare meant
to rescue, we “execute” them. By heeding the call of ouraManto pursueself-interest, we cast aside our Cosmic responsibility
and depart from our path.
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Lii / The Wanderer

ante
Kén

(Weare uneasy about trusting the Unknown.)

In the inneruniverse we are ever wanderers and strangers. Although
wecan observe and catalog the causes of events in the outer world,
that which governs their coming and going—the great Tao—is
unknowable. Even though we have worked hardto serve the good,
we cannot assume thatour position is secure, or that we can attain
an independenceof the Higher Power. We neverattain rights and
privileges; therefore, we should take the greatest care to remain
modest and unassuming,

We receive this hexagram when we look to anything but the
Higher Powerfor our security. If we look to the Sage for help and
guidance, the right waywill showitself and wewill receive all the
help and support we need.If we look to others to Support us, we
mightor mightnot receive what we need, for the Sage steps back and
no longer participates in our fate. The inner independence of the
spiritually developed personis not, as it might appear,the result of
his graduation into self-sufficiency, but the result ofa confirmed and
steady awareness of his dependence on the Higher Powerto show
the way through events.
Everything we doin the outer world is subject to the absolute

standardof equality and justice of the inner world, where favoritism
and factionalism do notexist. When wetake part in such practices
we lose our home and friends in the inner world, and find ourselves
subject to Cosmic punishment. This punishment is referred to in the
third and sixth lines as “the inn burns down” andthe “bird's nest
burns up.” Everything we do, every thought we think, every false
comfort which we indulge, every presumption we make is observed,
is heard, and is felt in the inner world. Even thougha faulty attitude
mayescape notice in the outer world, itdoes not escape noticein the
inner world. We cannot escape the burden we create through
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carelessly selfish actions. A great part of the workof self-develop-
mentis to remove this burden, to regain our lost self-esteem, andto
re-establish our Cosmic credibility. Wanderersand strangers, we are
required to prove ourselves before this credibility is returned.
Every time we come intoor depart from harmony with universal

justice and truth in ourinmost thoughts,wecreate ourfate; we either
engage thehelp of the Creative, or shut ourselves off from it. When
weare in harmony, the Creative promotes andaids us.When we are
outof harmony, we are outof relationship. What happens to us then

depends on chance.
i mhThe modeofactionofthe Creativeis to spring from justice and

universaltruth. The light is always there; we need only be open to

see it, and to receive its benefits. When weare not open weare in the

dark, abandoned to our owndevices, and subject to the vagaries of
chance.If we incura bad fate,it is not so much that the Cosmos
punishes us;it is rather that we lose its protection through playing
with the edge, and through approaching life too arrogantly, Because
of the impersonal qualityofjustice, Lao Tzusaid, “The Sage regards
all menas straw-dogs.” This means that the Sage does not care about
our petty attachmentto who we are,or from whence we come; he is
interested only in whatis great and good.

Whena person begins to serve the good and the true, he finds

himself accompanied by the spiritually nourishing force; wherever
heis, he is notalone. The force is feltas a presence and friend, filling
the empty spaces and lighting the inner path. If we then take this
presence for granted, weloseit. We also lose it when we tum over
to others our responsibility to direct our lives, and our affairs. We
lose the friendly presence whenwebegin to use our inner independ-
enceto be hard onothers, and when we stop to enjoy the moment at
the expenseofcorrectness. After making these mistakes we gradu-
ally become awarethatthe light is gone and weare alone. Our self-
esteem and inner independence, which depend on our relationship
with the Higher Power, dwindle. Weare neverso securein ourinner
home that wecan safely forget this dependence. wyThe hexagram also discusses Cosmic punishments and imprison-
ments. Having incurredanevil fate, or a bad momentary situation,
we may not easily regain the protection and help of the Sage.
Isolation from the Higher Poweris its way of punishing us. But, as
the hexagram tells us, prisons are meant only to be temporary
abodes,not “dwelling places.” A hostile fate will last only until we
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undertake the work of self-correction. The Sage uses adversity
fruitfully to teach. While working our way outof adversity, we mayfind excessive the setof limits under which we labor, This, of course,
is a perception ofour ego, which scesall punishment as excessive,
and finds all limitation intolerable. The degree of punishment (or
length of time the adversity lasts) is the amount needed to overcome
the powerof resistance. Fateis like the little boy who wrestles the
otherlittle boy down andthen says, “Do yougive up?” and then
again, while twisting hisarma little harder, “Do you really give up?”Our ego must unequivocably give up.
Notall isolation from the Higher Poweris punishment; sometimes

isolation servesasatest of our virtue, or as a means of encouraging
self-reliance in following our path. When we receive this hexagram,
however, punishment is the usual meaning.
The superior man is clear-minded and cautious in imposing

penalties, and protracts no lawsuits. These words have to do with
punishing others, and warn against punishing them excessively,
thereby creating “lawsuits.” Italso warms against putting people into
permanent imprisonment by deciding that they are hopeless.

A lawsuit is an ongoing inner conflict between people (families,
nations,etc.). One sues and the other counter-sues, one ambushes
andthe other seeks to pay him back; one accusesor insults and the
other replies with an evengreater accusation or insult. Such lawsuits
are difficult to end; once distrust becomes established, it is hard to
eradicate. Oneparty is always suspicious that the other might start
anewhostile action. Each secretly waits for the old issues (“spoiled
game,”as itis called in Biting Through, (Hex. 21)) to be brought up.To be“clear-minded” either means to recognize thata lawsuitexists,
or that we should avoid causing or continuing them.

We create lawsuits when our ego seeks to punish other people’s
egos, and when we feel vindictive pleasure atseeing someonegethis
comeuppance; lawsuits occur when wegive others up as hopeless,
or dismiss them as worthless because ofclass, race, or other
facetious considerations, If we would avoid feuds,with theirendless
reprisals and hatred, we should take care notto lose our modesty
before the Higher Power which created everything.
Lawsuits of a lesser nature occur when we. mentally fix people as

“problems.” Even though they heavily tax our patience and good
will, we increase their opposition if we mentally fix them in a
negative way. To end such lawsuits, we should let go of mental fixes
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and reopen ourminds.Then, the opposition will gradually decrease,

First Line: The wanderer busies himself with trivial things. We
must not disgrace ourself by indulging in gossip,or thinking gossipy
thoughts about people.

f 'Trivial” refers to issues on which we can have little (if any)
impact. Our job is always directly before us in the way we relate (0.

the people around us.
; :‘Trivial also refers to concerning ourselves with nonessential,

such as physical considerations—whether or not a person isa ;cally attractive, or whether he has correct manners, or showsoff well
in comparison to others. Such trivialities are often excuses made
our ego(as vanity) for indulging in feelings of alienation,

Busying ourself with trivial things can also refer to our hay!

lightly turned over our real responsibilities to others in order to
ourselves for less important matters.

Second Line: He winsthe steadfastness ofa young servant. Wt)

"
do not concentrate on a person’s evilside, we can win the allegiiit
of his good side. Throughoeae weareable, so to sj

‘i1 through the domainof people’ s billoa to cones with whatis good in them, and thereby 0
liberate them from their ego’s domination, and from their fe
‘This line also means thatif we don’t concentrate on reaping

4

personal reward from each stage of progress, we will not aroul
envy anddistrust which threaten our work, In being strict, bo

'
ourselves and with others, we win their adherence to what isji
By remaining conscientious we win help from the inner
complete our work.

Third Line: The wanderer's inn burns down. Tructlengag
\

menacingor bullyingattitude, to intimidate other people"s I i
actin ahigh-handed manner towards the Sage, and thus lo)

and protection. Our inner world “resting place’ refers totl
wefeel free and independent. This resting place “burns 6
self-confidently abandonour task to rescue those for wh
responsible. A half-hearted, or almost negative acceptin
task indicates that ourego hi truded to collapse our will,
overcome this assault by the evil power if we realize Wit
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Wequired, and the
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hearted comes from misunderstanding the wonderful way thingswork when we allow them to,
This line also refers to times when we seek answers from the Sagelo questions of inner conflict. Since these questions spring from anemotional driveto be released from doubt, rather than from a questfor truth,no rational answerwill satisfy them. To make progress, wemust cease the inner conflict which causesus to distrust the Creative,Wemust cease asking this kind of|question, let go, and return to the

path of humility and acceptance.

Fourth Line: My heartis not glad. Even though we conceal ourdesires, their pressures still operate and we mustdefend ourself
against their badeffects,
Desire encroaches when weare unsure that through “following”(sce Following, Hex. 17) we will attain our goal. When wedistrustthe direction of events we tend to interfere in the work,or we adopt‘careless attitude, as if what we say or do carelessly will not matter.‘The Sage cannot help undersuch conditions. Since we are strangers‘astrange land we should pay careful attention to the contents of

Our inner attitude.

Fifth Line: He shoots a pheasant. A “pheasant” is an egotism, a(Iclicious pleasantry to which we are particularly attached, such as‘| glamorous self-image. On encountering every new problem weMust free ourself of pretenses—“shoot down” our self-image to‘equire humility, and give up decadenthabits or ideas. We espe-Chilly need to discard any presumption ofhaving rights and privi-los, orany ideas which causeus to lose our reticence and humility.All such deviations bring progress to a halt.

Sixth Line: The bird's nest burns up. The wanderer symbolizestiking our way through the hidden world; the “nest” refers to thetlogree of protection we have acquired through following the good,i through being faithful to our task to rescue those to whom we areHound by inner ties, Should we become careless by disdaining this
ive wayto encroaching desires, we would lose this

ice our innersenseof truth to desire, or to a

Progress we have gained through our hard work.Nitin, our “nest” (inner world home)“burns up.”
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Sun / The Gentle
(The Penetrating, Wind)

(Only consistently firm, yet gentle, inner thoughts penetrate
to others with goodeffect.)

The Gentle, Penetratingrefers to the way the Sage’s thought penc-
trates to us, and to the way our thoughts penetrate to others. It des-
cribes an influence on others which is unconscious and automatic.
This influence occurs through maintaining a ceaselessly correct
innerattitude in which we are balanced, detached, innocent, and

independent through all the changing events.
Sun, the trigram of the second daughter, represents wind which

penetrates cracksin buildings, and wood as roots which penetrate
soil. Through their ceaseless but gentle energy the wind and roots
penetrate the most obdurate objects. Just as roots penetrate the
cracks of boulders and break them apart, the influence of the Sage

penetrates our subconsciousuntil one day, in a flash of insight, we
understand with amazing clarity. This is the step-by-step enlighten-
mentby which spiritual mysteries are penctrated as we progress
along ourpath.

Receiving this hexagram indicates (1) thatthe truth we perceive
has been penetrating to us over a long period of time, and (2) that our
dependence onthe truth mustbe consistently maintained if it is to

penetrate to others with dynamic effect. Striving to improve the
situation through argument or persuasion may produce some

momentary gain, but such efforts violate others’ spiritual space.
Enduring results, which are achieved through penetration and en-

lightenment, depend on our consistency of character. When we
waverin following our path, we produce hesitation and doubtin
those who follow us with their inncr eye.

Receiving this hexagram often means that elements in our attitude

prevent good influences from penetrating to others. To have the

correct influence we need to penetrate (understand) the rootof the
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problem. Through sincere introspection, and through asking for
help, the Sage’s message penetrates through, and we understand.
Because this hexagram is concemed with self-correction, we

often receiveit together with Work on What Has BeenSpoiled (Hex.
18). The self-correction most often needed is to cease striving to
influence. Because striving is based on inner doubt, it negates any
influence we might have. Our doubt further inhibits others’ ability
to find their way, and prevents the Higher Power from intervening
in the situation. To empowertruth and engage the Creative force, we
needto keep firm in what we perceiveas correct, and turn the matter
overto the Cosmos. Then wedisengage fromit, and allow to happen
what will happen,
In penetrating to the root of the problem we need to ask why we

contrive, or defend ourselves. Why do werevert to old habits of
worrying and trying to make things happen? In examining the
situation weoften find that someone or something has threatened
our inner independence. In perceiving our vulnerability they (sub-
consciously) engage us in a king-of-the-heap game. When we
realize that we have been thus engaged, we are able to return to an
inner independence and detachment which resolves the matter.

Sometimes, on perceiving how events are marching toward an
appropriate conclusion, we develop an enthusiasm to hurry things
along. We dothis because of desire and fear, which create a pressure
to intervene. We should keepdesire and fear, and the ambition they
generate, at bay. We should remain disengaged, content to observe
events without hurrying or resisting them, keepingin mind that once
we turn the matter overto the Sage, he has means which are beyond
our understanding.

Weshould also cease reacting to shock. We needto bend like the
bamboo, without becoming bentor broken through rigid resistance
to the situation. Through nonresistance the wind passes and we
return to the upright. We need to ask why we keepreacting after the
shock has passed. Do welike clinging to negative possibilities? Do
wefind solace in distrusting the Cosmos? Are wetired of persever-
ing and being tested, or impatient to enjoy the rewards of our
discipline? Whois the one demanding the reward? Whoseeks the
comfort imaginedat the endof the journey? Whohatesour helpless.
dependence on the Unknown? The rootof impatience may be the
fear that those weseck to influence will notfind their wayto the
truth. We do not wantto give them the timeor space they need
because that means we must wait. Our ego may also insinuate that,
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in the end,our efforts will come to nothing and wewill be cheated

of happiness, because history, orliterature, or experience has proven
timeand again that “the courseof true love neverdid run smooth,
or “life is meant to be nothing but suffering,”or is a paradox,or only
adream and doesn’ texist atall, or someother ideathat supports our
negative mood. We sometimeslistento these ideas in a fit of pique
and selfishness, forgetting the myriad miracles we have experienced

regarding the powerof truth. Justas amodest, humble. acceptance of
being helpless leads to the inner independence which correctly
influences others,a negative resistance to Fate, in which we close
our minds regarding others,has a destructive effect on our situation.
Weneedto remember that when weinsist on whatis correct during
timesof challenge, and wait for others to go through the learning

experience, giving them the space they need to find themselves, the
boulders of entrenched evil and hardness will be broken by the

penetrating powerof truth. Wealso need to reassure our anxious
inferiors thatin the end everything will work out better than we could
have expected.

First Line: The perseveranceofthe warrior furthers. This means
we must be resolute against the encroaching inferior clement.
Usually this elementis mistrust. Mistrust causes usto erect defen-
sive barriers against what others might or might not do. We should
withdraw from any frontal assault aimedat resolving our problems,
or any defense of self. When others approach aggressively we
should keep disengaged, retreating from any impulse to join in

conflict.

Second Line: Penetration under the bed. This means we should
search our heart and mind for hidden enemies such asself-pity,
pride, a structured view of what “should” happen, or any inner
complaint that might be causing resistance in others. The presence
ofhard, arrogant, soft, self-indulgent, self-pitying or complaining
feelings obstructs progress and endangers perseverance. “Priests’

and “magicians” referto the almost magicalhelp that comes when.

wesincerely seek to find and free ourself from these elements.
Sometimeswe needonly ask the Sage for help.

Third Line: Repeated penetration. Humiliation. On discovering
the harmful element we are counseledto be resolute against it. The
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harmful element maybe aninner conflict. For example, we may
have settled into an involved inner quarrel about why things work
the way they do, why weare put through difficulties, whether life is
real, or a bad joke perpetrated by a hostile Cosmos. Through inner
conflict we relapse into negativism, Weallow our egoto take over
through its flattery that the only reality is ourself, and therefore it is
up to us to make everything happen. In wrestling with events, we
attempt to overturn them; in the end, however,weonly throw ourself
away.
The moment weconsciously touch onthe inner problem, we may

be unwilling to recognize itas meaningful becauseit seemsto be so
minutea defect. However, wemust not underestimate its importance
since it keeps us unbalanced and in a state of conflict, and it harms
our good work.

Fourth Line: During the hunt three kinds of game are caught. In
finding andbeing resolute againstevil in ourself wealso solve all the
problems facing usat the moment. Itis part of the economy by which
the Sage teaches to show us how one fear can produce seemingly
unrelated problems, here described as three kinds of game.

Fifth Line: No beginning, but an end. Before the new can begin,
the old must come to anend.If relationships are to be mended, they
must first be freed of the destructive and decadent elements to which
we cling. Having perceived these elements, we can nowlet them go,
but we must remain on guard against their return. Sucha return is
probable simply because the attitudesare well-established. We must
keepalert to their resurgence until wearetruly rid of them. A new
beginning occurs when wehave endeda particular bad habit of
mind.

Sixth Line: Penetration under the bed. Sometimes a diligent
search for the hidden enemy reveals nothing specific. In receiving
this line we should let goof the search, forin sincerely secking, our
attitude has been corrected of the defect of careless over-confidence.

Weshould be awarethatcareless self-confidenceis not the same
thing as neutral inner independence. Self-confidence returns us to
old habits of mind, as when we dismissed the help of the Sage as
nothing, andintervened in mattersasif the effect of time and the
powerof good didnot exist. To be self-confident is to shift trust in
the Unknown (in the formofa willing suspension ofdisbelief) back
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toabelief in the powerof the ego self-image in the, guise ofbeing our
self. For this reason weneedto return to humility, realizing that

“under the bed”refers to the place wehide old habits of mind.
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Tui / The Joyous

uii(Through wanting, we waver.)

This hexagram refers to the difference between true freedom in
detachment, and apparent freedom in the bravadoof careless indif-
ference, self-importance, and arrogant self-confidence,
‘The imageof theplacid, unruffled surface of the lake symbolizes

true joy as serenity whicharises from the sublime source. Even the
slightest wrinkleof thebrow, like the ripple on the lake, indicates the
presenceof an emotion which, if itis allowed tocontinue, will cause
the turmoil in which true joy disappears.
The crucial moment which leads away from serenity and inner

independence is the moment of wavering—whenwebegin to listen
to seductive fantasies put forward by our ego. These seductive
images cause us to want, wonder, or worry, and thus lose the
leadership of our superior self.

The first momentof waveringis often only a vague, discontented
mood. Next, we hear our whining inferiors saying such things as,
“Nothing works!” Wavering is already progressing unchecked
towards the next stage of discontent in which the leadershipofthe
ego is re-established. Under its leadership we are nolongersensitive
to our inner voice. Next, we start to be indifferent to our path as we
Proceed to an active disbelief. Disbelief, in turn, conjures upalternate courses of action so that we begin to pursue pleasure,
comfort, and self-aggrandizement. Doing this creates self-conflict,
then doubt, which we feel as a gnawing hole in the chestorabdomen,

The chief sign of one who feels hopeless is his striving to force
happinessor success, Because this leads only to disappointment, he
attempts by conniving tosteal it; this failing, he ceases to care and
pursues pleasure in a contrived indifference. Contrived indifference
becomes vengeful indifference if or when he seeks to punish those
he blames for his disappointment,
Neither true joy nortrue pleasure can be found by pursuing joy,
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pleasure, or successas thingsin themselves. The hexagram counsels

us to pay attention to times when we become seducedby the notion

that the pursuitof these things will lead to happiness. Italso counsels.

us not to adopt conuived attitudes simply because they worked

before. All contrived approachesorattitudes are based on small but

powerful doubts put forward by our ego—doubts which enable it to
retain command. The J Ching always counsels us to keep open,
neutral, and unstructured in attitude.

Thebasisfor truejoy is inner independence—a stability created

through accepting life as it is, and through accepting each new

momentwithout inner resistance. Acceptance is achieved through

imposing discipline on our whining inferiors, and through encour-

aging them to be patient. We need toremain unstructured, willing to

beled.If we entertain doubt, argue with Fate, or think of ways to
evade this discipline, we lose our inner equilibrium and direction by
the trueself. If we allow our egoto long for the soft and comfortable

path, it will then begin to seck ways to short-cut the necessary steps
that lead to our goals. This takeover by the ego creates self-

conflict— the quietnessof the shining lakeis disturbed. In all these

activities the ego secretly insinuates doubts into our inner ear. By
keeping aware thatit is behind these activities, we depriveit of its
power. Whenwesee that we are wavering or wanting, we should

return to acceptance. In freeing ourself from wanting we return to

harmony with the Cosmos.
Two people attain true joy only when both are sincerein trying to

keep correct within themselves. Their independent searches for the
truth within themselves serve as inexhaustible wellsprings, support-

ing each other and nourishing everyone around them.

First Line: Contented joyousness. Contented joyousness means

arriving at inner harmony through beingfree ofdesire. Even though

everything around us now scems difficult, stubborn, and decadent,

ifwe emptyour heart of desire, andsacrifice wanting, wewill attain
the emptiness which leads to the insights neededto proceed cor-

rectly. No longer being jostled by the appearance of things, we are
able to have a good effect on those aroundus.

We should also realize that it is one thing to require others to be

correct with us, and another to wantit. Wanting implics doubt. If we
are being treated unjustly we shouldnot relinquish our requirements
that webe treated correctly, but keep detached, open-minded, and
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free of wanting. With this attitude we can winthe assent of others to
do whatis right. Both time and the powerofthe Cosmoswill come
to our aid to rectify the matter.

Sometimes we receive this line at the moment that we begin to
doubt the creative impact of following the true and the good.
Receiving it reassures us that we do have an impact, even though it
may notbe apparent.

Second Line: Sincere joyousness. We are tempted to adopt fixed
ideas of ourself, orof our situation, as a meansof self-comfort, and
as rationalization for giving way to the pressures of the situation.
Such images maybe positive,as in “Iam special, I don’t have to put
up with people’s bad behavior,”or negative,as in “Life is meantto
bea bad experience,” or, “I need someone to help me.” We lean on
such images in an attempt to evade acceptance of the Unknown,
dependence on the Cosmos.All self-defensive images come from
the ego,or baby part of ourselves, and mustbe firmly resisted.
Sincere joyousness may also meanthat we look for the wrong

solutionto our problems. For example, we may be wishingfor unity
between ourself and another when this would be at the expense of
principle. The remedyis to refuse decisively to consider the idea
further.

Another temptationis to adopt special attitudes which we think
will speed things along, or which we think once helped us solve
similar problems. We should remain unstructured and not lean on
any special devices to make progress. Our egois at work, suggesting
these ideas.

Third Line: Coming joyousness. It is important not to spend time
lamenting our mistakes, but to accept the situation and move on.
Otherwise, wewill begin wanting toseevisible progress, or wanting
things to be more secure, less ambiguous, and more relaxed and
comfortable. Such emotions giverise to self-pity, useless recrimina-
tions, doubt, and despair. Wanting always initiates successively
larger attacks of these feelings. Fear, restlessness, desire, pride,
jealousy, or angerare similar strong elements which quickly take
over and cause movement whichis not self-governed. In this manner
wanting (coming joyousness) causesusto lose ourdirection.
Coming joyousnessalsorefers to times when weplace impor-

tance on being recognized, as opposed to being content with whether
weare recognized ornot.It is important notto be pulled in by the
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world and its lures. We should remain free of envy, of dependence
on others, ofdesirefor position, andofthe lure to be recognized and
understood. It is important not to value things which are not
intrinsically valuable. Truejoy springs from guarding the sanctity of
our innerbeing, and from retaining our inner freedom.

Fourth Line: Joyousness that is weighed. We weigh whether ornot
to sacrifice someofour valuesin orderto gain unity with others. For
example, we consider tolerating a certain amountof indifference
and unjust treatment; or, we begin to consider new involvements
because we doubt thatour current situation will ever be resolved;or,
we are tempted to do something that might jeopardize our inner
dignity because we think it will improve the situation or hasten
progress.

This line states implicitly that the pursuit ofpleasure inevitably
brings suffering. While this mainly refers to the pursuit of physical
pleasure,it also refers to indulging self-importance through a dis-
play of bravado, power, correctness, helpfulness, wit, intelligence,
skill, sharpness,or independence. Self-importance (reawakened by
suggestions put forward by our ego) is contrary to our inner nature
andcreates self-conflict. We show off whenold fears of not being
equal to others are reawakened by our ego; these are fears which
cause us to compare ourselves with others, and to envy them. Such
comparisonsare always harmful.
Also, we should not allow ourselves to indulge such thoughts as,

“T would be happyif only this were so.”

Fifth Line: Sincerity towards disintegrating influences... This
means weare sincere in listening to sclf-flattering fantasies and
seductions that temptusto pursue self-advantage. For example, we
think of doing something to improve the situation, orto rush things
along. Or, we listen to feelings of self-pity, hopelessness, doubt,
impatience, or fear, or to thoughts about our “rights” and the
demands created by such rights. We may be wanting to be recog-
nized for one reason or another, or we may feel we have eamed
independence and no longer need the Sage’s help.
Another seduction is to think of doing something because we

imagine a tempting consequence. Seduction is always a wrong
motive.
Sometimes weare sincerein listening to what we want to hear;or,

weare too sincere to someone whois insensitive. We need to let such
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a person goon his way.

Sixth Line: Seductive joyousness. Because of the seeming intran-
sigenceof the situation weare temptedto “do” something. Ifwe are
irresolute, the seductive fantasies put forwardby our egowill cause
us to stray from ourpath. Someofthese seductions occuras feelings
of self-importance, self-pity, impatience, anger, or alienation. Oth-
ers occur as feelings of negation, restlessness, or desire. If these
feelingsare not firmly resisted, they will destroy ourwill to perse-
vere.

Ofall evils, vanity in the form of self-importance is the most
seductive, and therefore the most dangerous. The ego, as vanity,
constantly watches to see howothers see us. Even during self-devel-
opment the ego intrudes when it tries to draw attention to how well
we serve the good.
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Huan | Dispersion (Dissolution)

Sun
K’an

(Dissolveall hardening feelings.)

Dispersion refers to dissolving feelings and thoughts which lead to
a rigid viewpoint, suchas “I’ll never do this again,”or “I'll never
again buy that.” Such thoughts lead to giving people up as hopeless
and incapable of changing,

We experience such hardening thoughts when we have opened:
ourselves to others,only to find that they are less receptive than we
anticipated. It is importantto disperse or dissolve doubt, hurt feel-
ings,or anger,to return to an unstructured, innocent, and independ-
ent attitude. Once ourinner independenceis restored, others will
relate to us more sincerely.
Asan image, dispersion describesa technique of freeing ourselves

from the grip of emotions. This technique entails letting go of
feelings by allowing them to drift off on the wind (Sun), or to be
washed clean by water (Kan), the active, working water whichisassociated with effort. Through effort of will we summon the
strength to let goof all negative feclings and thoughts.

Sunis also associated with gentleness—as in the gentle breezes,
We disperse egotism through gentleness rather than through
brusqueness. Wearegentle with ourselves, in spite of ourerrors, and
weare gentle with others who suffer from the pressures ofpride,
alienation, and feelings ofinferiority. (The more guilty people feel,
the more rigid and sensitive their pride-system becomes.) Gentle
Perseverancedissolves the hardness and defensive rigidity that these
pressurescreate.

Wealso need to disperse feelings of hopelessness which would
lead to breaking ourties to others. It is important to disperse the
inferior element, whether it be doubt, fear of continuing to follow
our path, anger, inner conflict such as “Why are things this way,”or
the temptation to lapse into indifference. This includes all emotional
reactions and frustrations about the deficiencies of ourselves or
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others.
Thisline also refersto rigid feelings that we must do something.

Whenwefeel pressured it means we are emotionally entangled. We
need to step back, detach, and allow a new perception to break
through,
Onrealizing that we have made such mistakes, rather than lapsing

into despair or self-flagellation, we should hold firmly to what is
correct and wait. With this attitude, the harm will be corrected and
the tension will dissolve, leaving no after-effects,

Dispersion also refers to dispersing our attachment to points of
argument, and to childish resistance to the way things work. We
resistonly because we misunderstand, or only partly understand. By
giving up resistance we makeit possible fora full understanding to
emerge. Meanwhile, it helps if we take the attitude that the Sage
knows how to make everything work, both the impossible and the
unlikely. Once we accept this possibility, the Sageis free to bring
about the “impossible” and the “unlikely.” Acceptance also enables
the emergence ofa larger insight into the problem.

First Line: /e brings help with the strength of a horse. This line
counsels us to disperse and dissolve feelingsof alienation. It also
remindsusthatthe reason for alienation is misunderstanding. We
should not overlook the possibility that we may be misunderstand-
ing the Sage,or Fate, such as when we thinkFateis hostile, or when
we think peopleare impossible. In the processof self-development
we mustgo through difficulties that we later realize are absolutely
necessary for growth.

Second Line: At the dissolution he hurries to that which supports
him. When other people do seemingly unforgivable things we must
try to discover, in an unobstructed way, how they have come totheir
pointof view. If our final opinionis resentment,our understanding
is still inadequate. That which supports us is a moderate andjust
judgment ofmen, linked with goodwill. We need to rememberthat
peoplecling to false ideas as crutches, thinking they are unable to
proceed without them, We must be patient and tolerant with such
people.

Oneof thegreat false ideas is hopelessness,a bad situation cannot
work out, or human unity is impossible. Hopelessness is so foreign
to our natures that we switch back to the hope that some last efforts
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will work; we seek to persuade others of our point of view; this
failing, we fall back on a contrived indifference. When this has no
effect we attempt to force a solution; this failing, we engage in
pleasure-seeking and diversions. Soon we make other forceful
attempts. Each time we throwourselfaway moreuntil the loss of self
becomes dangerous.
Each phaseof hopelessnessis built one on the other. Ateach stage

we damageour self-esteem andfurther increase the ego’s power. To
compensate webuild defenses through feelings of retribution and
hardened pride. The more we have humiliated ourselves, the more
our woundedpride can turn to hatred and violence, either in a
suppressed form against ourselves,or against those we sceas having
humiliated us. In such wayspeople barricade themselveswith pacts
and defensive walls, and become isolated from any meaningful
relationship with each other.
‘We must keep in mind thatthe beginning of this vortexof the dark

force has its roots in a negative assessmentof people, the first ploy
of our ego, To doubt, or to decide negatively about people,is simply
against our nature, The extent to which this vortex is carried out
depends on the strength and persistenceof our ego.
A humbleor moderate person will not regarddifficult situations

as impossible. Norwillhe take reversals as assaults to his pride. He
will be able to accept it when mistakes have been made. He does not
put himself in the place of God to decidethe future, but he accepts
the present. He allows othersto go their way without giving them up
as hopeless.

In recognizing that a person has become stuck—not able to make
progress in his self-development—we must notgive up on him,but
leave him to see thingsfor himself. Meanwhile, we carry on with our
lives.

Third Line: He dissolves his self. This linc counsels usto relin-
quish the accumulated feelings that comprise our perception of our
self. These feelings are mainly defensive.It is as if we always have
our guard up. Or, we stand on a knoll looking down atothers,
presuming we alone know whatis right. In defending ourselves we
may have condemned as hopeless those weare meant to rescue. We
need to dissolve these barriers and the negative feclings that support
them, suchas ill will, resentment, and alienation.
We may also needto dissolveall ideas of how we want things to

happen, and allow the Sageto do the job his way.We may need to
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realize that others are able to obtain the help of the Sage, and that in
and of themselves they are able to find the truth, without our
intervention. Only whenwe have dissolved the constructed self are
we able to ‘come to meet’ others halfway.

Fourth Line: He dissolves his bondwith his group. We should not
follow whatour group does (whatis customary, or whatour friends
or family think we ought to do), but what is conscientiously correct.

Holdingto “our group” also refers to times whenwe sacrifice the
long term good to obtain short-term gains.
Sometimes “group” refers to an abstract group of white knights in

shining armourwithwhichwe identify ourselves. Our “good”group
invariably opposes the “bad” group. We should avoid casting people
into “them”as opposedto “us,” for such groups donotreally exist.
The rescueofone inevitably creates the rescue of another. To retreat
from reactingto evil in others pulls them away from evil-doing. To
be clean and clear in ourself is to create cleanliness and clarity in
others.
Another meaningof this line has to do with lessening our stan-

dards to accomodatethose aroundus whoare not behaving as they
should. In this case we should dissolve our bondwith our group by
reaffirming our own standards.

Fifth Line: Loud cries as dissolving as sweat. Misunderstanding
is swept away whenwe realize how well our goals are achieved
through dispersion—allowing negative thoughts to dissipate. One
such negative thought is to decide weare in a “bad situation.”

It is a great and liberating idea to realize that it is not our
responsibility to correct or “save” others through taking charge of
situations, manipulating people, or making other such efforts. In-
stead, we should disengage, let go, and leave matters to the Sage and
Fate to correct. When weseethis clearly, it is a great relief from an
enormous burden we were never meant to assume.
Aman ina ruling position refers to an idea so obviously true that

anyonecan follow it. To realize that through energetically correct-
ing our ideas we can correct and changeour lives, this is a great and
liberating idea.

Sixth Line: He dissolves his blood. This means toresist thinking
about, or bringing up, subjects which invoke woundsoranger.It is
importantnotto stir up the mud, orthe blood, of bad thoughts. If we
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think about things which arouse feelings of alienation, or doubt
abouta situation, we cannot relate tothe situation correctly. Wealso
endangerperseveranceifwe indulge in such thoughts, In dispersing
these thoughts we keep them at a distance and become free ofthe
doubt and alienation that fuel them.

Weshouldalso stop reminding ourself that someone is incapable
of changing, or that we have no wayofbringing about changes. All
peopleare capableof responding to whatis high and good within
themselves, and wecan help them achieve these changes. We may
realize how this is possible ifwe think of howa flock ofpigeonsflies,
Such a flock may scem to whirl and turn synchronously, making itdifficult to determine which is the lead pigeon. Considering that
each pigeonbeats its wings synchronously with the rest, andall of
them speedup,dive, climb, or soar atexactly the same time, itwould
seem that the leader transmits his will to the wholeby simply feeling
athing. Being responsive, the others follow. The Ching teaches that
human beings,on the innerlevel, relate in the same way. The more
aperson’s attitude is in harmonywith the Cosmos, the morehiswill
and perception subconsciously penetrate to others, effecting
changes.Forthis reasonit is said in Breakthrough (Resoluteness)
(Hex. 43) thatit takes only one persevering person to make greatim-
provements in the world,
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Chieh / Limitation

K’anDui
(Acceptanceof limits.)

This hexagram hasto do with placing on ourselvesthe limits which
comprise correct behavior, Because we have absorbed ideas from
our culture which the J Ching regards as decadent, this hexagram
counsels that limits are essential to achieve our goals. Very often the
thing that is decadentis our customary view of what comprises
correct moral limits.

Limitation also has to do with accepting that itis our Fateto learn
how to respond correctly to challenges and adversities. Acceptance
means that wecastout any element within ourselves of resistance to
having to go through the necessary learning process. We may be
willing, spiritually, but logic resists; we may have gained assent
from logic,but body rebels; we need to gain the willing assent from
all parts of ourselyes—an assent which is not conditioned and
hedging. While thereis still a remnantof resistance, we need to
impose a discipline which the resisting element may view as
“galling.”

The limits we observe have to do with being a wanderer in a
strange land; we may not proceed presumptuously, as we like, or
arrogantly, Changes maybe achieved only through gaining insight
into the nature of the problem, attaining the help of the Sage, and
depending on the penctrating powerofinner truth. This way of
achieving changeat first seems feeble and restrictive, but when we
later see that truth is empowered, and that the changes meet with
universal approval, we realize how limitation gives meaningto life
and power for good.
First, it is necessary to come to an understanding of whatis the

inner truth of cach situation. Then we must trust it to indicate the
vehicle of change. This vehicle often remains unknown to us until
the instant we can makeuseofit. In some cases the problem may be
entirely resolved; other, long-standing problems mayonly be solved
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through small increments of progress achieved overa long period of
time.

In interpreting the lines ofthis hexagram, we should remember
that eachline has to do with limitation. To “go out of the door,”
meansthat whether we advanceor retreat, we mustexercise the ap-
propriate self-limitation, and notdo as weplease.
Finally, the J Ching meansof action—to produce results through

force of character—cannot be attained without long practice at self
limitation. Such practice requires us to be patient and gentle with
ourselves. We should not attempt too much self-improvement too
soon,or focus ambitiously on the goal. We should likewise avoid
being excessively ascetic,or flagellating ourselves for mistakes, or
taking vows, or making pacts. All such ambition and asceticism
comes from the wrong source. It seems that once we realize that
limitation and self-developmentare necessary, the ego tries to force
advance through sweeping effort; this effort often entails adopting
fetishes, unusual practices, obsessive behavior, or any procedure
which we fantasize would enableusto skip steps. The presence of
the egospellsdefeat, for we may not achieve our goals through its
means. Only gradual,gentle, modest, and persevering effort enables
us to make progress without arousing the powerofthe ego.
Throughout the work of self-limitation we are dealing with

troublesome body-inferiors which are accustomed to having their
way. We areable to limit ourselves betterif we explain to them that
weneed their cooperation. Wecan achieve their cooperation best if’
weexplain that weare learning new ways of dealing with problems,
ways thatare far more effective andsafer than those to which they
have been accustomed. This procedure is alittle like telling atwelve-
year-old who is frantic to cat that he shouldnot allow his stomach to
rule his mind. Theeffect can be surprising. Our inferiors need to see
that ouregois a snail-sized blotof fear which throws an immense
shadow,Shall weallow sucha blot to rule us?

First Line: Not going out of the door and courtyard is without
blame. This means not going beyondthe limits defined in The
Wanderer (Hex. 56)—the limits naturally imposed on one whoisstranger in a strange land. Shorn of old defenses, we must now rely

on inner dignityas a defense, Accordingly, we must be cautious, re~
served, and obliging to others, on guard notto lose touch with our
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inner being. We avoid meddling in others’ affairs, orbeing aloof and
arrogant.

" E

Receiving this linetells us that we should limit our action to saying
whatwearewilling to do or not do in managingour own life; we may
nottell others what to door not doin regardto their affairs. We may
defend ourselves against attack, but we must be extremely prudent
in initiating attacks. If we do notforget that we are wanderers and

strangers, help and protection will come from the Cosmos and we
will be able to approach othersto do the right thing; if this help has
not yetcome, wecan only spendourtime at keeping ourself correct,
and avoid being pressured by fear or desire. In dealing with others
we need to keepattuned, in order to advance when people are open
to us, and to retreat when they are closed. Wealso retreat when we
are no longer objective and disengaged.

:
Wefrequently receive this line in preparation for upcoming

situations, We are meant to rehearseour limitations and review the
discipline we will need to exercise onourinferiors. Then, in the heat
of the moment, we will be able to keep free and spontancous,
impelledto action only by“real influences.” (The reference to “real
influences” means thatif we have properly detached from our idea
of whatto say or do, becoming neutral in attitude, we will be able to
see,at the right time, the real nature of the problem, andreact toit
properly.)

Second Line: Not going out of the gate and courtyard brings
misfortune. Our customis to take matters in hand to force a conclu-
sion, therefore, the action indicated here is to make a constructive re-
treat—a step-by-step disengagement from the other person’s ego.
Anxiously hesitating to retreat and disengage is disastrous.

‘Third Line: He who knowsno limitationwill have cause to lament.
No blame. Among the pleasures and extravagances indicated are
those of self-assertion and self-indulgence, as when weplaythe role
of the wise Sage and faithful follower ofthe truth—the onewith the
know-how.Another formof self-assertion occurs when we indulge
in temper tantrums and rebukes. Self-importance and self-indul-
gence makeus forgetour job and miss our opportunities. Ambition
to prove points, or to gain something from each moment of contact,
makes us unable to hear. However, seeing and correcting our
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mistakes removes all cause for blame,

Fourth Line: Contented limitation. Success. If time is the limiting
factor, we should work with time,rather than try to force success,Instead of struggling vainly with people who cause problems, weshould keep attunedto the openings and closings in each situation,and notallow ourself to go beyond the peak moments of opportunity,This is to work with the situation andto observe the principle of
water flowing downhillas the path of least resistance,

Fifth Line: Sweet limitation brings 00d fortune. Justice requires
that if we would limit others, we mustfirst set the correct exampleof self-limitation by remaining disengaged.
Sweet limitation isalsoa way of acquiring the willing cooperation

ofour inferiors by explaining to them ina friendly manner,as one
might to a child, that we need them to remain disciplined and
disengaged, and that the success they wantwill be achievedif theydo not interfere in events, or give way to doubt. They need to be
reminded that the true power for good always accompanies our
acquiring inner independence, and that so long as they remain
entangled with doubt and fear, inner independence cannotbe at-
tained. If they will turn all matters over to the Cosmos, innerindependencewill become possible. Freedom from fear and doubt
engages the help of the Cosmos, by which all things are made
Possible.

Sixth Line: Galling limitation. Autimes we must severely limitour
inferiors in order to savethe situation, Receiving this line means we
may nottell others what to do, or engagein conflict, or try to change
a situation through contriving, striving, or self-assertion, no matter
how important it may seem that we do so. To restrain ourselves
under such conditions may seem especiall ly galling, but when
through such restraint we reach our goal, all cause for remorse at so
much self-denial is removed.
This line also mentions that we should not engagein limits which

are “too galling.”This refers to obligations we have taken on which
are notcorrect. For example, we are: neverobligated by Fate or others
to participate in morally inappropriate activities, We may be re-
quired to forebear while inappropriate situations go on aroundus,but weare always free not to Participate in them,If those involved
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in the wrong thing are open to why wedonotparticipate or approve,
we mayor may not explain it, but we should carefully monitor our
feelings so that we avoid being drawn into conflict throughself-
righteous pride,or by the another’s testing to see ifwe can be drawn
into defending our pointof view.

Weare also warned bythis line that we should not attempt, by
applying galling limits to ourselves, to achieve giant-steps of prog-
ress. Even small steps of improvement requireall ofthe limitation
andsacrifice we are capable of sustaining. We should therefore be
kind and sympathetic to our inferiors while we undergo limitation
and change.It helps if we express sympathy for the heavy burdens
we must necessarily place on them.
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Chung Fu/Inner TruthSun
Tui

(You know what the problem is.)
Pigs andfishes. Good fortune. Innertruth refers to what we inwardly
knowto be tue. Often this hexagram seems to say, “You know what
the problem is, and you understand the truth of the matter.” Atother
limes the hexagram is about dealing with evil in others through the
powerofinner truth. The image of “pigs and fishes” refers to the
Stubborn qualities of a person’s ego. The buildup of inner power,
through clinging to whatis right, must be very great to penetrate
through to them,
Two types of inner truth are discussed,one an effect thatemanates

outward from our inner thoughts (correct or incorrect), having a
force either for good orevil, and the secondas the Cosmic aspect ofthe situation...inner truth as the heart of the matter, with its own
power tocorrectall wrongs (“visible effects of the invisible manifest
themselves”),
Beforethe inner truth ofour thoughts can have power for good we

need to apprehend the inner, or Cosmic, truth of the situation in
question. To attain this truth, we must first become receptive,
suspending all previous judgments. We keep our minds open about
people. This meanswedo not “execute” them by classifying them
ina negative way, or by considering them to be hopeless, or
assuming that theyare dishonest, ungrateful, or whatever. We also
free ourself of any ideas that a thing cannot work, Weallow that the
unlikely and the impossible can and do happen. Then we turn the
matter overto the Cosmos. The innertruth of the matterwill become
apparentatthe right time.

Clinging to this process (which in some ways is to proceed
blindly) empowers truth. The more wecan rest content to be led
blindly, allowing the powerof truth to act as it will, the more
powerful truth becomes.
Dependence on the Cosmosto be guided results in total inner
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independence. The powerof truth and inner independence are
interrelated and interdependent. The poweris maintained so long as
we do not waver, butif we lose our inner independence, the power
of inner truth becomes blocked.
The power of inner truth accumulatesas we gain knowledge ofthe

Cosmic laws. For example, we soon learn through our studies with
the J Ching thatit is incorrect to try to produce results through
conflict, and that anger, while often justified, blocks the correct
solution, and that thereis a Cosmic law against being vindictive. We
acquire this knowledge only gradually underthe tutelage of the
Sage, and throughthe slow, step-by-step workof self-correction. It
is something we can dependonto guideus inallsorts of situations,
for it concerns the fundamentals of how to proceed, the way a
technique in singing,playing the piano, or tennis enables the partici-
pantto do well.
When weare firm in clinging to this body of inner truth, our

firmness imparts great power to what we know sothat it can be felt
and understood thousands ofmiles away. It penetrates through even
to “pigs and fishes.” If, however,our ego interjects doubt, the power
quickly disappears.
Innertruthalsorefers to the higher truth we do notyet know. We

may rely on this form of truth by keeping open, for keeping open
enables it to solve any given situation, even when weare notable to
understand whatis happening. If we need to know it, this truth will
show itself atthe right time.
Inner truth cannot be used for our private purposes.It is not

something we may mentally master, memorize,or hold to slavishly.
Wemustfirst graspit intuitively, then confirm it experientially. In
this way the insight becomes “knowledgeof the heart.” We cannot
even graspit until we become in tunewith ourdeeper,trueself, and
to the feelings and vibrations that emanate from things. Once we
attune ourselves to the inner truth, we can draw onit as aninfinite
resource, and rely on it completely to point the right way throughall
kinds of difficulties.
Inner truth can also be reached through meditation once we

become receptive and open, and once we have dispersedall preju-
dice and structured explanations. If we vacillate about holding our
minds open, the doorto the truth and the light will remain shut.
Worrying and wanting will keep the door shut. When the innertruth
ofasituation emerges, its clarity is such thateveryone is broughtinto
agreementwith it,
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First Line:If there are secret designs, it is disquieting. This
line implies that thereis a danger that we might formasecret re-
lationship,or a secret reservation of attitude, This meansthatin
our inmost heart we allow a wall to develop between ourself and
the Sage. It happens when weally ourself with our ego and allow
it to lead, or when we hedge in our commitment to the good,
saying, “I will follow thepath of the goodonly so long, and only
so far; then, if I don’t get what I think is due me, I’ll abandon it.”
In such situations we form a faction with our ego. This also
occurs when wejoin in factions with others, or when we do
things we intuitively know to be wrong.

Receiving this line indicates that we should search our innermost
thoughts for any form of hedging, factionalism, pacts, secret prom-
ises, or secret barriers which would isolate us from unity with the
truth, or with the Sage, and sacrifice them on our inner alter,
Our first commitment should be to serve the truth, and in this

service to maintain forever our inner independence. This is a com-
mitment to marry oneself, for only then can we marry, or extend a
selfless loyalty to, another.If, in uniting with someone (oran idea,
ora plan), this first loyalty becomes displaced, we lose our inner
balance, our self-esteem, and our connection with the Sage who
helpsus.
Unity with another is tripartite: it always includes the hidden

Higher Power, or Sage. Ifwe putanother, or something else, over the
Higher Powerin our hierarchy of commitments, we effectually
exclude the Higher Power.In doing so, we undermine the founda-
tion for enduring unity.

Another form of secretrelationship occurs when we hedge against
being truly dependenton the Cosmosby makinga “little room”for
desire, Or, we holdto pretensions of being better than others, or to
having the right to advance ourselves at their expense, through
pointing out their mistakes and our better judgment. When such
thoughts exist, in spite ofwhatwe have learned about the inner world
and the Creative, it means westill harbor doubts at a deep level,
These doubts insure failure; the negative power is not quiescent, itis an actively destructive force.
Other examples ofsecret reservationsof attitude: we meet some-

one underthe pretense of innocence, butreally plan to bring up, in
a sort of ambush,a controversial subject; we cultivate friendship in
orderto gain some benefit; we take a dim view of someone in order
notto feel disappointed should he not measure up to what we expect
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or wish; we ignore the Cosmic equalityofall beings by assuming
rights and privilegesas parents overchildren, teachers over students,
or any other title of elevation or proprietorship over a “lower being.
Behavior which exceeds the mean violates Cosmic law. Anyone in
a position of poweroverother beings must be even more careful to
be correct, rather than less so. In receiving this line we should check
ourselves for presumptuous and culturally decadent attitudes.
Conscious innocence and humble dependence on the Cosmos un-
derlie the powerof inner truth,

Second Line: A cranecalling in the shade. This image shows the
fact that firmness or weakness in ourvalues, and emotional depend-
enceor independence is communicated to otherson the inner level.
Our inner attitude is what people feel and know aboutus, the way
astute politicians know what their constituencies will accept or
reject. If we forget our first loyalty to the truth, others will know we
are separated from our source of strength, andwill test us. Itis no use
pretending weare strong if we are weak.

3

Self-development is the only way to attain the power of inner
truth, When our values are firmly in place, and when we nourish
ourselves with correct thoughts, a good influence on others cannot
be prevented.

Third Line: Nowhe sobs, now he sings. This line underscoresthe
importance of maintaining our center of gravity (inner independ-
ence). The powerof inner truth depends onit. This means we must
keep free of worrying and wanting.

‘

Inner independence means just that: we do not emotionally
depend on anyone. We become dependenton others when we say to
them, “Here,I give you myself, Henceforth my happiness and Sele
esteem depend on you, and how you regard me.I belong to you.’
This, of course, is the work of our ego-self-image, which cannot
exist unlessit sees itself reflected in others’ eyes.It will make any
kind of bargain on the hope ofbeing affirmed, If we have allowed
sucha thing to happen to us, we must take back whatever we have
given. Wedon’thave the right to give ourselves. toanyone, and while
it may flatter the other person, he can only despiseus forit, for he
does not wantthat responsibility. Oncehe tires of the flattery, or the
convenienceofour servitude, he will abandon us. The only correct
relationship we mayhave with another is one in which both people
independently follow the path ofthe true and the good.
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Evenif we have not gone sofaras to give ourself away, we should
avoid ‘emotional leaning.’ This happens when we‘look sideways,”
This means wedefine the meaning of our lives or measure our
progress by the effect we may be having on others, and on what
others do and think, Itis impossible to take the care necessary to walk
our own pathifour innergaze is always fixed on them. The only way
to self-sufficiency and inner strength—qualities inseparably linked
to the powerofinner truth—is to pursueour path independently of
all others, and evenofthe train of events.
When people are incorrectin relating to us, we lose our inner

independenceif simply to get along with them we “forgive and
forget.” We should not feed their egosby giving them the impression
that no matter what they do, everything is all right. With this attitude
it is only a matter oftime before they will become tyrants over us.
Onthe other hand we must notallow ourselves to dwell on their
behavior; we become infectedwith the inferior thing, and again lose
ourdirection, We must recognize the incorrectsituation for whatitis and carefully keep disengaged from it. Thisis to judgeit withoutallowingour attitude to become judgmental. In such situations we
needhelp from the Higher Power. Awareness ofthis need enables
us to keep balanced “onthe high wire,”as it were, for that is whatis
required.

Fourth Line: The moon nearly at the full. The powerof inner truth
results from depending on the Sage, Fate, and time to. work things
out. This dependence is the heartand soul ofour inner independence
andstrength, and is what arouses the powerof the Creative. Once
this powerhas been generated and things begin to improve, we must
not forget its source by flattering ourselves that “wedidit.” When
we immodestly forget that our dependence on the Sage is the source
of our power, the powerbeginsto wane, justas the lightof the moon,
which is dependentonthelightof the sun, begins to wane onceitbecomes full. When we measure our progress in the mirrorof self-
approval, the ego has entered to claim success; if wefail to reject the
ego’s flattery, we form a faction with it which excludes the Sage.We
may never presume that we possess the power of inner truth; it
always comes from relating correctly to the Higher Poweras its
source,

Fifth Line: He possesses truth, which links together. The powerof
inner truth, which comes from clinging steadfastly to ourprinciples
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and maintaining our inner independence, develops adamantine
strength, subduing the inferior element in others.
There is such a thing as truth (here, “the Sage” and truth are

interchangeable). Weall know whatit is on the deepest level of
consciousness even though we mayhold itin doubt on the conscious
level. When we clingto this inner bodyof truth, it has the power to
unify people, even though it may appear to others that our actions
lead away from unity. However, when weareled by our ego, byits
worrying and wanting,by its eagerness to push things to conclusion
and to mastermind things, we no longer follow truth, and we lose its
powerto help.
People who are morally correct and strict with themselves auto-

matically drawothers’ respect, butif they then seek to be credited for
their virtue, theirinfluence diminishes. When a person becomes free
of all vanity, the powerofhis personality is restored. Once more the
distrust and suspicion which block his influence dissipate. In this
way the powerof truth unites.

Sixth Line: Cockcrow penetrating to heaven. While we can help
people whoare open and receptive, we should realize that there are
limitations to what we can achieve purely through verbal explana-
tions. People must perceive the truth within themselves. Because
progress is the result of many small steps built one on another, we
should nottry to rush others’ development, orskip steps by saying
things for which they are inadequately prepared, Peoplecanrelate
only to what they are ready to perceive. Any idea not ready to be
accepted cannot be accepted. From mental stimulation a person can
achieve great clarity, but such clarity is short-lived. Lasting im-
provements occur when a person commits himself to learning, and
then to putting his knowledge tothe testof experience. Through his
commitment and perseverance, he will gradually re-educate and
reorient his attitudes and habits of mind. Meanwhile, we can only
give him an introduction, a summary view, and point the way.

This line also counsels us to take our words seriously, to be
conscientious and sincere in speech. We should notthink that what
we say, even idly, does not matter.If we are not modest, our words
may do harm.
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62.

Hsiao Kuo | Preponderanceof the Small

(Thinkingof taking action in distrust of Fate.)

This hexagram deals with our own, or other people’s, rigid attitudes,
Strong elements suchas fear, envy, anger, desire, vindictiveness or
obstinacy preponderate, and consequently wefeel pressured to act,
From the perspective of our ego non-action seems ineffective and
unnatural; nevertheless, receiving this hexagram indicates that non-
action is required,

We should resist pressures which makeusdistrust the creative
powerof the Unknown. We should also bewareof attaching our-
selves enthusiastically to “solutions” simply becauseof this pres-
sure, and we should avoid secking comprehensive answers.
The answer we need now will be foundif we allow ourself to be

led through the small doorof the improbable, whichwill open only
at the precise moment of need. It helps if we rememberthat there is
always a hidden solution to the problem at hand. Meanwhile we
should keep ourselves openand unstructured, remaining calmly in
the ‘ambiguous spot.’ This is possible only if we modestly keep our
eyes turned away from the problem.

:
It is not necessary to venturesofar as to trust the Unknown, but

it is essential to disperse our distrust of it, Fear causes us to
exaggerate the importance of succeeding. We know that the situ-
ationis important, and therefore wedistrust ourself andFate to carry
us through. Weshould resist this fear beforeit turns into desire and
ambition to do something,

First Line: The bird meets with misfortune through flying. Being
fledged means being free of pressure to act. Flying before we are
fledged meansacting beforeitis correct to do so. We follow a plan
or strategy because we distrust the Creative to showus the way as we
go. Weshould flow with the course of events, responding spontane-
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ously to each situation as it occurs, without defining its meaning or
importance. We should also remain loose and open, clinging to the
Creative for help, even though we must remain in an emotionally
uncomfortable situation. Resistance blocks aid when we most need
aid.

Second Line: He does not reach his prince. No blame. Not
“reaching his prince” means we have notyet received a clear or
comprehensive idea of how to proceed; it also means that the
situation has notyet developed tothe extent that success is possible.
Weshould not be discouraged. We should keep our mind open and
unstructured, allowing the way to showitself. Meanwhile, it is an
expression of modesty to cease looking anxiously or disappointedly
at the situation. We need only doour best, and meet the result with
acceptance,

Third Line:If oneis not extremely careful...misfortune. When we
decide for or against someone,wehastento resolve the ambiguous
moment. Such self-confidence will backfire. We abandon the path
by choosingto follow our impatient and childish ego, rather than
allowing the Creative to work.
In close proximity to evil, our inferiors try to crystallize them-

selves into a knight in shining armorin orderto jump into battle with
the evil thing. This ploy, however well-intentioned, fails, because
we gotoo far. Instead of recognizing evil for whatit is, and asking
the HigherPower forhelp, instead of keeping detached and allowing
the evil thingtodic ofits own accord,wefight it tooth and nail. The
white knightis our vainglorious ego involving itself in the situation.
Much damageis done becauseofthe fallout.

Fourth Line: Donotact. Be constantly persevering. Because we
havepersevered andourgoals have not yetbeen achieved, we begin
to feel thatFate is hostile, or we doubt the beneficial nature of the
Cosmos,or we distrust the Sage’s guidance. In bearing with difficul-
ties, an element ofhardness has crept into our character. We need to

yield modestly to Fate. Weare like an overloaded mule, poised on
the edge of the canyon, ready to buck. The mule distrusts the
master’s guidance, but rebelling would endangerits life. Things
seem impossible to bear, but if we endure through this situation,all
will be well. We should notact simply to getrid of our load, Here,
“Do not act” means donotgive up.
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Fifth Line: Dense clouds... To distrust ourpath is to distrust the
Sage who guides us. We cannot make our wayin the hidden world
alone; weneed the Sage’s help, which can only be obtained through
a modest acceptance ofour fate.
Even if we were born toset the world in order, we could achieve

this goal only by the small meansof self-correction; self-correction,
in turn, cannot be accomplished without the Sage, whose help we
may obtain only by seekingit modestly.

Sixth Line: Theflying bird leaves him. Misfortune. If throu gh fear
and doubt we restlessly turn our backs on the Sage and on our path,
wewill energize hostile forces. Such obstinacy leads to misfortune,
As the mother said whose intuition warned her against sailing on the
Titanic,“For its owners to say the ship was unsinkable was to “fly
in the face of God.’” To adopt an “I don’t care” moodis to leave
caution and modesty behind.
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Chi Chi | After Completion

(On reconsidering, and other unbalancing thoughts.)

Atthe beginning good fortune,at the end disorder, We have been
firm in followingour path, but now that the situation has improved,
we reconsider: “Isn’t there an casier way to proceed with life?”
“Haven’t we beentoo hard in withdrawing from someone, too firm
in requiring him to be right with us,or too soft in following the path
of non-action?” “If I stick to my principles won'tit turn others
away?” Such wondering is the first seed of decay that follows a
period of patient perseverance; through wondering the ego regains
leadership. We must recognize and resist its resurgence.
Ifwe wonder whether we have becn too hard, then we mustrealize

that we do nothave the right to help people avoid the hard learning

process. Such wondering implies that we have assumed a magnifi-
cent attitude in which weput ourself in the place of God to decide
others’ fates. We should avoid wondering whether we havebeen too.
hard, or toosoft, or whether we should do something, eitherto relax
backinto old habits ofcomfortable dependency, orto actin a hostile
wayin order to re-establish the correct distance. We should notadopt
any special attitudes because they once seemed to influence others

tochange, nor should webe afraid that peoplewill misunderstand us.
Weneed onlyrelate sincerely to each momentas it approaches and
leave matters to Fate.

Comfortable dependency means that we relax our inner discipline
by indulging small, seemingly insignificant thoughts which we
knoware on the borderof being incorrect. For example, we indulge
ina “little intervention,”a “little curiosity,”a “little involvement,”

ora“little nostalgia.” Indulgence is also to relax into comfort; we
cease to bealert, and we forget to keepa properbalancewith others.
Either we wantto feel good about another person before he has
corrected himself,or we find comfort in alienation and indifference.
Such a relaxation of inner discipline usually occurs “after comple-
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tion,” when we feel free of pressure, and self-confidence returns.
With relaxation weallow wondering to begin, permitting seemingly
small desires to re-emerge with great strength. Because of these
tendencies, “after completion” is the time when we should remain
disciplined and alert to intercept the “seeds” of wondering and
wanting, andthereby wardofftheir consequences, If we fail to resist
these unbalancing thoughts, we will make mistakes. Over and overthe J Ching emphasizes that peace can be maintained only if, duringthe timeswe feel secure, we remember the possibility of danger. We
mustbe asfirm towards others when they are behaving well as we
are when they are behaving badly.
After completion wealso tend to forget thatit was the invisible

Sage’s help that pulled us through the difficult time. We begin to
think everything was only a bad dream,with no particular causes,and only chance remedies. We even think wecreated the improve-
mentsall by ourselves. In thus losing our modesty we lose our
protection, and ourability to make progress againstevil.
After completion is also a time when we may experience uncer-

tainty. Uncertainty, in turn, may bringto the surface residual doubts
we have about ourself. Receiving this hexagram tells us that this
uncertainty is the problem. We should abandon uncertainty, not for
certainty, but simply to return to neutrality, It is importantto avoid
any kind of unbalancing thoughts which disturb our inner dignity
and independence.

First Line: He gets his tail in the water. No blame. At the height
of pressure wefail to accept the situation. The egoreasserts itself
forcefully, and accuses the Higher Powerof being too harsh and
unfeeling, and of perhaps beingatrickster, Being impatient, we
press forward, presuming that matters are righted when theyarenot,
or that the bad timesare over. By presumption we attempt to make
thingsbetter, but this does not work.

Development mustproceed slowly, in steps. Meanwhile, we must
retain our reserve and inner independence, neither giving up nor
forcing things forward. By presumption we should not commit
ourself toa relationship or openour inner thoughts to another before
the fundamentals of equality and justice are firmly in place,
He brakes his wheels means we have been going in the rightdirection but we suddenly slow to reconsider whether we have been

too strict. Such wavering causes problems, but there is noreal blame,
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have not abandoned the path.
:ae of a fox that crosses thawing ice has to do wath -attitude to the tensions we face. The cracks in the ice are “sor

points” better leftalone. To nearly cross the danger and thenaiesense of caution will surely cause trouble (causing the fox to get his

tail in the water). Also, a premature sense of confidence may oeusto lapse back intoan older, structured view, and so,uemor =to collapse. In recognizing and correcting such errors, there
blame.

Second Line: The woman losesthe curtain of her carria, Be. ve aes
run after it. On the seventh day you will get it. InLea seto be better than they are, or by allowing ourself to oane : A
byslipping back into a dependence on another's ae a=haveslipped from a safeplace into a poolof slime. ecu y :-to dois to accept the situation modestly and return to working 0}

:

rescue.It is of no use to bemoan the situation orfeel likeoeifinnerkicking and screamingwill engage the sympathyof the Ree
who will then miraculously produce the progress we baa uc!

:progress can be achieved only if we continue with nee ane
work. Acceptance and conscientiousness to start over ie :-creased position is the piety referred to in the fifth line. fee awith magnificence, shown when we fail to accept Lese :countered onour journey. By accepting reverses we acquire help

i roblems.
”Tetineilso refers to times when our incorrect attitude edae

perceived byothers, so that we lose our influence with them.
;
eanot need to strive to recapture our good name, SOS ms ust

correcting ourself our influence will return, and ourerror will so
be forgotten.

Third Line: Inferior people must not be employed. Ifwe raelax after having corrected and set limits around the spoiled c i an
ourself or others, this spoiled child will then begin to reassert itsel
to test its boundaries. When this happens we must oeaemotional independence and firmness. This effort is arduous, ut

_
is only when we abandon the inferior clement, either inee _
ourself, that it loses its strength and becomes subjugated.

A xrevitalize our attitude, the mistakewill correct itself. The same une
happens ifwe begin to reconsiderthe doubts weTa E

We cannot afford to appease our subjugated inferior element.
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The “urge to expand” refers to the luxury of wishing to capitalize
on ourgainsin orderto achieve something luxurious and personal.

Fourth Line: The finest clothes turn to rags. Be careful all day
long. Laxity, such as wanting to luxuriate in desire, allowing
ambition to return, or stopping to enjoy the Progress made ata time
whenwe should remain strict and reserved,will certainly ruin what
we have achieved.

On the otherhandit is also dangerous to think that we may have
gone toofar in our strictness, so that we begin tofecl sympathetic to
the other person for being cut off. We must not dwell nostalgically
on good times we havehad, and thereby allow weakness to enter by
seduction.
This line may also warn us that the person we presume to be

correct has not yet become trustworthy, and we should therefore
remain cautious and reserved.
If we stop in the middle of crossing the greatwater to bemoan our

situation, weare easily overwhelmed. It is essential to get past the
dangerby going forward, accepting the situation as it is, Similarly,
we must not dwell on past injustices, or debts of gratitude owed us
and unpaid. We should go on with life and leave the resolution of
these matters to Fate.

Fifth Line: The neighbor in the east slaughters an ox. When we
stop to think that we have been so hard that now we might indulge
amore comfortable relationship, we play God. It is egotistical mag-
nificence to overlook a person's incorrect behavior and favorhim at
atime when weshould, through reserve and inner strictness, require
him to dohis best. We haveno right to coddle anybody’s ego.

Magnificence is also failure to accept reverses, or the time
required to change bad conditions. Spiritual acceptance generally
has nothing to do with the amountof time society might regard as
reasonable. Spiritual acceptance is unconditional.

Sixth Line: He gets his head in the water. Danger, We“look back”
|

when wepresume the struggle to be over, and now wecan relax and
enjoy the situation. Now that we haveobtaineda little progress we
must tip-toc around theperson,or everything will come undone. We
must not lose our dignity and inner independencein this way. (See
Approach, Hex.19, Line 3.) We mustbefirm and go forward, or thework will be undone,
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Wealso look back when weare notsure that we have done ve
right thing. Itis important to go forward; ifwe are sincere in attitude,
even making a wrong move will not prove injurious, for some idwill occur to rectify the mistake. It is important notto standin the

crossroads, wondering.
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Wei Chi / Before Completion

(We needto gain a correct perspective of the problem.)

Crossing the great water means getting pasta period that is danger-
Ous to our perseverance. When situations threaten our emotional
balance, we mustbe like an old fox walking across thin ice. This
hexagram says that ouraffairs are in a new regencrative phase of
growth. We should be awarethat during times of regeneration, the
pressures on our inner independence and balance become intense
and therefore we mustbe cautious, circumspect, and persevering,
For example, we may find our thoughts drifting toward others
primarily because theirs may be fastened on us, for when we have
established inner independence, we automatically draw others with
whomwe have inner connections. Itis particularly important, there-
fore, to keepour childish heart from wanting, wondering, or worry:
ing—activities which lead toa loss of inner independence.
In this hexagram, fire (clarity) is above water (effort), and hence

out ofrelationship. Clarity must be the foundation ofeffort, as in
After Completion (Hex. 63), where fire is below water and can bring
ittoa boil, producing energy. This symbolism indicates that we must
putourself in the proper position to the matter at hand before we can
attain clarity, for clarity must precede effort.
,
Receiving this hexagram indicates that we have notachieved true

inner quiet; therefore, we are poised to act, We have cometo a
conclusion without first attaining the correct perspective—a dan-
gcrous situation, We must seekthe correct viewpoint—one which is
not tainted by a single emotion.
Clarity gives us the strength needed to overcome the dangers

threatening perseverance, and is the “vehicle of crossing” men-
tioned in the second line. Before we can attain clarity itis necessary
to attain true inner quiet; only then can we becomeattuned to our
inner voice; only then can the correct view showitself.
Possibly we may only needto realize that what is required is that
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weholdfirmly to our path, that this alone enables ussafely to bypass
the danger. This meansthat we continue forward without looking
back.We do notallowourselves to become involved in the pressures
ofthe moment. Holding to our path means that we maintain ourinner
independence—a willingness to carry on alone when the situation
warrants it. We accept our fate andsacrifice our ego (the clamoring
and complainingofthe childish heart) without reproach to anyone.

Cracksin the ice refer to sore points of contention. These sore
points must be dealt with indirectly; to bring them into the openis
to “step on the cracks.” Bringing them into the open violates the

principle of taking great care. It is as if the other person is always
waitingfor us to bring them up. The best wayto deal with problem-
atical areas is to hold to the powerof inner truth.

First Line: He getshis tail in the water. Humiliating. Premature
effort to achieve tangible progress occurs when we have nottaken
the trouble and careto attain clarity. Clarityis to gain insight into the
uselessnessof striving, and to understand thatby firmly clinging to
conscious innocence and noblchearted acceptance we engage the

powerofinner truth to resolve the situation, or to get us past the
danger points (cross the great water).

Second Line: He brakes his wheels. Idle waiting means that we
allow ourselves to indulgein fantasies, vanities, nostalgic memo-
ries, and diversions which causeusto lose contact with our inner
voice, Such activities diminish our will and cause us to become
diverted from our path, and to forget our overall goal to rescue
others. Only steadiness of purpose is capable of overcoming the
standstill, What we need is back-burner steadiness. In turning

energy to our work we must not assault the goal, but attend to
keeping our innocence, steadfastness, and attunement to our inner
vOICe.

Third Line: Attack brings misfortune. Our will to stand firm and

alone, andto keep still, is undermined. We would rather fall back
into a carefree and easy approach, or drop the matter, giving up
perseverance. Perseveranceis important, particularly now. We must
be firm and “bite through” the obstacles through perseverance in
non-action, We must overcome all temptation to take matters into

our hands, or to assume anything from the situation. We must allow
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ourself to be led.

Fourth Line: Shock, thus to discipline the Devil's country. The
struggle mentioned is that of keeping our inner equilibrium and
detachment, for this alone “disciplines the Devil’s country.” This
means that we resist the luxury of taking the lead, demonstrating our
personality, orindulging our wants. Italso means that we go forward
without wavering in our values, Weneither reconsider whether we
are on the right path, nor wonder whether we havebeen toostrict in
requiring what is correct. By keeping firmly on ourpath we disci-
pline those whom we are meant to rescue.

Fifth Line: The light of the superior man is true. We remain
persevering despite inner conflict and temptation to leave the path,
Such acceptance and steadfastness provid insiPa, provide newinsights and help

Sixth Line: [fone wets his head,he loses it. With every change for
the better, however slight, we are temptedto thinkthe goalhas been
reached and now we may relax. Our ego, kept at bay, has been
waiting for the opportunity provided by inner carelessness to return
and involveus in its wanting and desiring. Wanting and desiring take
over.We must keep strict inner discipline, wanting nothing, striving
for nothing. This kind of modesty ensures continued progress.

This line also refers to drinking alcoholic beverages at times whenwe most needto be self-possessed and alert. It also suggests that
alcohol and other drugs inhibit our ability to perceive the lessons of
the Sage.
The line also refers to spiritual drunkenness, in which we are

wishy-washy about whatis right and wrong. We abandon what we
knowas inner truth in favor ofa more liberal, sophisticated view, or
we adopta love-everyone-unconditionally attitude just when cor-
rectness requires that we be strict and reserved. In these circum-
stances we are “under the influence”of a wrong idea.
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The Sageis he (she,or it) who speaks throughthe J Ching.
Fate is the trajectoryof events caused, to a degree, by our attitudes.

Of the paired phenomena, the Sage and Fate bring things to

completion.
The Superior Man is the true self within. It listens, looks, and

decides.
TheInferior Manis our ego-self-image. The ego, here defined, is the

compositeof all the self-images we have ever adopted or would

be tempted, through fantasy, to adopt. Once created, this

composite self takes ona life ofits own, and surrounds itself
with a defensive and prideful barricade. It is as ifwe climb into
aparticular setof clothingbecause we like the way itlooks, only
to find that it dancesoff with usinit, out of control. It usurps
leadership of the trueself, and becauseit manifests itself as a

pride system, it resists being displaced.
The Inferiors are bodily and emotional impulses which are often

manifested as inner voices. They maybe led either by our
Superior Man orbythe Inferior Man. When theyare led by the
Inferior Man (ego) they arc in opposition to our true self.

Individual Tao. That which is consistent with our inner nature and

the natural direction of the superior self.
Great Tao. The underlying direction(s) in which life proceeds; it is

only partly knowable.
Inner (or Hidden) World. Everything that now exists in the “real

world” first exists in the image, or inner world. Everything that
is now becoming, pre-exists as a Cosmic image. The two, it
would seem, are paired, with onebeing a shadowof the other—
the “real world” being a shadowof the image world. Our inner-
world existence is paired with our outer-world existence. Al-

though our subconscious inhabits the inner world, its progress
there is dependenton our conscious life here. To avoid pitfalls
there the/ Ching is given us asa lantern, and the Sage as a guide
tomake our way. How we fare there depends on whether in this

world wearetrue to our individual tao.
Helpers. Support andhelp we receive from the hidden world. Itis

also the help we receive when webring out others’ superior
natures.

Trust. A willing suspension of disbelief.
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Evil. Being less than true to our superior nature.
KeepingStill. A method of meditating to achieve inner quiet and

clarity. This method leads to disengaging from our ego.
Success. Adhering to our path in spite of challenges, thereby making

progress.
Crossing the Great Water. Persevering through doubtand difficulty.Press Forward. Failure to disengage. Allowing ambition, pride,

annoyance, or other emotions to take over.
Obstinacy. To stubbornly holdto inferior impulses.
Disperse. To allow inferior impulses to dissolve, or float away.

Through mental images such as “dispersing” we are able to
undermine the powerof recalcitrant or insistent impulses to do
the wrong thing,

Penetration. The gradual dawningof the liberating perception.
Dark Principle. Fear, doubt, vanity, the ego-sclf-image.
Light Principle. Enlightenment, understanding, a liberating per-

spective.
Arrogance. Self-importance, confidence in the self; exuberant en-

thusiasm;carelessness, assumption ofrights; taking up other
people’s space; disbelicving in the Unknown; deciding what
the Unknown is.

Resort to arms: Taking action against the Inferior Manwithin us and
against our obstinate inferiors, our pride system,or old patterns
of reaction.

Sacrifice. Voluntarily relinquishing inferior impulses such as anger,for the good ofall.
Tate in the cheekbones. Telling people whatis wrong with

them,
Conscious innocence. Contrasted with the innocence of youth,

which is that of inexperience, this is a conscious return to purityof mind. Through practicing inner cleansing and self-aware-
ness, werid ourself of conscious purpose. Our“work” is to be
on guard against the interjections of our ego and to keep ourself
free ofits desires and demands, its hopesand fears, its beliefs
and doubts, its pacts, vows, old areas of inner burnout, and
habitual responses,
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On Being Led

Throughout the / Ching thereis mentionof following, being led, and
clinging. There are also warnings against the misuse of power, and
of acting on our own. The impression weget from this adviceis that
the J Ching presents a passive approach tolife. ” This is not true.

Whenweare faced withasituation in which the / Ching calls for
retreat, holding fast, and not acting, it refersto all these things in a
moving time frame. We are meant to stop at the moment, retreat
momentarily, hold fast and notact, until the right moment arrives to
move ahead. It is not a static, permanent counsel to quit.

‘When doesthe right moment arrive to move ahead? When we
have become emotionally detached, when wehave perceived the
inner truth ofthe situation with clarity, and when we have become
independent in our inner attitude, yet firm in recognizing what is
correct. Then weare able to seize the opportunities presented by the
moment and move ahead appropriately.
If weare able to keep our attitude modest and sincerewhen weact,

wewill achieve maximum progress. We need, however, to be able
to retreat the moment the opening begins to close. If we fail to
disengage in time, our good effect will be diminished.
Acting from inner independence is different from acting from

egotistical enthusiasm. The ego would dazzle us with “‘comprehen-
sive” solutions. It is good at insinuating itself into the role of savior
with clever,airtight remedies, anditis goodat acting detached. That
is why the / Ching counscls “hesitating caution.” Caution keeps the
ego ata distance.
If we move ahead without having put ourselves into a correct

relationship, we fall victim to arrogance.
In orderto be led we need to be open and alert. Even though we

develop a firm knowledge of / Ching principles, we should avoid
taking inflexible positions. A situation maybe full of ambiguity.
Without abandoning ourprinciples, we wait through the ambiguity
until we sce how to resolve the matter without compromising
ourself.

Whenwedo notyet understand a new lesson, we should allow
ourself to be led without resistance through the developing situation.
Wekeepasking what weneedto dotorelate correctly to the moment.
Often we need only wait ina neutral but alert frameof mind, like an
actor in the wings awaiting his cue. He listens within, he feels the
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action going on, and when his moment arrives, he fulfills his role.
Whenwe readthe / Ching itis essential that our understanding be

lifted above the levelofblindly following words. This requires help
from the Sage, and earnestness in contemplating what the / Chingis
saying.
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I Ching Meditation

I learned to meditate through suggestions given in mydaily / Ching
consultations. Since mostofthe insights I have gained into the /
Ching have comeby wayof this form of meditating, I have included
this section for those who may want to hear more about J Ching
meditation.
The sort of meditation I learned differs from other, well-known

meditation styles in that it leads to meditation experiences. These
consist of images and voices which produce insights. For example,
there was the scene in which I saw myself life-guarding someone
who insisted on swimmingwith sharks;I realized thathefelt safe
because I was watching. The meditation told me that the only
remedy wasto leave the scene, that he would rescue himself only
whenhe perceived that no one else would be there to save him. From
this Irealized that when wehave innerties to someone, focussing on
what he does makes him feel no need to be responsible for himself.
It confers on him a feeling of invincibility; no matter what he does,
wewill come to the rescue,
My meditation experiences varied greatly. Sometimes, when my

eyes were closed, they began as small, seemingly insignificant
speckson myfield of vision. WhenIfocussed on them, they became
full-sized images. Sometimes they beganas images, andI entered a
scene already there. Sometimes images flashed across my view with
such speed that had I not been attentive I would have missed them.
Writing about them later required twoor three pagesto describeall
Thad noticed. Sometimes the images hada still-life quality so that
I was led to observe minute details. Some meditations consisted only
of sounds, followed by a brief explanation of their meaning. Some-
times a meditation consisted of a serics of seemingly unrelated
scenes which would provoke the question, “What could this mean?”
After a few moments ofwaiting, a verbal explanation, or a mental
understanding would follow. In some meditations I saw myself re-
acting to something in a characteristically emotional way, while I
observed dispassionately. Often I sat and nothing happened. Some-
timesI waited a long time,only to feel suddenly thatit wastime to
getup and go about mydaily life, Once in a while meditation expe-
riences began the minute I sat down and closed my eyes. I could
never anticipate what form my meditations might take.
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Certain qualities were common to all my meditations, For in-
stance, Ialways had the feeling that someone else waspresenting the
scene, drawing myattention to what was relevant. Also, the mes-
sages illuminated the hexagrams and lines I had recently drawn.
Invariably, they answered a question in the back of my mind.
Invariably, they came whenI needed to know something.Often,but
not always, they came whenI wanted to know something.
Eventually, it became clear that certain attitudes are necessary for

achieving the meditation state, These are the sameattitudes men-
tioned in Youthful Folly (Hex. 4) as necessary to establish the
relationship between the student and Sageof the / Ching:

—awilling suspension ofdisbelief;
—a sincere effort;
— perseverance.

When I first began to meditate I had only a vague idea of
meditation, I remembered my voice teacher telling me that when she
had once overworked, her daughter had taught her the Transcenden-
tal Meditation technique. After that she “could handle anything that
came.”

Timagined that meditation required sitting like a yogi, and that
deep breathing was necessary.I also decided to do light physical
exercises to become morerelaxed.All these things,I later realized,
were important to meditating, for achieving deep inner quiet re-
quires cooperation between the body and mind.

My hesitations about meditating concerned self-hypnosis. I did
not want to hypnotize myself inadvertently. Years before, I had
hypnotizedafellow college student and wasunable to wakeherup.
Luckily, she woke up when I retracedall the steps of the mental
journey I hadled her through, telling her in advance that when we
gotback toa certain place, she would wakeup.After that! would not
Tepeat mantras, stare at lights, or do anything that might suggest
hypnosis. The meditation technique I learned has nothing to do with
hypnosis.It is similar to the concentration involved in reading a
book. We lookatthe inner world and become absorbed by what we
see there, but we can return ourattentionto the outer worldatwill.
Because ourattention will be disturbed by anyone entering the room,
it is best to meditatein a quiet place.

AlthoughI began my meditation efforts at night, I would find that
on awakening, my mind would soon be swampedwith the worries
of the night before. ThenI gotthe first line of The Clinging (Hex. 30),
which mentions that the best timeof day to meditate is during the
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firstmoments after waking, when inferior impulses are only in “seed
form.” Then weare able to intercept them before they have become
empowered to rule the mind. This was the beginning of much more
effective meditation.
Before we begin to meditateit is good to do a few light exercises

that loosen up the back. These help to counteract the effects of stress
on the body, Stiffness is often the body's way of expressing fear.
Itis also helpful tosit in an erect, yet relaxed position. A simpler

version of that used in yogais sufficient. Meditation experiences
rarely occur while wesitin otherpositions. Being too relaxed seems
to inhibit meditation.
KeepingStill notes that the first task in meditating is to quiet the

thinkingofthe heart. The heartbeat, one will notice, quickens with
stress and agitation,butit can also be slowed down through deep
breathing. We need only breathe in and out deeply and slowly about
six mes when wefirst sit down to meditate.

Tolimit the heart’s thinking weare counselled in the second line
of Keeping Still that “the SuperiorMan does not permithis thoughts
to go beyondhis situation.” Although these words might make us
think that weare to suppress thought, the third line notes that quict
must “develop naturally, outofa state of inner composure”;itwarns
against trying “to induce calm by meansof artificial rigidity.” We
are meant, in short, to deal with the thoughts that occupy our
attention.

The first technique in dealing with our thoughts is thatof letting
them go. Weneed to imagine visually letting them go.

Sometimes we have the ideathatif we keep our eye focussed on
a situation we can somehowkeep control ofit. For this reason we
fear letting go. This, of course, is the work of the ego. Watching a
situation in no way imparts control, Recognizing this fact helps free
us from the fear of letting go of our concerns,

Whenwefirst sit down to meditate, our minds may wander. The
thinkingof the heart concerns three things: worrying, wanting, and
wondering.It is the thinking ofthe child-like body inferiors. This
wandering is useful in thatit leads us to hidden concerns, worries,
and fears that need to be recognized and addressed. Sincerity of
purpose allowsus to look at them without getting caught up in them,
Ithelpsif we take the attitude of a hunter. When he first enters the

woods, all the hustle and bustle of animal life comesto a halt.
Everything freezes to keep from being scen. It is the same with our
inferiors, and particularly the Inferior Man (ego-self-image). If we,
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like the hunter,will be content to gointo the inner environment, sit
down and wait in an attitude of neutrality, the activity we have
interrupted will resume, and wewill be able to observeit.
In this way wewill both discover and calm the inferiors. We find

that these are bodycells, or systems of cells which seem to have a
limited intelligence. This intelligence surfaces in our mind in such
thoughts as “I am tired,” or “I am hungry,” or as other needs and
wants. Like children, they usually respond willingly to suggestions,
as whendentists or doctors give warning that “this will hurt only for
amoment.” If only we give themabit of advance preparation, theywill cooperate willingly. Quick changes, for which they have little
preparation, make them freeze with fear. Thus, when one small
musclein the back is strained, the surrounding cells freeze, as if in
fear they might be hurt next.

Whenwe firstattemptto meditate, the inferiors seem to occupyall
our mental space with their needs, wants, and complaints. Often
during our adult lives we simply repress them, living in our bodies
as strangers. We maydo any variety of things whichstress them to
their limits, such as going too many hours without sleep, failing to
eat nutritious food, overworking, or drinking too much. Upon first
hearing them in meditation weneedto listen to what theyare saying,
apologize for having abused them, comfort those among them who
are sick or tired, and ask for their cooperation, Then weexplain to
them that we need themto leaveus alone, temporarily, in our inner
space, so that we may do whatis bestfor them. Through kindness we
acquire their cooperation,

The next part of meditation involves bringing the nerves of the
backbone toa standstill. This causes the ego to disappear, and we
attain a clarity of view that enables us to bring ourselves into
harmony with the universe. Weare not meant, according to Keeping
Still, always to be on the go. Thereis a timefor activity, it says, and
atime for being quiet. Achieving quiet requires that we allow activ-
ity—the innerstatic of restlessness— to subside. Once this has
occurred we become detached from bodily concerns. Then we
acquireapoint of view thatis in harmonywith all the energies of the
Cosmos.
The Clinging (Hex. 30), states that an attitudeof docility, depend-

ence, and acceptance leads to clarity. Docility implics allowing
ourselves to be led. Who but the Higher Powercan guideus through
the meditative world? For this we need its help. To benefit from this
help we needtobefreeof inner resistance to anything that happens
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in meditation, We maintain a willing suspension of disbelief. We
cannot enter meditation if we hold a suspicious or fearful attitude.
Meditation is alittle like swimming; we mustat last take our foot off
the bottom.

The idea of dependenceis contained in the imageoffire clinging
to wood. Fire, signifying light and clarity, is dependent on some-
thing else to burn. Dependence on something higher than oneself
leadsto clarity. Quite simply, the key to success lies in asking the
Higher Power for help in understanding what we needto know.
The idea of acceptance hasto do with humility towards that which

is higher than ourselves. Resistance to our fate, or to the “way things
work,”obstructs meditating, for through resistance we put a wall
between ourselves and the Higher Power. Acceptance not only
refers to the present; we accepteverything in the pastas well. Ithelps
ifwe realize that only through adversities do we botherto grow. The
problemsof everyday life should be viewed as Cosmic puzzles,
which in Zenare called “koans.” Their solutionwill lead us to under-
stand the higher truthsoflife, and to achieving harmonywith the
Cosmos,It also helpsif we recognize that life is made up of cycles
of change. Neither good nor bad times last forever. Simply by
correcting ourattitudes, we have theability to change the trajectories
and patterns which operate in our lives. Indeed, the stagnation
referred to in Standstill (Hex. 12) is the result of having adopted
attitudes which put us out of harmony with ourselves and with the
Cosmos. Progress will resume only when we understand andcorrect
them.
The image ofthe shining lake is the image of perfect inner

harmony(see The Joyous Hex. 58). All forms of restlessness—want-
ing, wondering, and worrying—disturb the lake, creating ripples
and waves. It is helpful to see our inner self as such a lake, and to feel
when emotions begin to disturb its mirrored surface.

Meditating is also like going to a well and drawingup water. If we
approach meditating with doubt that anything can comeofit,itis as
if we go toa well with a cracked jug. Listening for what we want to
hear, or suspecting that there will be only bad answers,is like
drawing up the mud of the well. Many people fear meditation,
having a superstitious fear that they may fall into madness, or be
captured by an evil spirit thatdwells in some secretplacein the mind,
Our attitude towards meditation should be cleansed of all such
defects.
In consulting the J Ching we approach the Sage without thought
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of his nameorhis face, and thus we come to meethim halfway. In
meditating we approach the Higher Power. To meetit halfway we
needto free ourselves ofall preconceived ideas about what, or who
itis. In this way we truly open our mind and suspend ourdisbelief.
One maynotenter meditation in the company of the ego.It must

be left behind. Asit is putin Decrease (Hex. 41), when three travel
together, one must go. Somewriters havesaid that in all Yang there
is a smallbit of Yin, and that in all Yin there is a smallbit of Yang,
giving rise to the imageof the Yin/Yang symbol’s having small
circles of the opposite in each. My experience in meditation has been
to the contrary: the light force will not or cannot enter whileabit of
the dark force remains. To reach our spiritual nature, and to be
permitted to see in the inner world, the inferiors must exit from our
inner space. (Thusthe line from Keeping Still, “He goes into his
chamber and doesnotsee his ministers.”)

Keeping Still suggests a technique to defeat the ego in the image
of bringing the nerves ofthe backbone to quiet. When these nerves
slow to a standstill, the ego “disappears.” This ego is the sclf-
image—all the ideas we have adopted about ourself which shore up
oursense ofwell-being. These props dictate the “look” weproject
to the world, and determine the clothes, hair-do, or occupation we
consider appropriate.

Understandably, our ego resists meditation. It realizes that any
time we perceiveit as being separate from ourself,it will begin to
lose control over our personality. It tries any numberof arguments
to discourage our efforts.

Theline from KeepingStill , “Keeping his back still so that he no
longer feels his body,” suggests another technique to disperse the
ego. Since the egois unableto withstand a determined, persevering
attitude, by persevering in keepingstill we undermine its power. If,
however, ithas been in the habitof intimidating the self, the ego stays
awake longer, and tries a variety of techniques to intimidate and
discourage. The ego’s power, we need torealize, is always based on
the illusion it casts of being all-powerful. Determination on our part
destroys the illusion.

Oncewe have contained and excluded the ego we find ourselves
in an empty space. Achieving this may require meditating every day
fortwo weeks. During this time wewill have worked through a mass
of residual restlessness. Residual restlessnessis like the collected
dustof the galaxy. Itis as if we have lived in our inner house for many
years without ever having cleaned it or brought it to order. Our first
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taskis to clearup this inner dirt. Keeping our“inner house” clean is

one of the ongoing tasks of meditation.
Reaching the clean empty space is ourfirst milestone of recogniz-

able progress. For a time we must be content to work without having
any great illuminating experiences. Although wemay feel that we
are achieving nothing, we are making progress, and the necessary
preliminaries are taking place. It is the wayof the J Ching, and the
wayof the Sage, that we become accustomed to workingin the dark,
with no knowledge of whether we are making progress. Even though
our goal is to reach the deep inner quiet state of meditation, we are
notallowed to become goal-oriented and obsessively focussed. We
haveto be content to try without thought of reward.

Through the frustrations of learning to meditate we learn many
important lessons of self-development: we learn to work for good
simply because itis good; we learn the meaning of modesty; we learn
that we are not allowedto makebargains with the Higher Power in
which wesay, “Because I am trying, you should do your part.” We
learn perseverance—to hold out against the pressures and resis-
tances putup bythe ego to deflect us from our purpose. Through
perceiving the tactics used by the ego to maintain power, we
diminish its power and add stature, strength, and leadership qualities
to the true self.
Sometimes, just before achieving deep inner quict, we experience

grief from having letgoofthe propsof identity. We experience the
feeling that we are nobodyatall. We find ourselves crying, yet we
do not feel sad. We simply allow our bodies to cry as they give up
feelings of attachmentto the old props. Now they seemto stand
naked and defenseless before the mighty Cosmos. Then this passes
and wefeelrelief. We are in harmony with the Cosmos. A great
weight is lifted off. Nothing now stands between us and the un-
bounded love that issues from the Cosmos. We emerge from the
shadows intothe light.

Meditation experiencesare insightful, instructive, and liberating.
Wefind that the empty spaceis preludeto great learning experi-
ences.
Atthis point our innereye is opened for us. We cannot dothis for

ourselves. It happens because we have persevered, and have come
to meetthe Creative halfway.
Even though we intercept our fears and frustrations during the

morning meditations, they will tend to return later in the day,
through force of habit. To counteract them we need only follow a
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three-minuterule. The ego returns ina succession of waves. The first
wave gives the illusion of being irresistible. Thisis only an illusion.
If we retain our resolve, the wave passes. The second wave comes
shortly,but it is only half the strengthof the first one; the third wave.
is only a ripple by comparison. This process occurs overa period of
three minutes. The person whoholds firm against his fears for three
minutes, defeats their power.
By meditating every day, in conjunction with consulting the /

Ching, we gradually shrink the ego's size and strength. Gradually,
we react less and less impulsively to the ups and downsof life, and
to shocking events. We become more and moresteady in our way of
life.

Although the images seen in meditation are often strong and
seemingly unforgettable, they have the dream-like quality of
quickly disappearing from consciousness. Clarity is invariably
short-lived. The pull of the outer world is exceedingly strong. It is

wise, therefore, to develop the habit of writing down meditation cx-
periences. This enables usto reflect on their messages andto allow
their imprints to becomepart of our consciouslife.
Many times wehave meditation experiences without realizing it.

Dreamsofa particular quality are meditation dreams whose mes-
sage becomes clear aftera little reflection, Flashes of insight occur
when weare secking solutions to problems. We may later realize that
we were in a particular frame of mind (usually doing something
mundane and unrelated) when they occurred. In my view, every
experience ofthis kind isagift from the Higher Power. The surest
way tocontinueto receive thesegifts is to continue to recognize their
source. When we forget their source, when weallow our ego to
appropriate glory by thinking wedid it, we shut ourselvesoff from
the constant stream of light that emanates from the Cosmos. We
leave the sunshine and return to the shadows.
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On Interpreting the I Ching
When I first began consulting the J Ching I had no specific way of
doing it. Sometimes I consulted it many times a day, sometimes
none. Gradually I concluded that consulting it too many times a day
only confused me. The J Ching refused to skip about from one
subject to another.It stayed on one question until I had understood
itcompletely, which often took a week. Mostof the time itanswered
the most important question in the back of my mind. Almost never
did itanswerquestionsof curiosity. It addressed questions of imme-
diate need. If I were about to face a difficult situation, it gave me
timely warning. Once the situation ended, itgave mea follow-up on
what had happened. For this reason I also ceased asking direct
questions.
OnceI became its student, the events of my life seemed to present

the questions I needed to answer, in a meaningful sequence. Thus,
I was ableto peelofflayers of self-images, fears, and doubts.

Gradually, I developed the habit of throwing a sequenceofsix
sets of hexagrams. To me this seems to be a complete “conver-
sation.” Each person, however, should develop the sequence that is
suitable for him, Thereare times whenpeople maybelimitedin their
ability to take in spiritual nourishment. An occasional hexagram
maybeall they can absorb. The Chinese say the / Ching is not for
everybody.I would say thatit is not for everybody at the same time,
butit is certainly for anyone whois open and receptive to it.

Many times the / Ching replies seem ambiguous. For instance, we
may receiveall six changing lines, some of which contradict each
other. When this happens I sce them aspresenting a rangeof possi-
bilities. For example,if we wereto receiveall the changing lines in

Preponderance ofthe Great (Hex. 26), I would takeit that am about
to be ina situation in which my inferiors (desire, or anger, perhaps)
will be engaged, therefore,I should notact; if I am forcedto act, IT

should be reticent and careful to keep emotionally disengaged.
Having received the top line, which seemsto indicate thatall danger
is past, I would takeit thatif I succeed in controlling my emotions,
the pressure of the adversity will soon pass, and I will have had the
correct effect, simply by holding firm within myself. Thelast line
reassures me that I can surmount thesituation if I will carefully
adhere to my limits.
Confusion also may occur when theoriginal hexagram seems to
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be the opposite of the changing hexagram. For example, we may
receive Splitting Apart (Hex. 23) as the original hexagram and
Deliverance (Hex. 40) as the changing hexagram. This combination
means that although ourpersonality has “split apart” through react-
ing to fear, relinquishing the fear will cause the splitting apartto end.
Receiving this combination canbe reflective in nature, meant to
show us what hasalready happened. Also, it may forewarn us that
something is about to happen which may cause usto split apart.
Sometimes these dangers occur purely on the mental plane, with-

out our having engaged in an overt situation. Splitting apart can
occur simply by allowing ambition, envy, fear, or desire to inhabit
our thoughts,
Receiving a hexagram without any changing lines can sometimes

be confusing. In such cases I think that we are simply meant to
reflect on the hexagram as a whole.
Receiving the same hexagram twoor three times in a row usually

means, “Consider this again. You havenotyetgot the message.” We
may be meantto consider and reconsider the hexagram, takingall the
lines into account.In actively searching out what the Sageis trying
to tell us, we enable the message to break through.

How often should we consult the / Ching? Tradition has it that one
question suffices, andthat toask moreis to impose.This has not been
my experience. Fortunately,I did not know ofthese traditions. Even
thoughI did abuse and overuseit atfirst, it was tolerant. Many times
T received rebuffs, but these, too, were helpful. When I insisted on
doing things my way, ignoring its advice,I paid a price, but through
paying,I learned.

Someone once asked meifI did not worry about being too depend-
ent on the J Ching. On consulting it, it replied, “If you had a good
friend who knewthe secrets of the kingdom, and wasable to help you
in your work, wouldn’titbe a shame not to make useofthatfriend?”
Thave never since then been worried about being dependentonit.
Through my J Ching group I wasto learn that some people have

only a limited ability to receive J Ching nourishment. The question
arose between myself and a fellow meditator about a marijuana-
dependent / Ching student whoattended our group. I felt that while
he wasphysically present, he was mentally somewhereelse. I men-
tioned this to my meditating friend. Not long afterward shesaid she
saw this person in a meditation. In it he was bandagedall around his
headasif he had been a burn victim; there wasonly a tiny opening
at the mouth from which issued a straw. She could see that he was
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able, only barely, to sip tiny amounts of nourishment. Even small
amounts of nourishment, however, may makea great difference.
WhenI saw this person again several years later, he had broken
entirely free of drugs and hadentered a new phaseof self-develop-
ment,

Al times our consultations are obscure, We are meant to accept
these times. Even if the meaningis not clear now the messagewill
gradually “penetrate” into our conscious mind.
The! Ching replies may concern the recent past, the present, or the

near future. Often they help us reflect on the lessons of the recent
past. Rarely do they concern some far future time. Onlya few lines,
suchas the fifth line of Fellowship with Men (Hex. 13), reassure us
that at some pointin the future our goals will be reached. Most lines
concern the now, and whether our state of mind leads to progress, to
standstill, or to regression.
The/ Ching gives us only piecesof the puzzle. Only our ego wants

the luxury of knowing in advance,of feeling secure, and of having
comprehensive answers. The object is to go with the flow, to be
content notto know. Weare not meant to live life asif it were a script
already written.
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1. Shake three pennies and drop them in random fashion.

2. Count the headside ofthe coin as three andthetail side as two.
Add the three coins up and write down the resulting number. For
example, if three heads are thrown, the resulting number is nine.

3. Repeat this procedure six times, then place the numbersinan order
from the bottom upwards,as shown below. Opposite all odd num-
bers, draw a straight line. Opposite all even numbers, draw a
divided line. The resulting figureis called a “hexagram.”

6th line (2 tails, one head)
Sth line (3 heads)
4th line (3 tails)
3rd line (3 tails)
2nd line (2 heads, one tail)
Istline (3 heads)

Wanner

4.The bottom three lines of a hexagram are called the “lower
trigram,” the top threethe “upper trigram.” Using the key on the
inside back cover, find the trigram that looks like your “upper
trigram”onthe horizontal row of trigrams. Then find the trigram
that looks like your “lower trigram”on the vertical column of
trigrams. The number wherethe two columns intersect represents
the numberof the hexagram you have drawn. Lookit up in the /
Ching. Hexagram 42is the one shown in the above example.

5.Having found the correct hexagram in the J Ching, readit, up to
the section that begins with “First Line.” The “Lines,”called
“changing lines,” are read only if we have drawn sixesornines.
Inthe example above, in addition to the beginning section, we are
meant to read, “First Line,” “Third Line,” “Fourth Line,” and
“Fifth Line.”

6. A second hexagram is now constructed in which one changes the
changing lines to their opposite forms. This means that we change
the divided lines formed by the sixes to straight lines; then we
change the straight lines formed by the nines, to divided lines. We
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leave the lines formedby the sevens and eights unchanged. Now
weare meantto read the new hexagram thus created, only to the
beginning of the changing lines. This hexagram is meant to throw
further light on the meaning of the first hexagram we have
received. In the above example, the second hexagram would be
Hexagram 56.

TRIGRAMS

UPPER >

LOWER w
Ch’ien

Chen
25 51 3 27|24|42|21 17

— 33 62|39|52|15|53|56|3112 16 8 23 2 20|35|45—- 44 32|48|18|46|57|50|2813 55|63|22|36|37|30|4910 54 60|41 19 61 38 58

Key for Identifying the Hexagrams

Permission to reprint the above keyfrom Ihe I Ching or Book ofChanges,
the Richard Wilhelm translation rendered into English by Cary F. Baynes,
has been grantedby the Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey.
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